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ANALYSIS AND CHOICE OF CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
HTGR SPHERICAL FUEL ELEMENTS

V.N. Grebennik, Yu.G. Degal'tsev, A.V. Karpov,
N.N. Ponomarev-Stepnoy, A.N. Protsenko, N.I. Tikhonov,

A. A. Khrulev

USSR

The choice of the main characteristics of the HTGR spherical fuel

elements, such as outer sizes, weight loading and uranium enrichment,

fuel kernel shape and size, coated particle kern size, as well as

conception, composition, properties and thickness of the multilayer

coatings of coated particles has been substantiated.

The type of the HTGR fuel elements is chosen from analysis of a

variety of questions concerning reactor physics, reactor thermohydra-

ulics and safety, fuel load cost, technology of manufacturing fuel

elements and fuel assemblies, reactor operability under irradiati-

on in helium, refuelling operations etc. Comparison of the neutron

tt.lances un the reactors using the spherical and prismatical fuel

elements shows that the components of these balances are nearly the

same for the two HTGR core conceptions now under development in the

world. Realization of a continuous make-up with fresh fuel and discha-

rge of spent fuel elements in the pebble-bed reactors keep the core

critical. This permits to reduce the neutron losses associated with

the burnup reactivity margin which, in the reactor with prismatical

fuel assemblies must be compensated either for insertion of the burn-

able poison or for the system of control rods. However when the OTTO

(once-through-then-out) principle is used in the pfcbble-bed reactor

maximum of the neutron field is shifted to the reactor periphery,

which increases neutron losses because of neutron escape from the

core. On the whole, at the specified HTGE parameters with spherical

and prismatical fuel elements the main nuclear characteristics of

the two reactor types prove to be very similar.
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The comparative analysis of the thermonuclear aspects of the

problem of choice of the HTGR fuel element type indicates that at

equal power distributions in the cores there are possibilities to

attain acceptable operating fuel temperatures and coolant pressure

losses. Higher heat transfer coefficients in the pebble-bed case

(at equal pressure losses) as compared to the prismatical fuel assem-

blies are compensated for higher thermal resistance of the spherical

fuel element itself and on the whole the coefficients of heat tran-

sfer from the coated particles to the gas are approximately equal

for both types of the HTGIt fuel elements. Therefore, proceeding from

the thermohydraulical aspects no determining conclusions can be ma-

de in favor of the spherical or prismatical conceptions of the

HTGR core.

It is obvious that at the nuclear and thermohydraulic charac-

teristics nearly similar for the HTGRs with the spherical and pri-

smatical fuel elements other factors must be taken into account,

such as adaptability to fabrication,reactor operating conditions,

manufacturing cost etc. For the HTGR designs, VGR-50 and VG-4OO,be-

ing developed in the USSR application of the spherical fuel elements

is decided to be more reasonable /1/.

In application of the pebble-bed conception the spherical fuel

element plays a unique role determining the fuel cycle characteris-

tics, safety, and possibility of attaining high outlet temperatures

of the helium coolant, operability of the reflectors'graphite etc.

Ac compared to other nuclear reactor types the external operation

conditions of spherical fuel elements also has some unique features

such as contacting fuel elements, mechanical action of the absorbing

rods on the spherical fuel elements, friction between the spheres,

on the reflector surfaces and on the absorbing rod surfaces, motion

in the sphere tubes and outside the core, possible effect of the

steam-water mixture and oxygen from the air etc. The spherical fuel

element performs simultaneously several functions relating to the

neutron physics and hydraulics of the reactor as well as to HTGR sa-

fety. The graphite and coited-particles used in the reactor permit

the parasitic capture of neutrons in the moderator and structural

material of the core to be reduced to a minimum and an effective

barrier against escape of fission products to the HTGR primary cir-

cuit to be established. In the problem of choice of the spherical
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fuel element parameters there are the following separate problems*

-Choice of the outer size of the spherical fuel element;

-Determination of the shape and size of the fuel kernel as well

as of the thickness of the spherical fuel element cladding,

-Substantiation of the weight loading and uranium enrichment.

-Choice of the coated-particle kern size.

-Conception, optimization of the composition, properties and

thickness of the multilayer coatings of the coated-particles

fuel element.

-Requirements on purity of the reactor graphite.

The choice of the outer diameter of the spherical fuel element

is influenced by various factors associated with different aspects

of HTGR designing. Taking into account the reactor's neutron physics

the main factor in substantiation of the outer diameter of the sphe-

rical fuel element is the possibility of establishing the required

relation of the moderator (carbon) nuclei to heavy element nuclei

(Np/NHB)« This may impose limitations on the minimum diameter of

the sphere at specified structural parameters of the fuel element.

The analysis of the thermohydraulic aspects determining the choice

of the outer size of the spherical fuel shows that they have oppo-

site tendencies. On the one hand, reduction in the spherical fuel

element size leads to decrease in the temperature difference in the

fuel element and, thus, to decrease in the temperature strains in

the sphere. On the other hand, in this case the gas pressure losses

on the core rise drastically. The requirements on reduction of the

temperatures in the sphere and on decrease in the pressure losses

in the pebble-bed can be met when the spheres have diameters of about

50-70 mm. With increase in the size of the spherical fuel element

the temperature difference over the sphere radius rises and, hence,

thermoradiation stresses affecting essentially the mechanical in-

tegrity of the fuel element increase. The calculation investigations

of the strain-stress state of the fuel element revealed that at the

sphere's diameter of about 60 mm the level of acting and residual

stressed does not exceed the stresses permissible for the sphere's

material strength. In other words, the above range- of possible

diameters of spherical fuel elements is compromise since at these

sizes the fuel is operable and the coolant can be pumped through

the core.

Among other factors taken into account in choosing the spheri-

cal fuel diameter the following are important. First, the sphere's



diameter depends on that of the discharging tube, which enables

free passage of the spheres through the discharging units /2,5/»

In its turn, the discharging tube sizes and, in particular, the

number of the channels and their position in the core bottom depend

on the HTGR core size.Approximated estimates for the reactor of

high unit power show that relation between the sphere diameter and

discharge channel diameter as well as between the latter and the

core diameter is about one order of magnitude. Second, relation

between the outer diameter of the sphere and rod diameter deter-

mines forces required for insertion of the absorbing rods to the peb-

ble bed core. When the sphere's diameter is about half of the absor-

bing rod diameter the axial forces arising in insertion of the cy-

lindrical absorber to the core is reduced to a minimum. Third, the

size of the spherical fuel element determines porosity fluctuati-

ons caused by distortion of the sphere layer structure at the limi-

ting wall. In the reactors with the pebble-bed core deviations

from the average porosity are observed in the vicinity of the side

reflector as well as near the absorbing rods inserted into the

pebble-bed core. Taking into account the above considerations the

recommended diameter of the spherical fuel element coincides with

the compromise one obtained taking into account the thermohydrau-

lic aspects of the HTGR designing. The possibility of unification

of the spherical fuel elements permitted to choose the.outer dia-

meter of the sphere equal to 6 &m.

The choice of the thickness of the spherical fuel element

cladding is mainly influenced by the requirement for a reliable

barrier between the kernel and the external operating medium. If

the fuel element cladding is subject to some wearing, e.g., in mul-

tiple circulation of the spheres through the core, or in motion of

the spheres in the radiation-chemical circuit of the VGR-50 reac-

tor, then in this case the cladding thickness must be larger than

in the OTTO case. For the spherical fuel elements designed for

the HTGR operating by OTTO principle the cladding thickness does

not exceed 5 mm. The thickness of the spherical fuel element clad-

ding does not practically affect the reactor physics but from the

therrachydroulic viewpoint it is reasonable to reduce it.

The coated particles in the SDherical fuel element can be dis-

tributed in the kernel having eithe'r the form of a spherical layer

located at some distance from the centre of the fuel element, or

the form of a sphere occupying the centre of the fuel element,
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When choosing the form and size of the kernel in the spherical fuel

element various aspects relating to the neutron physics, thermal

physics and fabrication technology should be taken into account. In

the case of low-enriched uranium-plutonium fuel cycle the kernel

form in the spherical fuel element influences the resonance absor-

ption of neutrons and distribution of the thermal neutron flux

inside the sphere. Prom the point of view of the resonance absorp-

tion of neutrons use of the fuel kernel manufactured as the cen-

tral sphere instead of that having the form of the spherical layer

is not accompanied with a noticeable change in the probability of

avoiding the resonance capture* This is accounted for by two oppo-

sitely directed effects. One of them directly results from change

in the fuel kernel form, i.e., with decrease in the fuel layer

thickness the heterogeneity effect increases.

On the other hand, when the form of the kernel is changed,

the package of the coated particles inside the fuel layer changes,

which results in decrease of the heterogeneous effect on account

of the coated particles themselves.

Decrease in the layer thickness affects the effective thermal

conductivity. If the graphite matrix thermal conductivity persists

then from the viewpoint of reduction of the maximum fuel tempera-

ture the three-zone spherical fuel element is more promising on

account of geometrical factor as compared to the version of loca-

tion of the coated-particles in the central kernel. In going from

the homogeneous distribution of the coated-particles in the sphere

to concentrated one the temperature of the fuel in the VG-400 re-

actor core can be reduced by 40°C and in the VGR-50 core by 70°C.

Enrichment and charging of uranium into the spherical fuel

elements determine the HTGR core and uranium-plutonium fuel cycle

characteristics. The HTGR physics and technology of the fuel ele-

ment manufacturing permit the uranium charge into the HTGR spheri-

cal fuel element to be within the range 5g to 20 g, i.e. with al- .

lowance for some aspects this range is the most characteristic

for HTGR. Below one can see what relation is between the uranium

charge and the ratio of the number of carbon nuclei to heavy ele-

ment nuclei within the above range of their variations.



Relation 200 500 400 500 600

Uranium charge into the
spherical fuel element, 1 8 ' ^ 12.5 9.225 7.38 6.15

g/sphere

Table 1 lists the results of the parametric analysis of the

HTGR characteristics depending on uranium charge and enrichment. The

calculations of the fuel cycle cost showed that to reduce the fuel

cycle costs of fixed values of the uranium charge into the fuel ele-

ment more highly enriched fuel should be used, the minimum being

at Ac//V//£ =400 and 10% enrichment. Within the range of

relations from 400 to 600 use of 6.5% enrichment to 10% one increa-

ses the fuel cycle cost in the average by 10% /4/«

The results of calculations of the discharged fuel cost, listed

in JFig.1, indicate that for the fuel charges of the HTGR of high

unit power the maximum burnup is attained when the fuel elements

with NQ //VHE-500 and 10% enrichment are used. Increase in the

fuel element residence in the HTGR core enables the consumption of

spherical fuel elements and, hence, cost of their manufacturing to

be reduced. For the HTGR fuel charge options considered the maximum

residence of the fuel elements in the core was found to be for

NCJ^HE. =300 and at 10% enrichment of the fresh fuel.

Choice of the diameters of the coated-particle kern is based

on studying the influence of their sizes on the core characteristics

as well as on the strength and other characteristics of the coated

particles determining operability, fission product escape, fabrica-

tion technology, economy, quality control etc.

Table 1 presents the results of the complex neutron and ther-

nLQhydraulic calculations of HTGR with 2500 MW of thermal power in

the equilibrium burnup conditions for various diameters of the coa-

ted-particle kerns.

The comparative analysis of the neutron calculations of fuel

burnup fraction, natural uranium demand, average fuel lifetime, ra-

tes of uranium delivery to reactor and some other physical charac-

teristics shows that application of large coated-particles

in the spherical fuel elements is preferrable for HTGR of

high unit power. When the coated-particles with the kern diameters

of about 700/^m-800/Hm are used the above HTGR characteristics are
10



improved by about 15-25% as compared to the option using the coated-

particles with a diameter of about 5OCynm in the

region 300-400.

Increase in the diameters of the coated-particle .

kerns permits the reactivity effect resulting from water penetra-

tion into the core to be reduced significantly. Application of

major coated-particles is a sufficiently efficient way enabling so-

lution of the problem of reduction of radiation and thermal dama-

ges of the structural graphit in the lower end reflector of HTGR.

For example, comparison of the fast neutron fluxes for fuel loa-

dings with A/c /A/H£ =300-4-00 shows that when 800/w dia kerns are

used the damaging flux of neutrons with E > 0.1 MeV is, in the

average, 1.5 times lower than that in the case of 500/m dia kerns.

The major coated-particles as compared to smaller ones permit

the average distance between the fuel elements to be increased,

which makes less probable a contact between the neighbour particles,

and, thus, reduces the probability of fuel coating destruction.

However use of the coated-particle kerns with larger diameters

which are favourable for the HTGR core characteristics is limited

by increase in stresses in the stress coatings of the fuel elements

and, hence by, increasing probability of coating destruction.

Fig.2 presents the calculation results on stresses in the basic

stress layer of SiC depending on the kern diameters at a constant

thickness of the buffer layer and stress coatings for the VGR-50 re-

actor operation conditions, obtained using the LIN-2 code /5/.

From the calculation studies made by means of a set of computer

codes /5/, the kinetics of stress development in the stress coatings

of the fuel elements in the course of the experiment has been obta-

ined. For example, in the case of destruction of the pyrocarbon

layers (Fig,3) at the coated-particle fuel parameters chosen for

the VGR-50 reactor stresses in the SiG layer remain rather low, which

ensures their integrity. Though the results of the calculations made

for this purpose require experimental varification no major difficul-

ties in creation of operable coated-particles with a 700-800/4/m dia

kerns are expected.

The main factor reducing the activity of the circuit is ability

of the coated-particles to retain fission products. In Fig.4 the data

characterizing dependence of the dose rate near the main equipment

of the primary circuit, determined mainly by 3 andTe radionuclides,

depending on the requirement to the fuel element tightness characte-

rized by relative Xe-133 escape. It follows from the data that for



maintaining the equipment of the HTGR primary circuit without spe-

cial protecting measures the relative leakage must be not less than

Fig.5 presents the expected dependence of relative leakage of

the ^Xe radionuclide on the fraction of fuel in the damaged coated-

particles fixed contamination of the graphite of the

spherical fuel element coating and matrix of the coated particles
(the fraction of fissions in the fuel contaminating the

structural graphite of the fuel elements was assumed to be 4-.10"̂

and 5.10""6 for the VGR-50 and VG-4-00 reactors, respectively).

It follows from the data presented that to obtain the permis-

sible R/B value the fuel fraction in the damaged coated-particles

must be essentially lower than 0.1%, This means that if

the spherical fuel element contains (4-5) 1Cr coated-particles

then damage of more than one coated-particle fuel element

is impermissible. This condition must be taken into account when

choosing the kern diameter.

Investigation of the relative leakage from the coated-particles

fuel elements manufactured using various technologies and having

various thicknesses of PyO-SiC-PyG and FyC-PyC coatings, showed

that it depends on the T/D parameter (T is the thickness of dense

coating of the coated-particles, D is the outer diameter

of the buffer layer). The relative leakage from the coated-particles
(R/B) 10""̂  can be obtained when T/D < 0.3. Such a

dependence is due to two reasons:' 1) in successive evaporation the

coatings are contaminated with the fuel because of penetration of

the fuel from earlier-evaporated coatings. With increase in the de-

nse coating thickness contamination reduces and, hence, the relative

leakage caused by this contamination decreases. Pig.6 shows the re-

sults on the gaseous fission product escape from the coated-parti-

cles at different stages of coating evaporation and rejection, de-

termined by the "pre-irradiation" method; 2) the radiation stabili-

ty of the coated-particle fuel elements at operating temperatures of

the spherical fuel elements at a sufficient porosity determined by

that of the kernel and buffer layer (D > JO/j/m) can also be obtained

at T/D> 0.3* This condition was used when substantiating the geometri

cal parameters of the coated-particles.

The basic type of the coated-particle fuel element adopted for

HTGRs developed in the USSR is one with the PyC-SiC-PyC coating. In

addition to better characteristics of retaining metallic fission pro-

ducts (Or,Si) it ensures better localization of the fission products

12



in sonio accidental situations, in particular, in water vapor penet-

ration and depressurization of the primary circuit, since the SiC

coating is not oxidized nor destructed for a rather long time at

temperatures up to about 200O°C.

Due to use of the enriched uranium in HTGR the problem of nuc-

lear purity of the graphite used as the neutron moderator and as stru-

ctural material for the fuel elements becomes less acute. The influ-

ence of the graphite purity on the neutron balance in the HTGR co-

re accentuates not the critical parameters which is characteristic

for the natural uranium fuelled reactors, but rather economical es-

timates. The purity of the HTGR spherical fuel elements is determi-

ned by the initial purity of the graphite used for fuel element

production as well as by various impurities penetrating during tech-

nological operations. Proceeding from the economical aspects, the

problem of purity of the HTGR spherical fuel elements graphite can

be solved either by rising the cost of the technology of fuel ele-

ment production in attempting to minimize the amount of impurities,

or by rising the cost of energy production in the reactor with "con-

taminated11 spherical fuel elements. In other words, as applied to

HTGR, one have the alternative of rising the cost of the technology

of manufacturing "power" fuel elements or of admitting umproductive

losses of neutrons in the HTGR core when using the "contaminated"

graphite.
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Table I .

•ain oaloulated characteristics of the fuel charge versions for the 2500 SlsCth) HTCR with various diameters of the coated-particle
kern diameters (loading factor G=1.(j5

ratio At /V«£

?ro3h fuel enrichment.Fresh fuel enrichment, Fresh fuel enrichment, %HIGH characteristics

Kern diameter.

800 200 500 I 800800 200 500

Uranium charge into the spherical
fuel dlementt 6,15 6,15 6.15 6.15 » 6,15
Hato of uranium delivery to the
raactor, kg/Jar 2,3 36,9 35,5
Specifia power of fissile isotopes,
"As 592 5816 7270
Conversion coeffioient (CO) ,480 0,531 0,474
Belativn contri-
butioa fission, 60,9 65,0

29,3 I 2S,o
9,8 9,4

uranium-235
plutonium-239
pluto nium-Hfl-1

1,9 160,3 63,0
8,0 [31.4 28.3

8,3 8,7
Dranlun-235 loaded to the reactor,
kg/GT(a) jear
Average Tmrnup of unloaded fuel,
SW.day/t 12,1 $7.6 |70,3
Knii imim temperature in the cen
tra of tha fuel element. C°

Oonoantratloa of f l sa l l e laotopea
In unloaded fuel,^ nxanlcua-23S

plntonlua-239
plut onlum—241

I.4I 10.91
0,53 I 0,3t
0,34 [0,200.30|0,26 |0,I9

Situral ttranlum demand for opes
oyolo,t/G¥(») 02

effect In emergency pene
tration of m t i r In-
to the eor*,3C K 1.0 t 0,49 I,4q 1,05

0,851 3,332.19
0.69 5,06 3.24

2.20 3.13 1.402,40 5,40 3.00
Sower In th* oor* oottoa In tixm o«n
tx« on the ftoondarj
la the cad rafleotor,

r.u.
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OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF SPHERICAL
HTR FUEL ELEMENTS AND THEIR PERFORMANCE

K. Rollig, W. Theymann

Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH
Mannheim, Federal Republic of Germany

Summary

The German development of spherical fuel elements with
coated fuel particles led to a product design which ful-
fils the operational requirements for all HTR applica-
tions with mean gas exit temperatures from 700 °C (elec-
tricity and steam generation) up to 950 °C (supply of
nuclear process heat) . In spite of this relatively wide
span for a parameter with strong impact on fuel element
behaviour, almost identical fuel specifications can be
used for the different reactor purposes.

For pebble bed reactors with relatively low gas exit tem-
peratures of 700 °C, the ample design margins of the
fuel elements offer the possibility to enlarge the scope
of their in-service duties and, simultaneously, to im-
prove fuel cycle economics. This is demonstrated for the
HTR-500, an electricity and steam generating 500 MWel
plant presently proposed as follow-up project to the e q

THTR-300. Due to the low operating temperatures of the
HTR-500 core, the fuel can be concentrated in about 70 %
of the pebbles of the core thus saving fuel cycle costs.
Under all design accident conditions fuel temperatures
are maintained below 1250 °C. This allows a significant
reduction in the engineered activity barriers outside
the primary circuit, in particular for the loss of cool-
ant accident. Furthermore, access to major primary cir-
cuit components and the reuse of the fuel elements after
any design accident are possible.

1. Introduction

Development and irradiation testing of spherical fuel

elements in Germany were initiated by the experimental ig



reactor project, AVR. The operational conditions of this

first pebble bed reactor were characterized by a rela-

tively low average power density of 2.6 MW/m3.

A production scale fuel element for the AVR could be

licenced with comparative ease. For this fuel a frac-
-4tional Xe-133 release <£.5.10 was required under all

operational conditions. In fact, the measured coolant

activity data from the AVR operation indicate for

Xe-133 fractional releases below 2.10~ . Even during

a period, when an experimental fuel batch with signi-

ficant particle failure was loaded, the fractional re-

lease did not exceed 1.10 . The excellent performance

of the fuel in the AVR /I/ made it possible after five

years operation to increase the mean outlet tempera-

ture of the coolant from 850 °C to 950" °C.

As a consequence of the positive test and operation

experiences with HTR-fuel and due to economic conside-

rations, the mean power density of the prototype

THTR-300 was increased to 6 MW/m3 resulting in a more

stringent operational exposure of the fuel elements.

Furthermore, because of control rods inserting direct-

ly into the pebble bed core, it was necessary to speci-

fy a high mechanical strength for the THTR fuel ele-

ments. In addition, the neutron induced shrinkage of

the fuel elements had to be limited to less than 2 %

of the outer diameter. This requirement is due to the

multiple passage loading scheme of the THTR where the

fuel elements - as in the AVR - pass the core several

times, being recharged by a pneumatically driven trans-

port system.

The requirement for the activity retention capability

of the THTR fuel elements was set with a fractional

release for Xe-133 •<£ 3.10~ about an order of magnitude

below the previous AVR standard. On the base of the

existing test results aid verified calculation models,

a Xe-133 fractional release of 8.10 is expected for

the fuel elements now already loaded in the core for the

commissioning phase of the THTR. The compliance of the

20



THTR fuel elements with all other operational requirements

has been also demonstrated by calculations, experiments

and the operation of the AVR.

2. New aspects of fuel element design

After the qualification tests for the THTR fuel elements

had been successfully terminated, several new develop-

ments influenced the subsequent design work:

The HTR technology was widened to include more ad-

vanced applications making use of the potential for

increased coolant outlet temperatures. The direct

cycle concept with helium turbine or the supply of

nuclear process heat (project PNP) needed gas exit

temperatures of 8 50 °C and 950 °C, respectively.

The more sophisticated plant layouts necessitated

improved accessibility to the primary circuit com-

ponents for maintenance and repair. In general, the

awareness of the interdependence of plant availabi-

lity and radiological exposure of the personnel had

grown considerably. As a consequence, the require-

ments for the fission product release from the fuel

elements had to be defined more stringently.

The low enriched uranium cycle with UC^-fuel was

chosen for future HTR's in contrast to the THTR

which uses the high enriched thorium cycle with

(Th, UjCU-fuel. Due to this change and to the cor-

responding increase in Pu-fission, the inventory of

the mobile silver nuclides in the fuel elements will

rise by about an order of magnitude.

The above topics led to the introduction of the SiC-sand-

wich layer for the coated particles (TRISO particles),

which provides an effective retention barrier for metallic

fission products, in particular for silver. Furthermore,

the fabrication induced uranium contamination of the fuel

elements is reduced by an order of magnitude compared



with fuel elements containing only pyrocarbon (PyC) coated

particles (BISO particles).

In order to concentrate further development efforts, it

was decided that the design of the fuel elements for all

applications should be the same. Only the heavy metal

loading of the fuel elements will be adjusted for fuel

cycle optimizations and for reactivity requirements. The

resulting range of loadings is fully covered by the exist-

ing fabrication process and is not sensitive to fuel ele-

ment performance. The major design data of this standard

fuel element are compared in Table 1 with the AVR and THTR

fuel elements.

The effect of the SiC-interlayer on the release of the

metallic nuclides Cs-137 and Ag-llOm is demonstrated in

Table 2 where the normalized release rates from a core

with BISO particles of the THTR-type are compared with

results for fuel elements with TRISO particles. The

calculations have been based on a core layout with 750°C

gas exit temperature, a mean power density of 6 MW/m3

and three years life time of the fuel elements. The SiC-

layer reduces the release of Cs-137 and Ag-llOm by a

factor of 10 and 200, respectively.

Table 2 illustrates a further aspect relevant to fuel

element performance: The fuel elements of future pebble

bed cores with a thermal power above 250 MWth will be

loaded only once (once through then out: OTTO-loading)

instead of the multiple passage loading (MPL) of THTR

and AVR. This scheme saves investment costs for the

complex recharge system, increases plant availability

and improves the control and shutdown characteristics

of the core absorber rods considerably. Table 2 shows

that OTTO-loading increases the Cs-137 release by a

factor 3 compared with the MPL case. This is explained

by the higher surface temperatures during the final

phase of the residence time when the Cs-137 inventory

of the fuel elements is at its maximum. In contrast

to Cs-137, the Ag-llOm release is in both cases nearly
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the same. Thus, under comparable conditions the fission

product release is not significantly changed by the

loading scheme. On the other hand, OTTO-loading reduces

strongly the mechanical forces on the fuel elements.

Apart from the above, more technically related aspects,

major economic effects must be emphasized: In the last

2 - 3 years spent fuel treatment costs went up remarkably

compared with the costs for fissionable material. Also

the fuel element manufacture contributes a substantial

share to the total fuel cycle costs. Both factors under-

line the need to increase the energy output per fuel PIP-

ment (MWd/F.E.). This can be achieved by increasing the

mean power density of the core or the residence time of

the fuel elements or by reducing the number of fuelled

spheres in a core with a given mean power density. The

latter approach has been chosen for the HTR-5 00, the 5 00

MWel plant presently proposed as follow-up project to the

THTR-300.

3. Operating conditions

The HTR-500 is being planned as an electricity and steam

generating plant with a 1250 MWth pebble bed core for

6.0 MW/m3 mean power density and 700 °C mean gas exit

temperature. The OTTO loading scheme with fuel elements

alone yields a nominal maximum fuel temperature of 8 30 °C

which is considerably below the TRISO particle' design

limit. Therefore, 30 % of the fuel elements can be re-

placed by inexpensive graphite spheres, i.e. the fuel

particles are concentrated in 70 % of the spheres. This

increases the maximum fuel temperature to 970 °C which

still is somewhat below the maximum temperature of 1020°C

in the core of PNP-500, the prototype for nuclear process

heat supply. The upper limit for the mixing ratio is set

by the maximum allowable power per element. Earlier ir-

radiation experiments cover ratings up to 4.8 kW/F.E.

It cannot be excluded that above this range temperature

and neutron induced mechanical stresses may impair the
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integrity of the fuel elements. Consequently, a rating

of 4.5 kW/F.E. has been defined as the maximum.

In the present HTR-500 core layout the maximum rating

amounts to only 4.1 kW/F.E. The energy output of the

HTR-500 fuel elements (1.1 MWd/F.E.) surpasses that of

PNP-5 00 (4.0 MW/m3 mean power density) by 80 %, which

reduces fuel cycle costs significantly.

The temperature distribution in the HTR-500 core is shown

in Fig. 1 where the case without graphite elements is

also illustrated. During the last 2/3 of the residence

time the maximum fuel temperatures fall by about 200 K

which is advantageous for particle performance.

In Table 3 the maximum operating conditions in present

(AVR, THTR) and future cores (PNP-500, HTR-500) are com-

pared. The maximum temperatures are practically covered

by AVR experience. The AVR fuel elements also accumulated

fast neutron doses in excess of the maximum values for

HTR-500 and PNP-500. The burnup values attained in AVR

and tested for THTR are not comparable with the other

two cases because of the different particle designs

(Table 1) .

A most important topic for the fuel element design is the

transient fuel temperature during accidents. As a concep-

tual guideline for all accidents, for which the HTR-500

is designed (hypothetical occurences are not considered

in this context), the fuel temperatures will be maintained

below 1250 °C. In fact, the highest fuel temperature ex-

cursion in the HTR-500 core does not exceed 1150 °C nomi-

nal. This temperature is maintained for less than 0.4

hours during an ATWS (anticipated transient without scram)

initiated by a reactivity ramp. During the loss of coolant

accident the maximum fuel temperature amounts to only

1010 °C, which falls by 50 K within 6 hours. In this case

it is conservatively assumed that only 50 % of the after-

heat removal systems are available.
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From the calculated operational conditions in the core,

the requirements for the irradiation tests of the fuel

elements have been derived taking into account the un-

certainties of the calculated results and making pro-

visions for anticipated design trends. These test re-

quirements are listed in Table 3 for THTR, PNP and HTR-

500. It can be seen that the HTR-500 requirement for the

power per fuel element is already covered by THTR test-

ing. All other HTR-500 test requirements are nearly iden-

tical with the PNP values so that the same tests serve

both HTR applications.

To conclude this survey of the operating conditions, the

external forces on the fuel elements and the corrosive

attack by chemical impurities in the coolant must be men-

tioned. During the loading, the HTR-500 fuel elements are

exposed to a free fall from a height of 10 m onto the

pebble, bed. Furthermore, during the infrequent long term

shutdown procedures the control rods are inserted into

the core up to 3 m deep. At this depth the forces exerted

on adjacent fuel elements amount to 10 kN on average.

The weight loss of the fuel elements due to corrosion

during normal operation does not exceed 0.2 % which re-

duces the mechanical strength of the fuel elements only

by about 4 %.

4. Operational Requirements

The following operational requirements of the fuel ele-

ments are defined specifically for the HTR-500.

4.1 Environmental impact requirements

The fuel element has to provide the primary retention

barrier for the fission products under all accident con-

ditions. This is in particular mandatory for the acci-

dent with the highest radiological impact on the environ-

ment, the loss of coolant, where the gas born activity is

directly discharged through the stack. It is prudent to
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assume for this accident, that no retention capabilities

outside the primary circuit are taken into account. The

radiological hazard of the loss of coolant is mainly de-

termined by the release of 1-131. The evaluation of the

radiological exposure of the environment, in particular

via the ingestion path, leads to the following upper li-

mits for the fractional release (FR) of 1-131 from the

fuel elements

FR (1-131) <*£ 2. 10~5

during normal steady state operation and

FR (1-131) ^ 1.10"6

during the first 10 hours of the loss of coolant accident.

The above steady state limit is more stringent than requi-

red for the maximum allowable environmental exposure during

normal conditions. Furthermore, the iodine release is di-

rectly related to the release of noble gases. Consequently,

there is no need for an independent limit for the noble

gases.

4.2 Maintenance requirements

Under normal and accident conditions the activity release

from the core must be so low that maintenance and repair

of major primary circuit components are not essentially

obstructed by fission product plate out. In order to give

this rather general requirement a concrete form it is for-

mulated that the gamma dose rate adjacent to a demounted

primary coolant circulator should not exceed 200 mrem/h

after two days decay time. This requirement restricts pre-

dominantly the release of the iodine and cesium nuclides

and of Ag-llOm. The limit for the 1-131 release under nor-

mal conditions as given by the environmental impact cri-

teria also fulfils the maintenance requirement. For Cs-134,

Cs-137 and Ag-llOm plate out and dose rate calculations

from the THTR have been transformed to the HTR-500 yiel-
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ding upper limits ror uie fractional release:

FR(Cs-134, Cs-137) -£ 2.10~5

FR (Ag-llOm) < 1.10~3

These limits have to be applied separately to the normal

steady state operation and to accident conditions. In both

cases adequate provision for calculation uncertainties

must be considered.

4.3 Availability requirements

The following requirements are in essence derived from the

above considerations. They assure a continuous operation

of the plant undisturbed by fuel element behaviour. In

particular during accidents the fuel element properties

must not degrade to an extent that further reuse of the

fuel elements cannot be allowed. This determines a li-

mitation to the transient induced failure rate of coated

particles. Though this limit depends largely on the mar-

gin between expected and design values for the particle

failure rate under normal conditions, it was set provi-

sionally at a fraction:

-4
5. 10 of the particles in the core. This corresponds

to 10 times the expected core average (weighted by the

power distribution) under normal conditions.

Spherical fuel elements in the core can be fractured

mechanically by the loading process and by the inter-

action with the control rods. Such broken elements in-

crease the fission product release and render the treat-

ment of spent fuel more difficult. In order to restrict

this effect the probability that a fuel-element will be

broken by external forces during its lifetime has been
-4

limited to 10 .

The different operational requirements of the fuel ele-

ments in the HTR-500 as described above are summarized in

Table 4. They are by no means complete, but they represent

a solid framework for the assessment of the fuel element

performance. 27



5. Fuel element pecformance

5.1 Normal operation

Particle failure fraction

On the basis of existing irradiation test results for

TRISO particles and using model calculations, it is pre-

dicted that the fraction of defective particles in fully

irradiated HTR-5 00 fuel elements will amount only to
— 4about 10 . The maximum values of fast neutron dose and

burnup as given in Table 3 do not reach the endurance

limits. Furthermore, the corrosion of the inner surface

of the SiC-layer by Pd and rare earths occurs only to a

maximum thickness of 0.5 um according to the linear cor-

rosion rate model /2/. This effect is negligible com-

pared with the mean SiC-layer thickness of 35 um.

Fission product release

With this low particle failure fraction the steady state

release of iodine, cesium and silver from the HTR-500 core,

is kept well below the requirements given in Table 4. This

is shown in Table 2 for a comparable core layout. How-

ever, with BISO particles of the THTR type this positive

result could not have been achieved as can be seen from

Table 2 taking into account appropriate provisions for the

uncertainties of these calculated results.

Fracture probability of fuel elements

The assessment of the probability of mechanical fracture

of a fuel element by interaction with the control rods

is based on measured crushing strength data and the cal-

culation model given in /3/. The crushing strength is

defined as the load at which breakage of a fuel element

between two parallel steel plates is initiated. Fig. 2

shows the distribution of crushing strength data measured

for fresh THTR fuel elements and for irradiated AVR fuel

elements. The crushing strength of spherical fuel ele-
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ments obviously increases with irradiation, at least up

to fast neutron doses accumulated in the AVR core

(Table 3). This trend outweighs the corrosion induced

strength reduction.

For all operating modes of the control rods in the HTR-

5 00 core, a fracture ;

sphere is calculated.

-4500 core, a fracture probability less than 10 per

The fracture probability due to the OTTO-loading is

evaluated using measured drop strength data.

The drop strength is defined as the number of drops from

a given height onto a specified surface until the first

breakage of the unfuelled shell occurs. These data have

been measured for various heights. Using either lognor-

mal or Weibull distribution laws it is concluded that

the fracture probability of the fuel element for a single
-4drop of 10 m onto the pebble bed does not exceed 10

Apart from the drop strength requirement the OTTO-load-

ing is also advantageous for the abrasive wear of the

fuel elements. Because of the relatively small transport

length of the fuel elements through the core the abra-

sion of surface material is reduced by an order of magni-

tude compared with the MPL scheme.

5.2 Accident conditions

It has been proven helpful for a conceptual survey not

to deal with specific accident situations in detail, but

to consider global excursions where all fuel elements in

the core are exposed simultaneously to the same tempera-

ture. Of course, this simplified approach does not save

a detailed analysis afterwards. However, it provides

the possibility, to identify inconsistent requirements

of the general plant layout in advance and to specify a

small number of lead cases for further analysis.
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Transient induced failure fraction

At increased temperatures irradiated TRISO particles can

eventually fail because of the higher internal gas pres-

sure and the SiC corrosion. A model for this mechanism

based on a few measurements at 1600 °C is proposed in /4/.

With a modified version of this model the failure frac-

tions have been calculated for various transient tempera-

tures in dependence on the duration of the transient (Fig.3)

As can be seen in Fig. 3, at 1600 °C the required maxi-
—4mum failure fraction of 5.10 is exceeded after 120 hours.

At the maximum transient temperature in the HTR-500,

1250 °C, no measurable particle failure is expected.

Transient fission product release

The fission product release from preirradiated fuel ele-

ments in the HTR-500 core has been calculated for various

transient conditions using standard diffusion constants

and adsorption isotherms. A transient induced particle

failure fraction has been assumed as shown in Fig. 3. The

results for Cs-137 are presented in Fig. 4 where the frac-

tional release from the fuel elements is plotted versus

the transient temperature with the transient duration as

curve parameter. Above a temperature of 1500 °C the re-

lease curves rise steeply due to the incipient particle

failure and due to the diffusional breakthrough of the

SiC-layers. The postulated maintenance limit of 2.10

fractional cesium release is reached after about 50 hours

at the maximum HTR-500 transient temperature of 1250 °C.

At 1600 °C this limit is exceeded in less than 5 hours.

Fig. 5 displays the results for Ag-llOm. The release

curves rise more uniformly than for Cs-137 because the in-

tact particles contribute to the total release already at

relatively low temperatures. At the maximum transient

temperature of 1250 °C the maintenance requirement

1.10" is reached after about 150 hours. This time is

reduced to only 10 - 20 hours at 1600 °C.
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The release curves for 1-131 in Fig. 6 indicate the effect

of particle failures at high temperatures and long dura-

tions.

The release from intact particles is negligible. The envi-

ronmental impact requirement of a fractional release

-C 1.10~6 within 10 hours is fulfilled up to 1250 °C. At

higher temperatures either the time must be reduced or po-

tential retention capabilities of reactor structures with

the installation of engineered facilities must be given

credit.

It may be argued that the above discussion does not take

into account the temperature distribution in the core and

therefore leads to conclusions that are too restrictive,

even for a conceptual survey of real accident scenarios.

On the other hand, it must be borne in mind, that the re-

lease curves in Fig. 4 - 6 represent expected values with

no margins for uncertainties of the input data and the

calculation models. Furthermore, because of the scarcity

of experimental data at high temperatures, these uncer-

tainties grow with increasing temperatures. The appropiate

provision for these uncertainties derived from sensiti-

vity analyses will compensate to a great extent the above

conservatism of neglecting the temperature distribution.

This applies in particular for temperatures above 1500 °C.

To summarize it can be stated that the performance of the

fuel elements in the HTR-500 with maximum transient tem-

peratures of 1250 °C fulfil entirely the requirements

postulated for environmental impact, maintenance and

availability. This goal has been achieved in combination

with an economic improvement by increasing the power out-

put per fuel element.
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Table 1: Design Data of Spherical Fuel Elements

AVR THTR PNP/HTR-500

Coated Fuel Particle

Fuel Composition

Dimensions

Kernel Diameter

Porous PyC

Inner PyC

SiC

Outer PyC

pm

pm

(Th,U)C2
a)

400

50

120

(Th,U)O.

400

80

110b)

uo2

500

95

40

35

35

Fuel Element

Outer Diameter

Diameter of Fuel Zone

Heavy Metal Loading

U-235 Enrichment

Free Uranium Fraction c'

mm

mm

g/F.E.

%
_

60

45

6,0

93

1.10"3

60

45

11,2

93

3.10"4

8,

8,

60

50

0/11,4

5/9,1

in"5

a) This fuel was used for the first reloads up to 1971, afterwards change to THTR particle type
b) including 30|jm sealing layer
c) weight of uranium outside intact coated particles (contamination and defective particles)

divided by total uranium loading per fuel element.

CO
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Table 2: Relative Release Rates from Fuex Elements with BISO and TRISO Particles
(related to the release from an OTTO core with TRISO particles)

Isotope

Cs-137

Ag-llOm

/KOTTO (TRISO)

MPL b )

BISO TRISO

3.3 0.32

230 1.2

0 T T Q c )

BISO TRISO

9.2 1

(4.10"6) d )

170 1

(4.10"6) d)

a) R: release rate from F.E. averaged over residence time of 3 fpy
b) MPL: multiple passage loading (F.E.s pass through the core 6 times as in the THTR)
c) OTTO: once through then out loading of the F.E.
d) in brackets! fractional release after 3 fpy residence time



Table 3: Maximum Operating Conditions and Test Requirements for Spherical HTR Fuel Elements

Irradiation Time

Fast Neutron

Dose (E> 0.1 MeV)

Burnup

Power Rating

F.E.Surface Temp.

Fuel Temp.

fPY

1021cm-2

% f ima

kW/F.E.

°C

°C

Max.

AVRC)

6.8

3.9

17

1.3

1090

1150

Operating

THTR

4.3e)

6.3e>

1 4e)

3.6

910

1040.
11401'

Conditions

PNP-5 0 0

2.2f>

2.7

10.8

2.0

1000

1020

a)

HTR-500d)

1.9f>

3.3

10.8

4.1

740

970
1150h)

Max.

THTR

-

6.3

14

4.5

1050

1250

Test

PNP

-

5.0
6.0

10 .
12g)

3.0

1120

1200 ,
1300 '

Requirements

HTR-5 00

-

4.0

12

4.5

900

1200
1250 '

a) nominal results of the core layout
b) target values for irradiation testing
c) operational data to end of 1981 for

fuel elements with oxide fuel
d) 70 % fuel elements, 30 % graphite spheres

-4
e) reached by a fraction of 10 of the fuel elements
f) average value
g) target for measuring particle failure fractions
h) limit for temperature transients
i) in the initial core only
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Table 4: Operational Requirements of the

Fuel Elements of the HTR-500

Fractional Release of Core Inventory

1-131

(steady

1-131

state)

(10 h loss of

Cs-134,

(steady

Ag-llOm

(steady

Cs-137

state

state

coolant transient)

and transients)

and transients)

< 2.10 5

< 1.10"6

<T 2.10"5

< 1.10"3

Transient Induced Particle
— 4Failure Fraction J£ 5.10

— 4
Fracture Probability of a Fuel Element <C 1.10

during its Life Time
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FUEL ELEMENT FOR THE GAS-COOLED FAST BREEDER
REACTOR BGR-300

V.D. Kolganov, A.L. Kruglov, V.K. Ulasevich, V.A. Knyazev,
N.I. Tikhonov, N.N. Ponomareo-Stepnoy, V.P. Ashihmin,

M.A. Vorobjev

USSR

The paper reviews general requirements and the conceptual

approach to the development of fuel elements for a gas-cooled

fast breeder reactor BGR-3OO with helium coolant.

The design of the sealed fuel rod is described and its

technical characteristics are presented. The problems of

fuel element experimental de-bugging are considered.

The helium cooled breeder has certain advantages as compared

with the sodium cooled breeder with regards to the nuclear

fuel conversion due to the more hard spectrum and therefore,

it is considered to be a promising type of a breeder.

The most important requirement imposed on fast breeder

reactors is efficient breeding of plutonium to meet the needs

of nuclear power development on a large scale. To accomplish

this, breeder reactors should have a high breeding ratio (BR)

and ensure sufficiently short time for doubling of nuclear
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fuel (Tp) the breeding of which except for its proper needs

(excess breeding) is intended for the growth of installed

capacity of thermal reactors. According to modern concepts of

the required rate of power engineering growth, the BR of

breeders should be more than 1.5 and T^ should be much less

than 10 years. These general requirements for fast breeder

reactors of any type (helium or sodium cooled etc) define

severe conditions of the whole fuel cycle of the fast breeder

reactor. In the external cycle of regeneration it is necessary

to cut the out-of-pile time to 1 year, and to supply good

breeding characteristics in the internal breeding cycle, the

fuel thermal loading should be more than 500 W/cm at possible

higher burn-up ( ~ 100 MWd/kg). To attain favourable breeding

characteristics a large volumetric fraction of fuel and high

density of heavy nuclei are required; this contributes to the

development of advanced fuels (carbide, nitride and metal).

In addition to breeding characteristics, as a part of the

power plant, the breeder should have good thermodynamic

parameters.

All these considerations are the basis for designing the

BGR-300 in this country. This reactor is intended to resolve

general scientific and technical problems of fast breeder

reactors with helium coolant. The BGR-300 is expected to

operate as a part of a 300 MW (e) demonstration nuclear power

plant /1/. Though, certainly taken into account that breeding

characteristics of the BGR-300 are somewhat inferior to those

of commercial reactors due to the small dimensions of the core,

but as a prototype it can be efficiently used means to conduct

a large-scale scientific and engineering research into the

construction of the cores. 41



While developing the fuel element for helium breeder, the

identical aims permit to make a great use of the sodium breeder

experience gained in the choice of fuel, structural materials

and the fuel element type during more than their twenty-year-

commercial operation. This allows to cut down expences on

R & D to a great extent and to make every effort to solve the

problems peculiar to the operation of fuel elements in the

helium breeder.

The peculiarities mentioned above include the high coolant

pressure in the primary circuit (16 MPa), worse conditions of

heat removal (the cladding temperature is 50-100 °C higher

than it is in the sodium breeder) and a new type of coolant

and its specific usage. The peculiar operating conditions

pose a problem of cladding stability at external loading, they

impose additional requirements on long term strength and heat

resistance of the cladding material and necessitate the

application of artificially roughened cladding. In this

connection, the fuel element of the helium breeder differes

in design greatly from the fuel element of the sodium breeder,

therefore, special studies on technology, corrosion, strength,

thermal hydraulics etc are necessary to substantiate the

capability of the fuel element operation in nominal, transient

and accident modes of the plant operation.

The sealed fuel rod is accepted as the base alternative

for the BGR-300 core. The fuel element is shown in Pig.1, its

geometry and operating features are given in Table 1 and 2.

The fuel element consists of a fuel region, upper and

lower axial blankets,a gas plenum and end plugs which serve

to fix the fuel rod in the support grid of the fuel assembly

and to install a hold down spring. Uranium dioxide enriched
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in U-235 to 26 % and 36 % and depleted uranium dioxide as a

fertile material will be used for the BGR-300 first core

loading. The subsequent loadings incorporate using of uranium-

plutonium oxide mixed fuel. Pellets of fuel and fertile material

are enclosed in the thin-wall cladding with an artificial

roughness in the form of transverse ribs of rectangular section

(with rounded angles) over approximately two-thirds of the

core height. Chromium-nickel alloyes with the increased content

of nickel and low tendency to swelling (1-2 vol. %) and satis-

factory strength characteristics ( b>§ = 35-40 kg/mm and

60.2 = 15-20 kg/mm ) at operating temperature up to 720-760 °0

and the required core lifetime ( ~' 1.8*10 h) are expected

to be used as a cladding material. The artificial roughness

on the fuel element cladding is obtained by electrochemical

treatment.

The principle of gradual decrease in pressure drop on the

cladding by the end of its lifetime is the base concept of

the sealed fuel element when long-term strength and plasticity

of the cladding material are minimum. For this purpose pre-

pressurization of helium into the fuel element up to 4.5 MPa

is conducted when manufacturing. When putting into operation

at the beginning of the lifetime this pressure increases up

to 10 MPa, and it approaches to 16 MPa while reaching the

maximum design burn-up.

In reactor operation, the fuel element cladding undergoes

different stress-strain states: when at power it is subject

to compressive loads, and during refuelling and in case of

the primary circuit depressurization it is subject to tensile

forces due to the internal gas pressure. Ribs also somewhat

effect the stress state of the cladding: on the one hand,
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they increase its stiffness and on the other hand, they cause

stress raisers and additional temperature gradients in the

axial and radial directions to form.

Strength calculations of the cladding showed that it can

retain its capability of operation in all operational modes

of the BGR-3OO (stady state and transient) during the lifetime

and ensure the leak-tightness of the fuel element during the

so-cald design basis accident in the coolant circuit i.e.

in a hypothetical abrupt break of the welded seal of closure

in the central cavity of the reactor vessel. To substantiate

the technical solutions used as a basis for the fuel element

design a large number of experimental studies aimed at

solving the cladding problem has been outlined and is being

carried out. These studies include: irradiation swelling and

embrittlement, long-term strength and other material characte-

ristics defining the capability of operation of the cladding

under the conditions approximating the operating temperature

and load conditions, effect of radiation and helium impurity

composition on corrosion characteristics of the cladding

material, interactions of the fuel element cladding with fuel

and spacers, thermohydraulic researches of the artificial

roughness efficiency etc.

Parallel with the mentioned above, provision is made for

a complex study of fuel element design performance during

their model tests in helium loop PG-1OO on the MR reactor

in Moscow /2/ and in helium loop GPU, which is under construc-

tion on the IW-2M reactor in Sverdlovsk /3/. In order to test

the sealed fuel element in these loops, the experimental

channels are being developed, the conditions being close to

the operating conditions in parameters, coolant composition,
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heat flow and thermal and mechanical loadings on the fuel

element cladding. The general data on model test conditions

are given in Table 3* It should be noted that the alternative

of the fuel element design considered above is the first

stage of the fuel element development program for gas-cooled

fast breeder reactors with helium coolant and up today due

to its technological level this fuel element desigr. is obviously

more valid for practical realization,

Nevertheless, to improve technical and economic characte-

ristics of helium breeders, even now an active search of

advanced characteristics of the fuel element is required.

Among these are the constructive measures intended to lower

the level of mechanical stresses effecting the cladding,

development of structural materials with the increased heat

resistance (for example vanadium alloy claddings); this will

permit to raise the limit of the maximum allowable temperature

of the fuel element cladding up to 850 °C and higher and to

approximate the power density level of the core to that of

the sodium breeders while providing high thermodynamical

characteristics of the plant. Evidently the search of the

optimal profile of artificial roughness should be continued

to increase the heat transfer coefficient to a maximum at

minimum pumping power.

To increase the breeding of excess plutonium and to lower

the time of fuel doubling the usage of uranium-plutonium mixed

fuel based on carbide and nitride compositions holds promise /4/.

While improving the fuel rod within the scope of the BGR-300

design the development of experimental pebble-bed fuel assembly

with particles 2.0-2.5 mm in dia.coated with silicon carbide

and pyrocarbon or vanadium seems advantageous. Use of such
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fuel elements in the reactor core can extend helium breeder

application and cover gas-turbine direct cycle known to have

a number of advantages compared to steam-cycle plants.

In such a manner together with solving scientific and

technical problems of commercial helium breeder plant construc-

tion, the BGR-300 is a good proving ground to verify different

fuel element concepts for these plants.
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Table 1

Dimensions of the BGR-3OO sealed fuel

element

Dimension, mm Value

1. Total length -of fuel rod 2600

2. Length of fuel zone 1000

3. Length of region with artificial

roughness 700

4. Length of each axial blanket (upper

and lower) 500

5. Length of gas plenum 500

6. Height of fuel pellet 10

7. Diameter of fuel pellet 6

8. Diameter of central hole in fuel pellet 1.8

9. Outer diameter of fuel element:

artificially roughened cladding 7.1

smooth cladding 6.9

10. Minimum thickness of cladding 0.4

11. Dimensions of artificial roughness:

height of rib 0.1

thickness of rib 0.2

pitch of ribs 1.0

12. Pitch of fuel rods in fuel assembly 9.53
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Table 2

Main features of the BGR-300 fuel element

Parameter Value

1. Maximum power of fuel element,kW(th) 45

2. Coolant temperature, °G:

inlet 280

outlet 630

3. Coolant pressure, MPa 16.0

4. Maximum mid-cladding temperature, °C:

nominal 725

hot-spot 760

5. Maximum linear rating, W/cm 550

6. Maximum fast neutron flux (E>0.1 MeV),
2 1

neutron/(cm.s) 4.2*10
7. Past neutron fluence (E>0.1 MeV)

2 2

neutron/cm 2.3*10

8. Maximum burn up, % fima 10

9. Axial form factor 1.20
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Table 3

Conditions of fuel models tests in the helium

loops of the MR and IVV-2M reactors

p . ^ ,OT, Helium loop PG-1OO Helium loop GPU
-raramexer o f t h e M R r e a c t o r o f t h e i w 2 M

reactor

Number of fuel elements

Helium pressure, <!MPa

Helium temperature, °C:

inlet of test section

oulet of test section

Maximum cladding temperature,°C

Maximum linear rating, W/cm

Fuel

Maximum fuel enrichment in

U-235, %

Fast neutron flux (E>0.1 MeV),

neutron/(cm?s)

Past neutron fluence, neutron/cm

Burn up, % fima

7
10

251

506

700

550

uo2

17

3.8-1013

1.2-1021

5

1.5

1.0

up

6

16

280

516

700

410

uo2

36

• 10U

•1022

to 10
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CONCEPT, DEVELOPMENT AND RELIABILITY OF
FRENCH CO2-COOLED REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS

D. Bastien*

1. INTRODUCTION

The natural uranium-graphite-gas reactor series consists of 8 power plants

in France, 6 of which are still in operation, and one reactor in Spain.

The first, Marcoule G.2, whose first criticality took place in 1958 and

that was shut down on February 1st 1980, had a capacity of 40 MWe. The

last one to start up in. 1972, BUGEY 1, is 540 MWe net.

Improvements of the nuclear steam supply system have been accompanied by

successive transformations of the fuel elements which have now reached a

high degree of reliability.

2. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF FUEL ELEMENTS

Before passing on to the power plant stage France had built an unpressu-

rized air-cooled reactor, G.1, where spectacular deformations of the

unalloyed uranium were observed. This fuel consisted of magnesium clad

unalloyed uranium rods.

2.1. G.2-G.3 fuel element

For power reactors it was necessary to define a not too deformable uranium

alloy and a cladding material behaving well under C07 at high temperature.

C E A - DEDR - CEN/Saalay - F-91191 GIF-sur-YVETTE - CEDEX -
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The choice of cladding material quickly settled on a low-zirconium (0.6 1)

magnesium alloy. Easy to transform, amenable to argon arc welding, ductile

when hot and not very absorbent neutronically it possessed all the

essential qualities required.

Its maximum service temperature still had to be proved compatible with

the increased in-pile performance of the fuel elements. This temperature,

set first at 400 °C, was gradually raised to 515 °C (Mg-Zr melting point :

660 °C) while at the same time the longitudinal cooling fins gave way to

herring-bone fins.

Having given entire satisfaction this Mg-Zr material was kept for all

other types fuel elements in the series. Its only disadvantage is its

permeability to plutonium, a defect corrected by the interposition of a

thin graphite lining between the cladding and the fuel.

For the uranium rods a relatively non-absorbent alloy SICRAL F1 (0.07 % Al,

0.03 % Fe), deforming little under irradiation, was cho.sen.

2.2. CHINON 1 fuel element

To increase the specific power extracted from the fuel element the rods

were replaced by tubes. At given maximum uranium and cladding temperatures

it is possible to extract more heat per unit channel length from a

tubular fuel than from a rod, which means that for a given reactor power

the number of channels necessary is reduced.

Since SICRAL F 1 is not mechanically resistant enough to withstand creep

under compression a new alloy was needed for this tube closed at both ends

by welded caps. A compromise had to be found conciliating neutron

absorption, mechanical resistance and swelling properties, and an 0.5 %

molybdenum - uranium alloy was finally adopted.

The CHINON 1 reactor, shut down after 10 years1 service for economic

reasons, was the first one designed with vertical channels in which the

fuel elements were stacked directly one on top of another. The ends of

the cans were thus subjected to considerable stresses, limiting the

possibilities of this type of longitudinally finned fuel element.
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2.3. CHINON 2, CHINON 3, ST-LAURENT 1 tubular fuel elements

To gain more specific power the uranium tube diameter was increased (43 x

23 mm) and consequently the molybdenum content of the alloy had to be

raised to 1.1 % to improve its mechanical resistance ; at the same time

the can was fitted with herring-bone fins, the geometry of which has

gradually been optimised through very detailed therrrrl ^ucues in which

the fin height, profile shape, spacing and angle of inclination were

varied. Moreover,the fuel element was housed in an individual graphite

sleeve to limit mechanical stresses on the ends, each element supporting

only its own weight. This arrangement has contributed greatly to the

reliability of the fuel elements,, especially at the time of handling which

takes place under running conditions.

On the other hand the resistance of this type of fuel was limited by creep

in the uranium tube and end caps, and the alloy used was going to be replaced

by a quaternary alloy, MOSNAL, containing 1 % Mo, 0.05 % Sn and 0.05 % M ;

just then however a new design of fuel was conceived, a timely event

because MOSNAL, loaded in small amounts in ST-LAURENT 1, proved difficult

to reprocess industrially.

2.4. Graphite core fuel elements

This kind of fuel element has the same geometry as the tubular fuel and

the two are interchangeable, but the new version is different in 2 respects :

- the graphite kernel from the casting process has been left inside the

43 x 23 mm uranium tube (whence its name "graphite core fuel element")

- the uranium alloy is different : since the graphite kernel is there to

take pressure stresses, the mechanical properties of the uranium can be

less stringent and the U-1.1 % Mo alloy is replaced by SICRAL F 1 , already

used for G2 and G3.

Other component such as plugs, cans, sleeves are the same as those of the

tubular element.

These graphite core elements have three main advantages :

• * * f • • *
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Whereas for the U - 1.1 % Mo tubular element the technological and

neutronic limits are pratically the same (5 000 MWd/t) the graphite core

element, which uses a less absorbent fuel, offers greater neutronic possi-

bilities. It was therefore possible to increase the fuel irradiation level

to 6 500 MWd/t without overstepping the technological limits of the element.

This represents a fuel saving of 30 % over and above the 20 I saved

by the axial rearrangement of 3 elements out of the 15 contained in each

reactor channel.

2) Higher_working_temperatures_and_p_ressures

The working temperature of this type of element (tubular or graphite -

core) is limited by the maximum temperature admissible on the uranium.

Owing to the presence of the graphite kernel this temperature can be raised

from 640 °C to 650 °C and the CO2 pressure from 26.5 to 28.5 bar, corres-

ponding to a possible increase of about 12 % in the reactor power.

3) Greater_safety_

Reducing the free volume inside the element reflects to a large extent

on how the oxidation of the uranium tube develops after a cladding failure

The presence of the graphite core, chosen non-porous, is thus an important

safety factor.

Besides possessing these three advantages the graphite core element

is simpler to manufacture than the tubular element and the fuel is therefore

noticeably cheaper.

For all these reasons this element was chosen for the first fuel load

of ST-LAURENT 2 and VANDELLOS reactors and as replacement element for

CHINON 2, CHINON 3 and ST-LAURENT 1.

2.5. BUGEY 1 annular fuel element

To obtain even higher specific powers an annular fuel was designed. The

principle is to cool a large uranium tube by outside and inside cladding,

which also means that no internal volume remains and high coolant gas

pressures can be reached.
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For BUGEY the diameters of the SICRAL F 1 uranium tube were fixed at 95 x 77 mm,

providing 12 W/g specific power and high reactor power with few channels

(2 900 channels for 1 700 MWth at ST-LAURENT 2 against 852 channels for

2 000 MWth at BUGEY 1).

This element took longer to develop. It was necessary in particular to bind

cladding and fuel together metallurgically in order to avoid detachment of

the inner can in certain thermal transients. This was achieved via an

aluminium layer deposited by Shoop process, which diffuses into the cladding

and uranium to give a metallurgical bond.

This fuel eventually proved almost as reliable as the graphite core element.

3. RELIABILITY OF FUEL ELEMENTS

3.1. For 51 000 nominal fuel elements loaded in CHINON 1 six cladding failures

were observed, representing a failures rate of 10/100 000.

Thes,e failures were mainly caused by the stacking method of fuel element

loading.

3.2. Of the 211 400 nominal U-1.1 % Mo tubular fuel elements loaded 22 cladding

failures occurred, a failure rate of 10/100 000. These were largely due

to localized inward tube deformation resulting from uranium creep.

3.3. In spite of its enhanced performances (maximum cladding temperature 515 °C,

maximum uranium temperature 650 °C, specific burn-up 6 500 MWd/t) the

graphite core fuel only included 7 failures amongst the 466 000 elements

loaded, i.e. 1.5/100 000. Manufacturing defects are responsible here.

3.4. The annular fuel element appeared slightly less reliable with 3 cladding

failures for 76 500 elements loaded, which represents a failure rate of

less than 4/100 000. These again are due to manufacturing faults.

The favorable trend of these figures has been obtained by in-loop and in-pile

irradiations of experimental and standard fuel elements, examined afterwards

in the CEA hot laboratories, and by strict supervision of their manufacturer

COGEMA to maintain the same high standards throughout.
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PROBLEMS OF CREATING FUEL ELEMENTS
FOR FAST GAS-COOLED REACTORS WORKING ON N2 O4-DISSOCIATING COOLANT

V.B. Nesterenko, V.F. Zelensky, L.I. Kolykhan, G.V. Karpenko,
V.S. Krasnorutsky, V.P. Isakov, V.P. Ashikhmin, L.N. Permyakov

USSR

A variant of fast gas-cooled reactors is one using disso-

ciating ^2°A n i * r o S e n tetroxide as a coolant. This type of

reactors is promising because of great thermal effects of dis-

sociation reactions while heat.ing and recombination while coo-

ling; small latent heat of evaporation; high heat transfer

coefficient owing to additional heat transfer in a chemical

reaction; high I^O. density in a gas state at operation para-

meters. The mentioned advantages give possibility to create

a small turbine, heat exchange apparatus, and to get high

heat production in the active zone . All this opens new

ways to increase power plants effectiveness.

Embodiment of the ideas concerning effective use of N?0.

dissociating gas in fast reactors demands a great number of

theoretical and experimental research,development and creation

of new constructions and apparatus; determination of their

utmost operation parameters under simultaneous influence of

in-pile irradiation and coolant medium; and confirmation of

their workability in coacrete atomic power station (APS)

operating conditions.

Rather hard operating conditions are typical for fuel

elements of gas-cooled reactors with K?0. dissociating coolant,

The cladding and fuel centre temperatures are 950 K and
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1400-1600 K respectively. Fluence and heat flux from the fuel

elements surface are 2.10 -̂  n/cm and 2,8.10 w/m , and the

burnup value of the nuclear fuel is 10% Pima. A specifiG

feature of fuel elements operation in gas-cooled reactors

with NoO^ dissociating gas is the contact of the chemically

active coolant with, the cladding material and, in the case of

its seal failure with the nuclear fuel. That is why, besides

general demands /2/ to fuel elements operating in reactors with

NpO. coolant, there is a demand to provide compatibility of the

nuclear fuel and the coolant. This demand is of great importan-

ce, as schemes of being developed APS operating on dissociating

gas are one-circuit; their radiation safety will greatly depend

on corrosion resistance of the nuclear fuel in the coolant.

The problem of corrosion resistance of the nuclear fuel

to the coolant was solved by development and creation of

dispersion nuclear fuel using N2°4 corrosion resistant materials

as a,matrix; and also some new chemical uranium compounds such,

as U02Cr0_, UOgNbgOe that have high compatibility with the N^O.

coolant /3/«

Dispersion nuclear fuel on the base of uranium dioxide in

a chromium matrix is the most suitable for fuel elements of

fast gas-cooled reactors active zone with NpO, dissociating

coolant. This fuel at uranium dioxide density of 10 g/sm en-

sures high uranium charge per a volume unit. Preparation techno-

logy of this kind of nuclear fuel includes the following main

steps /2,4,5/:

- production of uranium dioxide microsphere.s;

- covering them with a corrosion resistant chromium

coating;

- pressing chromium coated microspberes into fuel pins

and their subsequent shaping;

- thermal treatment for elimination of residual stresses.

Prepared by this way dispersion compositions with 30

vol. % chromium matrix have the structure of uniformly distri-

buted particles of a heat generation phase from uranium dioxide

in the chromium matrix along the whole volume of the fuel pin
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(Pig. 1) and have rather high thermophysical and strength

characteristics. Tbermoconductivity of dispersion nuclear fuel

on the base of uranium dioxide in the chromium matrix is 5-8

times higher than that of uranium dioxide and equals 20-25W/mK

The study of dispersion compositions behaviour on the base

of uranium dioxide with 30 vol. % chromium matrix indicates

their satisfactory corrosion resistance in N~0. coolant.

Carried dUbresearch of UOp-Cr dispersion composition oxidation

kinetics during 360 hours at different temperatures and

pressures of the coolant shows that while increasing the test

temperature from 520 to 1020 K and NpO. pressure from 0.1 to 16.0

MPa corrosion rate rises proportionally to pressure to O.3-O.5

powerj and one can see the maximum weight gain of samples

during the first 100 hours of the test. The following prolon-

gation of the test leads to the dispersion fuel oxidation rate

decrease.

The investigation of chromium matrix volume content in the

dispersion composition shows that its content decrease till

20% leads to sharp deterioration of the dispersion nuclear

fuel corrosion resistance in Np^A*

Carried out corrosion tests of the dispersion nuclear fuel

on the base of uranium dioxide in N«0. medium showed, that such

types of compositions having heat generation phase volume con-

tent not more than 70% are sufficiently corrosion resistant.

Corrosion rate is 10"*1 g/m2. h at the temperature of 1020 K

and the pressure of 16.0 MPa.

Nuclear fuel corrosion tests in statical conditions of

Wo0. medium allowed to get quantative characteristics of the

given material corrosion resistance. But in the case of in-

pile seal failure of the fuel element cladding the corrosion

resistance of the coolant and the nuclear fuel will be diffe-

rent. High coolant circulation rate with defects being present

in the fuel element cladding can lead to corrosion and erosion

processes evolution, to appearance of nuclear fuel corrosion

products in the loop, and to its irradiation contamination.

Dispersion nuclear fuel corrosion rate is greatly influenced

by neutron irradiation, which at high burn-ups results in
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damages and cracks of the matrix material. The structure with a

great number of microcracks and macrocracks in the dispersion

number fuel chromium matrix can lead to corrosion aonresistance

of the matrix in the No0. coolant,
2 4

Investigation of models behavior of dispersion nuclear

fuel elements with artificial defects in ITp̂ A w a s c a r ri e <* out

at the temperature of 820 K, the coolant pressure of 16.0 MPa

during 360 hrs. The coolant flow rate in the thermophysical gap

between the casing tube and the fuel element cladding was

45-65 kg/hr. The tests were performed on a high pressure instal-

lation,its scheme and operation principle are given in /6/.

It is shown, that the contact of the fuel pin with NpO,

through the hole of 0.3 mm diameter in the fuel element cladding

results in the pin oxidation to the depth of 600-900 mkm, in

its volume increase at the expense of reconstruction of IX) ?
crystal lattice into U-aOg lattice and, respectively, in the clad-

ding deformation. The maximum cladding deformation after 360 hrs

of testing was 0,065 the creep rate was 2.10 hr . It was

noted that damage evolution and uranium dioxide corrosion pro-

ducts in the coolant circuct had not been registered while tes-

ting.

Corrosion resistance investigations of O9X16H15M3B type

stainless steel showed that the fuel element cladding corrosion

rate in the temperature range of 800-1000K is governed besides

chemical kinetics by the whole complex of mechanical stresses,

which the cladding experiences, and their relaxation rate /7/.

In the stressed state of the cladding phase stresses aroused

by crystal lattice reconstruction during oxidation, thermal stres-

ses caused by large thermal flux from the pin, and stresses

caused by fluctuations of the temperature, rate, oxidizer tur-

buleat flow pressure play the main role. Ceramic oxide films

OH the fuel element cladding surface have sufficiently high com-

pression strength and low tensile strength. The scope of turbu-

lent fluctuations providing fatique load of the oxide films

depends not only upon the linear rate of the N>>04 flow but also

upon the characteristic size of the gap /8/. In this case the

flow temperature fluctuations can result in oxide surface layer
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damage (the level of corresponding stresses of 10 MPa at the

flow having Re-number of 1Cr) and rate and flow pressure fluc-

tuations (the stress level of tCr - 10^ Pa) lead to erosion of

the damaged layers. It is foumd that, when the hydraulic gap

size is equ«l to 0.5-0.7 mm, stress fluctuations prevail at

oxide film thickness being more 10-30 mkm and so one can get

high corrosion resistance of the fuel element cladding if the

oxide film thickness is not more 10-30 mkm in the period of

operation.

A great number of pre-reactor experimental and theoretical

research of the nuclear fuel and fuel elements with the disper-

sion fuel allowed to prognose the possibility of reliable

fuel elements creation for atomic power stations working on

dissociating NpO. coolant, however, the final choice of a nucle-

ar fuel, cladding material and fuel element construction can

be done o.nly after in-pile tests.

Radiation stability and workability of fuel elements is

governed both by radiation stability of their main components

(nuclear fuel and fuel element cladding material) and the fuel

element construction . Workability estimation of fuel elements

according to the investigation results of irradiated nuclear fuel

and cladding material for the given structure of the fuel

element must bt confirmed by in-pile life tests of fuel elements.

Tn-pile tests of the nuclear fuel and the fuel elements

with U02-Cr dispersion fuel were carried out in BSSR AH MS3 HPT

reactor working on thermal neutrons in ampoule and loop channels

of gas-cooled loop istallation (Pig. 2) with dissociating Np°4

coolant /9i 10/.

Carried out in-pile t«st and post-reactor investigations

allowed to establish main behaviour regularities of UOp-Cr

dispersion-type nuclear fuel and fuel elements in the conditions

of neutron irradiation and NpO, dissociating coolant influence.

Microctructural investigations of the irradiated nuclear

fuel reveal its high dimension and structure stability. There

are no processes of components mass transfer in the fuel

element rod volume and interaction between them at the burn-

up of 10% heavy atoms in the dispersion type nuclear fuel.

I) MPT - reactor's namej AH - Academy of sciences;
MH3 - Institute of nuclear energetics:
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The dispersion nuclear fuel structure optimisation shows, that

optimum size of fuel kernels is less than 600 mkm. It is neces-

sary to note that the probability of UOp microssbsres and matrix

material cracking increases with the U0 ? fissile phase particles

size growth. (Pig, 3). On the other hand fuel particles size dec-

rease increases probability of formation of contacting fuel

particles chains at rod pressing.

Obtained experimental data agree well with calculations

of stress-strained state of dispersion systems under the influ-

ence of three-axis tensile stress /8/. The maximum breaking stress

value is shown to localize in the places where the distance

between kernels at the surface or between the kernel and the

surface of the rod is minimum.

As a rule irradiation leads to mechanical characteristics

changing of the fuel element cladding material. Simultaneous

action of /*-" , y - irradiation and chemically active N2°4

atmosphere can have more noticeable influence on mechanical

properties of structural materials than each action separately.

The main characteristics of strength and plasticity <£> B £> Q „

Coequal S o f °9X1&H15M3B steel investigated as a

fuel element cladding material of gas-cooled reactors with

dissociating No0A coolant, irradiated in T$o0A till the fluenc«

of 2,4.10 n/cm (E 0,1 Mev) show that there is growth of

ultimate strength and yield limit and reduction of plasticity in

the temperature range of 293-673K, At the temperature growth

till 725K and higner 0 -total d e c r e a s e s ^iP-1 10^ a n d v equal

decreases till 3»5-4% simultaniously €>a and (o 2
 v & l u e s

become lower than initial ones /12/. Received results of the

investigation of fuel element cladding material corrosion

mechanical properties of O9X16H15M3B steel allow to make conclusi-

ons about sufficient store of strength, and plasticity characte-

ristics of this steel, being irradiated for more than 1000 hours

in the atmosphere of dissociating N^O. coolant.

Received experimental results, confirming high irradiation

resistance of dispersion-type nuclear fuel on the dioxide ura-

nium base, its compatibility with the fuel element cladding

material (O9X16H15M3B stee.l), low value of gaseous fission
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products (gfp) release under fuel element cladding (less 10%

of gfp formed) and satisfactory corrosion mechanical characte-

ristics of the cladding material allow to make the conclusion

about the possibility of creation of fuel elements for gas-

cooled reactors with dissociating N?0. coolant.
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Fig.1. The mlcrostructure of dispersion nuclear fuel

on U0? base with 30 vol % chromium matrix (x80).
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Pig 2# Principle scheme of a gas-cooled loop plant working

on dissociating NpO, coolant for investigation of fuel element

workability,

1 - evaporator, 2 - electrical heater, 3 - pressure secumulator,

4 - filter, 5 - main circuit condensator, 6 - CAPX condensator

circuit, 7,8 - valves, 9 - loop canal, 10 - active zone of the

reactor, 11 - vaccuum pump, 12 - pH-meter, 13 - reservoir-

neutralizer, 14 - feeding reservoir, 15 - exposure volume.
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Fig 3.The microatrueture of dispersion nuclear fuel on the

base with 30 vol % chromium matrix after irradiation (x80).

a) U02 fissile phase particle size 400-600 mkm;

b) U0 2 fissile phase particle size 600-900 mkm
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THE CALCULATION - EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE HTGR FUEL ELEMENT CONSTRUCTION

V.S. Eremeev, V.S. Kolesov, A.S. Chernikov

USSR

One of the most important problems in the HTGR development

is the creation of the fuel element gas-tight for the fission

products. This problem is being solved, using fuel elements of

dispersion type Pi ,2J representing ensemble of coated fuel par-

ticles dispersed in the graphite matrix. Gastigbtness of such

fuel elements is reached at the expense of deposing a protective

coating on the fuel particles, which is composed of some layers

serving as diffusion barriers for fission products. It is apparent

that the rate of fission products diffusion from coated fuel par-

ticles is determined by the strengbt and temperature of the pro-

tective coating. In this connection arise the problems of the op-

timum designing of the protective coating of the maximum strength

and of optimum fuel distribution in the fuel element ensuring the

maximum reduction of the temperature difference in the fuel element.

I. Let us consider at first the problem of the optimum fuel

distribution in the fuel element, supposing the achievement of the

minimum temperature drop between the fuel element centre and its

surface. Look at this problem from the mathematical point of view.

Let it be a spherical fuel element, in which fuel is mixed with
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the matrix material. Then for the mixture the thermal conducti-

vity coefficient is the function of fuel concentration /\ and.

matrix A • In this case one-dimensional temperature field is
M

described by the solution of the equation

£ dt ^(1) dt dk A(£) ' ( 1.1 )
satisfying the boundary conditions

T/nl ^ M / OO T ^ R ^ ^ T ( 1 . 2 )

It is necessary to determine the fuel distribution L(£y, at which

the minimum temperature drop between centre and fuel element surfac

is realized. In this case the mean fuel concentraton in the fuel

element . ^

^ o o J IS-

and, hence, the thermal power of the fuel element are constant

values.

Introducing a simplifying assumption about the linear de-

pendence of the thermal conductivity coefficient \ and internal

power output on fuel concentration

X = \H -(>M-xr)c(o, a = AC(t), A'*»*t
after the integration of Eq.(1.1) and the boundary conditions

(1.2) satisfaction we obtain the following expression for the
temperature drop in the fuel element

1

( 1.4 )

Wow the problem of the optimum solution is formulated as follows:

to find such a fuel distribution C(p) along the fuel element ra-

dius at which the functional (1.4) has the least value at the

given mean fuel concentration C • Then O ^ C ^ d B ^ < L
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Let us introduce the" designations

arid instead of the functional (1.4) consider the system of the

differential equations

&x(f) =
dp ( 1.5 )

v.dth the boundary conditions

OE*(b) = O, -X'(l) = 6*^ , X(c) = 0, X

Thus the optimisation problem is reduced to the determination

of ^(p) f-'-'Ad the corresponding trajectory in the phase (oc X ) ,

which would give the minimum value Oc(i) ,

To solve the giveii problem we shall use Pontryagin ma-

ximum principle [3] . Having .made appropriate calculations ac-

cording to the scheme proposed in Ref. [4]> we shall obtain

the following; result:.

1) la oli--- .?.\xc.\ element centre there always is a radius 0 zone
Jo

v/huru fuel is absent and

f 1 , b^0,5

2) if the parameter B satisfies the unequality

then the extremum problem solution has a form

where j3o = \Jd-c' ;
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3) in the case of 0y5 ^ 6 ̂  1 the extremum problem solution

may be obtained using the method of the successive approxima-

tions from the following system

(1.9)

As a zero approximation the value ^H fn) = /Z?> ^s c n o s e n

then from the first two equations the functions of CCfp), 4̂  (P~)

are determined. The substitution of these functions in the third

equation of the system (1.9) gives the first approximation with

the help of which the calculation cycle is repeated once more

etc.

Pig#1 presents as an example the optimum fuel distributions

along sphere radius for the values of the mean concentration C=0.4

and various ratios of thermal conductivity coefficients of fuel

matrix materials. The character of the optimum distribution is

explained as follows. When the thermal conductivity coefficients

of fuel and matrix are close,it is advantageous to distribute

the fuel near the surface of a sphere. When the parameter %

( &^ E0,5; l] ) increases and X becomes substantially lesser

V ,the fuel on the surface prevents heat transfer from the in-

ternal layers and must be diluted with the matrix material.

The suggested solution of the extremum problem presents
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the shape of the optimum fuel distribution in the fuel element

and its physical nature. However, the practical realization of

the fuel profiling in the fuel element is difficult. Besides,

as a rule,a fuel element has the outer shell ensuring its ope-

rability during the specified service life. Taking into account

these considerations the problem of the optimum designing of the

HTGR spherical fuel element can be formulated as follows: let a

sphere with the radius R be given having the outer layer of a

thickness h with no power output. It is necessary to determine

such fuel concentration distribution which would provide the

minimum temperature drop between the sphere centre and its sur-

face. It is supposed a priori that the solution is of a piece-

constant function type.

The given problem is easily solved using the common methods

of the mathematical analysis of the extremum functions estimation.

After appropriate calculations, we came to the conclusion that

the thickness of the energy generating layer is defined by the

"ormula

i o /i v JL • ^ / ' <5 O ̂ — / '

and the fuel concentration in the layer and the temperature drop

between the fuel element centre and its surface are

h I P ) 3
where > « . o / ^ ,

Pig.2 shows the dependences of the temperature drop and the

level of the maximum stresses in the fuel element on the power

generating layer thickness for VG-400 reactor [5]. It follows

from the graphs that by profiling the fuel distribution a substan-
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tial decrease in the temperature drop in the fuel element and

some decrease in the tensile stress level can be obtained.

The comparative analysis of the stressed state in fuel

elements of various constructions was carried out as applied to

the conditions of the VG-4-00 operation. In [2J the diameter of

the two-zoned fuel element was set to he 60 mm, and fuel core

50 mm. The three-'/.oned fuel element was of the same size but un-

like the two-zoned one contained the central spherical fuellesa

region, whose diameter was 35 mm ( the fuel zone 'thickness was

7.5 mm ). The fuel loading ratio K (ratio of the total volume

of the coated particles to the volume of the fuel core) is 7.6?S

for the two-zoned fuel element and 11.6% for the three-zoned one,

which is, quite acceptible from the fuel element fabrication tech-

nology point of view. The calculations were carried out using the

following data: full element thermal power - 425OW, E = 7000 MPa,

X = 20 W/mK, nL= 5.8 10~6K~1, j =0.2. The graphs of the radial

temperature and stress distributions in the two-zoned and three-

zoned fuel elements show that the transition from the two-zoned

fuel element to the three-zoned one results in the decrease in

the maximum temperature of the fuel element by more than 200 K in

tensile stress level by about 20$ (Pigs. 3,4). It must be noted

that in the three-zoned fuel element a considerable part of the

coated fuel particles is in the region of lower temperatures in

comparision with the two-zoned fuel element, which, undoubtedly

enables the decrease in the rate of the fission products release

from the coated fuel particles.

2. The protective coating of the coated fuel particle is a

multilayer construction in which, every layer has a definite func-

tion and the destruction of even one of the layers (except for
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the buffer layer) may deteriorate the tightness of the coating

as a whole. Therefore it is advisable to solve the problem of the

optimum protective coating construction designing proceeding from

the conditions of the maximum construction strength, and the cri-

terion of the best construction choice in the given case will be

lULh. \ \nojx. —krr ) , ( 2.1 )

where 0 is the maximum permissible stress value for the material

of the i-th coating layer.

Thus formulated extremum problem leads to the search for the

global extremum of a certain function depending on the discrete

parameters. When the multiparametered function has a complicated

form, the combined method of the global extremum search [6] is

effective. The essence of the method is repeated search for the

local extrema but each time for the initial conditions chosen

arbitrarily. Local minimum the result of each step,is stored and

compared with local minima of the following steps from which the

least minimum is chosen as a global minimum. The initial condi-

tions chosen on such a basis permit the global extremum to be

determined with greater probability. Gauss-Zeidal method was used

for the determination of local extrema£7],

The construction of coated fuel elements protective coating

was optimized for VG-400 reactor operation conditions. A coated

fuel element contains a 500 mkm dia spherical fuel kern of U0 ?

and a fourlayer protective coating 250 mkm in thickness.The first

layer of the protective coating serving as a reservoir for gas

fission products is made of the low density pyrocarbon,the rest

of the layers are diffusion barriers: the second and the fourth
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layers are fabricated of high density pyrocarbon, the third layer

is of silicon carbide. The construction of the protective coasting

was considered to be optimal for which condition (2.1) is satis-

fied . The radii of the kern and coated fuel particles are cons-

tant, thickness of the coating layers are restricted from the

bottom

RUL~
 Ri > ^ > < 2.2 >

where i is the number of the coating layer and the values of h.

are determined by technological possibilities.

The calculations were carried out when estimating the

stressed-strained state of the protective coating in the elastic

approximation, id est, the effects due to radiation creep, stress

relaxation etc. were not taken into account. The calculations per-

mit to make the conclusion that when h.^15 mkm (it is hardly

advisable to consider lower values) the optimum construction of

the protective coating is characterized by the increase of the

thicknesses of the buffer layer and the silicon carbide layer.

These features of the optimum construction are explained, as

follows: the buffer layer increase reduces pressure of gas fission

products and decreases stress in the protective coating ,the in-

crease of carbide layer thickness decreases radial movement of

this layer under the influence of gas fission products pressure

and, as a consequence, the radial movement of all the rest pro-

tective coating layers is decreased because it is the carbide

layer that is the main force layer in the coating. Therefore the

increase in the SiC layer thickness decreases stresses in all

the rest layers. Safety factor in the optimal construction in-

creases by two or three times in comparison with the constructions
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where thickness of high density pyrocarbon and silicon car-

bide are approximately the same.

The above optimization of the protective coating const-

ruction takes into account only a strength aspect of coated

fuel elements operability. However the use of pyrocarbon layers

permits to decrease carbide layer corrosion to reduce the dest-

ructive action of amoeba effect on the coating and solve some

other problems aimed at the increase of coated fuel particle

gas tightness. The experience gained showed that for these prob-

lems to be solved and also for providing sufficiently low conta-

mination level of uranium coating when high, density PyC layers

from methane mixtures having a density of 1.8 g/cm and higher

are formed,it is reasonable to use a five-layer construction

where the first buffer layer is of porous pyrocarbon PyC with

a density of about 1.0 g/cm the second layer is of PyC with

an intermediate density ( Q /~ 1.4-1.6 g/cnr ) and a thickness

of 30 mkm, the third layer is of dense PyC with a density of

30 mkm and p ~ 1.8-1.9 g/cm . The thickness of outer dense PyC

layer providing integrity of the brittle carbide layer usually

is about 50 mkm. In this case the problem of the optimal design-

ing is to determine the thicknesses of the buffer and carbide

layers. If we fix the diameter of a fuel particle at the level

0.5 mm and the diameter of a coated fuel particle at the level

1 mm then the optimal construction of the protective coating will

be characterized by the following parameters: porous PyC buffer

layer - 90 mkm, the second layer of intermediate density PyC -

30 mkm, the third layer (dense PyC) - 30 mkm, the fourth layer

(SiC) - 50 mkm, the fifth layer (dense PyC) - 50 mkm.

Optimization calculations were carried out in terms of the

tboory of elasticity. Only temperature loadings and gas fission
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products pressure were taken as stresses sources. Therefore the

data obtained need an experimental verification or additional

analysis of stress-strain state with allowance for radiation creep

and PyC layers dimension changes.

Coated fuel particles of protective coating construction

close to the calculation one were in-pile tested. Temperature of

test was 14-70 K, kinetics of gas fission products output from the

burnup fraction is shown in Pig.5. Relative output (R/B) of gas

fission products at the end of the experiment (fima r~ 10%) did

not exceed ~ 1 0 " . This is indicative of high gastightness of

coated fuel particles and confirms the correctness of the calcu-

lated recomendations. In [2] the stresses that originated in the

coated fuel particles of the discussed construction during in-pile

tests were,analyzed taking into account radiation creep and PyC

shrinkage. It was ahown that the values of st-ressea were within

permissible limits.
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SPHERICAL COATED PERTICLE FUEL FOR FUEL ELEMENTS OF HTGR

A.S. Chernikov, L.N. Permyakov, L.I. Mikhailichenko, L.B. Nezhevenko,
A.P. Gudovich, N.A. Landin, R.A. Ljutikov, G.I. Solovjev

USSR

The main results of the investigations on the development

of spherical particles fuel for fuel elements of HTGR are des-

cribed. Typical characteristics of U0 2 spherical particles

(size, shape, density, microstructure etc.) and PyC and SiC pro-

tective layers (thickness, density, fission product release etc.)

are presented. Sol-gel technique and slip casting are used for

spheriodization; deposition of protective layers is carried out

in the fluidized bed apparatus.

1. INTRODUCTION

High-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGR) designs of

VGR-5O and VG-4OO being developed in the USSR foresee the ap-

plication of dispersion type spherical fuel elements with ura-
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nium as a fuel; uranium-plutonium cycle is also considered in

combination with, breeders as a perspective [_1»2j.

Accepted values of burnup (up to 15% FIMA) and

temperature of fuel elements (up to 125O°C) determine the choice

of U0 2 spherical particles (kernels) 500 wm in diameter as a

fuel. Multilayered coating including silicon carbide (SiC)

layer and pyrolitic carbon (PyC) layers which number and cha-

racteristics in a coated fuel particle (CPP) are chosen accor-

ding to the requirements of providing fission product gases

(PPG) retention at the level 10"' R/B. Such CFP construction

corresponds to the generally accepted conception for HTGR fuel

on the base of spherical fuel particles with protective coating

I3,7»9j» This paper is devoted to the results of such fuel de-

velopment investigation.

2. FUEL SPHERICAL PARTICLES

The methods in which spheroidization takes place due to

the surface tension were selected among available spherical

particles fabrication techniques. One of them is sol-gel tech-

nique, analogous to the "H-process" of KFA j[4], in which the

working solution with density 1.65 g/cm containing uranium,

urea and urotropine with ratio 1:2:1,5 respectively is used.

Kernels prepared by internal gelation in petrolum jelly at

9O-95°C are washed off in CC1. and ammonia solution and are

subjected to azeotropic drying in CC1., calcination in air or

in argon and reduction in argon and 4% hydrogen mixture.

The next technique for kernels preparation Is based on

spheroidization of thermosoftening slip in glycerine at 7O-75°C,

when slip has fluidity state, and following washing off gly-
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cerlne and binder drying* The thermosoftening slip consists

of finely dispersed powder of ceramics and binder \_5]»

The spherical particles prepared by these methods are

sintered in argon or vacuum at 1500-1750°C. The separation of

the necessary particles fraction with nearly spherical shape

is carried out on the corresponding classifiers according to

the size and shape.

The investigations of spheroidlzation and thermal treat-

ment conditions of fuel particles have showed the possibility

of the most particle characteristics control in the wide range

that is necessary not only to meet requirements for spherical

fuel elements of HTGR, but for carrying out further technologi-

cal and material science researches for optimization of par-

ticles quality,that is defined by the following main characteri-

stios :

average particle size;

standard deviation of size;

non-sphericity factor;

density (apparent and pyonometric);

crushing force;

microstructural features (pore and grain sizes, porosity

distribution in particle volume, surface relief etc.);

phase and chemical composition.

Pigs.1-4 give an idea of the particles quality for the

two lots prepared by both above mentioned spheroidlzation tech-

niques. Particles shape is nearly spherical (Figs.1 and 2a).

Both techniques permit to prepare particles of uniform size

with standard deviation less than 10% (Fig.2b) • The micro-

structures of the sintered U0 2 particles have uniform (Pig.3a)
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or concentrated in the central zone porosity distribution in

the particle volume. The average grain size in them varies

from 5 to 40 jvm in dependence upon porosity and sintering

temperatures. Surface relief also depends upon particle den-

sity and for particles with greater than 90% of theoretical

density has the shape represented in Figs. 1b and 1d.

The porosity and crushing force distributions in the ker-

nels are given in Pigs.4a and 4b, respectively,that also illus-

trate good particles uniformity according to these characte-

ristics.

3. COATINGS ON SPHERICAL FUEL PARTICLES.

As it was above mentioned the use of CFP consisting of

UOg kernels of sizes 500^50 ̂ m and coatings (their characteris-

tics are given in Table 1) in the spherical fuel elements for

the reactors VGR-50 and VG-400 is foreseen. The construction

of the fuel microelement is based on the calculated substan-

tiation taking in consideration of operation fuel temperature

and the required burnup [7>9]« During the technological inves-

tigations it was assumed that for decreasing of uranium con-

tamination in the coated layers due to diffusion of uranium

at high temperature deposition of dense PyC layers it is ex-

pediently to use intermediate PyC layer with 30-40 Mm thick-

's

ness and density 1.4-1.6 g/cm .

For deposition of PyC and SiC layers widely used fluidi-

zed bed technique [6] is utilized. This technique includes the

following steps:
a. The deposition of buffer, intermediate and dense PyC lay-

ers.
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b* The deposition of SiC layer*

c* Coated fuel particles characterization and rejection ac-

cording to their size, shape and defects in coatings*

Table 1•

The characteristics of layers in the coated

particle fuel [7]*

Layer Material Density g/cnr Thickness

1.

2.

3.

4.

Buffer

Dense

Power

OUter

PyC

PyC

SiC

PyC

1.0

1*85

3.2

1.85

90

60

50

50

The apparatus for deposition of PyC and SiC coatings con-

sists of a vertical electric resistance furnace with a cone-

shaped fluidized bed unit (cylinder part diameter 56 mm) and

a water-cooled gas-feed, a dozing out system of gaseous (C^Hg,

CH«, H2) and evaporated (SiCl*) components and also of system

control of technological parameters (components flow rate, tem-

perature etc.). The weight of charge in one process is up to

200 g of particles*

Buffer PyC layer is deposited using pyrolysia of acethy-

lene at temperatures 1500-155O°C and partial pressure of pyro-

lysis gas Pc u
 =40 kPa* The deposition conditions provide mean

layer density 1*0 g/cnr at standard deviation 0.05 &/enr at

deposition rate (v) of 15-22 jum/min. Intermediate PyC is de-
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posited from methane at 1500-1600°C and p ^ *10-15 kPa. Value
4

v for layer is 1.0-2,5jum/min. Methane (pCH »20-22 kPa) is used

for deposition of high density isotropic PyC layers at pyroli-

sis temperature 195O°C and v«2.0-4.5 jy\m/min. The deposition

conditions are chosen to meet requirements; density not less

than 1.8 g/cnr and optical anisotropy factor (OPTAF) not greater

than 1.1. The coating of SyC layer is carried out at 1500°C

from gas mixture of argon, methane (approx.2 kPa), silicon

chloride (approx. 2 kPa) and hydrogen (40 kPa). Realized depo-

sition rate is 0.8-1.0 jvim/min.

The thermocycling of the CFP caused by significant tem-

perature change of different layers deposition may give rise

to stresses development responsible for the crack propagation

in the coatings. For the estimation of their level the calcu-

lations were carried out at the elastic-isotroplc medium model

suggesting that the neighbouring layers are coupled rigidly

with each other. In Fig.5 the calculated distributions of cir-

cumferential stresses in the particle coatings at the room tem-

perature and at 1400°C are represented. The analysis showed

that the circumferential stresses values in the second to

fourth coatings are considerably low than the permitted levels.

Rejection of CFP with defective layers are carried out in

the boiling HHOo acid with the following separation according

to the particles density. The particles of the given shape and

size are extracted from the lot using the corresponding classi-

fiers. The typical microstructures of CFP with five layer pro-

tective coating are shown on photomicrographs in Fig.6.High-

density isotropic PyC deposited in the above mentioned condi-

tions has fine grain structure with equiaxial grains*
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The typical layer structure revealed by oxidation in the

positive column of interelectrode glow-discharge plasma [8̂ J is

presented in Fig.7« The main characteristics and some properties

of CFP prepared to carry out various tests are shown in Table 2.

These characteristcs are nearly the same as in Table 1. It is

seen from the table that CFP of both lots possess satisfactory

values of surface and volume uranium contaminations of coating

layers and FPG retention, estimated by measurements of JJ1A

release after weak in-pile irradiation.

4. THEBHAL ASD RADIATIOH STABILITY ANALYSIS OF CFP.

There is complicated chemical equlibrium between fuel,

it's fission products and coating during CFP operation, and

cyclical processes of mass transfer take place due to such equi-

librium at the presence of temperature gradients in the fuel.

The effect of chemical processes on CFP serviceability was esti-

mated by theoretical and experimental investigations of:

a. possible pressure of gases inside the CFP due to re-

duction of UOp Q^_ by carbon and fuel burnup;

b. temperature distribution inside CFP and it's change

due to contact fault between kernel and coating;

c. kernel migration inside CFP due to temperature gra-

dient (amoeba).

The equilibrium pressure value in U02+x-C-C0 system essen-

tially depends on fuel 6/XJ ratio and temperature (Fig.8 from

Ref.1O). Ifass-spectrometrical measurements of gases volume in-

side CFP showed that when values of fuel 0/U ratio don't exceed

2.001 after coatings deposition PCQ is about 20-40 atm if tem-

perature is less than 1400°C at the beginning of operation pe-
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Table 2

The main characteristics and some properties of C3?P

Kernel: fabrication technique

mean diameter, ivtm

standard deviation, jum

apparent density, g/cnr

0/U ratio

Coatings: layer thickness, jwm

buffer

intermediate

dense

power

outer

layers density, g/cm

buffer

intermediate

dense

power

outer

Relative Release rate/Birth rate,?.10"^

Uranium contamination of layers:

surface, C/cm • 10

volume, g U/g coating, 10"^

Lot

A

sol-gel

500

14

10.0

2.0030

90

30

35

47

47

1.2

1.6

1.7

3.2

1.8

0.2

0.7-3.0

3-10

•

B

slip

500

20

10.8

2.00005

93

16

36

58

56

1.0

1.6

1.8

3.1

1.8

0.2

0.1-5.7
_
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riod. The value of pressure change inside CFF during fuel

burnup depends on ratio of fuel mass to free CFF volume.
of

The value^total pressure of carbon oxides and fission gases

in the accepted construction of CFP after 20% FIMA. burnup

was defined equal to 400-500 atm and tensile stresses under

this conditions is two-three times lower than ultimate

strength of SiC layer*

To investigate the mechanism and migration rate of kernel

at 1300-1800°C out-of-pile study of amoeba effect at temperatu-

res gradients up to 45O-25OO°C/cm was carried out. Carbon mass

transfer to the "cold" side of CFP is observed during all the

investigated regimes and densification of buffer layer on the

"cold" side and loosening on the "hot" side occur in CFP. In

the extreme case the gap between kernel and coating was ob-

served on the "hot" side. Kernel migration after exposure 7»66*10s

at 153O°C and temperature gradient 2000°C/cm is shown in Fig.9

with kernel displacement of 43 jvtm. The analysis of the results

showed that cyclic process of CO formation and decomposition

according to the Bell-Boudoir reaction is essentially de-

pends on carbon mass transfer inside CFP.

To compare observed results with previously published da-

ta [e.g. Ref.11,12] and results of in-pile experiments

[e.g. Ref,13~j the dependence of kernel migration factor [14^

upon reverse temperature was used. The carried out analyses

made it possible to establish that at the given temperature .

(1250°C) and fuel burnup (up to 15$ FI1IA) kernel migration

doesn't exceed 3-5 jvim and would be localized inside the buffer

layers.

In-pile CFP tests at temperatures up to 125O°C, burnup
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up to 12?6 PIMA and integrated flux of fast neutrons at the le-

vel (1-1#5)*10 1n/em showed that PPG release isn't greater

than 10 R/B, that confirms absence or insufficient develop-

ment of processes leading to the unsealing of coatings.

CONCLUSION

Carried out investigations on development of spherical par-

ticles fuel for HTGR and evaluation of its main characteristics

showed the quality level that meets the main requirements to fu-

el for spherical fuel elements of VGR-50 and VG-400 reactors.
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Fig«1. The external view (left) and the surface relief

(right) of spherical particles prepared by Sol-Qel (afb) and

slip spheroidizing methods (c,d).x15» optical microscope

X1000 3EM (b,d).
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Fig*2. Distribution of U0 2 spherical particles according

to their shape (a) and size (b)«

1 - particles prepared by Sol-Gel method;

2 - particles prepared by slip spheroidizing method.
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a

Fig.3* Microstructure of spherical particles U0 2

prepared by Sol-Gel (left) and slip spheroidizing methods:

a,b - particles with even distribution of pores over the

'cross-section; x120;

c,d - uneven distribution of pores; x120;

e,f - typical grain structure; x600.
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Pig.4* Distribution of U0 2 spherical particles according
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1«- particles prepared by Sol-Gel method;

2.- particles prepared by slip method*
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of fuel particles*
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Fig. 6* Micros-tract urea of coated fuel particles

with PyC and SiC layers*
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Pig.7. Microstructure of high- density isotropic

(OPTAP 1.08) PyC layers after plasma oxidation. x2000 SEM.

r,36 1,98 2,00 2fl2 2,04 2,06 ̂ ,03 0/u

Pig.8. Effect of O/U ratio and temperature on COp

equilibrium pressure in U0 2 + x -C-CO system

( o - 1500; A- 1800; n- 2000; •-2500°K ).
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densified PyC

gap between
kernel and PyC

Pig,9, Amoeba effect in U02 Coated 2uel Particle with

five-layer coating, x70,

T - 153O°C; AT - 2000°C/cm; T- 7.56-104s.
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HTR FUEL MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE

W. Heit, H. Huschka, A.-W. Mehner

HOBEG mbH Hanau, FRG

1. Introduction

The development of the HTR line promises the availability of a number

of technologies which can be used in many areas of energy supply. In

addition to efficient electric power generation the exploitation of HTR

heat is ai,med at the creation of new energy media which may be used as

substitutes for oil and natural gas depending on requirements. In parti-

cular, domestic coal resources are to be used to cover the demand for

clean and easily applicable energy media /I, 2/.

Special characteristics of the exploitation of nuclear energy in high-

temperature reactors include the enconomical uranium consumption and

the lower pollution of the environment by waste heat. Increased siting

flexibility combined with the potential of remote heat transport expand

the possibilities of HTR applications /3/.

The beginning of high-temperature reactor development in the Federal

Republic of Germany goes back to 1957. The first HTR project was the

AVR, a 15 MW experimental power plant which has now passed 15 years

of successful operation. The last years it operated at elevated coolant

outlet temperatures of approximately at 950 °C.

The follow-up project, the THTR-300, a 300 MW reactor is now loaded

with fuel elements in Schmehausen and expected to go into power service

in 1985. More informations are given in the presentation: Operational

Requirements of Spherical HTR Fuel Elements and their Performance.
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The significant characteristic of these reactor types is the selection

of a spherical fuel element which allows continuous loading under power

generation.

The main goal for the development of spherical fuel elements for high

temperature gas cooled reactors is to provide a single fuel element which

can be used in plan*" with different purposes like electricity generation,

steam generation for chemical reactions, coal liguefaction, production

of natural gas. The predominant property of the fuel elements is its

low fission product release during operation.

It is the aim of this presentation to describe some features of our HTR

fuel manufacturing experience. In general different fuel cycles and/or

fuel management strategies afford separate development lines for the

most suited fuel. Let me concentrate here only on the thorium/uranium

fuel cycle with high enriched uranium.

2. Kernel Fabrication Technology

2.1 Overview

The increasing quality and performance requirements for coated fuel par-

ticles have favored the wet chemical processes over dry agglomeration

processes. Wet chemical processes are flexible in producing kernels of

different size and chemical composition with high throughput and yield,

good spherical shape, and narrow size distribution. The chemical processes

used to produce kernels have in common that aqueous solutions containing

uranium and/or thorium nitrate are transformed into droplets by means

of vibrating nozzles. The droplets preconsolidate by internal or external

gelation. The kernels are then washed, dried, calcined, and sintered

to produce uranium and/or thorium oxide kernels.

The quality of the kernels produced must satisfy several requirements

not only so that they can be processed further, but mainly for reasons

of good irradiation behaviour of the complete coated fuel particles.

These are mainly:

high density

narrow diameter range

almost theoretical sphericity
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2.2 The fabrication process

At present for all HTR fuel produced in Germany the gel-precipitation

process is adopted /4/. With only a slight change in the composition

of the feed solution, this process can be employed to produce all types

of reactor fissile and fertile materials in current use. The gel-prici-

pitation process for (Th,U)O«-kernels is characterized by the following

steps:

Uranyl nitrate solution is mixed with thorium nitrate solution and addi-

tives. This feed solution is passed through nozzles developing jets of

liquid in air which form uniform droplets under the influence of an electro-

magnetic vibration system. The droplets are solidified by a reaction

with NH, gas and are collected in NIH.QH solution. Then the spherical

particles are washed with water to remove NH.NCL and dehydrated with

isopropanol. Drying takes place to remove the isopropanol. The dried

particles are calcined in air at medium temperatures whereby the thorium

oxide hydrate is dehydrated, and the ammonium diuranate thermally decom-

posed. The kernels are then sintered in an H_ atmosphere to (Th,U)CL

mixed oxide of nearlytheoretical density. The kernels are screened, and

shape separated on vibrating plates removing small amounts of misshaped

kernels, and finally divided on a representative basis into coating batches.

The present throughput of our HEU Kernel line is matched to the requirements

of THTR. However scale up for advanced LEU-fuel is foreseen.

To date, about 10 t of (Th,U)CL kernels have been produced in a mixture

ratio of ThO^UCL ranging between 4:1 and 40:1, and with diameters required

by current specification. In addition, about 2 t of ThO« kernels were

fabricated.

3. Manufacture of Coating

3.1 General aspects

Coatings of the fuel kernels have to retain the heavy metals and the

fission products within the coated particles. These coatings are deposited

by pyrolytic decomposition of hydrocarbon gas and silane vapor in fluidized

beds. The noncontinuous batchwise fluidized bed process is used for all

coatings.
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The reference coating design is the so-called Triso LTI coating. It consists

of a buffer layer, an inner and an outer dense isotropic LTI layer, and

a sandwiched SiC layer deposited from CH,SiCl... The SiC layer is an excel-

lent diffusion barrier for solid fission products. Low defect rate during

manufacture and good irradiation performance are the main requirements

for the whole coating.

3.2 The coating process

Fuel kernels are coated using the fluidized bed procedure.

The particles to be coated are located in the cone of a vertical graphite

tube, into which the gas for pyrolysis together with an inert carrier

gas is introduced by means of a nozzle system. The fluidized bed furnace

is heated by an electric resistance heater /5/.

3.2.1 Pyrocarbon coatings

Because of the anisotropic dimensional changes of pyrocarbon under irra-

diation, only isotropic pyrocarbon with a random distribution of the

crystallites is suitable for coated fuel particles. This type of pyro-

carbon can be obtained by pyrolysis of methane, propene or propene-acetylene

mixtures. The requirements of sufficient high apparent carbon density

and low optical anisotropy can be met by maintaining definite coating

conditions. Methane-derived coatings require very high deposition tempe-

ratures and sufficient high methane concentration in the pyrolysis gas.

If the coating is deposited by propene or propene/ethine pyrolysis, the

deposition temperature can be reduced significantly.

The pyrocarbon coating of HTGR fuel particles consists always of at least

two layers. The inner layer adjacent to the fuel kernel is highly porous,

providing the particle with empty volume for fuel kernel swelling and

gaseous fission product reception. The outer layer forms a pressure .vessel

and fission product diffusion barrier.

3.2.2 Silicon carbide coatings

Another coating material of increasing importance is silicon carbide.

The main advantage of this material are the very low diffusion coefficients

of some long living fission products (e.g. Sr, Cs, Cs). Usually,
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the silicon carbide is deposited as an interlayer between two highly

dense pyrocarbon layers ("TRISO particles"). Silicon carbide coatings

are obtained by pyrolysis of methyltrichlorsilane in a hydrogen atmosphere:

CH3SiCl3 f> SiC + 3 HC1.

Similar to the pyrocarbon deposition process the mechanism of SiC formation

is a very complicated chemical reaction. The hydrogen concentration in

the pyrolysis gas as well as the CI-LSiCl-, concentration and the depo-

sition temperature controls the density, microstructure and chemical

composition of the silicon carbide coating.

For large scale silicon carbide coatings the deposition temperature has

to be in a range similar to the pyrocarbon coating.

Currently the coating facility is designed for coating batches of about 10

kg heavy metal. All coating layers are applied without a shutdown phase

between different layers. Requirements concerning coatinhg defects due

to fabrication and operation are met with the fabrication technology

used at present.

3.3 Quality control

Coated particle fuel is inspected to prove that quality is in compliance

with the fuel product specificatio. Kernel and coating properties generally

have a Gaussian distribution. This is also true for composite batches

if the process is in control. Therefore the quality inspection is done

on composites. Random samples that are split from the parent composite

batches are used for the different controls to prove that tolerance limits

for single values, confidence interval limits for mean values, or confidence

interval limits for attributes are met with the required statistical

criterion.

4. Fuel Element Fabrication

4.1 General remarks

The main goal of the present development of HTR fuel is to provide an

element which can be used in power plants for different purposes. Due

to advanced demands, this fuel elements must ensure a significantly lower

fission product release than the well-proven THTR fuel element. Thus,
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extremely low fractions of heavymetal contamination and defect coated

particles are required. This goal is independent of the choice of the

reference fuel cycle.

4.2 The fabrication process

The fuel element fabrication presently seems to be the most critical

step regarding the fracture of coated particles during fabrication. It

starts with the "overcoating" of the particles: hereby, the coated particles

are covered by a thin layer of resinated graphite powder, usually called

pressing powder. Those overcoated particles together with further pressing

powder are pressed to form the fueled center of the element. A fuel free

shell of pressing powder is then pressed around the fuel zone. To obtain

low anisotropy, all pressing steps are carried out in silicon rubber

dies, equivalent to a quasi-isostatic forming procedure. This standard

pressing process takes place at room temperature, i.e.below the melting
3 4

point of the resin binder, and requires a pressure in the range of 10 -10

bar. Then the fuel elements are heat treated to coke the binder material

and to remove volatile impurities. Finally lathing to obtain the correct

diameter is done.

Design requirements as:

narrow bandwidth in diameter

sufficient high matrix density

high mechanical strength

- good irradiation performance

low fission product release during operation

can be met with current fabrication technology.

The centre goal of work for the fuel element production is to guarantee

a low number of failed particles during manufacture (< 50 x 10~ ). One

important factor to reduce particle failure during manufacture is the

quality of the applied overcoating. A homogeneous overcoating with pressing

powder excludes during moulding any direct contact between adjacent par-

ticles.

Having identified this production step as a very sensitive one the work

concentrated on strict classification of coated and overcoated particles

as well as improvement of the overcoating itself.
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Effort in the classification step is geared towards thorough separation

of all oddshaped particles. A special shape separator was installed.

The present status shows an improvement of one order of magnitude even

at high heavy metal loadings which might be required for future reactors.

5. Conclusions

Fuel cycle, design and irradiation performance requirements impose restraints

on the fabrication processes. Both kernel and coating fabrication pro-

cesses are flexible enough to adapt to the needs of the various existing

and proposed high temperature gas-cooled reactors. Extensive experience

has demonstrated that fuel kernels with excellent sphericity and uniformity

can be produced by wet chemical processes. Similarly experience has shown

that the various multilayer coatings can be produced to fully meet design

and specification requirements. In a comprehensive qualification program

for fuel elements the low failure fraction of coated fuel particles,

optimal matrix behavior and the required fission product retention of

integral fue'l elements was successfully demonstrated.
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HTGR SPHERICAL FUEL ELEMENTS OF THE MONOLITHIC TYPE
BOUND BY PUROCARBON

V.F. Zelenskiy, V.A. Gurin, S.S. Keruchen'ko, Yu.F. Konotop

USSR

The technology of HTGR spherical fuel element fabrication

"being used is based on the application of methods of powder me-

tallurgy, i.e. mould pressing followed by heat treatment £i,21•

As a binder coal tar pitch or a variety of resins are used.

Upon the research of the above methods for HTGR fuel ele -

ment fabrication several new methods of carbon-graphite mate

rial production were developed on the base of porous filler vo-

lume densification by pyrocarbon ("3-51 > and these methods can

be used successfully for the fabrication of HTGR fuel elements.

The principal technological process of manufacturing mono-

lithic spherical fuel elements bound by pyrocarbon have been

considered in detail in £"6, 7j[. It includes mixing graphite pow-

der (or mixture of poweder graphite and coated fuel particles)

with an easily removable plasticizer, without coke residue ;

forming the fuel element by pyrocarbon; mechanical treatment of

samples.

As can be seen from Pig.1, graphite bound by pyrocarbon

( Fen ) represents two-phase system consisting of powder-fil-

ler particles involved and bound into the monolith, by a pyro -

carbon layer, 20 mkm thickness.
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Pyrocarbon possesses close values of temperature coefficient

of linear expansion and a strong adhesion to the graphite mat-

rix, as well as a high mechanical strenth, which provides high

strength properties of PCIl -graphite (Pig.2). It should be

emphasized that unlike all the structural graphite types both

the tensile strength and bending strength of PCIl-graphite

are similar (Fig.2). This fact seems to be due to the material

cellular structure (see Fig.1), which localizes cracks: the ge-

nerated crack will either disappear in a pore, or its further

propagation will be possible only after breaking-out of the

high-strength pyrocarbon layer enveloping the neighbour parti-

cle-filler.

Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity ( A ) is

similar to that one of the most sorts of inducstrial graphite [8j

and characterized by the A decrease with the temperature

increase. Thermal treatment of fCIl-graphite at 1600°C re -

suits in appreciable A increase, particularly for the ini-

tial 5...6 h annealing (Fig.3).

In terms of the absolute value, the effective thermal

conductivity of thermal treated spherical fuel elements bound

by pyrocarbon keeps pace with that one of HTGR fuel elements

( > 30 w/(m.K.) [1,9] .

Thermocycling of spherical fuel elements and their imita-

tors in the temperature range 300...1000°C with a number of

runs 2000 (heat rate - 1,2 grade/s, cooling rate - 0,9 grade/s)

doesn't cause some visible structure changes of coated fuel ele-

ments with protective layers and graphite matrix; mechanical

and thermophysical properties of rcii -matrix retain at the

previous level,
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The main characteristics of PCII matrix graphite are

listed in the Table. For comparison matrix graphite proper -

ties obtained by another methods are given as well 1̂,2,9] .

As is evident from the Table, FCIl matrix doesn't

give in the main characteristics, but its mechanical strength

1,5-2 times exceeds that one for graphite matrix of pressed-

type fuel elements.

Hereby, it keeps reserve for the further rise of its

physicomechanical and thermophysical characteristics, for in-

stance, by density increase or by the use of another type gra-

phite powder-filler \j\ .

When developing the spherical fuel element bound by pyro-

carbon much prominence is given to investigation of its opera-

ting characteristics under inreactor radiation. By the present

time fuel element t?cts have been carried out and are in pro-

gress in a wide range of temperatures,neutron fluxes and burn-

ups.

For HTGR fuel element irradiation a number of arapoul de-

vices and the helium loop IIF-IOO have been used, which is

maximally approached to inreactor conditions |J0,1i] . During

in-reactor tests of monolithic spherical fuel elements bound

by pyrocarbon up to burnups ^-^20% PIMA, in a wide range of

temperatures (500...125O°C), gas fission product (GFP) release

remained at the level of 1 0 . In all the irradiation

and post-radiation investigations the uniform volume shrinkage

of fuel elements was observed with Av/v =1 - 3 %t without

damage of their integrity and crack formation.
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Properties of matrix graphites

of HTGR fuel elements

Charateristic

Density, t/xnr

Strength, MPa

- tension strength
- bending strength
- compression strength

Elastic modulus, MPa.10^

rcn
1,7 - 1,9

46*
46,8

* 119*
*

1,0

M a t r i x

BP-400 [2]

1,8 - 1,9

-

30 - 33

63 - 74

0,54 - 0,71

Thermal expansion in

the range 20-1000°G,

x 10 b

Thermal conduction,

Wt/(m.K)

- at 20°C

- at 1000°C

Statical strength, kH

The number of impacts

up to destruction at the

drop from 4 m height on

the pebble bed

Anisotropy

4,5 - 5,0 5,2 - 6,3

70
31

32

>

- 80
- 34

- 41

3000

75 -
32 -

27 -

80

35

34

1,03 - 1,05

* For matrix density 1,76 t/nr5
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Thus, when solving the problem of reliable HTGR fuel ele-

ment development the complex of the performed bench and in -

reactor tests of spherical fuel elements of the monolithic type

bound by pyrocarbon have confirmed their high operating charac-

teristics, indicating the promising use of methods for fuel ele-

ment binding by pyrocarbon.
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HTGR SPHERICAL FUEL ELEMENTS AND THEIR
EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT

A.S. Chernikou, Yu.V. Koshelev, L.I. Mikhailichenko,
A.A. Kuznetzov

USSR

By the present the constructions of uranium-graphite

spherical fuel elements (SE) for the VGR-5O and VG-400 high

temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGR) being designed in the

USSR, which are based on using coated fuel particle elements

(CP) are unified to a large degree (outer diameter 60 mm, clad-

ding thickness 5 mm) and differ in loading and uranium enrich-

ment, as well as in density of matrix graphite (MG), whose va-

lues are determined by the neutron-physical features of nuclear

devices c1i. The characteristic of SE operation in the reactor

VGR-50 is their repeated (up to 2000 cycles) circulation through

the core and irradiator,connected by ball-leads* Therefore strict

requirements are imposed on their dynamical strength and wear

resistance as well as on their operability under different tem-

perature conditions.

In VG-400 reactor SE passes once through the core and

then such fields of energy and temperature distributions are
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formed, in which a considerable part of fuel elements (^5095)

has fuel temperature from 1000 to 125O°C in the centre. There-

fore the graphite matrix must possess high heat conduction

properties.

The main SE characteristics are listed in Table 1.

Table 1.

VGR-50 and VG-400 SE operation characteristics

Characteristic

1. Content 2-^U(g/fuel element)

enrichment,%

2. Maximum calculating tempera-

ture of fuel, °C

3. Number of thermocycles

4. Compressive stress per fuel

element, kN

5. Permissible decrease of fuel

element diameter for core

lifetime, mm

6. Average rate of erosion,

mg/(cm • h)

7. Core lifetime, h

8. Burnup, % FIMA

9. Fluence of fast neutrons with

energy > 0.18MeV,1021 n/cm2

10. Permissible GFP release, R/B

VGR-50

0.5/21

1300

2000

15

3

4-10~2

5400 in core

15

1.4

10-*

VG-400

0.4/6.5

1250

200

20

0.6

6-1O~3

8200

8

1.7

10-5
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The most developed SE option is so-called two-zoned mono-

lithic fuel element (Pig.1a). Three-zoned SE (Fig.1b) that has

central fuelless 35-40 mm dia. insert is considered to be a

perspective element. Three-zoned SE advantage as compared to

two-zoned element is as is known lower fuel temperature (in

reactor VG-400 maximum calculated fuel temperature in three-

zoned SE is approximately by 100-200° lower).

The construction of CP (Fig.2) unified for all SE is the

result of calculation-experimental investigations E2],in which

main operation factors (pressure of gas fission products, non-

uniform size changes of coating layers,thermal stresses) are

taken into account. Uranium dioxide microspheres with density

** 10 g/cm , of uniform sizes (0 500^*m) and with non-spherici-

ty coefficient djjm̂ /̂ jQin < "• • °5 are used as fuel in CP. As a

result of optimization calculations the following CP coating

layers were chosen: inner (buffer) - PyC with low density

( *» 1.0g/cnr); 90 mkm thickness, the second PyC with high den-

sity ( *» 1.8g/cnr), 60 mkm thickness, the third(force) - SiC

(jp s^3.2g/cnr), 50 mkm thickness, outer - PyC with high den-

sity ( «» 1.8g/cnr), 50 mkm thickness.

Microspheres are obtained using spheroidization method

of slip mass c3 3« Pyrolysis of hydrocarbon and silicon chlo-

ride in the apparatus of fluidized bed is used to deposit

multi-layer coatings (PyC and SiC) on fuel microspheres. The

process of SE fabrication is on the methods of powder metal-

lurgy (pressing with following sintering), widely used in car-

bon-graphite industry, and provides density of CP in a range

1.8-1.9 g/cm3 t 2,43.

As a result of low volume filling of CP fueled center of
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two-zoned SE (**8%) their mechanical and thermophysical cha-

racteristics are determined essentially by MG properties. As

a filler of matrix compozition artificial graphite of 30nr

type possessing high degree of graphitizing (« 0.97) and low

content of neutron absorbing impurities was chosen and coal

tar pitch, used in technology of 30flr graphite obtaining was

used as a binder*

One of the important factors, determining CP properties

is granulometric composition of the filler content, providing

some additional increase in sintered material density. Powders

of 30Iir graphite with a grain size less than 1 mm were inves-

tigated c43. Dry powders packing at pressure 30 MPa was taken

as a criterion of granulometric content optimization. The

greatest packing density (1.60-1.65 g/cnr) corresponds to the

compositions given in Table 2. Some properties of sintered

samples obtained on the basis of these powders are also shown

in the table.

The analysis of the results permitted two-components

composition, including fractions 0.2-0.4 and 0.05 mm to be

chosen. The range of the binder content, within which influence

of its quantity on characteristics of material obtained such

as density, strength, electrical resistance was studied, was

determined, proceeding from actually achievable packing den-

sity for the chosen powder composition. The results given in

Pig.3 show that quantity of coal tar pitch close to optimal,

is 18-20%.

Thermal treatment conditions, involving of two steps:

low temperature (carbonisation) and high temperature (sin-
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tering) influence essentially upon quality and main charac-

teristics of fuel elements.

Table 2

Granulometric composition of graphite powders

and properties of materials on their basis

Content of fractions of

3 onr

-1.0+

0.4

type graphite

-0.4+
0.2

mm

-0.2+

0.1

mm

powders

-0.05

mm

Properties of sintered

materials

Density

of "dry"

pressing

g/cnr

Density

of

samp-

les

g/cnr

Ultimate

compres-

sion

strength

M?a

Heat

conduc-

tivity at

1000°C

W/(m-K)

33-51

45-60

17-25

40-60

38-50

55-40

60-40

1.63-

1.65
1.62-

1.65
1.60-
1.62

1.72-
1.74
1.73-
1.76
1.72-

1.74

45-50

50-60

40-50

27-28

32-33

28-29

Carbonisation was carried out under pressure (up to 30 MPa)

and without it c 2,43.

The investigations of thermovacuum annealing of SE in the

range 1200-2200°C with determination of mass loss, density, ther-

mal conductivity and strength were carried out to define more

exactly the sintering temperature. Experiments were carried out

on SE mock-ups with density 1.89-1.93 g/cm3. Mass-spectrometric.

analysis of gases, releasing from MG during continuous heating,

showed that up to 400°C surface gases desorption takes place ,

accompanied by H2, CO and C02 release. At higher temperature

when degasation of coke residue of binder occurs, only CO re-
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leases. Dependence of SE mass loss rate on annealing tempera-

ture is presented in Fig.4. It is seen from the figure that

when temperature rises mass loss rate increases from 0.03 up

to «* 0.5%/h. At a temperature of about 1900°C a sharp increase

of the mass loss rate takes place that leads to an insignificant

(«by 1%) decrease in SE density, which seems to be due to fast

temperature rise (> 200 K/h) t 5i» SE heat conductivity defined

at 25O°C increases linearly with rise in sintering temperature

and decreasesin the mechanical strength the most considerable

changed occuring at 1200-1400°C (Fig.5). The secondary strength

decrease is observed at sintering temperature > 2000°C. There-

fore the temperature for final SE thermal treatment was chosen

1600-1900°C.

During SE experimental development principle of load al-

ternation and estimation of strength, thermal conductivity and

tightness was used. In Pig.6 a generalized scheme of SE experi-

mental investigations is presented. SE development included

bench (out-pile) tests and radiation (in-reactor and post-re-

actor) investigations of SE and their mock-ups, CP and MG spe-

ciments. Considerable role in the experimental development

was given to the method of "weak" irradiation 12 3 according to

which a magnitude of relative GPP (P) leakage was determined

annealing pre-irradiated fuel elements or OP by relatively

weak neutron flux («#1.10? n/cm • s). This made it possible to

estimate degree of damage of CP coatings during fabrication

or bench tests and attestate CP and SE prior to the reactor

tests.

As has been mentioned the feature of SE operation con-

ditions in reactor VGR-50 is cyclically changing mechanical
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and thermal effects, therefore special/attention was given to

justification of SE operability under such conditions. Effect

of wearing and shocking stresses on SE was investigated on the

benches "Pnevmopetlya" (Pneumatic loop), "Koper" and "Vra-

shchaushcheesya koleso" (Rotating wheel) (Pig.7) I 2,63.

One run of the tests on "Pnevmopetlya" included fuel

element movement at a rate up to 3 m/s with two central colli-

sions along closed circuit of steel tubes; the extension of tu-

bes is 5 m. The tests were carried out in air and in helium)

total number of test runs was up to 10000.

It was determined that wearing, as a rule, is of uniform

character and depends on MG density and also on gas medium

composition. In Fig.8 data on SE mock-up wearing in "Pnevmo-

petlya" in air with average MG density 1.79; 1.83 and 1.9 g/cm.

Similar tests carried out in helium showed that mock-up wearing

in helium in comparision with that in air increased by 1.5-2

times. Helium temperature in the range 20-300°C does not noti-

ceably influence magnitude and character of SE wearing.

Bench n7rashchaushcheesya koleao" for the investigation

of shockless wearing is a wheel made of a steel tube with a

diameter « 2 m; the wheel is rotating in a vertical plane t 6l.

The tests were carried out in helium at a linear rotation rate

of 2 m/s and total "run," was about 30 km. These tests also showed

wearing dependence on HG density (Table 3).

Investigations of dynamic strength were mainly reduced

to the stimulation of repeated 3E drops on a steel plate from

1 a height on the device "Koper". It was established that a

reasonable SE shock strength corresponds to more than 3000

impacts with mass loss less than 5g. Besides repeated SE drop
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(up to 12 times) from 10 m height on the pebble bed and double

drops from 17.5 m height on the steel plate were carried out.

The mentioned tests conditions did not damage SE c2i.

Table 3

Average intensity of wearing (A^J ) on the bench

"Vrashchaushcheesya koleso" (v=2 m/s)

£MG, g/cm3

1.79

1.83

1.90

A G» mg/km

110

60

30

Static strength tests were carried out, as a rule, loading

SE between two steel planes. Investigations of SE with MG densi-

ty 1.8-1.9 g/cnr showed that destructive force is in the range

23-43 kN. Static SE strength in the direction parallel to the

pressing axis is higher then in perpendicular in average by 1-2

times. Dependence of average destructive force on loading type

for one of SE lots is presented in Table 4.

Table 4

Dependence of average destructive force

) on loading type

Plat puches

27

Plat top punch,

support on

three balls

27

Spherical concave top punch,

support on three balls

53
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Thermal CF and SE tests included isothermal CF annea-

ling (T=14OO-16OO°C, XT -1000-5000 h), CF annealing in the

field of temperature gradient (up to 2500°C/cm) and also CP

and SE thermocycling(temperature range 350-1500°C at a rate

up to 8 K/s with total number of runs up to 2000). To study

accidental situations and possible consequences of the hypo-

thetical accident, CF and SE overheatings were carried out in

the range 1800-2800°C. The investigations showed that as a re-

sult of isothermal annealing and thermocycling no damage of

CF microstructure integrity and initial tightness take place,

as a rule. One may conclude according to the results of ther-

mal tests that in principle for the adopted CP construction

overheatings up to 2100°C are permissible with the exposure

at this temperature up to at least 5 hours. Short-term (0.5-1h)

CP overheatings at temperature ̂ =2300°C caused in some CP

changes in silicon carbide layer while gastightness of CF

changed in some cases to some degree. SE overheatings up to

<=& 2800°C lead to complete CP tightness loss, which agrees with

the results given in t73« Thermocycling of SE mock-ups was car-

ried out in helium at pressure ^*0.5 MPa using induction hea-

ting with automatic switching on and off of a high frequency

generator. Gastightness of such mock-ups after 1000 runs mea-

sured by "weak" irradiation method, did not differ from the

initial one within method error. Influence of run number on CP

damage was not revealed in CP thermocycling in the range

500-1500°C with a number of runs from 50 up to 2000,

Effective heat conductivity along radius &efi is an impo-

tant SE characteristic . During experimental development of mo-

nolitaical SE it was established that neither mechanical (wea-

ring, impacts and static loading) nor thermal (thermocycling)
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teats lead to 3.e££ decrease, which is indicative of a strong

coupling between fueled center and cladding. SE ^ ^ control

is carried out using several methods. Practically for all SE

independently of MG density in range 1.8-1.9 g/cm Xe£f at

temperature 25O°C was in range 70-90 Wt/(m.K).

Influence of thermal and mechanical effect on statical

SE strength was also investigated. As the experiments showed

after mechanical (wearing and shock resistance with mass loss

of SE up to 10g) and thermal tests (thermocycling up to 1000

cycles in range 500-1500°C, cooling in water SE heated up to

1000°C) remarkable decrease of SE statical strength does not

occur, CP gastightness remaining at the initial level.

Investigating physico-mechanical MG properties the experi-

ments on determination of MG corrosion resistance in helium,

containing 1 vol.% of water at T«10000C and P=0.1MPa were car-

ried out. A laboratory device, diagram of which is given in

Fig.9 was developed to investigate corrosion of carbon-gra-

phite materials. The results of corrosion tests (Table 5) in-

dicate that corrosion rates of matrix and industrial (APB)

graphites are close and do not depend upon experiments dura-

tion-

Table 5

Corrosion rate (mg/cm • h) of graphite at various

annealing times in vapour-helium mixture.

Material

MG

MG

Graphite APB

]f,g/cm3

1.80

1.82
1.68

G R e + 1 ^ c

1 hour

0.12

0.09
0.20

)«21/h, P«0.1MPa

2 hours 7

0.22

0.21
0.08

hours 10

0.21

0.09
0.07

hours

0.22

0.12
0.09
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SE characteristics obtained from the results of experi-

mental development are listed in Table 6.

Table 6

Main SE characteristics

Characteristic

Density M6, g/cm

Effective heat conductivity

at 25O°Cf Wt/(m.K)

Statical strength, kH

Dynamic strength:

- the number of drops onto steel

plate from 1m height

- height of double drops onto

steel plate, m

Average intensity of wearing in

circulation circuit, mg/km

Corrosion in medium He+I^HgO

at 1000 C, rag/cm «h

Initial gas-tightness (rela-

tive 135 Xe leakage at 1050°C

from the whole SE volume)

Obtained value

1.8-1.9

70-90

23-43

>3000(AG<2.5%)

17.5(don»t destroy)

<30

<0.3

43 10~6

By the present time a definite statistical material CF

and SE irradiation tests carried out in various irradiation de-

vices L2J has been accumulated* During these tests the follow-

ing irradiation parameters were obtained* fuel temperature 800-

16OO°C, the number of thermocycles 20-150, burnup up to 20%

PIMA, fluence up to 2.3*1021n/cm2 (E>0.18 MeV), irradiation
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time up to 15300 hours. In all the experiments GPP release from

fuel elements at a fuel temperature of 1250°C, burnup up to

10% FIMA and fluence up to 1.7 1021n/cm2, was R/B<1*10~5, ef-

fective thermal conductivity coefficient of fuel elements remai-

ned at the initial level of 30± 3 W/(m.K) at 32OO-14OO°C.

The presented results of bench and irradiation tests show

that developed SE satisfy operation conditions in the VGR-50

and "VG-4-00 reactors.
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a) b)

Pig.1. Construction of spherical fuel elements

a) double zoned;

b) tkree zoned.

uo 00,5mm,

PyC 0,09mm,

PyC 0,05mm, pl ,5g/cm'

PyC 0,05mm, pI f8g/cnT

5iC 0,05mm, f = 5,2 g/cm

PyC 0,05mm, f >I,

Pig.2. Coated fuel particle construction.
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Pig.3. Dependence of matrix material properties upon binder

content (specimens were obtained using pressing at

P-30 HPa with subsequent sintering at T»1800°C)

a) density; b) strength and electrical resistance.
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Fig.6. Scheme of SE experimental development.
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Fig.7. Schemes of atanda "Pneuvmopetlya" (a), "Koper" (b) and

"Vrashchaushcheesya kolrso" (c):

a) 1 - tested fuel elements,

2 - gas inlet,

3 - gas exit;

b) 1 - tested fuel element,

2 - directing tube,

3 - load (striker),

4 - magnet coil,

5 - pusher;

c) 1 - tested fuel elements,

2 - gas medium - helium.
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Pig.8.SE wearing with various density on the stand "Pneuvmo-

petlya".
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Mxl txH

Pig,9.Scheme of device for corrosion tests:

1 - vacuum pump,

2 - vacuum manometer,

3 - bottle (container),

4 - block for gas purification from impurities,

5 - bubbler,

6 - preheater,

7 - work section,

8 - samples,

9 - gas-analyser
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PREPARATION OF MICROSPHERICAL FUEL KERNELS FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE
GAS-COOLED REACTORS USING THE MECHANICAL SPHEROIDIZATION METHOD

A.I. Voloshchuk, V.A. Gurin, N.P. Odejchuk, S.S Chajka

USSR

1. Introduction

Powder methods of preparing microspherical fuel kernels can be

used in the production of fuel elements for high-temperature gas-

cooled reactors (HTGR).

These methods are advantageous because of their simplicity as

they do not require the construction of complex equipment and the

granule production process is easily controllable.

This report is concerned with some characteristic properties

of the preparation of fuel kernels using the mechanical spheroidiza-

ti on method.

2. An outline of the process of preparing fuel kernels

The procedure of preparing fuel kernels by the mechanical

spheroidization method involves the following main steps:

- the preparation of a plasticized mass;

- granulation;

- granulate spheroidization;

- thermal treatment;

- fuel kernel inspection.

The preparation of a plasticized mass consists in mixing the

initial powder with a necessary amount of a binder.

The granulation of the plasticized mass is performed in a screw

granulator.

The granulate spheroidization is achieved in a planetary-type

device. 18



The thermal treatment of spheroidized particles is carried out in

vacuum furnaces.

The prepared microspheres are controlled for the following

main parameters: density, size, chemical composition, structure.

3. Some characteristic properties of the method

3.1 Preparation of a plasticized mass and granulation

The initial materials for preparing the plasticized mass were

uranium dioxide as supplied commercially and a paraffin-base binder

with additions of surfactants. The initial components were melted

in crucibles until the temperature of plasticizer melting was reached

The subsequent homogenization of the plasticized mass is obtained

by processing it repeatedly in a granulator with orifices of the

required diameter. After this procedure the plasticized mass was

ready for producing dimensional billets.

The principle of granulator operation resides in extrusion of

the plasticized mass through the orifices of the given diameter with

simultaneous cutting the extruded material into dimensional billets.

The extrusion force and, hence, the rate of the mass outflow depend

on the rate of screw conveyer rotation and the quantity of the plas-

ticized mass supplied to the granulator.

To provide the required dimensions of fuel kernels (0.4-0.65mm)

for a HTGR, the optimum range of granulate dimensions should be

within 0.6 - 0.9 mm.

Depending on the specific design of the granulator, the yield

of appropriate granulate varies from 93*2% to 98.6%.

3.2 Spheroidization of dimensional billets

The spheroidization of dimensional billets results from rolling

the billets at given parameters of the spheroidizator plate and pan

rotation. The dimensions of the obtained particles depend on the
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conditions of preparing the dimensional billets and the time of

spheroidization. The latter determines also the degree of particle

nonsphericity. The effect of the spheroidization time on particle

sphericity was studied with specially prepared one-dimensional

billets, 1 mm in diameter and 1 mm high. As it is seen from fig.1,

the particle nonsphericity (the ratio of larger to smaller diameter)

decreases rapidly with the spheroidization time reaching a constant

value around 1.02 for approximately one hour of spheroidization.

This nonsphericity value is below the value admissible for a HTGR.

As the time of spheroidization increases, the particles grow

larger and the range of their dimensions shifts towards larger

values (fig. 2). In view of these two factors the spheroidization

time value 1.5-2 hours was chosen as optimum.

The maximum yield of the particles of the necessary fraction

0.6 - 0.9 mm makes 39 or 40?S for one- and three-thread screw con-

veyers, respectively. The particles that did not fit this dimen-

sional range were treated again. The yield of the appropriate prod-

uct can be estimated by using a system: one granulator - one sphero-

idizator pan. For a 100-150 g charge of the granulate in a pan and

the spheroidization time of 2 hours, the yield of spherical par-

ticles is appreciated to be 40 - 75 g/h.

The design of the spheroidizator allows one to roll the par-

ticles simultaneously in several pans. The grajiulator is a compara-

tively simple apparatus providing semi-automatic operation for pre-

paring dimensional billets. Small overall dimensions of the appar-

atus allow one to double the operation of several granulators on

a rather small area.

3.3 Thermal treatment of microspherical fuel kernels

The thermal treatment of microspheres comprises two steps.
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The first step, according to the requirements of cemented carbide

tool production processes 1 , involves the removal of the binder

material. To retain the shape, the microspheres are charged in

a powder of alumina, then the mixture is heated in a vacuum of

about 10~1 torr up to a temperature of 5OO-6OO°C. At the second

step, the microspheres are separated from the alumina powder

and are charged into a rotating container of the vacuum furnace

where the final sintering occurs, the temperature being increased

up to 15OO-16OO°C. In this case the density of microspherical fuel

kernels makes 80-85% TD.

4. Properties of the produced kernels

The size distribution of the sintered microspheres for one of

the batches is shown in fig.3»

It is seen that the major part of the particles has the dimen-

sions ranging from 0.45 to 0.65 mm. The nonsphericity of the sin-

tered microspheres is not above 1.02-1.03.

The microsphere structure shows a uniformly distributed poros-

ity and cracks in the central part formed during sintering (fig.4).

The chemical analysis was used to control the impurity content

which might change in the process of preparation in comparison with

the initial material.

The impurity content value averaged over several batches and

the oxygen coefficient are listed in the table.

Table. Averaged impurity content and the oxygen coefficient

of the kernels

Impurities G Al A12O3 Pe 0/U

Content 0.02-0.04 0.01-0.05 0.14-0.17 0.007-0.01 1.97-20)2

(weight %)
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The TRISO-type coated particles prepared according to the method

described above were used in producing experimental batches for

radiation tests of coated fuel particles and spherical fuel

elements.

The coated fuel particles filled in a heap were irradiated

at a temperature of 1200°C to a burnup of 2.7 - 7.1% FIMA, the

yield of gaseous fission products being within 1.5 - 6.7#10 .

The coated fuel particles constituting a part of spherical

fuel elements were irradiated to a burnup of 8 - 20% PIMA at the

same temperature. In this case the yield of gaseous fission product*

was 2.7 - 8«10"6.

5. Conclusion

Characteristic properties of the preparation of fuel kernels

by the method of mechanical granulation have been studied. The

method is demonstrated to provide a high effectiveness in the pro-

duction of high-quality fuel kernels.
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FEATURES OF SPHERICAL URANIUM-GRAPHITE HTGR
FUEL ELEMENTS CONTROL

/./. Kreindlin, P.P. Oleynikou, A.S. Shtan

USSR

Control features of spherical HTGR uranium-graphite

fuel elements with spherical CPP are mainly determined by

specificity of their construction and fabrication technolo-

gy. The technology as known [1-3] is chiefly based on the

methods of ceramic (fuel microspheres fabrication) and gra-

phite (forming proper fuel elements) production.

In practice it is necceasary to deal with a lot of pro-

blems from the determination of raw materials characteristics

to final fuel elements attestation. Parameters nomenclature

and range of control methods and technical means of measure-

ments, automatization degree of control operations and treat-

ment methods of information obtained are non-constant and

widely vary in dependence upon state-of-art.

The control operations and their succession are given

ia Fif.1. Some parameters characterizing initial materials

state are subjected to an evaluation at the Inlet control.

Some parameters are specified from the point of view of phy-
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sico-mechanical and thermalphysical properties of some fuel

elements components* Attestation of shapes and fuel elements

sizes, their mass, total content and uniformity of fission

products distribution, thermal conductivity, surface and vo-

lume contamination etc. is advisable to carry out on every

article.

Well developed and normalized standard methods were

used at inlet control. These methods were used when some cha-

racteristics (for example chemical and phase composition) of

fuel elements components were evaluated.

Sample selection and preparation which as it is seen

from Pig.1, played an important role, were previously solved.

Only correctly organized sample selection provided statisti-

cal extracts uniformity when the number of controlled objects

was large (complectation of one fuel element consumes nealy

10^ coated fuel particles).

For selection of fuel microspherea and coated fuel par-

ticles (CFP) in principle various devices are good; conical

three staged divider, permitting to single out 1/1000 part

of the initial sample during some minutes is a model of such

a device described in [4].

Plow samplers, the operation principle of which is mul-

tiple periodical discharge of small portions of particles from

the common bunker into separate containers, are good for se-

lecting portions of tens and hundreds of grammes. Similar de-

vices quickly divided particles into gramme portions when re-

volution rate of particles was 60 r.p.m.

In a more universal batcher-normalizer, the scheme of

which is shown in Fig.2, the known method of loose materials
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separation when a particle flows out from bunker through, grid

bottom with large quantity of the transport canals is realized,

Equiprobability of the particles distribution in each of the

containers is quaranteed when the inlets and outlets of the

canals are arbitrarily connected. The bunker for loading was

fixed at the top ot a stand and the microspheres outflow was

stimulated with a special vibrator. The device output was

varied within a wide range changing regime, number and canals

extension.

Among the main charateristics of the fuel microspheres

and the coated fuel particles obtained on their base (with a

various combination of pyrocarbon and carbide layers) first

of all we pay attetion to the shape and sizes, density, ther-

mal conductivity, strength, fissile substance content and in

the case of CFF we pay attension to the surface contamination

as well.

For the control of such characteristics as average dia-

meters and coefficient of single objects non-sphericity and

also their versions i* separate lots, devices with various

automasation degree trating photo or shadow objects image are

used. In one of the known systems for example the information

obtained while particles passing the fixed photodiodes or

photomatrixes is an initial information.

To widen the possibilities of such devices and to re-

veal an inner CFP structure when controling CFP an operating

model of the device is developed; this model is presented in

Fig.3.

A microradiographical negative scanned when magnifying

by special optico-mechanical device with solid-body converter

of light image is initial.
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Using such a converter it was possible to obtain infor-

mation concerning outer CFP sizes and fuel core sizes and

also concerning coatings thicknesses.

The device is supplied with a mini-computer which quickly

treats measurements results and delivers averaged data both

for single particles and for the groups of particles.

According to the data obtained knowing the total mass

of group particles it's easy to determine averaged magnitude

of geometrical density. As for this characteristic for indi-

vidual objects the possibility of traditional sedimentometers

improvement was investigated.

In one of the initial versions the known scheme was

changed (Fig.4)» When rate of particles sedimentation into

liquid was stabilized, the position of particles was fixed

in a definite time interval on a photoplate with a photo-

flash. Knowing lequid density, particles size and particle

path, itra easy to determine their density.

Automatization of such devices does not meet principle

difficulties. In one of such devices, for instance, we got

the algorithm of density evalution accoding to rate of laminar

gravitation particles sinking successively in two wetting

them liquids, but these liquids do not wet each other.

Methods of revealing of coatings structure features and

their anisotropy are in detail described in [5]«

Another important characteristic of the objects considered

is thermal conductivity the value of which as practice showed

depends upon many factors.
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UOp apheroidized particles conductivity for instance changed

when their porosity increased (Pig.5). Such a type of chan-

ges (calculated curve was obtained supposing arbitrary dis-

tribution of pores unlinked among themselves in material

bulk) indicates that begining with the definite moment the

type of intergrain links influences greatly the materials

properties.

Conductivity was determined according to the results

of successive measurements of indium or tin specimens conduc-

tivity pre and post their filling arbitrarily with given amo-

unt of microspheres. Calculation was carried out using known

Maxwell-Eken relation. An experimental check of the method

on stainless steel calibrated balls revealed that the fiaal

result precision approached 15-20%.

Effective particles conductivity was increased after

coating dioxide microspheres with thermoconductive pyrocar-

bon and carbide layers. In Pig.6 (conductivity of par-

ticles) is shown to be increasing when the number of pyro-

carbon (density is about 1.7 g/cm ) and carbide monolayers

rises. Layer measurements on real CF? gave more complex

picture (Pig.6, c) because of some differences of layers pro-

perties and thickness variations. Nevertheless the final va-

lues of 1*} of CPP with fivelayer coating were reproduced

satisfactorily and were in the range of 28 and 35 Wt/(m.K)

that was almost three times higher than the conductivity of

initial U02 microspheres.

To control U-235 content and CF? surface contamination

devices prototypes are developed (Fig.7). The analysis car-

ried out by the authors indicated that in both cases measu-
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rements on objects monolayers are most expedient; monolayers

are formed using special mechanical devices provided for in-

stance with vibrators.

U-235 amount determined by the autoemission method is

obtained in a digital form* The developed electron block

carried out control of monolayer formation system besides

detector signal treatment» The range of U-235 controlled

amounts is O.45...1.6g; the main measurements error is not

more 2% (confidence probability is 0.95).

Explotation experience of such devices showed that

after corresponding improvements on their basis a dosator

may be developed providing the mentioned accuracy of CPP

portions selection with the given U-235 amount*

CPP and fuel elements gas-tightness an a whole was jud-

ged according to the results of "weak" in-pile irradiation[6].

About CFP contamination one judges according to the

intensity of OC-radiation registered by special detection

blocks. In our case ZnS scintillator pressed into organic

glass and joined with a photomultiplier were used. Suffici-

ently high (about 200g of particles per hour) output was
p

provided when scintillator area was 150-200 cm . In each

measurements cycle phone radiation and monolayer radiation

were registered and compared 20-25% accuracy at threshold

levels of controlled value from 2 10~^ up to 2 10~1%urie/cm

was provided at acceptable for practice calculeulation time

using methods of successive statistical analysis and a com-

pact electron scheme.

While fuel elements attestative the determination of
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some of the parameters listed in Fig.1 offered no difficul-

ty.These parameters are: mass, outer diameter, density, strength

and others; their determination is connected with the' dest-

ruction of the articles. More complex situation is in the

case of undestructive control of quantity and uniformity of

CFP distribution in fuel element, graphite shell thickness,

its continuousness, thermal conductivity,surface contamina-

tion etc.

In Fig.8 for example the appearance of the device used

by us to determine U-235 amuont in fuel elements according

to self ^-radiation is shown. The device includes mechanism

of article supply to detectors and the block of measuring

signals treatment. Really achievable measurements accuracy

was about 5% taking into consideration absorption in the

shell material and self-absorption in CFP. Data concerning

the distribution uniformity of the fissile components are

obtained according to the angle variations of radiation in-

tensity. The same problem was solved when weakening of col-

limated radiation beam from a source (for example Am-241)

was determined. In this case all article volume was transil-

luminated when the fuel element was being successively tur~

ned around the centre and uranium mass was determined in

different zones of the core taking into consideration the

weakening coefficient core location from the outer surface

of the fuel element and its graphite shell thickness were

determined. In particular in the developed tomograph (Fig.9)

the arrangement of which is described in detail in [7]»about

its inner structure the authors made judgement according to
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the results obtained In the eight sections of 2 to 8 mm

thickness* The scanning automatic device moved simultane-

uosly 4 fuel elements around Am surces o£ radiation fixed

in the centre. Information was registrated by 8 detectors,

treated in the electron block and then delivered to the com-

puter where tomogramms were restored according to the speci-

al algorithm, then the tomogramms were delivered to the dis-

play and the printing device.

The device determined the zones of CPP distribution

non-uniformity in the core, singling out about 1.0cm vol-

umes, differing according to C?F content by 10%, estimated

uniformity and graphite shell thickness.

Considerable information concerning uniformity and other

shell characteristics gave electrophysical methods, in par-

ticular eddy-current. Material density, thermal conductivity,

different kinds of disturbances of pores, cavities, cracks

etc. were determined, using these methods. Both the first

and the second parameters for real graphites were correlated

with their electrical conductivity. For electrical conduc-

tivity control by the pick-up transducers with end distri-

bution of inductance coil in [8] a special form of a sup-

port with cone-type recess (Fig.10) was found. It was shown

that while working with ball elements additional error be-

cause of a surface curvature does not exceed 2-3%.

As for continuousness disturbance its effect on the

output signal of converters was estimated experimentally

using simulators; the arrangement of the simulators is des-

cribed in detail in [9,10], the simulators permitted to va-

ry extension, width and depth of a defect deposition in a

wide range. 147



CFP and surface fuel element purity was controlled ac-

cording to d -radiation intensity. In the real conditions

the detection block was fabricated of two scintillatora with

semi-spherical surfaces that while being drawn together for-

med the cavety, geometry of whioh was about to 4x« Contami-

nation was controlled within 2 1011-6 10*"1*Ku/cm2.
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o
Initial
powder of
fissile
material

Fuel micro-

spheres

Graphite
powder

Bonding

Chemical composition (main substance and
impurities content);
Granulometric composition (shape and size
of particles, conglomerate presence);
Magnitude of free surface;
Bulk mass.

1. Chemical composition (content of main
subject and impurities);

2. Phase composition (stoicheometry, grid
parameters, microstructure);

3. Geometrical characteristics (ahape, aver-
age diameter, non-sphericity coefficient
and their variations);

4. Density (apparent, mean and actual with
pores characteristics)»

5. Strength;
6. Thermal conductivity.

1. Coating composition (including micro-
structure, anisotropy coefficient, con-
tamination degree);

2. Geometrical characteristics (average dia-
meter of fuel microspheres, coatings
thicknesses, relation of CFP diameter to
fuel microspheres diameter, coefficient
of CFP non-sphericity);

3» Density, porosity, coatings density;
4. Strength of CTP and coatings;
5. CPP thermal conductivity, including coa-

tings thermal conductivity;
6. Content of fissire component;
7. Gas-tightness.

1. Chemical composition;
2. Perfection degree of crystal lattice;
3. Granulometric composition;
4. Bulk mass.

1. Chemical composition;
2. Temperature of softening;
3. Output of volatile components;
4. Viscosity.

Controlled parameters

1. Chemical composition (content of impurities
in shell and core, including total amount
of fissile component, uniformity of its
distribution, contamination degree of sur-
face and shell volume);

2. Phase composition (amount and distribution
of various perfection degree of graphite,
microstructure of shell and fuel core, da
mage degree of CFP);

3. Geometrical characteristics (outer diameter
and non-sphericity degree, core diameter
and degree of core shift (displacement),
shell thickness);

4. Mass;
5. Density (apparent and actual density of

core and shell, porosity characteristics,
microdefects presence of pore, crack,cavi-
ty type);

6. Physico-nechanical characteristics (strength,
materials elastic modulus, strength of fuel
elements at statical loading, wear-resistance
etc.);

7* Thermophysical properties of fuel elements;
8. Control of fuel elements gas-tightness;
9. Corrosion resistance of fuel elements;

10. Change of fuel elements properties in the
conditions of in-pile irradiation.

Fig.1. Summarized scheme of HTGR sphere graphite fuel element

control.



Pig.2. Device for dosage (division) and normalizing of kernels

and coated fuel particles.

1 - bunker; 2 - grid foundation (bottom); 3 - trans-

port canals; 4 - receiver (container); 5 - cell;

6 - vibrator.



Pig.3. Appearance of device for control of CPP geometrical

characteristics•



Fig#4» Scheme of device for determination of microspheres

density

1 - vessel of liquid; 2 - slot bunker; 3 - control-

led article; 4 - cassette with photoplate; 5 - light

source; 6 - scheme of start; 7 - electromagnet;

8 - two successive positions of article during depo-

sition.
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Pig.6. Change of effective thermal conductivity of fuel ker-

nels when protective coating deposition

a) 1*7 g/cnr density pyrocarbon coating;

b) carbide coating;

c) CFP of fivelayer coating.
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Pig.7. Device for determination of U-235 amount in kernels
and CFP portions.
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Fig.8o Radiometric device for U-235 content control in fuel

elements,,



Pig.9. Appearance of computer tomograpii.



Fig.10.Eddy-current converter for control of spherical ele-

ments

1 - body; 2 - end face plane; 3,4 - exciting and re-

ceiving inductance coil; ej - tapered hole; 6 - hole

for conductors; 7 - contacts; 8 -cable; 9 -case;

10 - hole; 11 - controlled fuel element,
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH HTR-FUEL IN THE
AVR EXPERIMENTAL POWER STATION

G. Ivens, M. Wimmers

Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor (AVR) GmbH

The 15 MW experimental power station with HTR reactor,

operated by Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor (AVR) in

Jiilich, FRG, went into operation in 1967.

One of its main tasks is to test different kinds of

fuel elements and to demonstrate in how far the concept

of the pebble-bed reactor permits a safe and reliable

operation at high gas temperatures.

CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTOR CONCEPT

The reactor core consists of a bed of about 100,000

sperical fuel elements, each 6 cm in diameter, which con-

inntr rtoclor
vtssel

top reflector

graphite column
for shutdown rod

structural jack*!

reactor steeve

reflector

rtfltctor bottom

grid

live sttam pipe

sttam generator

ouler reactor vessel

barrier gat duct

barrier gas cooler

thermal shield

pebble bed core

biological shield No.1

sphere discharge
tube

main gas v a i n

circulator

Fig. 1; Vertical Cross Section of AVR Reactor
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tain heavy metal in small coated particles of a size of

about 0.5 nun. The steam generator is arranged on top of

the core within the reactor vessel (fig. 1). It is shielded

against radiation from the core by a graphite reflector and

by two other layers of carbon bricks. The coolant is helium.

This has a pressure of 10 bars. It is circulated by two

blowers situated in the lower part of the reactor vessel.

The average gas outlet-temperature has been increased at

first successively to the design value of 850 °C, and

lateron in 1974, to 950 °C.

The inner reactor vessel is concentrically surrounded

by a second reactor vessel. The gap is filled with helium,

the pressure of which is somewhat higher than that of the

coolant-gas pressure. In addition there is a first biologic

shielding between the cylindric parts of the reactor vessels.

The double-vessel system is sourrounded by a containment and

by a concrete tower with a wall thickness of 1.5 m. The

side reflector has four perpendicularly pierced ledges

extending into the core. Each boring contains a shut-down rod.

The rods are inserted from below into their borings.

They are coupled via a pinion with a heavier counter rod.

The coupling is situated between pinion and driving motor.

If one opens this coupling, the heavier counter rod will

fall down, thus shifting the absorber component via the

pinion into the core region.

The addition and removal as well as the circulation

of fuel balls occurs continuously during reactor operation;

thus no surplus reactivity needs to be loaded for compen-

sation of burn-up. The fuel balls are removed by a pipe.

It has a length of about 15 m, an inner diameter of 500 mm,

and ends into a slowly rotating slotted disc. Hereafter

follow the instruments to singulize the fuel element flow,

to extract the damaged fuel elements, to collect the scrap,

and to retransport them either into the core or into the

extraction lock.

600 elements are removed from the core per day. The

burn-up of each element is measured, those 60 with the

highest burn-up are separated via the sluice-system. The
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other 540 fuel balls, along with 60 fresh ones, are trans-

ported upwards back into the core. Thus, during its life-

time, a fuel ball passes the core 10 times on the average.

The burn-up of sluiced elements is beyond 15 % fima (for

elements of 6 g heavy metal).

The steam generator consists of four parallel Benson-

systems with water injection for temperature control. The

injection is performed outside the reactor vessel. Each

system, up to this injection, consists of five parallel

pipe strings. The superheater unit following the injection

system consists of 10 parallel pipe strings each. This means

the steam generator consists of 60 pipe strings individually

leading into and out of the reactor vessel. The pipes of

the steam generator are of ferritic steel as usual in con-

ventional boiler construction.

The generated steam has a temperature of 505 °C and

a pressure of 72 bars.

The coolant gas is circulated by two blowers. They

are situated in the lower part of the reactor vessel.

Each blower consists of an asynchronous motor and of a

fan wheel arranged on the motor shaft in overhung position.

The bearings are oil-lubricated. The drive is performed

via a frequency transformer. The rotational speed can be

chosen between 400 and 4,400 rpm. Labyrinths and a block-

ing gas-system prevent an inflow of both oil into the

coolant-gas circuit and coolant gas into the motor casing.

A gas purification plant extracts the gaseous impuri-

ties from the coolant.

Fig. 2 shows some design data of the power station.

Thermal power

Gross electrical output

Maximum fuel element
surface temperature

Maximum fuel temperature

Helium pressure

Helium flow rate

Core inlet helium temperature

Core outlet helium temperature

Main steam flow rate

Main steam pressure

Main steam temperature

Fig. 2: Design
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FUEL ELEMENT TESTING IN A V R

The testing of fuel elements in AVR is characterized

by some features which cannot be achieved with usual ra-

diation tests in material test reactors.

Large numbers of fuel elements are tested in AVR

which were fabricated in series.

The testing occurs under operation conditions of a

nuclear power plant. They comprehend mehcanical stres-

ses of the feed system, chemical reciprocal effects

of cooling-gas impurities, change of temperature and

power as a follow of fuel elements running through

the core for several times and the load change of the

power plant. The hot gas temperature of 950 °C permits

to perform specific fuel element testing with regard

to nuclear process heat.

The large number of introduced fuel elements permits

to perform post-irradiation investigation on a large

number of removed fuel elements. Thus it is possible

to make statistically safe statements on property

variations.

The basis of fuel element development is the isto-

statically pressed graphite fuel ball of an outer diameter

of 60 mm and an inner fuel zone of 50 mm, the latter having

coated fuel particles embedded.

Two projects of fuel element development have been

followed up in AVR up to now:

For AVR itself and for THTR 300, the testing of pressed

fuel elements started in 1969 with high enriched uranium

(HEU) fuel with an inventory of 50,000 fuel elements

on the whole, and (Th,U)C2 as fuel material. The car-

bidic fuel was replaced in 1971 by fuel elements with

oxide fuel (Th,U)02. On the whole, 100,000 fuel ele-

ments with (Th,U)O2 were introduced, including those

15,000 fuel elements from original THTR production.

The coating of all particles consists of a pyrocarbon

coating only.
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The second project aims at succeeding THTR 300 systems,

especially at HTRs f or process heat production. For this

additional requirement, coated particles have an addi-

tional layer of SiC (Triso particles). For succeeding

systems of THTR 300 it is planned to use fuel of low

enriched uranium (LEU). Therefore fuel elements with

SiC-coated particles are tested in AVR, on the one

hand containing (Th,U)O2, on the other hand containing UO,

Parallel to testing fuel element behaviour under reactor

operation conditions, fuel elements removed from the reactor

are used or made available for different tests of temporary

or ultimate storage, or reprocessing. These tests will be

presented in a different lecture of this conference /5/.

The table of fig. 3 (from /1/) gives a survey on the

different kinds of fuel element charges introduced into

AVR up to now.

RESULTS OF FUEL ELEMENT TESTING

As long as the fuel element is inside the reactor,

no information is available concerning the individual fuel

element on processes which might occur during its stay in

the reactor. Only when it is extracted from the reactor,

only then a statement can be made. We therefore distinguish

between two procedures of fuel element control:

integral measurements (noble fission gas, solid fission

products in the coolant gas), giving information on

activity release of all fuel elements in the core,

measurements on an individual fuel element after ex-

traction from the reactor which are mostly performed

in the Hot Cells Laboratory of KFA Nuclear Research

Center Julich.

In the following are described some characteristic

operational measurements and laboratory investigations,

showing up the most essential results.
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Table 3: Spherical Fuel Elements Manufactured by NUKEM/HOBEG for AVR Reloads
Isostatic pressing has been used for reload 3 through to 21

AVfl

Manufacturers
Designation

0*'

1

3

4

5-1

5-2

6-1

6-2

7

8-1

8-2

9

10

11

12

13-1

13-2

13-3

14

15

16

19

20

21

RELOAD

Operator s
Designation

UCC

T

GK

GK

GK

GO 1

GO 1

GLE i

GO 1

GFB i

GFB2

THTR 1

THTR2

THTR 2

GO 1

GFB 3

GFB 4

GFB 5

GO 1

GO 2

GO 3

GLE 3

GO 2

GLE 4

FUEL PARTICLES

Coaiec Particle
Type

(ThLQCj.

(Th u)Cj

(Th U)q,

(ThUKj

(Th.Ufo

(Th u)Oj,

(ThUjOt

UO^
UOt
(Th u)Oj,

uot
ThOj,
UOt
ThOt

(ThU)Oj

(Th U)O4

(Th U)Og

(Th u)Oj,

UGt
ThO^

uct
ThOt

UCOj
ThOt

(Th U)O2

^Thu)O4

(ThuJCfc

UOt

(Th U)O^

uos

HTl BISO

HTI BISO

HTl BISO

HTI BISO

HTl BISO

HTI BISO

HTI BISO

LTl BISO
LTI BISO
HTl BISO

LTl BISO
LTI BISO
LTl TRISO
LTI BISO
HTI BISO

HTI BISO

HTl BISO

HTI BISO

LTI TRISO
LTI BISO
LTI TRISO
LTI BISO
LTI TRISO
LTI TRISO
HTI BISO

LTI TRISO

HTI BISO*

LTI TRISO

LTI TRISO

LTl TRISO

Uranium
Ennchment

93 <

93 °/»

93 %

93 %

93 %

92e/4

92 %

<5<^
0.7 %
93 ya

93%

93%

93%

93 %

93 #

93 •/<,

90S

90 %

92 %

93%

93 »/i

9 3 %

10 %

93 • /

16 7 • /

Fuel Element
Graphite

Graphite

Graphite

A3-3"1

A3-3

A3-3

A3-3

A3-3

A3-3

A3-3

A3-3

A3-3

A3-3

A3-3

A3-3

A3-3

A3-27*1

A3-27

A3-27

A3-27

A3-27

A3-27

A3-27

A3-27

A3-27

FUEL ELEMENT

Finog
Temperature

145CC

1450*C

1800«C

1800-C

1800*C

iaoo°c

1900/
1800-C
19O0°C

190CC

1900-C

190CC

195O*C

195CC

19S0C

1950*

1950*C

1950/
1800*C
1950*C

\9SOTC

1950*C

1950*C

19SCC

1950^

1950*C

Number o<
FuelE)wn«nls

30.155

7.510

17.770

6.210

25 970

20.625

11.000

2446

7.840

1.440

1.610

5.145

10.000

5.000

11.325

6,077

SMI

5354

9.990

6.087

11.547

24.615

11.854

ca 20.000

taMrtlon
CM*

Jut 86

Ocl'68

Apr'69

JJ70

NovTO

O K 71

Od'73

Dec 73

Jan'73

May 74

May 74

Sap 74

Dec 74

Dec 74

Mar 76

Dec 77

JuC80

D«c77

Nov7«

Febfli

JUtli

Jul-82

PlaWOSd
1985

Ptwwd
1984

a) FM* core manufactured By Union Car&ae
b) A3-3 and A3-27 are NUKEM manufactured matrix graphites
o ThO, kernel* with tistion produa getienng additives
di Heavy meui comannnation • 10 '

HTI high temperature lsotroplc pyrocarbon
LTI low temperature lsotroplc pyrocarboo
BtSO pyrocarbon only coating
TRISO pyrocarbon/siltcon carblde/pyrocarboo coating

Fig. 3
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RELEASE OF FISSION NOBLE GAS

The content of noble fission gas is continuously con-

trolled in the circuit and immediately indicates the failure

of particles in a fuel element charge. Typical noble gas

activities in the primary circuit (about 1.600 m Helium)

under full load and hot-gas temperatures of 950 °C are:

30 - 50 Ci using fuel elements of the older design with

carbidic fuel and Biso particles,

< 20 Ci using younger fuel elements with oxide fuel

and Triso particles to some extent (the

value is presently close to 19 Ci).

Activity release is therewith practically determined

by only heavy-metal contamination of the fuel element matrix,

whereas contamination is a consequence of fuel element

fabrication. With Biso particles the uranium-contamination
—4 —3 —4

fraction is 10 to 10 , with modern Triso particles < 10

The highest noble-gas activity measured up to now

was 160 Ci in 19 76 when 2,500 elements of a special charge

showed up particle damage to a greater extent. It was possible

to prevent another activity increase, for during their circula-

tion in the reactor, the damaged fuel balls were extracted

much faster than another damage of particles increased. A

continued reactor operation, however, would have been possible

with ten times the maximum noble-gas activity measured up

to now.

When, as described before, a fuel element charge indi-

cates the begin of a particle damage, the routine reactor-

operation control-system immediately indicates an increase

of noble gas activity. But one does not know yet which

is the damaged charge. Sample elements have to be removed

therefore and studied individually. For that purpose an

appropriate procedure has been developed by KFA by which

the fuel balls are individually heated up to 1,250 °C

and their Kr-85 release is measured. From the result one

can clearly distinguish between normal or increased noble-

gas release.

In order to characterize different fuel element charges,

220 radiated AVR fuel balls were subjected to this annealing

test up to now.
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RELEASE OF SOLID FISSION PRODUCTS

Solid fission products are measured in both hot and

cold gas. Beyond that, the 5 mm thick fuel-free zones of removed

fuel elements are investigated as random samples. Long-

living isotopes of cesium, silver and strontium are of

particular interest. They mostly are deposited on graphite

surfaces and therefore will be transported along with gra-

phite dust which is present in coolant gas. A partial va-

pourization of these isotopes occurs only at hot places

of the core.

5 10'-

wu-

n-2-
2 3 1 5

distance from surface [mm]

Fig. 4: Cs-137 in the Fuel-free Zone

Of special interest is the activity distribution in

the fuel-free zone of the fuel balls (Fig. 4). The con-

centrations at the surface result from condensation of

steam fractions in colder core zones, for during their

last period in the core, the removed fuel balls had been

situated in the lower cold zone. Concentrations in some-

what deeper layers of the fuel balls give information on

the fuel-element release behaviour.

The table of Fig. 5 shows, as an example, the tempera-

ture dependence of the release of solid fission products
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Hot Gos Temperature

Sr9O

AgUOm

J 131

Cs13i

Csl37

770°C

O.I

2.5

8.8

0.6

0,5

850"C

0.!

8.1

19.8

0.7

0.6

9S0°C

12,3

39

63

1:3

2.2

Fig. 5: Annual Release for Solid Fission Products [Ci/a]

for 1973/74. Especially strontium, deposited on finest

particles of dust, requires special precautions when per-

forming works of maintenance and repair on components of

the primary circuit.

FUEL ELEMENT CORROSION

It is impossible, during reactor operation, to avoid

small amounts of water and carbon dioxide being mixed with

coolant gas. Normally their concentrations are around 1

to 3 ybar for water, and 5 to 30 ybar for C02, and they

are negligible for fuel element corrosion. Occasionally,

for example when the primary circuit has been opened after

shut-down, higherlevels of impurities occur. The hot gas

temperature for succeeding operation is then limited that

much that fuel element corrosion cannot exceed a permissible limit

- 1 weight-% during fuel element lifetime. Radiated fuel elements

for post-investigation are additionally controlled by random

samples on their weight. The life-time of a fuel ball,

which generally is about 5 years, results an average loss of

appr. 0.7 g = 0.35 % for older elements with carbidic fuel,

appr. 0.5 g = 0.25 % for younger elements with oxide fuel.

In order to keep these values as low as possible, much

attention is paid to the corrosion-resistant quality of the

fuel element matrix which above all depends on the degree

of graphite purity. Appropriate fabrication measures guaran-

tee a good corrosion-resistance of fresh fuel elements. During

reactor operation, however, further impurities could arise

at the surface, in particular those which have a catalytic

effect on carbon oxidation.
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Fig. 6: Corrosion Rate versus Time

Figure 6 shows the corrosion rates (at 1000 C and 1 %

water steam in helium), measured on burnt fuel elements

in function of reactor work performed. Starting 19 76, about

2 years after increasing the hot-gas temperature to 950 C,

fuel elements with carbidic fuel are found sometimes show-

ing-up a corrosion rate of up to three times an increase.

This is explained by the catalysis of increasingly available

fission products, especially strontium and barium. After

19 78, fuel balls with oxidic fuel show up increased corrosion

rates, too. The origin were not released fission products.

Moreover, tracers of metal and iron and other metals were

found on their surfaces, presumably as a follow of disturbed

thermo-couple coatings. In springtime of 19 78, more than

20 t of water entered the shut-down reactor, because of a

damaged steam generator tube. That's why humidity reached

the interior of the thermo-couple coatings and made them

burst by swelling up the filling material, which is magnesium

oxide /4/.

We sincerely hope the corrosion rates of burnt fuel

elements to have gone back in future to the normal measure,

for all fuel balls with carbidic fuel have meanwhile been

removed from the reactor? also those with metal tracers,

as mentioned before, will no longer be in the circuit in

a few years.
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METALLOGRAPHIC POST-INVESTIGATIONS

The metallographic investigations of irradiated fuel balls

at KFA delivers extremely valuable results for the evalua-

tion of fuel element behaviour. Slices are made through the

fuel element and, above all, through the coated particles

which permit an investigation by metallographic methods.

The result makes statements on graphite-matrix behaviour,

different coatings and fuels, and on their physical and

chemical reciprocal effects. 150 radiated AVR fuel elements

were metallographically investigated up to now.

VARIATION OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND VARIATION OF DIMENSIONS

After having passed the fuel cycle for several times

on their way through the reactor core, the fuel balls are

mechanically stressed, mainly by the components of fuel

element charging, in some cases they are even damaged.

Damaged fuel balls are separated by the scrap-separator

and collected in the scrap can. The separated fuel balls

indicate mostly small exfoliations of the fuel-free graphite

coating. Also fuel balls are randomly found splitted into

several pieces. The fuel element charging system has been

transporting 2 million fuel balls up to day. The scrap

rate was about 0.5 x 10 , a value without influence on

reactor operation. Most essentially it turned out that

particle coatings remained undamaged, although fuel element

damage had occurred, and there was no additional release

of fission products.

crushing strength
KIkNl

30-i

20-

pressed elements
n-}82

fast fluence
' DO2'cm2!

(>O,tMeV/

diamererlmtn] pressed elements
IUThlC2

59.5-

59.0-

• • . • ' . • ' . • • • • • ' . •

fast fluence

Figure 7:

Crushing Strenght versus
Fast Neutron Fluence

Figure 8;

Sphere Diameter versus
Fast Neutron Fluence
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The scrap stability of fuel balls, however, varied

under influence of the fluence of fast neutrons. It is

determined by means of a crushing test in KFA in the frame of

the post-irradiation program. Figure 7 shows the results

for pressed fuel elements.

Figure 8 gives corresponding results for the variation

of dimensions of pressed fuel elements with carbidic fuel.

SUMMARIZING EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS

Pressed fuel elements with highly enriched (UTh)C2

with Biso coating show up a good retention capability

for fission products up to hot-gas temperatures of

900 °C. No particle damages arise up to highest burn-

ups. At higher temperatures mainly strontium is re-

leased which not only impedes repair works on the pri-

mary system, but also lowers corrosion resistance of

fuel element graphite.

Pressed fuel elements with highly enriched (ThU)O2

and Biso coating shop up an excellent behaviour with-

out particle damage, even at hog-gas temperatures of

950 °C. In particular all 15,000 fuel elements intro-

duced since 19 74 from the production for 300 MWe THTR

confirm all results as expected.

Special attention is paid to fuel elements with LEU-

TRISO particles that are being tested since 1982.

Their excellent retention behaviour at hot-gas tempera-

tures up to 950 °C is confirmed by the presently

especially low coolant-gas activity. Because of the

low burn-up of these elements it is still too early

to make conclusive statements.

TEMPORARY AND ULTIMATE STORAGE OF IRRADIATED AVR FUEL ELEMENTS

120,000 burnt fuel elements were removed from AVR up*

to now and deposited in wet and dry stores in KFA. In future,

however, these and the future ones are supposed to be deposited

along with those of THTR 300 in cast-iron transportation

and storage casks until their transportation to the ultimate

store in a salt dome will be possible /5/.
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1. Introduction

The HTR is an advanced development of the Magnox and AGR reactors aimed

at further increasing the coolant temperature, power density and burn-off

rate in order to fully exploit the engineering potential of gas-cooled,

graphite-moderated reactors. This required a further modification of the

fuel element, the use of coated fuel particles and a change from CCL to

helium as the primary circuit coolant. Helium cooling has the advantage

that helium does not absorb neutrons and corrosion problems are limited

to the minor impurities in the coolant.

The other decisive change was the coating of the fuel particles with pyro-

carbon and/or silicon carbide, replacing the metallic fuel element cladding.

This will allow high gas outlet temperatures at high burn-off rates and

low fission product release.

The thorium/uranium fuel cycle has received the broadest range of develop-

ment in the FRG up to 1980. Now evaluation of the fuel particle behaviour

with hi9n enriched uranium (HEU) is completed.
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This presentation describes the behaviour of our reference particle for

the Th/U-fuel cycle with high enriched uranium and pertinent models which

allow to predict irradiation performance and fission product release.

2. HTR Coated Particle Fuel

All actual fuel elements contain the fissile and fertile material as coated

particles which are embedded in a graphitic matrix. Spherical fuel elements

are derived directly by moulding coated particles and isotropic matrix

powder together and covering the fueled zone by an outer fuel free shell

from the same matrix material.

For more than a decade HTR Fuel qualification had concentrated on high

enriched uranium/thorium fuels. The 500 (j,m-(Th,U)0? particle turned out

to be clearly superior to other particle types with their excellent irra-

diation performance and good fission product retention. The design of

this particle type is given in table 1.

The fabrication of this fuel is outlined in our presentation describing

manufacturing experience with HTR fuel elements.

Performance of HTR fuel elements must confirm with fuel product specifica-

tions ultimately laid down by the reactor manufacturer. These specifications

place limits on the amounts of certain sensitive fission products that

may be released into the HTR primary circuit. These limits must be main-

tained under normal and transient operating conditions.

3. Irradiation Testing of HTR Fuel

The purpose of fuel irradiation experiments is to verify performance under

simulated environments of HTR systems. These environments are specified

in terms of fuel operating temperatures, burnup, fast neutron fluence

and power produced per element. Most irradiation experiments have been
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conducted to verify irradiation performance under conditions anticipated

in advanced HTR environments /2/.

The qualification programme for the 500 \±m (Th,U)O? TRISO fuel particles

was initiated in 1977. Experiments have started in two directions:

measurements on fission product release and the provision of input

data for accident calculations

performance demonstration on fuel elements manufactured unter produc-

tion conditions.

-4Primary target was the demonstration of less than 2 x 10 irradiation

induced particle failure fraction under normal operating conditions. An

overview of the qualification programme is given in tab. 2.

Performance of fuel elements is investigated by

accelerated capsule tests

long term capsule tests

- not accelerated tests with large numbers of fuel elements

Examples for each category are given below.

3.1 Accelerated capsule tests

These experiments are performed to make use of the short feed back times

for these tests. On the other hand one has to allow for higher power ratings

of each particle by a factor of 3-6. As an example the experiment (R2-K12)

in the Studsvik MTR is described. Tab. 3 gives some irradiation conditions.

Release of short living Xe- and Kr-isotopes was monitored during the whole

irradiation time. As can be seen from fig. 1 R/B-values of Kr 85m did

not exceed 10 . This means no irradiation induced particle failures took

place.

3.2 Long term capsule tests

These experiments are used to investigate original fuel elements for large

power reactors. Since resident times of more than 1000 days are foreseen
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in power reactors long term experiments last in most cases about 500 days.

Excellent agreement in fuel element behaviour was found between accelerated

and long term experiments. As an example our recent Studsvik experiment

R2-K13 is mentioned.

Irradiation conditions are given in tab. 4. Fig. 2 gives the R/B-values

of Kr 85m throughout the experiment. Also here can be seen that no irra-

diation induced failures took place.

3.3 Tests with large numbers of test elements

The AVR offers the unique opportunity to test large numbers of fuel elements

under realistic conditions e.g. power and temperature transients and the

gaseous environment typical for HTR's. Time and temperature dependent

failure mechanismus in coated particles and fuel elements can be explored

in real-time at high temperatures. After the closing down of the DRAGON

reactor in 1975, irradiation testing in AVR has become of special impor-

tance.

As example the first results of a 10000 element reload charge, where

the design of the fuel elements is identical to the two above mentioned

capsule tests, are given. However a detailed irradiation history cannot

be given in this case.

4. Post irradiation examination of HTR Fuel

Procedures used to determine particle performance, detect fission product

loss from failed particles or identify failure mechanisms.

A prerequisite to all such determinations is a good knowledge of the ope-

rating conditions experienced in the irradiation test environment. Infor-

mation about fuel operating temperatures, temperature gradients, and neutro-

nics data are vital in accurately describing the state of the irradiated

fuel.

Examination of fuel after it has been removed from irradiation experiments

requires use of sophisticated remote facilities to handle the highly radio-

active fuel. Procedures have been developed to perform detailed examinations

and identify failure mechanisms, as well as obtain data to be used in

model development.
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A comprehensive description of these PIE methods is given in the Austrian

paper for this meeting (Post irradiation examination of HTR fuel at Seibers-

dorf). So this chapter can be confined to the detected failure mechanisms

and the observed fission product release.

Within the operating constraints of accelerated test environments, five

performance limiting mechanisms have been identified that lead to particle

failure and ultimate release of fission products. These mechanisms are:

- Kernel Migration (Amoeba)

Fission Product Attack on Coatings

Pressure Vessel Failure

- Neutron-Induced Pyrocarbon Cracking

As-Fabricated Defects.

The first two mechanisms, kernel migration and fission product attack,

can be classified as chemical by nature, whereas the latter three are

classified as mechanical interactions within particles.

In none of the above mentioned irradiation experiments any failure due

to the above mentioned mechanisms was observed.

All experiments were evaluated in terms of fission product release from

the kernel through coating and fuel element matrix onto the capsule walls.

Tab. 5 gives some results for solid fission product release from fuel

samples onto the capsule walls.

Results from large numbers of fuel elements irradiated in the AVR are

provided by the presentation at this meeting about operational experience

with HTR Fuel in the AVR.
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5. Fuel Performance Models

Fuel performance models are designed to predict fuel failure under normal

plant operation as well as under conditions were the maximum hypothetical

fission product release has to be assumed.

Since the fuel particle coatings serve as the primary barrier to fission

product release from an HTR knowledge of the performance of these coatings

under all reactor conditions is required as a prerequisite to the calcu-

lation and prediction of potential fission product release from the reactor.

These performance data will be provided by evaluating the irradiation

and post irradiation examination data in terms of figures which can be

entered in the different models.

Considerable effort has been invested in the development of computational

models for the description and prediction of fission product transport

in the HTR. To facilitate the use of the models, they were divided into

two groups, aiming at different subjects:

1. Particle failure models which describe the occurence of coating de-

fects during reactor operation. Typically, these models are based

on SiC-coating strength in relation to the increasing gas pressure

inside the particle, considering statistics of all dimensions and

properties.

2. Fission product transport models, mainly based on diffusion theory.

Several codes have been developed, for the specific needs of the diffe-

rent operational conditions (normal operation, temperature excursions).

The applicability of these models for prediction of fission product trans-

port during power reactor operation has to be verified. This is done by

calculating the complete fission product distribution inside the capsules

of irradiation experiments. The comparison with the corresponding figures

from post irradiation examination reveals the precision of modeling as

well as of transport data.
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j.± rarticie ranure model

As mentioned, before possible particle failure mechanisms are

- Pressure vessel failure

Pyrocarbon cracking

Kernel migration with coating attack

- SiC deterioration.

In pebble bed reactors temperatures and temperature gradients during normal

and transient conditions are not able to allow chemical failure mechanisms.

With the choice of low temperature isotropic pyrocarbons as high dense

layer neutron induced pyrocarbon cracking does not occur until twice target

fluences.

Pressure vessel failure in TRISO particles can be described by two separate

mechanisms

1. The "classical" pressure vessel failure is characterized by a load-

bearing SiC layer. Failure occurs when the SiC fracture strength is

exceeded and the instantaneous relase of stored elastic strain energy

is sufficient to cause the simultaneous failure of pyrocarbon layers.

2. The "defective-SiC" pressure vessel failure is characterized by a defec-

tive SiC layer that may be "structurally degraded during manufacturing

or during irradiation. In this case the SiC layer is incapable of bearing

a tensile stress, and the pyrocarbon layers are the structural support

containing internal fission gas pressure.

Model predictions for these pressure vessel failure levels were compared

with irradiation test results and shown to be consistent within the range

of uncertainties for input parameters. The models provide a firm basis

for extrapolating to new TRISO-coated particle designs and evaluating

the impact on fuel performance. Furthermore, the models can be used to

identify critical particle design parameters and to effectively plan irra-

diation capsule tests.
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5.2 Fission Product Release

From the large number of fission products a few key fission products can

be selected from considerations on fission yield, gamma dose rate, and

volatility.

The shortlived noble gas Kr, Xe isotopes determine the primary circuit

activity level, a small fraction of which may be released to the envi-

ronment.

Important solid fission products are the metals Cs, and Ag, Sr. While

caesium and silver are of concern for maintenance of primary circuit com-

ponents, Sr release limitations are accident condition specific. Classical

Fickean diffusion modeling largely suffices to cover the wealth of expe-

rimental data.

The state-of-the -art has not yet progressed to a position which would

render the experimental program superfluous. However, a limited number

of well defined irradiation tests enable the predictions of fission product

behaviour in normal or accident conditions.

5.2.1 Gas release under normal operating and accident conditions

The prediction of fission gas release from HTR-cores under normal operating

or accident conditions is a major part of the calculation of radiation

levels in the environment within a licensing procedure.

Models have been evaluated describing the release from "free" fuel i.e.

fuel with no coating such as contamination of the fuel matrix graphite

or fuel kernels with failed coatings both under isothermal or transient

conditions. In the isothermal case the release of the short-lived fission

gases Xenon and Krypton is governed by the competition between a diffusional

process from contaminated graphite or the fuel kernels and the radioactive

decay. This leads to a steady state release value R/B, which can be written

as a solution of a differential equation of the Booth type:
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R/B = 3 A (coth 1_ -A)
A

with A =1/ D

h
D = diffusion constant

A - decay constant

r = radius of the"equivalent sphere"

The activation energies of the various diffusion constants were determined

by irradiation experiments on fuel elements with intact fuel coatings

and compacts with artificially failed particles.

Experiments were carried out in order to establish the validity of the

parameters at elevated fuel temperatures expected in a process heat reactor.

The temperature region above these temperatures up to extreme values is

the field of accident conditions. Here the release has been measured in

numerous Core Heatup Simulation Tests for various fuel types. The gas

release in these temperature ramp experiments is dominated by kernel release.

The theoretical description has been modeled on the basis of the phenomeno-

logical fact, that the main contribution is represented by a spontaneous

burst. This behaviour can be understood as a rapid desorption from traps

on the surface area of the kernel which are accessible from the exterior.

It depends strongly on burnup and temperature and seems to be consistent

with the migration of gas bubbles in the high temperature region above

1800 - 2000 °C. Under these transient conditions the classical diffusion

term plays a minor role.

5.2.2 Solid Fission product release under normal and accident conditions.

Fission product release from fuel elements into the primary circuit is,

in general, increasing with time and temperature. Diffusion models have

been used to reduce results from a variety of conditions to one essential

parameter - the diffusion coefficient D. Its temperature dependence is

expected to be governed by an activation energy Q (Arrhenius relation).
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In fuel, diffusion is frequently treated as occurring in homogeneous spheres

having the same surface to volume ratio as the actual grains. Occassionally,

diffusion trapping models, which describe retardation of transport under

irradiation conditions are employed. In other instances, semi-empirical

descriptions, based on diffusion theory, are required to account for complex

behaviour not yet adequately treated.

The release, of Cs from (Th,U)CL fuels is dependent on temperature, burnup

and neutron flux. The activation energy, Q, is small at high flux and

low temperature, however, Q approaches 500 kJ/Mol at low flux and high

temperature experiments.

Irradiation induced effects have been observed for Sr release from oxide

fuel but there the release may be governed by the rate of SrO decomposition

rather than by diffusion.

Silver release can be described by diffusion theory adequately, but the

detailed effects of irradiation on its release are unknown.

Pyrocarbon coatings are relatively permeable to silver and strontium.

Caesium is retained gradually by propene- derived PyC, Cs retention by

intact methane-derived PyC is practically complete.

Silicon carbide coatings are essentially impermeable to Cs and Sr but

release Ag at temperatures above 1150 °C. No correlation of release with

th~e properties of SiC have been established nor is Sr release well described

as yet. Retention of fission products by SiC becomes ineffective near

2000 °C.

To assess fuel and fission product behaviour up to temperatures of 2500 °C

an experimental program has been performed in order to provide data for

the risk evaluation of hypothetical accidents. The program contains heating

experiments of unirradiated and irradiated fuels as well as unirradiated

fuels with additives to simulate high burnup fuel. Experiments cover high

temperature tests at constant and/or increasing temperatures with loose

particles,particles in coupons as well as complete fuel elements.
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A paper at this conference (Naoumidis, Schenk) is devoted to KFA results

in this field.

The release of metal fission products takes place in the sequence Ag 110m,

Sr 90,and Cs 137. Efforts are underway to obtain the necessary data for

accident predictions.

6. Conclusion

The spherical fuel element containing TRISO fuel particles has been success-

fully qualified. Many of these results are generic to the coating and

fuel element design and will be used as base for the new reference fuel

alement /3, 4/.

Post irradiation examination revealed no irradiation induced particle

failures at simulated normal operation conditions. This is especially

true for several thousand fuel elements irradiated in the AVR experimental

test reactor.

In the evolutionary process establishing fuel performance models for normal

operation and accidents, practically all sub-models have been validated

and provide a realistic base for prediction /5, 6/.

Few data exist to verify the model predictions which combine all sub-models.

Nevertheless, the presently available refined models are helpful in par-

ticle design should new requirements arrive, and in making predictions

under conditions outside the experimental range.
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KERNEL DIAMETER (jm: 500

COATING LAYER SEQUENCE BUFFER/PYC/SIC/PYC

COATING LAYER THICKNESS ym: 90/40/35/35

TOTAL COATING THICKNESS pm: 200

Tab. 1: Design of the HEU-TRISO particle

(Th,U)02-LTI-TRIS0

Failure f ract ion

Fission product release from part icles

Fuel element performance

Fission product release from spheres

Fisson product release from defect particles

Large numbers of fuel elements

1977 1978 1979

BR2

FRJ2

R2-K12

FRJ2

1980

-P25

-P23

-K l l

FRJ2-P

1981 - 1984

R2-K13

25

AVR 15

AVR 20

Tab. 2: Irradiation Experiments for HEU-TRISO-Particle Fuel

Capsule

Fuel Body

Irradiation time

Fast Fluence
(102lcm-2,E>0.1 MeV)
Burn-up (% FIMA)
Fuel temperature (°C)

Fission gas release
(EOL)
R/B (Kr-88)
R/B (Kr-85 m)
R/B (Xe-133)

1 2

8 7

3 4

4 3

307 full power days

5.52

12.1
984

1.8-8
3.0-8
3.4-8

6.85

13.3
1147

2.5-8
4.1-8
2.6-8

6.37

13.0
1151

3.8-7
5.6-7
8.9-7

4.61

11.4
1007

1.8-7
2.0-7
2.2-7
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Fuel type
Sweep circuit No
Sample No
Initial fuel composition:

Kernel

Neutron fluence, cm"2

fast, > 0.1 MeV
thermal

Bum-up % FIMA
Max sample power, kW
Temp, in sample centre, °C

requested
average calculated
max/min calculated

Kr-85m release, R/B
at irradiation start
at irradiation end

Fuelled
7

14

spheres
10
12

(U,Th)O2

8.46 • E21
3.93-E21

10.3
3.8

1200
1173

1296/1077

4-E-9
9-E-8

6.82 • E21
3.47 • E21
9.4
4.6

1000
982

1036/883

8-E-9
8-E-8

Tab. 4: Irradiation conditions for not accelerated
test in Studsvik

S.-Temp7°C

Irradiation parameters
Fluence/ Bum-up/

% fima

Fission product release
from fuel bodies

Cs134 Cs137

700- 900
800-1000
900-1000

1000

5.5
6.9
8
7.3

12.1
13.3
15.6
14.9

9 E-5
1.2 E-5
9.9 E-5
1.4 E-4

1.2 E-5
2.1 E-5
4.1 E-4
3.6 E-4

Tab.5: Fractional release of Cs 134 and Cs 137 from fuel
sample onto the capsule walls
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Fig. 2: R/B values for Kr 85m from not accelerated capsule test R2-K13
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AGR FUEL PIN PELLET-CLAD INTERACTION FAILURE LIMITS
AND ACTIVITY RELEASE FRACTIONS

H. Hughes UKAEA Springfields
R. Hargreaves UKAEA Windscale

Power cycling endurances of AGR fuel pins have been determined for expected
and accelerated power end clad temperature cycles, varying clad material and
thickness and pellet bore size. Uprating limits have been investigated by
axial and radial shuffling of fuel elements and by uprating the whole Windscale
AGR core from prolonged running at 3/4 power to full power and transiently
to 130% of full power. Failure from fuel swelling is confined to solid pellet
fuel. The key mechanisms determinin these observations and producing the
improved performance of the developed Civil AGR fuel are emphasised and their
modelling by the computer code SLEUTH described.

Axial ratchetting from the clad straining at reactor trips being only
partially reversed at power has been studied by post-irradiation metrology
and modelled by the code DELTAL.

Clad embrittlement from grain boundary helium gas bubble generation has
been measured by internally pressurising irradiated pins to failure at 700
to 900°C. The measured dependence of ductility on helium concentration, stress
and temperature are compared-with theoretical predictions.

Activity measurements on pins with small defects show that less than 10%
of the radio-iodine is released from the clad-fuel interspace compared to all
the noble gases; this is attributed to trapping by Csl. Continued operation
of such defected pins showed release fractions of 1311 two orders of magnitude
less than 133Xe of similar half-life. Post-irradiation analyses showed volatile
fission product depletion to be confined to the defect neighbourhood suggesting
local oxidation as the cause.

Experiments in loops in the PLUTO reactor to investigate further activity
release and pellet-clad interaction in fault transients are in preparation.
Pellet-clad interaction does not limit the design burn-up of Civil AGR fuel
and a substantial increase in this is planned.
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INTRODUCTION

The fuel pin in the British Civil Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (CAGR) consists
of a 1 m stack of hollow UO2 pellets 14.5 mm in diameter within a 0.4 mm thick
roughened stainless steel can. The fuel element consists of 36 pins in three
rings held by a grid and two braces within a graphite sleeve. Eight elements
strung on a Nimonic PE16 tie bar and loaded as a unit occupy a fuel channel
in the graphite moderator. The 324 fuel stringers in a reactor produce 600
HW net electrical output, 1500 MW thermal.

The development of this fuel design in the Windscale prototype reactor
(WAGR) was comprehensively described at the 1982 BNES Conference.0) The development
potential of the fuel and the design and material changes that are being considered
for introduction in the immediate future have also been reviewed recently.(2)

This paper surveys work to establish the limiting conditions for operating
this fuel so as to withstand pellet-clad interaction failure and the activity
released on failure and during continued operation of defected fuel. This
behaviour is of particular interest in gas cooled power reactors because of
the high temperatures at which the cladding operates. In the CAGRs, this temperature
can exceed 750'X; the clad is then so weak that creep under the coolant pressure
of 4 MPa eliminates any pellet-clad gap in about an hour so that the clad has
to follow all the pellets' dimensional changes accompanying operational power
variations. Various ratchet mechanisms cause tensile strains to accumulate
locally which can eventually produce failure despite the generally high ductility
of the clad.

An example is shown in Fig. 1 of a pin subjected' to 476 major power cycles
where gross thinning of the clad is observed above most of the fuel cracks.
The clad tested here was a ferritic steel which is weaker and more ductile
than the standard austenitic cladding so that the strain concentrations are
immediately apparent. Magnified views of the local thinning and fracture on
power increases with standard fuel are shown in Fig. 2.

POWER CYCLING ENDURANCE

Over 30 tests have been performed in which fuel pins have been subjected
to up to 2000 cycles of typically 12 hour duration with the reduction from
full pov?r varying from 30 to 60%. Clad temperatures ranged between 700 and
800°C with the temperature change between high and low powers varying between
± 50°C. Reduced clad temperature with increased power is not typical of reactor
operation but is a means of accelerating the tests by increasing the differential
thermal expansion. Weaker (ferritic) and stronger (nitrided 20 Cr/25 Ni/Ti
steel) clads have been tested along with the standard 20/25/Nb steel. Clad
thickness varied from 0.25 to 0.55 mm. Both hollow and solid pellets were
tested. A few pins were tested with interlayers between pellet and clad but
the benefits did not justify further development. Fuel burn-ups were generally
low despite prior dwells in some cases to complete the helium generation from
BlO-n reactions before cycling. Details of the individual tests are given
in Ref. 3.

In modelling this experience the dominant factor is pellet cracking as
is evident from Figs 1 and 2. it is the widening of fuel cracks at the pellet
surface on power increases which produces the local thinning and fracture of
the clad immediately above them. It can be shown(4) that the hoop stress in
the clad on power increases at- an angle 0 from the sparest crack.is:

°e = (°e = 0 + PR/t) exp (- vQ) - PR/t
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where p is the friction coefficient at the pellet-clad interface and -PR/t
is the hoop stress in a free standing clad. The strain distribution follows
from this given the creep equation and it is readily shown that integration
over a complete power cycle results in a net local tensile strain despite a
zero mean strain. For example, the compressive creep phase would be uniform
if the clad were free standing.

The calculation of the fuel crack widening on power increases and the
resulting tensile strain and damage accumulation in the clad is the major objective
of the computer code SLEUTH. (5) The gradual closure of the fuel cracks by creep
under the coolant pressure contributes greatly to prolonging the power cycling
endurance as the pellet's thermal expansion and contraction are then mainly
accommodated by closing and opening of internal cracks (as shown in Fig. 3)
which does not strain the clad. The poorer endurance of solid pel letted fuel
is attributable to its greater resistance to such compaction. Cycling with
only a small fraction of the time spent at full power can be shown to maintain
the crack width distribution shown in Fig. 3a and was used to accelerate the
rate of damage accumulation.

The strongest clad tested (the dispersion strengthened "TiN" alloy) would
allow almost complete operational flexibility but the cheaper standard clad
is adequate for the mainly base load operation natural for a system with minimum
fuel costs. Cycling currently mainly arises from on-load refuelling.

Several thousand small power cycles of 6% amplitude and 6 hours duration
were imposed on the fuel core of the Windscale AGR without detectable effect.

LIMITING AXIAL EXTENSIONS

Much information on pellet-clad interaction mechanisms in AGRs can be
deduced from the dimensional changes in irradiated pins. Of particular interest
were the gradual length increases of about 10 mm in elements 7 and 8 of the
initial charge fuel with the accompanying development of gaps in the pellet
stack. Clad creep collapse and doming of the flat end cap base into these
gaps are potential failure mechanisms. Variations in the spacing of the cooling
ribs provide a measure of local axial strains; these revealed compressions
of up to 10% over gaps balanced by tensile strains elsewhere.(?)

The code DELTAL(?) models an axial ratchetting process at each reactor
trip which is most pronounced near the channel outlet (element 8) where the
differential expansions are greatest. At the trip the clad contracts more
than the fuel and is plastically strained both hoopwise and axially. On restoring
power the strained clad expands off the fuel allowing the pellets to restack.
Continued tull power running completes tne cycle with clad creep down reversing

the plastic hoop strain increment but with the tensile axial straining only
slowly and partially reversed as this does not occur at all while the clad
is free standing and afterwards is confined to the immediate vicinity of the
gaps, friction preventing relative movement elsewhere.

Anti-stacking grooves are included in the pin design to distribute the
axial ratchetting extension over the pin length; in consequence only short
gaps form which.can be removed by axial compressive creep. It proved necessary
to increase the number of anti-stacking grooves from 14 to 22 per pin and. to
thicken the end cap base in the CAGR feed fuel so as to contain these deformations.
-This- late, development in. thp. pin design is attributable to end cap doming beinq
much less apparent in pins irradiated in the Windscale prototype due to its
coolant pressure being only half that of the Civil stations.
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UP-RATING FAILURE LIMITS

Up-rating failures with an early pin design comprising solid pellets and
a less ductile clad could readily be produced in WAGR by radially or axially
shuffling fuel elements to give power increases of about 40%. Suggestions
to use shuffling as part of the fuel management scheme were abandoned at this
stage.

It has proved very difficult to fail the current hollow fuel design by
similar means. Several thousand pin up-rates of > 10% from WAGR have been
sorted by a simple model which compared the differential expansion against
the available ductility. The most severe up-rates were then subject to detailed
analysis using the SLEUTH code. This indicated that only 36 pins, grouped
in four fuel elements were at significant risk and the four observed failures
all come from this group. A common feature of these high risk pins was a cross
pin gradient of >50°C, about twice the normal value.

The difficulty in modelling this experience is to understand how a single
up-rate can cause failure when power cycling failures typically require several
hundred up-rates of similar magnitude. With a strong cladding the explanation
is simple; the clad remains free standing during the low power phases of power
cycling and so is only stretched appreciably when the peak power is increased.

In AGRs, other explanations are required. Three factors in the SLEUTH
model(5) are particularly relevant. The first, already illustrated in Fig.
3, is that in power cycling (but not in up-rates) much of the pellet's expansion
can be accommodated by closing internal cracks.

Secondly, the higher rating in up-rates strains the clad through increased
ridge heights, (the increased diameter of pellet ends). Fig. 4 shows the measured
relationship in CAGR fuel between ridge height and peak rating. (8) The values
are maxima for stacks of five pellets between anti-stacking grooves, corrected
for changes in wall thickness from axial ratchetting. Below element 4 th?
greater clad strength yields lower values.

Finally, a newly up-rated pellet leads to the same clad stresses over
each fuel crack as the fragments are free to rotate (Fig. 3a, contrast Figs
3b and 3c). Constant stress in the presence of a cross pin gradient leads
to a strain concentration on the hot side from the sharp temperature dependence
of the creep process.

Confidence in the up-rating performance of the current AGR fuel is endorsed
by several deliberately induced up-rates of the whole WAGR core.. On two occasions
the reactor was run for several months at £ power and then rapidly raised to
full power with and then without a prior reactor shut-down. A shut-down is
an alleviating feature as the clad strains developed on cooling provide space
for the pellet's expansion at the up-rate. The one element to fail had been
shuffled prior to the I power dwell so as to maintain its previous rating.

In the final experiment before decommissioning WAGR the whofe reactor
core was up-rated transiently to 130% of full power.with peak clad temperatures
rising to 800°C and 900°C without any failures. (9) In loop experiments a new
fuel stringer was subjected to a power induced transient where the peak clad
temperature reached 1340°C (i.e. very close to the melting point) without "damage.I10'
Slow flow starvation induced transients on a new and two irradiated stringers
culminated in peak clad temperatures of about 128O°C. A small BCD signal (less
than twice background) following .the transient suggested a small pin failure
in one of the irradiated stringers. '
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FUEL SWELLING FAILURE LIMITS

Only one failure attributable entirely to fuel swelling has been observed.
This was in an early non-standard pin with solid pellets and a less ductile
and thinner clad. It occurred four hours after a channel gagging operation
caused a rise of 300°C in peak cladding temperature. The immediate differential
expansion would lift the clad off the fuel but it would creep down again rapidly
and the necessary tensile strain would then be developed by gas bubble swelling
as fission gas diffuses from the fuel grains. Post-irradiation microscopy
confirmed the presence of abnormally large gas bubble porosity at the UO2 grain
boundaries.

Similar gas bubble swelling is believed to have contributed to the up-
rating failures in shuffled solid pelletted fuel, particularly as the failures
occurred hours, or even days, after the up-rating. The improved up-rating
performance of hollow fuel can then be attributed to its lower fuel temperatures
and the availability of the bore to accommodate any swelling.

The modelling of these processes by the SLEUTH code, which gives a reasonable
representation of these observations, involves the calculation of the gas bubble
porosity throughout the irradiation.(5) it takes account of the diffusion of
gas to the grain boundaries, resolution processes, the equilibrium bubble size
at the varying operating conditions and the rate of approach to this equilibrium
which is controlled by the UO2 self-diffusion rate on the grain surfaces.

Peak fuel operating temperatures in the civil AGRs are far too low for
appreciable bubble mobility and both gas bubble swelling and gas release are
very small.(18) This minimises any tendency for gas bubble swelling near the
pellet bore to oppose the beneficial compaction of the pellet illustrated in
Fig. 3.

DUCTILITY OF IRRADIATED AGR CLADDING

The preceding analyses of the observed failure limits from pallet clad
mechanical interactions rely on a knowledge of the available clad ductility
at any time. The embrittlement that dominates such failure analyses requires
the simultaneous presence of irradiation produced helium, fpg^ temperature
and high stress (or rapid strain rates).

The fuel cladding material is a niobium stabilised austenitic steel based
on the composition 20 wt. per cent Cr, 25 wt. per cent Ni. In common with
other steels of this type, the high temperature ductility is reduced as a consequence
of irradiation. It is well established(ll) that this reduction in ductility
is due to the formation of grain boundary helium gas bubbles which can act
as cavity nuclei during high temperature deformation. Helium arises from thermal
neutron reactions involving the trace impurity boron and from the two stage
reaction with nickel.

BIO + n * Li + He

Ni58 + IT - Ni59 +• n * Fe56 + He

A contribution also arises from fast neutron threshold reactions with Fe, Cr
and Ni.

The ability of a helium bubble to act as a cavity nucleus depends in part
upon its equilibrium radius in the unstressed condition (r) and the applied
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stress ( o ) ; stress induced growth is possible when r > 0.76 y/o H4) where
Y is the surface energy. Often the observed bubble radii are not large enough
to meet the condition for stress induced growth. However, Beere(^) has recently
developed a irodel which indicates that small amounts of grain boundary sliding
associated with high temperature deformation will allow helium bubbles to grow
by a coalescing mechanism. Additionally, the model concludes that ductility
(E ) will vary inversly as the product of the applied stress and the square
root of the total helium concentration (He) i.e. c a I/a /He.

The influence of irradiation on the ductility of AGR cladding has been
investigated experimentally. In this work irradiated fuel pins removed from
AGRs were heated to the required test temperature in the range 700 to 900°C
and internally presssurised with argon gas. The time required to cause rupture
and the ductility, defined as the percentage increase in diameter at the point
of failure, were measured. The rupture times and the test procedure have been
reported previously. (6) The tested pins covered the helium range 0.5 to 30
atom ppm while the average temperature at which the pin cladding had been irradiated
(Ti) covered the range ~ 623-1123K.

To investigate the influence of test and irradiation conditions on ductility,
the experimental data were fitted by a multiple regression procedure to an
equation of the form:

log ( 0 = constant + AT log o + B log He + CTi

where T is the test temperature (K), o the hoop stress (MPa), He the clad helium
content (atom ppm) and Ti the average irradiation temperature of the cladding
(K); e is expressed in per cent strain. The coefficients A, B and C were calculated
in the regression analysis. Ninety-six data points were analysed covering
He > 4 atom ppm and a> 30 MPa since these conditions are of most interest.
The values of the coefficients obtained and their standard errors are:

Coefficient " " ^

A -5.0136 x 10-4 1.64 x 10"4

B -0.582 0.091

C -1.224 x 10-3 0.264 x 10"3

The coefficients were all significant and the residual standard deviation of
log ( 0 corresponded to 0.208, i.e. a factor of X/T 1.6 on e. Thus, it would
appear that, bearing in mind the standard error of the coefficient B, the observed
dependence on helium concentration is consistent with that predicted by Beere's
model. The observed stress dependence is, on the other hand, generally less
than the inverse dependence predicted_ by the same model; e.g. at a typical
test temperature' of 1173K, e a i/aO.53 However, the agreement is close enough
to give a physical basis for the empirical equation with coefficients given
above and this equation has been adopted for general use in the endurance codes.

PIN FAILURE AND CONSEQUENT FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

The consequences, for radioactive fission product release, of pin failure
in advanced gas-cooled reactors" can be dealt with in two categories:
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(a) Fission product release when the pin fails.

(b) Release from the pin during continued operation after failure.

Work has been carried out to investigate both these categories over a wide
rang? of conditions.

RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS FROM THE PIN ON FAILURE

As part of the AGR fuel development programme, a number of fuel pin assemblies
in the Windscale AGR have been irradiated at surface temperatures and fuel
ratings sufficiently high to lead to high internal gas pressures in the pins.
Some of these pins have failed during service and the release of radioactive
fission products to the coolant measured using an on-line Y-spectrometer.(16)

Such pins fail by the development of a short (~ 2 mm) axial crack in the
cladding at the hottest position on the clad body. This type of crack is similar
to that produced in out-of-pile testing of irradiated fuel pins and is typical
of creep-rupture failures produced by internal gas pressure. Many in-pile
measurements of fission product release on pin failure by this mechanism have
shown that typically, less than ]0% of the radio-iodine in the clad-fuel interspace
is released, compared with complete release of the rare gases from the interspace.

These measurements have been interpreted quantitatively by means of a
model based on the proposition that all iodine in the clad-fuel interspace
is combined with caesium as Csl. The vapour pressure of this chemical species
determines the fraction of iodine in the vapour phase within the pin and hence
the quantity of iodine which can be released on pin failure. Because stable
and radioactive iodine are equally able to combine with caesium, the relatively
large quantity of stable and long-lived iodine compared with radioactive species,
tends further to reduce the release of radio-iodine.

In contrast with the above, measurements made of the radio-iodine release
from a pin which failed by clad/fuel mechanical interaction (PCI) leading to
a cladding crack several cm in length, showed no retention of iodine relative
to the rare gases. (16) This is interpreted as providing evidence for the influence
of free ingress of coolant, leading to sweeping out of volatile species from
the pin.

RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS FROM FAILED PINS DURING CONTINUED OPERATION

As part of a series of experiments prior to final shut-down of the WAGR
on completion of its planned experimental programme, work was carried out to
investigate the release of volatile and gaseous fission products from pins
containing known cladding defects. Two separate experiments were performed
in which pins, which had previously failed by high internal gas pressure, were
re-irradiated for ~ 30 days of normal reactor operation. Detailed measurements
of 1311, 137Cs and the radioactive noble gases in the coolant were made throughout
the experiments. These clearly demonstrated the very low release rate of 1311,
relative to 133Xe, a noble gas with a similar half-life. A release rate for
1311 some two orders of magnitude lower than that for 133Xe was measured throughout
both experiments. Only very small releases of 137Cs were detected during steady-
state operation.(17) These experiments demonstrated the generally benign behaviour
of such defect fuel in the AGR system.

Fuel from these experiments tras now be err discharged from- the reactor ar.d
subjected to detailed post-irradiation examination at the Windscale Nuclear
Laboratories. This work is not yet complete but the following observations
can be made:



(a) Measurements made on adjacent unfailed pins show high internal pressure
and confirm that the initial failure in the defect pin had been caused
by excess internal pressure. This observation helps to confirm the
use of fiss on product analysis in the coolant as a diagnostic tool
for failure characterisation.

(b) Radial distributions of fission products in the fuel pellets at a
series of axial locations along the failed pin, made using an electron
probe micro analyser (EPMA), show volatile fission product depletion
of the fuel section close to the defect to be much greater than that
remote from the defect in the cladding (see Fig. 5).

MODELLING DEFECT FUEL BEHAVIOUR

Point (b) above is important in modelling fuel behaviour. When a pin
fails, ingress of coolant can lead to fission product release from the fuel
by two distinct mechanisms:

(a) By degrading the clad/fuel interface thermal conductance and thus
increasing the fuel temperature, leading in turn to enhanced diffusion
fission product release.

(b) By oxidising the fuel and thus increasing the rate of diffusion of
fission products in the UO2 matrix.

In the experiment described here, the localised nature of the fission product
release supports the latter mechanism as being the more important of the two.
This is important because it provides further evidence to support the view

that fission product release from defect fuel will be dependent on the size
of the rupture in the cladding. A long axial crack, typical of PCI failures,
would be expected to lead to greater release rates than a short crack, typical
of failure due to excess internal pressure.

FUTURE EXPERIMENTAL WORK

To provide further data on the release of volatile fission products from
failed pins over a wide range of irradiation conditions, a series of experiments
is to be carried out in the PLUTO reactor at AERE 'Harwell. Using a gas-cooled
loop equipped with extensive instrumentation for coolant y-spectrometry and
sampling, short pins fabricated from irradiated WAGRfuel will be made to fail
under controlled conditions of internal pressure or PCI. The release of fission
products on initial failure and during a subsequent short period of irradiation
will be measured. In this way it is intended to provide further verification
of the model for volatile fission product release.

In another loop in the PLUTO reactor full size irradiated pins from the
Civil AGRs will be subjected to reactivity and flow transients which can double
the normal rating and raise the clad temperature to melting over about half
the pin length. This will explore the limiting behaviour of the fuel under
fault transients. Precise metrology before and after the transient shuld give
a direct measure of pellet-clad interaction. Neighbouring instrumented monitor
pins and extensive loop instrumentation should provide detailed knowledge of
the operating conditions. By testing fairly large amounts of fuel by means
of a nine pin assembly statistical uncertainties from the pellet fragmentation
and the spread in clad ductilities should be minimised.
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CONCLUSIONS

The limiting conditions beyond which pellet-clad interaction can fail
AGR fuel are describe L They have been determined by many experiments involving
post-irradiation examination and testing, loop experiments and cycling and
up-rating of both individual fuel stringers and the whole WAGR core. The mechanisms
causing this interaction are well understood and are quantitatively expressed
in computer codes. Strain concentration effects over fuel cracks determine
power cycling endurances while additional strain concentrations at clad ridges
and from cross pin t mperature gradients contribute to up-rating failures.
An equation summarising tube burst test data so as to determine the ductility
available at any transient is given.

The hollow fuel and more ductile clad of the Civil AGR fuel pins leads
to a much improved performance over the original fuel design. The Civil AGRs
operate well within these limiting conditions and substantial increases beyond
the design burn-up are confidently expected. (2)

The activity release on pin failure and its development during continued
operation of failed fuel have also been investigated. A retention of radio-
iodine and caesium of 90-99% compared to the noble gases has been demonstrated.
Measured fision gas releases into the free volume of Civil AGR fuel pins have
been very low (< 0.1%).(18)
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RESEARCH ON IRRADIATION BEHAVIOR OF VHTR FUEL

K. Ikawa, K. Fukuda, K. Iwamoto

Department of Fuels and Materials Research
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, Japan

1. Introduction

The multipurpose VHTR being developed by JAERI will use

TRISO-coated low enriched UO 2 particles in the form of hollow

cylinder called fuel compact. The dimension of the particle

and the compact are shown in Table 1. Compacts are encased

in a graphite sleeve to complete a fuel rod. Design target

or

(1)

20 2
conditions for the fuel are 1350°C, 2%FIMA and 7x10 n/cm

(E > 0.18MeV)

Irradiation tests of the fuel have been performed in

JMTR using a gas loop, sweep-gas capsules and closed capsules.

The purpose of the present paper is to review the current status

of these irradiation tests.
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2. OGL-1 gas loop irradiation

(2)
The in-pile gas loop, OGL-1 , has been operated

-since 1977, whose pressure and temperature of He in the fuel

section are 30kg/cm and 800-1000°C, respectively. There are

two types of fuel assembly for OGL-1 irradiation. Three fuel

rods are inserted in one type of assembly and o n e r o d i n t n e

other. Fig.l and Fig.2 show the structure of the three rod

type fuel assembly and a typical temperature distribution in

the assembly

Irradiation of the seventh fuel was finished in June

this year. In one case, the maximum compact temperature

reached 1480°C, R/B of Kr-85m was found to be 2xlO~ (see

(4)Fig.3) indicating no particle failure. In the usual case,

in which the maximum compact temperature is controlled around

85m

(1)

1350°C, R/B of Kr-85m lies below 1x10 and remained unchanged

during irradiation

Postirradiation examination of the previously irradiated

fuel assemblies has been carried out in Tokai hot laboratory.

Data on particle failure fraction, dimensional change of

compacts, sleeve bowing and fission product diffusion in the

sleeves were obtained.

Sleeve bowing is of practical importance in the pin-in-block

type fuel element. Data obtained, from a fuel assembly irradiated

20 ?

to a fast neutron fluence of 3.7x10 n/cm (E>0.18MeV), a half

of the target fluence, are illustrated in Fig.4 , which shows

the arrangement of the three rods in the assembly and the

direction and extent of bowing. Fig.4 indicates that the

central portion of the rod NO. 2, for example, deviated by 0.15nun
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from the axis. Extensive bowing, however, will be suppressed

by a proper arrangement of spacers so that the gap for coolant

flow will be maintained.

Data concerning the transport of metallic fission products

in the sleeves' are required for the prediction of plate-out

activity in the primary circuit. An example of fission

product distribution in the sleeve is shown in Fig.5 .

It is apparent that cesium was released through the sleeve.

Antimony will also be released to some extent in case of a

longer irradiation time. Cerium, europium and ruthenium

were well retained in the sleeve. Metallic fission products

in the graphite block were also measured in comparison with

those in the sleeve. It was found that cesium concentration

in the block is much smaller than that in the sleeve, probably

because there is a 2mm gap between the sleeve and the block

and helium flow in the gap is effective to prevent cesium

transport to the block.

3. JMTR capsule irradiation

More than 20 capsules, sweep-gas and closed, have already

been irradiated. Fission gas release during sweep-gas capsule

irradiation as well as postirradiation determination of failed

particle fraction indicated that the particles survived the

target conditions. Dimensional change of compacts irradiated

in four recent capsules are collected in Fig.6, At the fast

neutron fluence of design target, diameter shrinkage is only

0.7%.
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Postirradiation examination includes some out-of-cell

works to obtain data on fission product diffusion in coating

layers, irradiation-induced strength change of SiC, etc.

Fig.7 shows diffusion coefficients of cerium and ruthenium

in SiC layer calculated from distribution profiles .

The experimental temperature was so high that the results

are directly applicable for the prediction of fission product

release under core heatup accident conditions.

4. Studies of thorium fuel

Coated particles containing thorium oxide are also studied

on a smaller scale, although the present major activities of

fuel are concentrated on the U0_ particles.

A sol-gel process has been developed for ThO2 and (Th,U)O2

kernel production. The process is characterized by the

preparation of source sols under pH control and the use of

CCl. as gelation medium. The medium was found to improve

significantly the sphericity of the kernels produced.

The ThO and (Th,U)O2 kernels were BISO- or TRISO-coated

and irradiated under various conditions in JRR-2 and JMTR.

Postirradiation examination of these fuels has been completed

for low burnups, showing a good irradiation performance.

In addition, some basic studies are being carried out

on lattice parameter changes, density changes and fission

gas release from the kernels. Fig.8 shows a typical result

of the lattice parameter measurements of irradiated ThO_.

The lattice parameter is seen to increase to saturation with

increasing fission dose. The saturation value is smaller
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for the fine-grained ThO2 than for the coarse-grained, while

the recovery is faster for the fine-grained. These results

show that grain boundaries act as sink for•irradiation-induced

defects.

5. Summary

A review was made on the irradiation tests of the U0_-

kerneled fuel for the VHTR being developed by JAERI. The

irradiation tests have been performed mostly in JMTR using

a gas loop as well as sweep-gas and closed capsules. Data

presented here include fission gas release during irradiation

in the loop, bowing of sleeves of fuel rods, fission product

distribution in the sleeve and diffusion coefficients of

fission products in SiC layer. Irradiation tests of ThO_-

kerneled fuel are directed relatively to the basic research.

An example of the results was presented here.
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Table 1 Dimension of particle and compact

Kernel diameter (yUm) 600

Coating

thickness

( ,um)

Compact

(mm)

Buffer

Inner LTI PyC

SiC

Outer LTI PyC

Outer diameter

Inner diameter

Length

60

30

25

45

36

18

36
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A-A'cross section B-B'cross section C-Ccross section

to

o Fig. 2 An example of three rod type fuel assembly for OGL-1 irradiation
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MICRO FUEL ELEMENTS AND FUEL ELEMENTS STUDIES
WITH THE USE OF PRE-IRRADIATION

N.N. Ponomarev-Stepnoy, A.A. Khroulev, G. V. Momot,
V F. Solenkov, Yu.V. Koshelev, V.A. Gurin

USSR

In the gas-oooled reactors VGR-50 and VG-400 //1,2j designed

in the USSR the reactor core consists of spherical uranium—gra-

phite fuel elements in which fuel is present in the form of coa-

ted fuel elements micro fuel elements (MFE) - spherical fuel cores

with a multi-layer coating from PyC-SiC-PyO, which construction,

despite difference in operating conditions for installations, is

inified for VGR-50 and VG-400 fuel elements. The specific opera-

ting conditions of spherical fuel elements in the VGR-50 and VG-5O

ractors L1-4J dictate high requirements for fuel elements and mi-

cro fuel elements to their thermal and physical properties as well

as to retention fission products (FP) in MFE on the level:

(1)

at the fuel temperature up to 1200°C and burnup - 8-15%.

At the MFE accepted design variant (Fig.1) as a fuel use is

made of uranium dioxide microsphere with the density of 10 g/cnr

and non-sphericity coefficient of 1.05f obtained according to va-

rious methods. To apply multlayer coatings (PyC and SiO) to fuel

spheres the boiling layer techniaue [ 57 is employed. Coating lay-

ers are applied to at temperatures of 1400-1900°0. Micro fuel ele-

ments are dispersed in the graphite core of fuel element. The U-

255 content in the VGR-50 fuel element is 0.5 g, in VG-400 FE-

0.4 g. A volume feeling of the MFB core amounts to 4-15 vol.% de-

pending on the demanded total uranium loak. and the core dimensi-

ons
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A monolythic fuel element was excepted as a fuel- element main

variant. To fabricate it the matrix composition based on the artifi-

cial reactor graphite powder bonded with a coal-tar pitch was de-

pended. Fuel elements are treated thermally at temperatures of 1200-

2000°C. The selection of graphite and a binder, thermal treatment

and pressing conditions made it possible to obtain high matrix gra-

phite properties satisfy the requirements on fuel elements of the

reactorsunder development /~5j •

Among the complex of investigation on the treatment of fuel

elements are:

- pre-reactor (stand) tests of FE and MFE;

- radiation tests of MFE and FE in specific irradiating faci-

lities;

- after-reactor research.

The indicated tests are accompanied with a control of gaseo-

us fission products release by each MFE and FE, using the "weak"

irradiation method of elements.

Specific properties of the method are irradiation of elements

in a reactor at the room temperature up to the fluence of 10"-10

n/cm and the following short-time their annealing in a helium at-

mosphere outside the reactor at temperatures close to the working

ones. The irradiation is carried out on reactor 5^—1 and impulse

reactor at Kurchatov's Institute. When annealed, temperature and

time dependences of -^Xe isotope release are investigated, as a

rule. Transition from *->Xe release to othere gaseous fission pro-

ducts (GFP) are accomplished, using the expression
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where /; , ^/ssy i s tno relative release of the i-th isotope and
1 2 5 X e _ i s o t o p e > respectively, \> , A& are these isotope decay con-

stants, k - the experimental coefficient of transition from Xe iso-

tope release data to Kr isotope release data. K is assumed to be

eaual 1 for Xe isotopes, and 2 - for Kr isotopes. The l( value needs

to be made more precise.

The *^Xe activity value was measured, on being annealed, in

the regime of periodic samplings into specific samplers or in the

flow-type regime (with continuous recording of -^Xe) with the aid

of specific flow-type chamber (Fig.2).

The experimental results were treated from attitudes of the

activation model of fission product release from fuel I 6 J .

According to this model the GFP release, as FE is irradiated

in the reactor in the equilibrium case (at temperature //*), is

equal to:

wheres W) is the fuel (fuel element) spectral characteristic, cha-

racterizing a portion of fission products undergoing the release

from defects with the activation energy B-^h* ' oper ( Ko is

Boltzmann constant); cC is the HP constant release from defects

with the activation energy € > hQ I oper; QT is the con-

stant characterizing the influence of processes proceeding in the

fission fragment track zone; 9^ is the neutron flux density.

The W\ , oC , G~" parameters depend on fuel properties

(density, structure) and irradiation conditions, mainly, on the te-

mperature.

In analyzing /ft , Xe, radionuclides release, in the majority

of cases (except /Vt-85) A ^ > °OC<£and, therefore, while ir-

radiating fuel (a fuel element) in a reactor:
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At the short-time isothermal annealing of o. element pre-irra-

diated at a low temperature (TA:20°C) the FP release is defined froir

an analogous expression:

f*to (5)
In the course of fuel element irradiation in reactor at nomi-

nal parameters there take place processes changing fuel properties

(of fuel element) (density, structure, etc.). Therefore, forecas-

ting the GFP release under conditions of operation in reactor with

the use of parameters obtained according to the "weak" irradiati-

on method, can, as a rule, be accomplished just for the initial

stage of reactor tests, for which the change in fuel properties

(fuel element materials) under the effect of irradiation is insig-

nificant •

However, the application of this method turned out to be qui-

te useful when mastering the manufacturing production process of

fuel elements and micro fuel elements, since this made it possible

to elucidate•technological regimes and parameters of elements

construction, providing in terms of requirements of tightness, per-

missible levels of damages of MFE coatings, matrix and coatings

contaminations with fuel.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Table 1 are given parameters of elements used to study the

impact of contamination with fuel and MFE damages on the fission

products release p?] •

Results of the relative release measurement are also summari-

sed in Table 1 and shown in Figs.5-7•

The dependence of the change in Xe ^ release on MFE contamina-

tions is presented in Fig.3. The MFE contamination was determined
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from uranium content in the nitric acid solution with which MFB

were treated after investigation of their tightness. Uranium is

leached in the solution from micro fuel element cores with damaged

coatings as well as uranium contaminating the coations over their

volume and surface. The curve pattern (Fig»3) makes it possible to

assume that in the area, where the part of fuel leached is over

10~~2% and proportionality "between the release and the leached ura-

nium quatity is observed, the release is due to micro fuel elements

with damaged coatings in the main. In the region with the part of

—2

leached uranium less than 10 %, the proportionality seems to be

violated between the uranium amount, passing into solution and its

content in MFB coatings, whereas its full amount in the coating

affects the release.

The data characterizing the role of isolated coating layers

in reducing GST release from miaro fuel elements (Fig.4), indica-

te that the MFS coatings provide the required of tightness level.

The impact of MPE with damaged coatings on the GFP release

from fuel elements is shown in Fig.5 ("damage" simulators)* The

relative release can be presented as a linear dependence on the

part of damaged micro fuel elements*

The "damage" simulators are fuel element mock-ups in which.

MFE cores are introduced into the core according to the accepted

FE manufacturing production process. Similar dependence of GFP

release is also observed in contaminating a graphite with fuel.

In plotting, the normalization with respect to an element contai-

ning IrU^-7 was carried out.

It should be noted that the absolute value of GFP release

depends on a number of factors; the arrangement of MFB damaged in

FE, the density of matrix's graphite, parameters of the fuel co-

re, conditions of FS thermal treatment, etc*
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Data from Fig.5 show that the thermal treatment of the monoly-

thic fuel element mock-up with uncoated fuel particles (variant 2)

at t°=1600-1900°C resulted in 10 fold increase of GFP release as

compared with release before to the thermal treatment. This fact

seems to "be related to carbidization of dioxide of uncoated fuel

particles.

Results characterizing the influence of graphite matrix densi-

ty on release are given in Fig.6« The density change from 1.67

to 1,86 g/cnr reduces the GFP release up to the factor of 10.

Temperature dependences of GFP release within the range up

to 1600°C, obtained on elements simulating a micro fuel element

damage and contamination of the FB matrix-graphite with fuel, are

shown in Fig.7»» and typical parameters - in Table 2.

One should note the following:

- at high temperature (t° > 1500°0) the GFP release determi-

ned by the graphite matrix contamination, is over 50%j

- the release from MFE fuel particles, dispersed in graphite,

is significantly higher than from MFE fuel particles not bound

with graphite.

Thus, the "weak" irradiation method is convenient to assess

the state of MFE and FE in mastering the technological regimes of

manufacture of MFE and FE as a whole. The method is used to select

fuel element according their tightness, designed for resource

reactor tests.
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Table 1.

Element parameters and test results

Goal sElement
type

Element parameters Degree of tightness
iIntroduced addition
t•Material,
.kind, amount

Fabrication
method,dia-
meter, m,densi—dianumnu
ty,g/om3

Fabricati- tw of fabrica-
on method tion, °0/

Test condi-
tions

g/cm-

Relative
release (P)
at t 1050°C

8

Release
from MFE
Kernel

Impact
of MFE
coating
contami-
nation

Kernels
(placer)

l
MPE with
various
amount of
coat-lay-
ers (placer):
2 layers
5 "
4 "
5 "

Impact
of mat-
rix con-
tamina—
tion
("conta-
mination"
simulator)

Sphere
graphi-
te

sol-gel
500+700;10,5

sol-gel
500+550;
9,7

Isothermal 10"

. g .

TJO2 po-
wder;
5.5 10-2

o,15 weight
%
o.47

Monoly-
thic yari-
ant 1;>
-35

-AI.25

Isothermal
isochoric

0,205+0,053

to
CD



to
to
o

(cont.tabl.1)

8

Impact Sphere
of FE con- without
tamination MPE
as a whole

Impact of Mock-up
MFE coa- of FE
tings da- with
mage ("da- MPE
mage" si- Karnelas
mulator)

U 0 o Ker-ne-r

pc. •
UO.

sol-gel
400+530
9,0

mechanic
Knurl.
400+600
9,1

Kerneles
100.500,1000,
4000 pc

Monolyt -1600/1,75+1,85 Isothermal 0,191+0,062
variant 2; ~"
60

Monolyt.
variant
25 60
Monolyt
variant
5 60

1600+1900/
1,83+1,84

1560+1600/
1,86+0,01

-71,86+0,01

Isothermal
stepped
isochoric

Isothermal
stepped

Isothermal

-2(7,9+1,6)10

(I,83+0,88)I0~2

(8,8+3,3)I0"3

U0 2;
Kerneles
1,3,5,20,
50 pc

-/I,72+0,04 (2,1+1,0)10-2



Table 2,

Activation energy f s

Simulator Temperature
interval

Activation
energy,J

Matrix contamination

Micro fuel element
damages

Micro fuel element
Ker&eles

800*I500°C
900°C
I000°C

900°C
I300°C

3.I0
8.I0

-2 0

~20

3.10
3.10

,6)10"

-20
-19

PyC-2+PyC-3

Micro fue l element cons t ruc t ion
1 - Kernelj 2 - buffer
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Fig.2. Bench schematic diagram for annealing of
irradiated fuel elements

I - gas ramp 2 - receiver 3 - flowmeter

4- - heater 5 - filter unit 6 - ionization

chamber 7 - sampler 8 - coal trap

9 - preevacuation pump 10 - vacuum manometer

II - cleaning of gas carrier 12 - J - irradiation

detector

a) - into spec-ventilation

.10-2

ICT

10"

* • •

•
— — • —

* 4

• - / •:
f

» •

—— — —

10" 10" I0c

Pig,3. Dependence of relative release on
the amount of fuel going into solution
after leaching

a) Amount of leached metal, %
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Fig.4. Change in MPE tightness with the
increase in amount of protective coating

layers

F

10"

10"

10"

10"

10" 10,-3 10.-2 10"

10" 10-I 10° 10'

I0c

IO2

Fig,5« Dependence of Xe '*•' release relative value
on the amount of "free" fuel in fuel element ("con-
tamination" simulator) or on the amount of damaged
micro elements ("damage" simulator")

- "damage" + thermal treatment
- "damage" P=J,<»8
- "damage" A=|»8«
—"contamination"
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RE ACTO "K TESTS OF SPHERICAL FUEL ELEMENTS AND HTGR
MICROFUEL ELEMENTS AND STUDY OF THEIR STATE AFTER IRRADIATION

V.A. Gurin, Yu.G. Degaltseu, N.N. Ponomarev-Stepnoy, N.I. Tikhonov, Yu.M. Utkin,
A.A. Khrulev, A.S. Chernikov, Ya.I. Shtrombakh

USSR

The ampoule and loop canal designs for irradiation of HTGR fuel

elements and methods-of investigation of their radiation stability

are described« The results are presented on the measurement of fis-

sion product yield from fuel elements during irradiation« Irradiati-

on main parameters are in agreement with HTGR operating conditions«

The results of metallographic investigations of the micro fuel ele-

ments irradiated are given« The processes taking place in fuel ele-

ments and microfuel elements during irradiation are discussed.

I« Introduction

In the USSR works are being performed on creation of the VGR-5O

and VG-400 installations on the basis of high temperature gas-cooled

reactors with a helium coolant« In reactors use is made of spherical

graphite fuel elements (SPE). A fuel is contached as coated particle

(CP). In Table 1 are presented the main operational conditions of

these installation fuel elements«
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Table 1.

Reactor
Parameter

Neutron fluence (E ,>0.18 MeV)

Burnup, % FIMA

Fuel maximum temperature, C:

- in design operation

- in emergency operation

Thermocycle number per resource

Permissible GFP realise (P/B)

VGR-5O

1,2-10'

10-15

21

VG-400

1,7*10
8

21

1300 1250
1600 ( 5- 1010 1600(5-10$
2000

- 4
10

200
"5
10

To optimize and substantiate HTGR fuel elements there has been

created a base on the study of radiation stability of SFE and C.P.

The base includes a number of ampoule canals for reactor tests in

steady-state stationary conditions of SFE ("Kashtan" type canals)

and C.P. ("Karat" and "Mikrat" type canals. "Udar" canal for SFB

micro-cycling in application to the YGR-50 installation) ̂ 1,2,3^

In order to approach maximally the conditions of SFB tests to

full-scale ones and to optimize the helium coolant technology,

the helium loop (nr-100) has been created on the MP reactor. For ir-

radiation use is made of research reactors with neutron fluxes in

the interval of 1012-1014 n/cm2.sec.

Besides, among the complex of investigations of C.P. and SFB
are:

- pre-reactor investigations,

- the research in protective cameras,

- calculation-theoretical studies of thermo-physical parameters

of irradiation and stressed-strained state.

In testing SFE and C.P. the values of the main irradiation

parameters, such as temperature, neutron fluence, burnup, tempera-

ture gradient, SFE capacity, corresponding to the VG-400 operation

conditions have been achieved, which makes it possible to analyse

the influence of these parameters on the rates of the processes

proceeding in C.p. and SFE under irradiation,
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2. MiTTHODS OP TESTS

2.1. The typical reactor canals design. In the "Kashtan" canal

fi_J 6 ampoules with spherical fuel elements are located over the

height of the working section, out of which the portions of gase-

ous fission products (GPP) are taken, which are delivered by a weak

helium flow from the volume to the measuring bench for analysis. The

medium in ampoules is helium, the SPE core and cladding temperature

is measured with W/R thermocouples; the neutron flux is measured by

direct charging sensors ( HII3 ). The experimental software was

developed on the PORTRAIT for B3CM -6, the programme includjs the

mathematic model to calculate non-measured parameters (SPB power,

burnup, neutron fluence, SPE core thermal conductivity),.

In addition t7 the main gas circuit the ITT-ioO includes the

water closed circuit, the systems of helium purification and refuel-

ling, cooling-down and emergency gas drop [Aj « When tested, the

check of coolant for coutent of radioactive fission products and

chemical impurities is performed. In operating the loop the follo-

wing main parameters have been attained (design parameters are given
1 ̂ 1 ̂  —1

in parentheses): the neutron flux thermal, - 6.10 (6«10 ) n«cm.sec,

fast (E£0.18 MeV) - 4.1O13 (4.1O13) n.cm2.sec~1; the helium tempe-

rature at the outlet from the working section - 800°C (900°C); the

helium maximum pressure - 40 atm (100 atm)®

The SPE thermocycling is conducted during irradiation in "Udar"

type canals- The working section contains 10 SPE located in graphi-

te claddings. The medium in the working section is helium. Pive

spherical fuel elements are equipped with ZA- th&-<rmocouples. The

neutron flux is measured by jjn3 - sensors. The GPP portion is taken

from the working section during irradiation. To determine energy

releases in SPE in tb» bottom part of the working section is instal-

led the KC-800~10 calirimeter» The electro-ciechanic drive makes it

possible to move the movable working section during irradiation and

to accomplish SPE- thermocycling according to the preset programme.

The micro fuel elements are irradiated in canals of "MIKRAT"

and "KARAT" types £ 1,2J . The C.P. are tested as a pebble bed in

graphite disk slots or in the pressed graphite pellets composition.

The temperature of disks and pellets from CP* is measured by W/R

thermocouples« Temperature fields and temperature gradients in pel-

lets are determined by the calculation methods Thermal neutron flu—
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xes are determined by J3.FI3 - type sensors the fast neutron fluence -

according to Pe*^ indicators. The medium in canals is helium. The

measurement of GPP release from C.P. in the process of irradiation

is accomplished in the "MIKRAT" canal. Apart from tests of G.P. and

SFE, the irradiation of graphite samples cut out from spherical

fuel elements and their models is carried out.

2.2. Before irradiation, pre-reaetor studies of C.P. and

SPE are made. The fuel cern diameter, coating thicknesses are mea-

sured, their structures are investigated at the metallographic

analysis. The volume placed under the C.P. force cladding is de-

termined. Measuring are the SPE diameter and mass, thermal conduc-

tivity, SPE cladding mechanic properties, density, anisotropy of

SPE properties. All the C.P. and SPE are checked for the GPP

release with the use of the "weak" irradiation method ["5J • The

obtained values of GPP release make it possible o predict their

release at initial irradiation stages.

2.3. The investigation of C.P. and SPE irradiated is run in

hot laboratories.

The following researches are performed with SPE: weighing,

diameter measurement, description of SPE external view and X -

scanning. Then specimens are cut out to measure density, thermal

conductivity, strength, electric resistance and fission product

distribution in graphite.

Some SPE are subjected to disintegration in an oxidizing

sulphur acid and ammonium per-sulphate mixture in order to separate

C.P. Gamma-scanning of a solution and a deposition makes it possible

to determine portion of C.P. destructed in the irradiation process

and the fission product content in a graphite matrix.

The following investigations are run with micro fuel elements

obtained after disintegration of SPE and C.P. irradiated in the

peble bed state: the determination of burnup and the portion of

destructed C.P. by means of leaching and flotation in therC^erigh

liquid.

Wide-spread metallographic investigations are carried out

on irradiated SPE and C.P. to elucidate their structural changes

and radiation damages.
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2.4» Samples, teat conditions.

Under investigation are monolith-type uranium-graphite spheri-

cal fuel elements with 60-rnm diameter of two kinds: "pressed" [6]

and bound by pyrocarbon (T CI1) [jj . The fuel is contained in SFE

as micro fuel elements (C.P.) on the U02 basis with protective

RyC and SiC coatings. The OP pilot lots had a wide interval of va-

lues of coating properties (density, anisotropy, thickness) (See

Table 3)«

The SFE and GP irradiation is carried out in the cited canals

under conditions presented in Table 2»

3» EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3o1* Spherical fuel elements.*

All spherical fuel elements checked by the "weak" irradiation

method had in the initial state the relative GPP release over Xe ^,

10~5-1O~6 and less.

The monolithic SPE irradiated in ampoule canals retained in-

tegrity section of SPE showed that no violation of the bond between

the core and the cladding is observed*

The thermal conductivity of the "pressed" SFB at 800-900°C

in the initial state comes up to 30 w.m/ «k and does not cha-

nge during irradiation^ The thermal conductivity of FCFI -type sphe-

rical fuel elements is somewhat lower - (23-28 W.nf" .K~ ) and sen-

sitive to the preannealong temperature.

Samples cut out from SFB and models not containing CP, were

irradiated in the MR reactor at the temperature of 600-1200°C up

to the fluence of (2-3) 102 u/cm2, JB^0,18 MeY» In Figs.1-2

are given results obtained on these samples with the aid of

dimensional stability* Prom the figures it is seen the difference

in the character of behaviour under irradiation of the pressed gra-

phite and the pen -type. The presence in the pen graphite structure

of substantial amount of low-crystal pyro-earbon bond leads to

the considerable shrinkage of this material• In this case, the we-

ak dependence of the deformation rate on temperature in the interval

of 600-1200°C is representative. The pressed graphite shrinkage

is lower than that of the rcri o:Qe ^u^ n s s some anisotropy*

Fig83 presents data on the change in the pressed graphite dy-

namical elastic molecule under irradiation* It is specific that the
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decrease in the value of dynamical elastic model change is obser-

ved under irradiation at the temperature of 900°C at the fluence,

corresponding to the beginning of swelling stage. The temperature

dependence of the elastic module variation under irradiation corre-

lates well with the character of graphite dimensional changes.

By the present time the certain statistic material has been

accumulated on the GFP release from SFE, irradiated in various ca-

nals. Below, in Table 2 are given some results of SFE tests under

stationary conditions.

Results of radiation tests of spherical fuel

elements and their models

Experi-

ment

1

I

2

I
2

3x)

4

5xx)

T
°C

2

870

I00C

Amount
of ther-
mal chan-
ges

3

fast ne-
utral
fluence

1021n/cm2

4

Loop canals

150 08-2,3

Ampoule canals

IOOO-I25O 40

1000

1150

1200

1350

1250

1400

1400

1250

20

20

5

5

15

0,33
I

0,5
0,7
0,8

0,5

1,0

0,7

1,8

Hour

5

I53OO

7000

2500

2500

2300

1400

4200

3500

7000

8400

Bura-
up, %

FIMA

6

5-13
18

13
20

8

10
10

5
6-7

4-5
5-10

10-12

Table 2

P/B at

nal ti
me

7 8

-5

I T O in prog
ress

-6

I-10

2.10 Exper.

^•IZ7 progres

—6
1,5.10

I.IO6

3.10
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1 2

fjXXX) 1400
1250

7 1400

gXXX) 1400

1250

x' The given

rious conditions.

3

25
25
20

15

15

data are

4

0,4
0,4

1.9

2,0

2,0

true for

5

3900

3900

10000

8500

8500

ampoules

6

14-15
14-15
13-14

11-14

11-14

I

I

I

5

irradiated

.4. _ ~-P /m1

7

105

.10

.10

.I05

.10

under

8

Exper*
is in
prog-
ress

va-

one ampoule at various irradiation conditions*

presented data are true for measurements of GPP release

on one ampoule at the change in temperature.

In the case of a considerable excess of irradiation parameters

(temperature, burnup) a significant increase in GPP release was ob-

served in some experiments*

Prom Table 2 it is seen that under test conditions being close

to operational ones (except thermocycling) the daveloped SPE in VGR-

50 and VG-400 reactors have the GPP release (R/B) 10~^-10"6, prac-

tically consistent with the initial (impermeability).

Thermocycling of the rcn -type spherical fuel elements at 1200

cycles and temperatures up to 800°C, the burnup of 2.7%FIMA in the

"Udar" canal has not changed the initial value of the GPP release

(R/B) X 33=1O""5-1O • These experiments should be carried on with the

increase' in cycles up to 2000, the increase in burnup, neutron fluen-

ce, rate of temperature change from 0.7°/sec to 1.5°/sec.

It is of interest to point out a number of observations in

experiments run*

The monolithic spherical fuel elements ( FCII ) t^a the lower

GPP release (R/B-5 10 than those of the pressed (R/B^IO"^) at the

same irradiation conditions (experiment 2), which is, probably, re-

lated to an additional diffusion barrier for GPP as a pyrocarbon,

precipitated in graphite matrix pores £8J •
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Temperature dependences of GFP release were obtained from a

number of experimental results. Pig.4 presents the temperature depen-

dence of Ze release from SPE at the burnup to 5% FIMA.

A part of micro fuel elements destructed in SPE can be assessed

from the obtained values of the GPP release from SPE. To do this, use

is made of imermeability dependence obtained experimentally by the

"weak" irradiation method on damage simulators on the portion of

damaged C P £5 3 •
Besides, the portion of destructed Cp was determined by -

activities of solution and graphite long-lived isotopes, obtained at

disintegration of SPE and by the method of GP flotation in the

Klerich liquid after their leaching. The obtained estimation values

agree practically

3.2. Coated fuel particles (CP)

The radiation stability of CP was investigated with several

tens of CP lots, being different in designs. The assesment of damage

under irradiation of protective layers material and CP design was

carried out mainly by the metallographic method according to a deg-

ree and character of changes in CP as well as by "leaching". Under

study were CP irradiated in the composition of SPE, pellets of the

matrix composition and in the peble bed. CP lots with various coa-

ting properties were also investigated, Table 3*

Table 3.

Protective coating

PyC-buff.

h P

15 7 90 1,0- 1,3

r) -thickness,
j5 - density,

py

h

40-80

C1

f
1,5-1,8

-3
g.cm ^

SiC P3

h ?
20-40 3,10-3,2

CP main experimental results are presented below,

A number of CP lots closing in the initial state to optimal

characteristics in thickness, density and structure of coating, pas-

ses successfully reactor tests without significant changes in CP

up to parameters indicated in Table 1 at temperatures up to 1300-

1400°C. 233



In this case, the dense protective PyC and SiC layers retain

integrity. The buffer layer endures shrinkage, resulting in its

oraking and separating.

In Table 4 are given some CP characteristics of one of the

lots, passing successfully radiation tests (Fig.1)#

Table 4.

Protective
coating

h-thickness, m

- density, g/cm-1
T/D Available

porosity,^

PyC-buff SiC Pyc,

S I, ? p
50 60 1,8 50 3,15 60 1,8

Deviation of some CP characteristic values gives rise to more

essential destructions in them. The PyC buffer layer is important

for working capacity. A small thicknesb of the buffer layer, for

instance, ̂  £ 20j^Wt results in bombarding the PyC dense protective

layer by fission fragments and in its partial destruction from the

inside in it

even at low burnups ( 2.2% PIMA) and irradiation temperature of

110-1300°C (Pig.6). At the increased density of the buffer layer

(j)f2-1«3 g.cnf^) there arise effects in it, for example, spear-sha-

ped cracks which propagate into the PyC dense protective layer

(Pig.7). The good cohesion of the dense buffer layer with the RyC

protective layer contributes to this.

The radiation stability of RyC protective layers is sensitive

to their structure, specifically to density and anisotropy. Prom

data of works C9,1cQ the RyC - coatings during reactor irradiation

reveal shrinkage towards the direction parallel to the precipita-

tion surface, which leads often to formation of radial cracks,

and at the beginning, the shrinkage and then the swelling in the

perpendicular direction, which can result to straseparating of

coatings. The degree of shrinkage and, consequently, the cracking

grows with the increase in the initial density of PyC-coatings

and with the increase in anisotropy of these coatings structure*
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Thus, the cracks (Pig.8) were found after irradiation in PyC

protective dense layers (external and internal) of one of CP

lots, the lot 21, for example. These layera in the initial state

had the inhomogeneous, fibrous, anisotropic structure, which has

been revealed by treatment in a "glow" discharge (Pig.9) and the low

density (^1»6 g.cm"^). One can affirm that in the given case the

GPP pressure was not the cause of destruction of PyC layers, since

this lot CP had a high available porosity value (40%) and the ratio

of available porosity to burnup amounted to 6.9; besides, no des-

truction of the SiC-layer was found.

In CP of the lot 44 the indicated values came up to 35% and 4.1

respectively; however, since RyC layers were dense and homogeneous,

they have retained integrity (Pig.5)»

The SiC layer features high radiation stability. In the majo-

rity of tested pilot lots of CP the SiC layer in the CP after irra-

diation has kept integrity. But in CP in which cracks were formed

in internal protective RyC layers, tracks of interaction of the

internal surface of the SiC layer with, apparently, fission pro-

ducts and CO, COp (Pig.10) were visible. Indeed, the reaction Si+

+C0poSi02+2C can proceed, since the change in standard thermodyna-

mic potential is negative &($ (i 250°d)r-200 kJ/mole.

4.2.3* A mass transfer of substance (ameba-effect) takes place

in CP at the presence of temperature gradient and high temperatures

levels. No model describing adequately the transfer processes in

oxide CP is available at present. Single processes are described

The core displacement was determined in a number of experiments

by the metallographio method at different temperatures and tempera-

ture gradients. The experimental value treatment is conducted in

accordance with the paper f10j by the formula

where X is core displacement

Q is the limiting process activation energy;

TTis irradiation time.

In Pig. 11 are given K M C values obtained in experiments*

It is seen that the activation energy of the core displacement pro-

cess is close to that of oxigen selfdiffusion in U0p« That is to

one can assume that this process is limiting in the series of pro-

cesses resulting in the "amoeba"-effect. The KMC obtained values
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made it possible to carry out appraised calculations of the core dis-

placement in CP under conditions of SFS operation in a reactor. The

assessments have shown that the core displacement is localized within

the buffer layer and insignificant in its absolute value,

5. CONCLUSION

Spherical fuel elements of the monolythic type with CP of

the optimal design and coatings material structure are efficient

in conditions of VGR-50 and VG-400 reactors operation.

In order to provide high requirements of GPP release the control

and sorting-out of micro fuel elements are needed at the stage of

manufacture on the geometry, density, protective coatings structure,

contamination with fuel,
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a)

F i g . 5 . CP lo'-s 44,

a) "before irradiation
b) after irradiation: 1160-131O°C, b8,5% GIMA

2,2 1Q21n,cnr2(E* 0.5 MeV).

a)

Pig.6. MPB lots Z-3, 70
a) before irradiation
b) after irradiation
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a)

Fig.Y. CP lots 72-75, 70x

a) before irradiation

b) after irradiation

Fig.8. CP lots 21,70*

a) before irradiation

b) after irradiation
1.7 1021n/cm2 MeV)
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THE PROPERTIES OF SPHERICAL FUEL ELEMENTS
AND ITS BEHAVIOR IN THE MODULAR HTR

G.H. Lohnert, H. Ragoss

INTER ATOM GmbH
D-5060 Bergisch Gladbach 1
Federal Republic of Germany

Determination of fuel element

One of the basic principles for designing the modular HTR

was to use only existing components and systems in order to

facilitate short-term realization without further research

and development / 1 /. Therefore, the reference fuel element

for all future HTR applications in the Federal Republic of

Germany as developed by NUKEM/HOBEG in the framework of the

"High Temperature Fuel Cycle"-Project (HBK) had to be scruti-

nized for its compatibility with all the other design principles

of the modular HTR, or possibly for restrictions forced upon

reactor layout.

This reference fuel element can be characterized by the following

features / 2, 3 /:

moulded spherical fuel element of 60 mm diameter with

a fuel free shell of 5 mm thickness, based on a carbona-

ceous matrix

LEU- (U/Pu-) fuel cycle (]Low enriched uranium)

UO? fuel kernels

TRISO coating (pyrocarbon and additional SiC layers)

The coated fuel particle is designed exactly as the HEU-TRISO

reference particle / 4 /, with the exception, of course, of the

fuel itself (pure UO- without thorium). Because not only

materials but also manufacturing processes for the fuel element

are the same as for the fuel elements which have been produced for

AVR and THTR for years, the properties of today's reference

element are in full accordance with the well known data of the
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AVR and THTR fuel elements, e. g. with respect to mechanical

strength, corrosion resistance, heat conductivity and

abrasion. In the last years, however, increasing requirements

came up for the most important fuel element property: the

so-called "defective SiC" or "free uranium" which can be

defined as the fraction of heavy metal not being surrounded

by intact SiC coatings. At least at normal reactor operation,

this value controls the fission product release and should

therefore be reduced as low as reasonably achievable and

has to comply with the design principles of the modular HTR.

This criterion asks for less than one defective coated particle
-4per fuel element, i. e. less than 10

Safety related properties of the fuel element for normal

operation conditions

Under normal operating conditions there will practically be

no fission product release from intact TRISO-coated particles.

Consequently, the value for "defective SiC" is of major im-

portance for all safety considerations. This value "defective

SiC" comprises not only completely damaged coatings, but all

kinds of contamination (outer coatings or fuel element matrix)

and even defective SiC layers with still intact pyrocarbon

coatings. The obtained rather low value is attributable to

the relatively low coating temperature, leading to low

contamination levels, but also to the high standard of the

manufacturer's quality control which excludes significant

particle defects / 2 /.

Low rates of fission product release necessitate not only

small fractions of production-induced "free uranium" but

also of irradiation-induced particle defects. Therefore,

one of the main intentions of the irradiation test program

is to confirm the expected low failure rates due to either
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temperature, burn-up or fast neutron fluence. In this test

program, up to now, no single particle defect could be detected

by measuring fission gas release, even not at full target

burn-up and temperature.

These positive results, together with those from earlier

programs provide a sound basis for reasonably low expected

and design values of fission product activity in the primary

circuit outside the fuel elements. This inventory should be

kept at rather low levels not only for normal operation but

should be as low as possible because it would be the potential

source for activity release during depressurization accidents.

Underlining the importance of this criterion, it should be

mentioned here that there will be no gas-tight reactor building

in a modular HTR plant.

Definition of fuel temperature limit during severe accidents

The cited boundary conditions - tolerable fission product re-

lease to plant and environment without having a gas-tight re-

actor building - are valid not only for normal operation con-

ditions but also for the most extreme accidents.

Such accidents can be defined as loss of all active decay heat

removal systems inside the primary circuit without or even with

simultaneous depressurization of the primary circuit, thus

leading to the maximum possible fission product release. As

this activity release has to be kept below licensable limits,

the maximum fuel element temperature has to be limited to an

appropriate value. Such a temperature limit, of course, must

be set as low as necessary for safety reasons but at the

same time as high as possible with respect to economics.

The maximum admissible fuel temperature can be deduced from

an evaluation of the mechanisms which govern the fission pro-

duct release as a function of temperature:
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normal operation conditions, up to approximately 1100 °C:

complete retention inside intact coated particles; ex-

tremely low fission product release according to "defective

SiC" value;

above 1150 °C: beginning but still rather low release,

especially of Ag 110m, by diffusion through intact coatings

(SiC layer being the main diffusion barrier);

above 1600 °C: beginning of SiC deterioration due to

fission product attack (thinning of SiC layer as diffusion

barrier; onset of additional particle failure)

above approximately 2200 °C: thermal decomposition of

SiC, loss of retention capability.

To avoid uncontrolled SiC damage and to remain at sufficiently

low and calculable levels of fission product release the maxi-

mum fuel temperature limit was set at 1600 °C.

As can be derived from these temperature dependent release

mechanisms, the 1600 °C limitation is one of the key values

for modular HTR design and is directly connected to the pro-

perties of the SiC coating, the most important constituent of

the fuel element.

Interaction of fuel element behavior and modular HTR design

One of the most important principles in designing the modular

HTR, Fig. 1, was to omit shut down systems, which have to be

inserted directly into the pebble bed. Only systems in re-

flector positions should be employed. As a consequence of

this requirement, a maximum core diameter of 3 m cannot be

exceeded. Combining the limitations of both core diameter and
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maximum fuel temperature under accident conditions leads to

a restriction of the local power density, which governs the

local decay heat generation. This local power density is

obtained by adjusting the mean power density as well as the

power distribution. For the application of the modular HTR

for electricity generation (or steam production for chemical

processes) at a mean gas outlet temperature of 700 °C, the

mean power density is found to be 3.0 MW/m3. To compensate

for the higher starting level of fuel temperatures in process

heat application at a gas outlet temperature of 950 °C, the

power density has been lowered to 2.5 MW/m3. The flattening

of power distribution is realized by re-introducing a multi-

pass loading scheme for the fuel elements as in AVR and THTR

(instead of an "OTTO" once-through scheme). Changing from an

OTTO to a 15fold reshuffling scheme for the modular HTR, the

ratio of maximum to mean axial power density is reduced from

approximately 5.5 to 1.9.

These core design characteristics, Fig. 2, result in time-de-

pendent fuel temperatures given in Fig. 3 for the region which

will reach the highest temperatures. Even in the hypothetical

case of simultaneous loss of forced circulation, loss of system

pressure, and loss of all control rods the 1600 °C limit will

not be exceeded.

Another example for the interaction of basic layout principles

and fuel element properties is given by the requested inherent

control of water ingress accidents with respect to reactivity

consequences, competing with economic considerations. Regarding

all the other pertinent data such as power density, moderation

ratio, possible amounts of water entering the core region,

an optimum with respect to fuel cycle costs was found to be

7 g heavy metal per fuel element (at approximately 8 % U-235

enrichment).
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The consequences of these core design features, Fig. 2 - which

in fact are dictated by the properties of the fuel element it-

self/ in particular by the SiC behavior - for the fuel element

are as follows:

low power output (max. 1.3 kW per fuel element);
21low fast neutron fluence (max. 3.0 . 10 n/cm2, E > 0.1 MeV)

relative to the given burnup (max. 90.000 MWd/t heavy metal);

no mechanical interaction of shut down/control systems

with the fuel elements, since these systems are

positioned exclusively inside the reflector structure;

the 15fold reshuffling requires resistance to mechanical

shocks in the reshuffling system, as well as to power

and temperature cycling;

maximum fuel temperatures in normal operation depend on

reactor application, i. e. mean gas outlet temperatures;

for process heat application with a gas temperature of

950 °C, the maximum fuel temperature will be approx. 1100 °C.

The experience from both AVR operation / 5 / and irradiation

programs confirms the postulation that the reference fuel

element can easily withstand these mentioned requirements

of the modular HTR.

The result of the combination of the German reference fuel ele-

ment with its specific properties and in-pile behavior and

the basic layout principles for the modular HTR is shown in

Fig. 4. Due to the special features it is quite obvious that the

design of the modular reactor differs considerably from other

HTRs which will be noticed even by regarding the geometrical

dimensions. According to these fixed dimensions together

with the restricted power density the modular HTR system is

characterized by the fact that a single modular reactor has a

well defined maximum power output. Any desired reactor plant
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power, however, can be achieved by multiplying the number

of reactor units, and not by increasing the reactor core,

thus replacing economy-of-scale by economy-of-series.
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Fig. 1

DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF THE MODULAR HTR

SHORT-TERM REALIZATION
(USE OF EXISTING SYSTEMS / COMPONENTS)

SHUT DOWN AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
ONLY IN REFLECTOR POSITIONS

SIMPLIFIED CONTAINMENT PHILOSOPHY
(NO GAS-TIGHT REACTOR BUILDING)

NO ACTIVE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEMS REQUIRED

EXPLOITATION OF HTR-INHERENT SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS

SIMPLIFIED LICENSING PROCEDURE
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Fig. 2

EFFECTS OF DESIGN PRINCIPLES
OF THE MODULAR HTR ON
REACTOR CORE CHARACTERISTICS

HIGH MODERATION RATIO
(LOW HEAVY METAL CONTENT OF THE FUEL ELEMENTS)

LOW MEAN POWER DENSITY

A MULTIPLE PASS RELOADING SYSTEM

LIMITED CORE DIAMETER
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Full System Pressure

100 h
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500

100 h

Thermal power (MW)
Core diameter (m)
Core height (m)
Mean power density (MW/m3)
Helium temperatures (°C)
System pressure (bar)
Number of control rods
Number of absorber ball systems
Loading scheme
Fuel cycle
Heavy metal loading of fuel
elements (g)
Burnup (MWd/t)
Fuel in-core time (day)
Conversion
Enrichment (%)
Fast neutron dose (E=0.1 MeV)
Fuel element (lo21/cm2)
Side reflector (lo21/cm2-yr)

Fissile material in core (kg)
Control margin (nile)
Shutdown requirement (nile)
Helium mass flow (kg-s)
Primary pressure drop (bar)
Steam pressure (bar)
Steam temperature (°C)

200
3.0
9.6
3.0

250/700
60
6
18

Multipass
Uranium/Plutonium

7
801000
1.020
0.47
7.8

2.2
0.6
94
1
9
76
1.

190
530

2

Fig. 3: Time-dependent maximum

fuel element temperatures under

different accident conditions

Table belonging to Fig. 4:

Main data of a modular unit for electricity

and steam production
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© Pebble Bed

(2) Pressure Vessel

@ Fuel Discharge

© Boronated Spheres

© Reflector Rod

© Fuel Loading

© Pipe Assembly

© Outer Shroud

® Feed Line

® Live Steam Line

© Blower

© Hot Gas Duct

@ Surface Cooler
(14) Insulation

Fig. 4: Cross section of a modular unit for

steam generation
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XA0055799
FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE EXPERIMENTAL VHTR CORE

S. Mitake, T. Okada, K. Suzuki

JAERI

Fission product release characteristics of the experimental
VHTR core is analyzed. The reactor is equipped with a loop type
plant for process heat application test, and is designed to
generate high temperature coolant of 950°C. Plateout activities
and circulating activities in the primary cooling system are
calculated for various core conditions, and operator dose in
maintenance work and offsite public dose during normal operation
of the reactor are evaluated. The result shows that fission
product retention in the graphite matrix and the fuel sleeve is
degraded at high temperature condition in the VHTR core, and that
high radiation dose in the maintenance work is caused by cesium
isotopes, and it is also indicated that development of coated
fuel particle with higher performance or any means for plateout
fission product will be required for a HTR plant with higher
outlet temperature.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, design works and related research and development
for the experimental Very High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (VHTR) have
been conducted in JAERI. The experimental VHTR with 50 MW(thermal) will be
\^ed for demonstration experiments of nuclear process heat application such
as production of reducing gas for steel-making, for irradiation test of fuels
and materials for higher temperature, and for validation test of VHTR plant
safety. 0'

System diagram of the primary cooling system and the principal operating
conditions are shown in Fig. 1. The ractor is the loop type plant with two
cooling circuits in symmetric arrangement on the right and left sides. Each
primary circuit is connected to the secondary circuit with intermediate heat
exchanger, and both the primary and the secondary coolants are helium gas.
The primary coolant pressure is 40 kg/cm^G, and the secondary pressure is
kept slightly higher than the primary. The reactor core is contained in a
szeel pressure vessel, and double co-axial tube is used in the primary
coolant circuit connecting the reactor and the intermediate heat exchangers.

In the radiological safety design of the experimental VHTR plant, not
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only offsite public dose during normal operation but also operator dose in
shutcown maintenance work is an important item to be investigated. A
dominant pathway of the offsite dose during normal operation is leakage of
the primary coolant to the containment and exhaust to the atmosphere, so that
rare gases and iodines circulating in the primary circuit are principal
nuclides contributing to the exposure. But, no serious problem shall be
indicated from the study of the offsite dose for the experimental VHTR,
because of its small power of 50 MW. The operation dose in shutdown
maintenance work is mainly resulted from plateout activities in the primary
circuit, aud Cs-137, Ba/La-140 and Cs-134 are listed to be important nuclides
affecting the exposure. In the study of the maintenance dose many related
factors, such as access requirement, shielding availability and access mode
(contact or remote), should be taken into account, and for the case of the
experimental VHTR, contact access to the components in the primary loop, such
as the double co-axial tube and the intermediate heat exchanger, is
preferable because the plant has an experimental nature.

This paper presents analytical results for fission product release from
the experimental VHTR core and radiological conditions in the maintenance
access, and discusses required items for future development in fuel and plant
technologies.

OUTLINE OF ANALYTICAL METHODS

Release from the fuel
The fuel element for the VHTR is shown in Fig. 2. Coated particle fuel

is formed into annular compact and packed into a graphite sleeve of the fuel
rod, and the coolant helium flows on the outer surface of the fuel rod. '̂  )
Considering these fuel structures, the fission product release from the
experimental VHTR fuel is evaluated in two release steps in succession:
release from the coated fuel particle and from the fuel rod.

The release from the coated fuel particle is given by a sum of the
release from the intact particle and the failed particle, and the failure
fraction of the particle as veil as the release fraction of each nuclide is
ar. important parameter controlling the release from the fuel. The failure
fraction will increase with burn-up during fuel life, but'under the design
ccr.diticr. of the VKTR cere, the mcrea.se is expected to be very small because
c: its low power density ar.c lew burn-up, and only partial-failed particle
rnixea in the unirradiated fuel would be failed with burn-up. Then, the
expected end-of-life failure fraction of 0.5 % is used through the analysis
from the begining to the end of fuel life. The release fractions used in
this study are based on the experimentally measured R/B values for gaseous
fission product and fractional release data (FR) for metallic fission
product, and are summarized in Table 1. The fractional release for the
volatile metals from the failed particle is assumed to be 1.0, considering
higher fuel temperature in the VKTR core.

Ir. the analysis of trie release from fuel rod, retention of the gaseous
fissicr. product in the graphite material in the fuel compact and fuel sleeve
is net expected, and the release rate from the fuel is determined by the
performance of the fuel particles. On the other hand, especially for
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long-lived nuclides, diffusion and evaporation processes through the graphite
material and from the fuel sleeve surface is an important barrier to the
release into the coolant, and it is evaluated by time dependent transport
analysis which gives the release fraction during the fuel life. In this
analysis, gap between the fuel compact and the fuel sleeve is also an
important barrier to the release, and it is expressed in a partition
coefficient of the concentration. Values of this coefficient is assumed to
be 10 for all nuclides through the life.

Inventories in the primary system
The circulating activities are controlled not only the release from the

fuel rod but also removals by purification of the coolant and plateout on the
cooling circuit internal surfaces. The purification bypass fraction from the
primary is designed to be 1.5 %, and the plateout fraction for the
non-gaseous fission product is assumed to be 40 % per pass in the analysis.
While, in the calculation of the plateout activities, the all non-gaseous
fission product released from the fuel is assumed to plateout somewhere in
the primary circuit. Analysis for distribution of the plateout activities in
the VHTR primary circuit is made by Kawasaki Heavy Industries with the PADLOC
code.(2)

Radiological analysis
The offsite public dose is evaluated at a boundary of a proposed VHTR

site with a typical meteorological condition, an expected leak rate of the
primary circuit (0.1 %/day) and a designed purge rate of the containment
(0.82 vol/hr). The operator dose rate in the maintenance access is estimated
at the surface of the double co-axial tube and the vessel of intermediate
heat exchanger with shielding design code SDC. @)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Inventories of key fission product in the primary system, circulating
and plateout, are summarized in Table 2. The former increases with fuel
burn-up and reaches to the equilibrium in rather short period, while the
latter increases continuously with plant operation, and from the viewpoint of
radiological safety design, the evaluation of the plateout activities should
be made at the end of designed plant life. The result of plateout.
distribution analysis for 1-131 and Cs-137 is shown in Fig. 3. 4-; This
result also indicates that the plateout condition assumed in the calculation
of the total plateout activity is appropriate for the VHTR plant.

The offsite public dose is estimated to be far below the ALARA limit for
the general public. This is because the reactor power is very small compared
with HTGR or LWR for power generation. On the other hand, high dose rate at
the component surface is estimated, and the result is tabulated in Table 3.
In this calculation, the distribution of cesium shown in Fig. 3 is also

assumed for barium. Relatively low dose rate at the IHX vessel surface is
attributed to shielding effect of the thick steel vessel and the internal
structures.

The high dose rate comes basically from relatively high fractional
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release of cesium, then it should be investigated if the dose rate is reduced
to an acceptable level by any improvement in the core design or the fuel
technology. Fig. 4 shows the relations between the release fraction of
Cs-137 and the plateout activity and the dose rates. The fractional release
which gives the result in Table 2 is 1.8 x 10~^.

This rather large fractional release is attributed to the high fuel
temperature in the VHTR core, and this interpretation is partially supported
by a comparison of the fuel temperature distributions between the VHTR core
and the HTGR core, as shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, the result of the VHTR
core design study clearly shows the relation of the fractioanal release of
the metallic fission product to the fuel temperature, as shown in Fig. 6.

These large cesium release is ascribed to a degradation of retention
effect in the fuel rod: augmentation of the temperature controlled diffusion
and evaporation processes in the fuel rod. But, the retention capability of
the coated fuel perticle at higher temperature is not investigated in this
study. A previous analysis for the cesium release from the particle with a
diffusion model predict that, at higher temperature condition, the release
from the intact particles will surpasses these from the failed particles and
the uranium contamination in the fuel matrix.(6)

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in this study deal with the evaluation of fission
product release from the experimental VHTR core genarating high temperature
coolant of 950°C. The cesium release, the major source of the operator dose
in the maintenance access, is investigated paying attention to its dependency
on the fuel temperature. The following conclusions can be drawn.
1. Retention of volatile metals in the graphite matrix and the fuel sleeve is
degraded at higher temperature condition.

2. High dose rate in maintenance access is estimated. And reduction of the
release of cesium, Cs-137 and Cs-134, and development of new technologies
mitigating plateout of metallic fission product will be required for a HT?

coolant temperature.
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I ill) I u 1 Siiniiiidiy of I ission Product Release from Coated Fuel Par t i c le

GROUP

I

n

m

IV

V

FIT.MLNT

Rare Gases(Kr.Xe)

Halogens (I ,Br)

Cha 1 coyens (Sin, Sb, Se, Te)

Volatile Metals
(Sr,l»a,RI>,Cs,Ge,
As.Pil.Co.Sni.Eu)

Volatile Metal

other than Group II

(Ay)

Non-volatile Elements

(Y ,Zr,Nb,Mo,Tc,Ru,

Rh,La,Pr,Nd,Pm.Gd)

Tritium

METHODS AND VALUES

R/B value which depends on half-life of nuclide and fuel temperature

is given for each intact (including partial-failed) and failed particle.

These values are not smaller than the minimum value corresponds to

uranium contamination in coatings. The value of Kr is used for Br and Se,

and the value of Xe is used for I.Te.Sn and Sb respectively.

Constant FR value is given:

Intact = 0.0001

Partial Failed = 1.0

Failed = 1 . 0

Constant FR value is given:

Intact = 0.5

Partial Failed = 1.0

Failed = 1.0

Constant FR value which corresponds to uranium contamination in coating

is given for all particles.

R/B is 1.0 for all particles.

to
ax

The partial-failed particle is a particle in which the SiC layers is only damaged and the inner and the outer

pyrolytic carbon layers are remained intact.



Table 2 Inventories of Key fission Product in the Primary System

Unit: Curie

Nuclide

Rare Gases

( Kr-88 )

Halogens

Sr-89

Sr-90

Cs-137

Ba-140

Ag-llOm

Cs-134

Circulating Activity '

5.70 x 102

( 8.87 x 101 )

4.17 x 101

6.73 x 10"3

1.24 x 10~4

4.03 x 10"4

9.75 x 10"3

NA

NA

Plate-out Activity 2'

3.51 x 103

5.85 x 102

4.05 x 102

1.17 x 103

2.04 x 102

2.91 x 1Q2

6.03 x 102

1) At the end of fuel life, 440 days.

2) In the whole primary system at the end of designed plant life, 4400 days.

Table

Source nuclide

140 (Ba-La)

137m DBa

134 (Cs-Ba)

Others

Total

3

Co-axial

Estimation of Dose

tube outer surface

3.1 rem/hr

10.0

22.7

0.5

36.3

Rate

IHX vessel

0.03

0.05

0.16

0.0

0.24

surface

rem/hr
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OUTLET 905 »C
UILET 283 °C

SECONOARY
SYSTEM

A

GAS CIRCULATORS
(MAIN AND AUX.)

INTERMEDIATE
HEAT EXCHANGER

<^

OUTLET 950 °C (double co-axial tube

Fig. j Schematic diagram of the VHTR primary cooling system.

ruei Ccmpac-

Fuei Sleeve
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Fig. 2 Structures of Fuel Element
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Specialists' meeting on
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Hypothetical accidents may lead to significantly higher temperatures in HTR

fuel than during normal operation. In order to obtain meaningful statements

on fission product behaviour and release, irradiated spherical fuel elements

containing a large number of coated particles (20.000-40.000) with burnups

between 6 and 16 % FIMA were heated at temperatures between 1400 and 2500°C.

HTI-pyrocarbon coating retains the gaseous fission products (e.g. Kr) ^ery

well up to about 2400 C if the burnup does not exceed the specified value

for THTR (11.5 %). Cs diffuses through the pyrocarbon significantly faster*

than Kr and the diffusion is enhanced at higher fuel burnups because of ir-

radiation induced kernel microstructure changes. Below about 1800°C the Cs

release rate is controlled by diffusion in the fuel kernel; above this tem-

perature the diffusion in the pyrocarbon coating is the controlling parame-

ter.

An additional SiC coating interlayer (TRISO) ensures Cs retention up to 1600°C.

However, the release obtained in the examined fuel elements was only by a fac-

tor of three lower than through the HTI pyrocarbon.

So1;d fission products added to UO^-TRISO particles to simulate high burnup

behave in various ways and migrate to attack the SiC coating. Pd migrates

fastest and changes the SiC microstructure making it permable.

1. Introduction

The spherical fuel elements for HTR's are designed to accomodate maximum va-

lues of burnup, fluence and time without damage to the fuel particles at nor-

mal working temperature. Hypothetical accidents may, however, produce signi-

ficantly higher temperatures in the fuel elements. The maximum temperature

and exposure time at the abnormal condition depend on the specific power of

the core in the region of the fuel elements as well as on the entire core

geometry.
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Spherical fuel elements with various coated fuel particles have been develop-

ed and tested in the Federal Republic of Germany (Table I). The behaviour of

these fuel elements and, in particular, the release of long-lived radioacti-

ve fission products under accident conditions, i.e. at high temperatures, are

of significance in risk analyses.

Table I: COATED PARTICLE DESIGNS FOR SPHERICAL FUEL ELEMENTS

Reactor

AVR

THTR

Advanced

systems

Coating

HTI-PyC1) (

(BISO) \

LTI-PyC2) mit SiC (

(TRISO) \

HTI-PyC

LTI-PyC mit SiC

TRISO

Kernel

Composition

(U,Th)C2
(U,Th)02

(U,Th)O2

uo2

(U,Th)O2

uo2

uo2

Enrichment '

% U 235

V 90

10

90

10

10

1) HTI-PyC denotes: High Temperature I_sotropic Pyrocarbon pro-

duced by decomposition of CH4 at 2000°C

2) LTI-PyC denotes: Low Temperature Jtsotropi.c Pyrocarbon pro-

duced by decomposition of a mixture of

1300°C

and C2Hp at

3) High-enriched uranium will not be available in the next fu-

ture for reasons of nonproliferation.

The various fission products in the fuel particles behave differently depend-

ing on their physicochemical properties. They can therefore be divided into

the following groups:

The noble gases Kr and Xe are almost completely released from the fuel

at the irradiation temperatures and fill the pores of the fuel and of

the inner buffer layer. They are completely retained by the gastight

pyrocarbon layer.
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Cs weakly bonds with the other fission products as well as the oxide

fuel at the high irradiation temperatures. Due to the high vapour

pressure, the gaseous Cs released from the fuel fills the pores of

the fuel ' and of the buffer layer, forming interstitial compounds

with the pyrocarbon '.

The alkaline earths, 8a and Sr, are limited soluble in the oxide fuel.

At relatively high concentrations, their oxides form with the ZrO~ a

zirconate phase (Ba,Sr)ZrCL, which also contains uranium.

The oxides of the rare-earth metals and part of the zirconium form stable

solid solutions with the U02 or (U,Th)O2 ', whereas

Mo, Tc and the noble metals Ru, Rh and Pd are present in metallic form,

producing alloys with markedly different Mo content ' '.

In view of these facts it may be expected that the different fission products

are retained by the kernel to a different extent or released from the fuel

kernel at a different rate in the case of a significant temperature increase;

they will then diffuse into the coating and graphitic matrix of the fuel ele-

ment at different diffusion rates and lead to different fuel element release

rates. The release kinetics are different in the event that the coatings of

a number of particles become defective. Since the graphitic matrix surround-

ing the particles is highly porous, the gaseous fission products release from

the particles will leave the fuel element shortly after bursting of the par-

ticles.

2. Experimental

A large number (41) of irradiated spherical fuel elements were examined con

taining (UjThJCL particles coated with HTI pyrocarbon. These fuel elements

had been irradiated in the AVR and had reached different burnups between 6

and 16 % FIMA (THTR specification, 11.5 % FIMA). The burnup was determined

f--spectroscopically. The irrad4etion conditions in the AYR cuch as f̂ irance

irradiation time, power and temperature are not exactly known.

For comparison, a fuel element with (U.ThJCL particles coated with an addi-

tional interlayer of SiC (TRISO coating) was also examined. This fuel ele-

ment was irradiated in the experimental reactor (DIDO) in Jlilich. Irradia-

tion conditions were as follows:

fluence burnup time maximum power surface temperature

0.5xl020nvt 9 % FIMA 260 d 2 4 kW 10R0°C
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Annealing of the irradiated fuel elements took place in the KFA Hot Cells in

an apparatus specifically built for this purpose '. The fuel element could be

heated up to 25OO°C in a closed helium circuit so that the fission gas re-

leased could be collected in a charcoal trap cooled with liquid nitrogen and

measured simultaneously. The released of solid fission products (such as Cs)

could be determined from the residual inventory of the fuel element. An exam-

ple of the time dependent release of Kr 85 and Cs 137 from an AVR fuel ele-

ment at 1500°C is given in Fig. 1. The Kr 85 release increases in steps, and

the number failed particles can be assessed from the level of steps. This is

different in the case of Cs 137. Since the release of this nuclide can only

be determined by inventory measurements after each annealing operation, the

detection limit is relatively high and amounts to about 1 %.

10*'

10'

<n
S

c
o

10"

Number of failed particles

200 400 600

Heating t ime/h

800 1000

Fig. 1: The Kr 85 release is measured with a high degree of accuracy

so that individual release steps can be correlated to the number of

failed particles. On the other hand, the Cs 137 release can only be

approximately determined (~1 % ) .

In order to determine the behaviour of different groups of fission products

and their interaction with the SiC layer, the burnup was simulated by adding

different fission product elements into the UCL kernel (Table II) before

coating. Tne TRISO-coated particles were then embedded in the similar graphi-

tic matrix as that of the spherical fuel elements and annealed at different

temperatures (1600-2400°C).
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Table II: KERNELS WITH SIMULATED BURNUP OF 75 % FIMA

Kernel type

UMO

UREO

UZBSt

Mo

Y,

Zr

Simulated

, Ru

La,

, 8a

, Rh

Ce,

Sr

, Pd

Pr,

+ 65

Fission

+ 70 % U

Nd, Sm,

% U

Products

Eu + 37 % U

3. Results and Discussion

3 •! i r r ^ H t§d_f uel _el ements_wi th_B ISO-coated_(y_1Th}02_Darti c]es

In the event of a temperature increase incident in a pebble bed reactor, fis-

sion products will be released from fuel elements having a range of diffe-

rent burnups. To assess this release, 6 spherical fuel elements with burnups

between 3.7 and 14.7 % FIMA were heated for 50 h at 1600°C, since in prelimi-

nary tests detectable cesium release had been found under these conditions.

The released fractions of Kr 85 and Cs 137 measured are shown in Fig. 2 as a

function of burnup.

A distinct burnup dependence may be recognized despite-'the high degree of

scattering of the Cs release values. Ceramographic investigations after an-

nealing have shown that the pore number and size in the fuel increases sig-

nificantly with increasing burnup. The microstructure change in the fuel in-

duced by burnup leads to'increased Cs release form the kernel. It may there-

fore be presumed that the Cs diffusion in the fuel kernel controls the Cs

release from the whole fuel element at this temperature.

Krypton release values were found to depend on contamination. In these anneal-

ing test no particle defect due to Kr release was detected at 1600°C up to the

average final burnup specified for the THTR-300 (11.5 % FIMA). A Kr release of

2x10" was only measured for the one fuel element with 14.7 % FIMA, corres-

ponding to a particle defect rate of-cl %.

A number,of ramp tests between 1000 and 2400°C with a heating rate of 200 K/h

have shown that particle failure and, consequently, an increase in Kr 85 re-

lease only takes place at temperatures between approx. 1250 and 1800°C In

general, no particles failed above 180C and up to 2400°C. The number of de-
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10"'

Detection limit ^ ^ - i * " " " * "
lor~cV $

•

i i i

Cs137^!—-*""*"

Specification
for THTR \

i i i

•

1 1 1

6 8

Burnup/% FIMA

10 12

Fig. 2: No particle defects are noted during 50 hours of heating

at 1600°C up to the average burnup specified for the THTR, as is

shown by the Kr 85 release. The relase of Cs 137, however, in-

creases presumably due to the higher kernel release of particles

with high burnup.

fects observed in this test was mainly dependent on burnup. Fuel elements

with a burnup of 12-16 % FIMA released a total Kr 85 fraction of 6xlO~3 up

to 2400°C.

The Kr 85 release shown in Fig. 3 was measured applying significantly higher

heating rates (500 K/h). In this case, too, which is unrealistic for a pebble-

bed reactor, particle defects were also only observed during the period of

temperature increase. The Kr release did not increase further during subse-

quent isothermal annealing. This shows that only those particles fail during

such temperature excursions whose HTI pyrocarbon has exceeded the load limits

due to irradiation. This is the case for that fraction of the fuel particles

whose properties were near the specification limit after manufacture. All

other particles remain intact even after prolonged annealing, as was also

demonstrated by earlier test«L '
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Fig. 3: A small fraction of fuel particles becomes defective

during the heating up of fuel elements with high burnups. No

further defects follow in general during subsequent isothermal

anneal ing.

After having been annealed for 5 h at 2000°C, the fuel element GO 3 was exa-

mined at AERE, Harwell, and the fission product distribution between kernel,

coating and graphitic matrix was measured. The results for some fission pro-

ducts are-summarized in Table III, related to the total inventory.

The fuel kernel only retains those fission products which form a relatively

strong chemical bond with the oxide fuel. Although the Ce oxide has a relati-

vely high vapour pressure ', it forms solid solutions with the oxide fuel to-

gether with the other rare-earth oxides. This may explain the high kernel re-

tention for Ce 144 in this case. The other fission products measured, Cs 137

and Sr 90, are more or less completely released from the kernel. Kr presumably

remains in the pores of the fuel and of the btiffer layer.
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Table III: AVERAGE FISSION PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION AFTER

HEATING (2000°C, 5 h) IN GO 3 FUEL ELEMENT

Kernel

PyC-coating

Graph, matrix

Release

Cs 137

1

26

2

72

Fission

Sr 90

5

2

1

92

Products/%

Ce 144

53

3

1

43

Kr 85

> 95

-

2

The retention capability of the pyrocarbon coating is surprisingly high for

Cs 137. The diffusion through the coating seems to be the controlling step

for Cs release at this high temperature, since the graphitic matrix is not a

barrier to solid and gaseous fission products. Of significance for the acci-

dent behaviour of fuel elements with BISO-coated (U,Th)O2 particles is fact

that both Sr 90 and Cs 137 are released nearly quantitatively from the fuel

element after a relatively short time at 2000°C and will presumably deposit

in colder regions of the reactor.

The steady state release rates of Kr 85 and Cs 137 are plotted in Fig. 4 as

a function of the reciprocal absolute temperature. All values for Kr 85 are

within a relatively wide scatter band with constant slope (activation energy

of about 300 kJ/mol). The great scatter of the values is attributed to dif-

ferent irradiation conditions in the AVR for the different fuel elements. The

influence of burnup cannot be identified as significant within Lhis scatter-

ing. The uniform activation energy observed indicates a single diffusion me-

chanism for Kr 85 moving through the HTI pyrocarbon over the whole tempera-

ture range.

The activation energy for Cs 137, on the other hana, is not uniform in the

investigated temperature range. There appears to be a different mechanism

controlling Cs 137 release at temperatures below about 1800°C as compared

to temperatures above this limit. An analysis of the Cs 137 distribution

after five hours of annealing at 2000°C, as shown in Table III, revealed
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4: Kr 85 release is controlled by one mechanism (diffusion

through the HTI pyrocarbon) in the whole investigated temperature

range during isothermal annealing of the fuel elements. In con-

trast, Cs 137 release is controlled by the kernel release at low-

er temperature (<1SOO°C), whereas the HTI-PyC layer forms a rela-

tively good diffusion barrier at higher temperatures.

that the HTI pyrocarbon layer constitutes a relatively good barrier for Cs

at this temperature, whereas this fission product was already released com-

pletely from the kernel. It can be concluded that the Cs release rate is con-

trolled by the-diffusion through the pyrccarbon in the upper temperature ran-

ge (>1800°C). On the basis of results at 1600°C Fig. 2 suggests that the re-

lease of Cs below 1800°C is controlled by the diffusion in the fuel kernel.

However, this obserbed tendency still requires confirmation in more systema-

tic investigations.

3-2 Il!!:§diated_fuel_elernents_with_TRISg-coated__[y_,Th}02 ^articles

The TRISO caating is given preference over the plain pyrocarbon coating,

among olher things -because of the better retention caoability of SiC under

normal fuel element application conditions in an HTR. For this reason, the
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question arises whether this better property of the TRISO coating also remains

effective in the i ase of temperature excursions, e.g. up to 1600 C. Fig. 5

shows the measured Kr 85 and Cs 137 releases as a function of annealing time

at 1600°C for the fuel element with TRISO-coated particles. For comparison,

Fig. 5 also contains the average releases for these two nuclides from all

four fuel elements -nth BIS0-(U,Th)02 particles annealed at the same tempe-

rature.

10°

10'

I

1 0 s

10"'
20 40 60

Heating time/h

Kr85

(UTh)O2-BISO
— - — ' '

Cs 137 ^f000

(UTh)02-TRISO

k

. — " "
(UTh)O2-TRISO

80 100

Fig. 5: The retention of Cs up to 1600°C is evidently better in

TRISO-coated (U,Th)02 particles than the mean value of all inve-

stigated fuel elements with BISO-coated particles.

It may be seen that the detectable Cs release from the 1RIS0 particles starts

in considerably later than from the BISO particles. Kr 85 release is. also low-

er than f**om BISO particles until about 100 h at 1600°C. However, this value

is very low in both cases and corresponds to the U contamination of the°res-

pective fuel elements. Since the contamination of the fuel elements with TRISO

particles is lower due to the manufacture, this difference cannot be interpret-

ed in a better retention of the TRISO coating.
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The fuel element with TRISO particles was at first annealed for 100 h each at

1400 and 1500°C. It was then heated twice for 50 h and finally for "38 h at

1600°C. Prior to the annealing and after each of the annealing steps, the con-

centration profiles of different solid fission products into the fuel free zo-

ne (5 mm) were determined by ^"-spectroscopic measurements of the graphitic

matrix machined off in steps. Measurements of Cs 137, Ba 140 and Eu 154 (nu-

clide atoms/g matrix) are presented in Fig. 6.

1400
100

1500
100

1600
50

1600
100

1600
138

°C
h

10 1016

Fuel ; ,
origin^ i_

5mm

Element
! | surface

10

Fig. 6: Concentration of Cs 137, Ba 140 and Eu 154 in the fuel

free zone of an irradiated spherical fuel element with TRISO

coated oxide particles and after subsequent annealing at 1400,

1500 and 1600°C.

The absolute level of these measured values as well as the concentration pro-

files cannot be interpreted without further data which are rather inaccurate

whenever available. Such information includes for e\/ery solid fission product

the source intensity, the release rate from the fuel particles, the solubili-

ty in the graphic-ic matrix and the dessrpti-on isotherms from the fuel element

surface. Furthermore, the exact irradiation history must be taken into consi-
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deration. For this reason, only the change in the concentration level caused

by the annealing operations following irradiation will be described and com-

mented in the following for each of the three fission products compiled in

Fig. 6.

All three fission nuclides exhibit concentration increases in the fuel free

zone due to the increased annealing temperature. This particularly pronounc-

ed for Ba 140. The reason for the low concentration in the fuel free zone af-

ter the irradiation could be the high retention capacity of the graphitic ma-

trix for the alkaline earths at the irradiation temperature. In comparison,

the Eu 154 concentration level in the fuel free zone is raised least by the

post irradiation annealing. Cs 137 values lie between Ba 140 and Eu 154. Af-

ter 50 hours of annealing at 1600°C, a kind of equilibrium state seems to

have been established for all three fission nuclides, i.e. the release from

the fuel particles into the fuel free zone balances the desorption from the

fuel element surface to the environment.

Additional information about the amount of Cs 137 released is obtained by in-

ventory measurements. After 50 hours of annealing at 1600 C, for example,

less Cs has been released than can be detected with the measuring method used

(<1 %), although the concentration in the fuel free zone has reached the equi-

librium mentioned above.

After annealing (138 h at 1600°C) Cs 137 and Sr 90 were determined in kernels,

coatings and graphitic matrix at AERE, Harwell, (Table IV).

Table IV: DISTRIBUTION (%) OF Sr 90 AND Cs 137 AFTER A HEAT

TREATMENT OF A FUEL ELEMENT WITH TRISO-COATED PAR-

TICLES (138 h, 1600°C)

Fission Products

Sr 90

Cs 137

Fuel Kernel

55

50

Coating

12

23

Matrix

13

12

Release

20

15

In contrast to the fission product distribution in*the fuel element GO 3 with

BISO coated fuel particles annealed at 2000°C (Table III), a significantly

better retention in the kernel can be recognized at 1.600°C, although the
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TRISO coating possesses a substantially better diffusion barrier (SiC). These

values are thus again indicative of the fact that the release from the fuel

kernel controls the release from the wnole fuel element at temperatures,be-

low 1800°C.

3.3 Behaviour of solid_fissign_groducts_in_TRIS0::coated_U02_Bartic2es

§5_high_tenigera tyres

The results of annealing of these particles with kernel additives for burnup

simulation have already been described in detail '. The present study is aim-

ed at identifying the different fission products reponsible for the failure

mechanisms of the SiC layer. As a matter of fact, the SiC layer could also

loose its retention capability during irradiation for various reasons, such

as e.g.

8 9)
interaction with the nuclear fuel (amoeba effect) ' '
thermal decomposition ', accelerated by traces of chlorine '

12)
restructuring caused by interaction with solid fission products '.

UZBSO particles

The oxides of the alkaline earths^Ba and Srt together with part of the zirco-

nium form the perovskite phase (8a,Sr)ZrCL. This phase is already decomposed

at 1800°C due to a reduction of the oxygen potential in the fuel kernel. The

oxygen potential is reduced during these experiments due to the presence of

Si traces which are produced along with any slight decomposition of the SiC

layer and penetrate into the fuel kernel. The extent of SiC decomposition

cannot always be made visible by ceramographic microsection. It was only pos-

sible to detect the presence of silicon in a liquid phase at the annealing

temperature together with Ba and Sr in the fuel using a microprobe. Massive

migration of Ba, Sr and Si into the porous pyrocarbon layer can be identified

as a consequence of this reaction (Fig. 7). The destruction of the SiC layer

at maximum annealing temperatures, however, could not be attributed to the

interaction of the alkaline earth metals with SiC.

UREO particles

The oxides of the rare earth metals are present as solid solutions with the

UCL. A phase is formed even'after annealing at 1800 C, which was liquid at

the annealing temperature and did not provide any X-ray diffraction Datterns

(presumably a melted silicate of the rare-earth metals). Si was also found

with the microprobe in that zone of the coating where the rare earths and
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Fiq. 7: X-ray photographs showing the porous pyrocarbon layer

of Ba, Sr, Si and U of a UZBSO particle after 54 hours of an-

nealing at 2200°C and the formation of a Ba-Sr-Si phase (pre-

sumably a silicate of the alkaline earths) migrating out of

the kernel.

the uranium migrated. However, the morphology of Si distribution clearly dif-

fers from those of the other metals. After high-temperature annealing, the

presence-of- Si in the interior of particles due to SiC decomposition 1i evi-

dent, but it could not be proved whether this will influence the migration
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rate of the rare earths. It could not be proved for this type of particles

either that the SiC layer has failed at longer times and higher temperatures

due to the interaction with this group of fission products.

UMO particles

Molybdenum, technetium and the noble metals Ru, Rh and Pd formed metallic se-

gregations in the as coated kernel prior to the heat treatment. Mo reacted

with the pyrocarbon to form MoCp and UMoC-. In addition, Pd was identified as

UPd3 in the PyC layer. A massive migration of all these metals was observed

after annealing, especially jat T 1800°C, Pd leaving the kernel almost comple-

tely and reacting with the SiC layer. Eutectics which melt in the temperature

range of 1200°C are presumed to be the reaction products. This liquid phase

then leads to restructuring the SiC layer and, consequently, to a loss in re-

tentivity of this layer. At all annealing temperatures studied, Pd migrates

independently and faster than all the other metals and the uranium. The noble

metals and the uranium also caused a restructuring of this layer due to the

interaction with SiC, but they migrate considerably slower than Pd so that

the restructuring of the SiC layer is caused by the reaction with Pd.

When using these results to obtain quantitative predictions on defects occurr-

ing in the SiC layer of irradiated fuel elements with oxide fuel kernels, it

must be borne in mind that the influence of an increase in the oxygen poten-
13)tial induced by burnup ; could not be simulated during manufacture of the

fuel particles. The distinctly higher oxygen potential induced by burnup can

influence the mobility of the different groups of fission products and also

cause a passivation of the SiC layer due to SiCL, changing the interaction

with the fission products both qualitatively and quantitatively.

4. Conclusions

Hypothetical accidents in an HTR may lead to significantly higher temperatu-

res in the fuel elements for prolonged periods of time (up to more than 100 h)

as compared to normal operating conditions. Under such conditions, fission

products can leave the fuel elements for two reasons:

a) due to diffusion from the fuel kernel through the intact coating of the

fuel particles or

b) direct''release from the kernel in the case of mechanical failure and/or

restructuring of the coating.
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The apparatus used in these studies showed with a high degree of confidence

that the BISO coating of the THTR fuel element remains intact and gastight

up to a burnup of 11.5 % FIMA (THTR specification) and temperatures up to

2400°C.

At 1600°C Cs release from fuel elements with a BISO coating increases signi-

ficantly with increasing burnup.

The temperature dependence of the Cs release rate, suggests that this process

is controlled by two different diffusion steps: kernel diffusion below 1800 C

and diffusion through the pyrocarbon above 1800°C.

Addition of a high quality SiC layer (TRISO coating) retains Cs at 1600°C sig-

nificantly better than BISO coating with HTI pyrocarbon. The Ba retention of

TRISO coating is poorer when compared to Cs at 1500 C.

Unirradiated TRISO-coated particles were produced with partial burnup simu-

lation by the addition of different groups of fission products. Annealing of

these particles at 1600 to 2400°C showed that the greatest danger of a re-

structuring of the SiC layer is the interaction with the noble metals and,

in particular, with Pd. An influence on the fission products chemistry is

always observed above 1800°C due to Si which originates from the decomposi-

tion of the SiC layer and, subsequently migrates into the fuel kernel.
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POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION OF HTR-FUEL
AT THE AUSTRIAN RESEARCH CENTRE SEIBERSDORF LTD

G. Reitsamer, E. Proksch, G. Stolba, A. Strigl, G. Falta, J. Zeger

Department of Chemistry
Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorf Ltd.

A-2444 Seibersdorf

1 . Introduction

Austrian R&D activities in the HTR-field reach back almost to
the beginning of this advanced reactor line. For more than 20
years post-irradiation examination (PIE) of HTR-fuel has been
performed at the laboratories of the Austrian Research Centre
Seibersdorf Ltd. (OEFZS) (formerly OESGAE) and a high degree
of qualification has been achieved in the course of that time.
Most of the PIE-work has been carried out by international co-
operation on contract basis with the OECD-DRAGON-project and
with KFA-Jiilich (FRG). There has also been some collaboration
with GA (USA), Belgonucleaire and others in the past.

HTR-fuel elements contain the fissile and fertile materials
in form of coated particles (CPs) which are embedded in a graphite
matrix (ref. 1 ) . Because of this special design it has been
necessary from the very beginning of the PIE work up to now
to develop new methods (i.e. fuel element disintegration methods,
chlorine gas leach, single particle examination techniques ...)
as well as to adapt and. improve already existing methods (i.e.
gamma spectrometry, mass-spectrometry, optical methods . . . ) .

The main interests on PIE-work at Seibersdorf are concentrated
on particle performance, fission product distribution and the
"free" Uranium content (contamination and broken particles)
of the fuel elements (fuel spheres or cylindrical compacts).
A short compilation of the applied methods and of available
instrumental facilities is given as follows:

2. Deconsolidation of fuel elements

HTR-fuel elements which have been irradiated elsewhere (i.e.
Studsvik, Dragon, Julich, Petten, Mol ...) are transferred to
the hot cell facilities for PIE. (the hot cell facilities at
Seibersdorf consist of 6 working cells, 1 storage cell and 1
transfer cell) . A survey on our standard-examination-programme
is given in fig. 1.
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Usually the chemical PIE-work starts with the deconsolidation
of the fuel elements in order to seperate the embedded coated
particles from the graphite matrix. Some general requirements
must be satisfied by all applied disintegration methods:

- Avoidance of destruction or damage of the particle coating.
This condition is a necessary factor for obtaining reliable
data on particle performance and release rates of fissile
material and fission products.

- Adaption of the process equipment for remotely controlled
operation.

- Simple and reliable mode of operation and a reasonable total
process time.

Various deconsolidation methods have been developed, (e.g.:
ref. 2, 3, 4). After disintegrating the graphite matrix into
graphite powder the coated particles can be seperated by screening
or washing.

2.1. Types of deconsolidation methods

There are three types of reactions with graphite that can be
used for deconsolidation of HTR-fuel elements:

- Direct formation of so-called intercalation compounds with
bromine, bromine-iodine, iodine-chloride, cesium, aluminium-
chloride, ferric chloride etc.:

At Seibersdorf excellent results have been obtained with un-
irradiated fuel and with irradiated DRAGON-fuel-compacts by
using bromine. The great advantage of this method is the exclusion
of any aqueous phase. After evaporating the residual bromine
the deconsolidated material is completely dry. Unfortunately
this method did not work satisfactorily on fuel elements with
recently developed matrices. The disintegration effect was
either too small (coarse grained graphite including coated
particles) or even failed completely (i.e. only a small volume
increase of the fuel element could be observed).

- Disintegration by using oxidizing acid mixtures: The recommended
reaction mixture is a solution of 20 % ammonium peroxo-disulfate
in concentrated sulfuric acid. A disadvantage of this mixture
is that it complicates the subsequent determination of fissile
materials and fission products by chemical analysis methods.
(Anhydrous peroxodisulphatic acid or peroxo-monosulphatic acid
could be used too as oxidizing agents but it is difficult to
obtain these acids in anhydrous form).

The reaction with the graphite matrix is (strongly) exothermic.
In order to avoide chemical attacks to the pyrocarbon coating
of the particles and to keep of the danger of even sudden thermal
decomposition of the oxidant the temperature of the reaction
mixture should be controlled carefully by cooling.
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Electrochemical methods:
Anodic oxidation of the matrix graphite by electrolysis with
strong electrolytes has been developed up to a high standard
and has become the most flexible method for fuel element decon-
solidation in PIE work. Since more than 10 years all fuel elements
are deconsolidated for PIE by electrochemical methods at Seibersdorf.
The disintegration rates are slow, therefore these methods are
relatively time consuming but up to now all different matrices
could be deconsolidated successfully by this means.

Usually the fuel element is contacted directly with the anode
of the current circuit. But it should be mentioned that also
the possibility of anodic polarisation via the electrolyte without
direct contact with the electrode has been tested successfully.
This method works because the conductance of the electrolyte
is less than that of the graphite matrix). The graphite body
disintegrates from the end which faces the cathode.An example
of electrochemical deconsolidation of a fuel element by anodic
polarisation is given in fig. 2 (ref. 5). In that case the electrodes
have been rotated during the electrolysis around the fuel element
without any direct contact to the graphite body) .

Stirring or recirculation of the electrolyte accelerates the
disintegration, mainly by mechanical effects, i.e. by stripping
loosened graphite flakes from the matrix. Raising the electrolyte
concentration has an accelerating effect too, but it also increa-
ses the coarseness of the graphite powder which is formed, thus
the separated coated particles are surrounded more or less by
residual pieces of graphites. Also the current density has a
strong influence on the disintegration rate and on the grain
size of the deconsolidated graphite. The optimum conditions
depend strongly on the given matrix quality and have to be worked
out experimentally for each new matrix.

Best experiences have been made by the use of nitric acid for
the electrolysis because it simplifies the subsequent analytical
chemistry. The appropriate acid concentrations are between 1
and 2 mol/1. The voltage of the DC source should be adjusted
at such a value that the current density stabilizes in the range
between 0,2 and 0,5 A/cm2 . If the disintegration conditions
are carefully adjusted there should be no attack to the particle
coating. In order to be on the safe side it is recommandable
to make spot checks on a few particles which should be separated
from the matrix graphite and examinated with a microscope, at
least at the beginning of the disintegration process.

2.2. Equipment fcrr electrochemical deconsolidation

2.2.1 . Integral disintegration

The simpliest electrochemical method is the so called "integral
disintegration". Fuel elements are deconsolidated by this procedure
either totally ("total disintegration") or in a few axial steps
("fractionated disintegration"). Fig. 3 shows schematically
an electrolysis cell for "integral disintegration".

By the subsequent analysis of the disintegration products (coated
particles, graphite powder, and nitric acid solution) only average
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values (of the fission product concentrations and the amount
of free uranium in the matrix, on the particle failure rate
etc.) can be obtained for the relatively large fractions or
even for the total fuel element. If only the general fuel perfor-
mance should be tested (e.g.: total fraction of broken particles,
high or low fission product release ...) this method gives satis-
factory results. But if the irradiation behaviour should be
studied in more detail the position sensitive effects have to
be regarded: e.g. fission product concentration profiles in
the matrix, dispersion of fissile material in the matrix, effects
of temperature gradients and of neutron flux gradients within
the fuel elements on the single particles (fission product inventory,
kernel release rates, burn up . . . } , regions with high par tic. ; ̂
defect rates etc.

In order to enable the analysis of such position sensitive effects
it has been necessary to develope adequate disintegration methods.

2.2.2. Segmental disintegration

If one has to regard only the position dependent effects of
fuel particles a modified integral disintegration apparatus
can be used TFef. 6). The^particles are loosened from the fuel
element by anodic oxydation of the graphite matrix. As shown
schematically in fig. 4 they directly sediment into a sectioned
container. Thus the particles can be correlated segment by segment
to the original position in the fuel element.

2.2.3. Position sensitive disintegration by electrolytical
boring

For the measurement of axial concentration profiles in spherical
fuel elements the method of electrolytical boring has been developed
at Seibersdorf. This method as well as the apparatus itself
have been described in detail already in ref. 4. Essentially
there are three concentric glass tubes which contain the electrolyte.
The outer jacket tube is the electrolyte vessel, pressed down
leak-tight onto the fuel element surface. The second tube is
axially mobile in the first. It is equipped at its lower end
with an annular platinum cathode - which is the actual boring
tool. During electrolysis, this tube gradually sinks into the
graphite body, thus preventing lateral enlargement. The innermost
glass tube serves for suctioning off the disintegrated fraction
(graphite and coated particles) together with the electrolyte.
The actual depth of the cylindrical bore hole is measured electronically
with an accuracy of about 0,1 mm. On average the electrodes
are moved forward by the electrolysis about 1 to 3 mm per step.
Up to 30 fractions are collected for the evaluation of concentration
profiles.

The great advantage of this sophisticated method is the position
sensitive sampling of coated particles (CPs) and matrix graphite
(G). Thus the concentrations of fission products (activity per
gramm G, number of atoms per gramm G) and of "free uranium"
(ug Uran per gramm G) as well as the number of CPs per gramm
G (which gives an information on the homogeneity of the particle
dispersion in the matrix) can be measured for each fraction
of the axial profile. Examples are shown in fig. 5. Moreover
the" separated CPs can be used for single particle measurements.
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After electrolytical boring an additional "integral disintegra-
tion" can be performed if average values for the total fuel
element should be established.

Alternatively a method called "ice cleavage" (see ref. 6) has
been worked out which enables a quality control of the previous
boring. The fuel element bursts into two hemispheres when the
bore hole is filled with water, sealed and cooled down immedia-
tely with liquid nitrogen. The fracture-surfaces can be photo-
graphed and examined optically. Additionally the CP-distribution
can be documented by autoradiography and subsequent densito-
metry. Using an Agfa Contour film it is possible to produce
equidensity contours which can be copied on a colour film, thus
equal colours correspond to equal radiation doses (ref. 6).

3. Examinations and measurements of graphite and electrolyte
samples

The graphite samples (G) are separated from the electrolyte
(E) by filtration. After desiccating, the graphite is weighed.
All measurements are carried out separately for graphite and
electrolyte.

GeLi-detectors are used for the quantitative measurements of
gamma-active fission products (Cs 137, Cs 134, Ag 110m, Ce 144,
Ru 106, Eu 154, Sb 125, Zr 95) and activation products (Co 60,
Ba 133). Spectrum analysis as well as data storage and subsequent
profile concentration evaluation are computer supported.
The measurement of the important fission product Sr 90 is more
complicated, because Sr 90 and the daughter nuclide Y 90 are
only beta-emitters. The graphite samples are reduced to ashes
either by high temperature annealing or by plasma oxydation.
Subsequently the residue is dissolved in nitric acid. The deter-
mination of Sr 90 is performed indirectly via Y 90 (half life
periode 64,1 h). Yttrium is extracted from the acid solutions
with di-n-butylphosphat. Because of its high beta-energy (2,
3 MeV), Y 90 can be easily measured in a liquid-scintillation-
counter through the use of Cherenkov radiation (ref.7).

Uranium is separated from the graphite samples by chlorine gas
leaching. Analysis is performed after solvent extraction of
the acid solutions with TOPO (trioctylphosphine oxide) by fluori-
metric measurements. Additional mass spectrometric measurements
can be used for the discrimination of "contamination Uranium"
and "fuel Uranium" (differences in isotopic abundances).

4. Examination and measurements of coated particles

After each disintegration step the coated particles are sepa-
rated from the graphite powder by screening. Usually a retreatment*)

*) If the CPs have been irradiated to their "end of life"
it is recommanded to avoide any additional mechanical
treatment to reduce the danger of PIE-induced coating
defects.
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of the particle fraction is performed to remove larger flakes
of graphite as well as to take away adhesive residuals of matrix-
graphite and overcoatings from the particle surface. Good results
have been obtained either by ultrasonic treatment of the particle
fraction or by vibration supported screening.

4.1.Single particle examinations:

Depending on the scope of the PIE-program only a selected batch
of particles is used for single particle examinations. Usually
the particles are preselected for later detailed examinations
either by optical means (examination with a microscope) or by
gamma spectrometry of the individual particles.

In order to reduce the radiation exposure of the experimentalists
special devices for remote handling in a hot cell have been
developed and constructed for both methods at Seibersdorf last
year. The "video selector" enables the visual inspection of
individual CPs via a TV-system. The CPs are automatically separated
one by one out of a given batch and transported onto two rotating
minirollers. These are turning the CPs around and expose the
total CP-surface to a microscope-coupled TV-camera. The enlarged
picture can be observed on a TV-screen outside of the hot cell.
Additionally these pictures can be stored on a video-tape. According
to the result of visual inspection the individual CP can be
deposited at free selectable storage positions.

The gamma spectra of even a large number of particles can be
measured individually and automatically by the "gamma selector" . .

The separation of the CPs is done in the same way as by the
"video selector". The individual CPs are transported through
a tube to a measurement position outside the hot cell. This
tube has an open end only at the hot cell side. Therefore there
is no danger of any contamination at the GeLi-detector location.
The evaluation of the spectra and the data storage is done by
computer. Based on the evaluated FP-inventory data and on the
isotopic ratios the storage position of the measured particle
is automatically selected.

These CPs which have been preselected in the hot cell facilities
as being of special interest are transferred into ordinary radio-
chemical laboratories. The following detailed studies may
be performed:

Optical examinations:

Light optical microscopy, X-ray microradiography and scanning
electron microscopy are used for detection and documentation
of defective coating layers and fuel kernels respectively
(Examples are shown in fig.f6 - 7). The anisotropy of PyC-layers
can be measured by opt.AF-measurements.

Kernel-coating separation:

Coated particles can be separated mechanically into kernel
and coating for subsequent measurements of CP-inventory and
FP-release. Because of position sensitive effects the CPs
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should be selected from different positions of the fuel element
(at least of one central fraction and of two opposite outer
fractions). Usually the CP inventories show a minimum and
the FP-release values a maximum at the center of the fuel
element.

Determination of CP inventories:

All fuel kernels are weighed with a microbalance (- 1 ug)
to eleminate differences in kernel size. Most fission products
can be measured directly by gamma spectrometry:
Cs 137, Cs 134, Ag 110m, Ce 144, Ru 106, Eu 154, Sb 125,
Zr 95. Sometimes a chemical separation of Ag 110m is necessary
Cs 137 is used for burn up calculation. The B-active Sr 90
can be measured only after chemical separation. To this end
the kernel and the coatings have to be dissolved (Separation
and measurement see chapter 3.)

Mass-spectrometric methods including isotope dilution tech-
niques are used for the measurement of heavy metal inventory
and isotopic abundances as well as for the calculation of
burn up (eg.: via Nd). It should be mentioned that a rather
complicated chemical separation process (based on thenoyltri-
fluoroacetone as complexing agent) precedes the mass spectro-
metric measurements.

FP-release:

Kernel release datas are easily obtained by separate inventory
measurements of kernel and coatings (as long as the particle
coating has prevented significant losses of FP). Using already
existing diffusion models and with the good knowledge of the
irradiation history (especially of irradiation temperatures)
it is possible to derive diffusion coefficients for the volatile
FPs this way (ref. 8). In order to account the FP release
in advance with high accuracy the diffusion models as well
as the temperatur measurements should be improved.

In the case of significant external release, the theoretical
value of the FP inventory has to be accounted by mass spectro-
metric data.

An example for extremly high differences in Cs-release from
BISO particles is given in Fig. 8. In this case the release
rates depend strongly on the dimension of the buffer layer).

Etching and grinding methods

have been applied to establish FP-profiles within the coating
(ref. 9) and the kernel respectively see (fig. 9).
Thus complete FP-concentration profiles can be measured
beginning with the fuel kernel via coating layers and fuel
matrix up to the fuel-free-zone of the spheric elements)

Gas-measurements

The production of Xe and Kr (fission gases) and CO (reaction
gas) is responsible for the development of a gas pressure
which may eventually destroy the coating and thus lead to
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the release of FPs into the primary coolant circuit. For quantitative
measu rement of these gases a highly spezialized method has
been developed at Seibersdorf which works with great success
since man/ years (ref. 10).

Individual CPs are heated up to preselected temperatures (up
to 2300 K) in a micro resistance-furnace under high vacuum.
After defined times the CPs are crushed by action of a pneumatic
piston. The gases liberated are fed into a quadrupole analyzer
where they are analyzed in dynamic mode. A peak selector enables
the simultanous measurement of Kr, Xe and CO. Detection limits
for routinemeasurements are about 10" cm3 (STP) for Kr and
Xe and 2x10 cm3 for CO.

Prior to analysis, the particles have to be heated. The heating
temperature should be as close as possible to the irradiation
temperatur. Optimum heating times are in the order of 10 minutes
for the rare gases and 24 h for CO. (ref. 11). An empirical
formula could be derived for the calculation of the CO-production
in uranium oxid particles (ref. 12). For this purpose a total
of about 1000 single CPs, varying widly in their production
mode as well as irradiation parameters, has been carefully
analyzed.

A relatively simple but effective method for testing the quality
of irradiated CPs are burst experiments. Already weakened
particles tend to burst at relatively low temperatures when
they are heated up in a vacuum furnace (i.e. the maximum allowable
internal pressure is exceeded).

Isotopic abundances of Kr and Xe can be measured with a magnetic
mass-spectrometer.

Annealing experiments.
Long time annealing ( 100 h, up to 2000 K) can be performed
with CPs to study the FP-release under hypothetical reactor
accident conditions.

4.2. Batchwise examination of CPs:

All those CPs which are not used up for single particle examinations
can be taken for the determination of the "broken particle fraction"
This can be done by chlorine gas leach (all CPs and all graphite
samples) and subsequent quantitative analysis of the "free"
uranium (CPs + G + E). Gammaspectrometric measurements of the
less mobile fission products (eg. Ce 144, Ru 106) in electrolyte
and graphite samples give additional information for the evaluation
of the defective particle fraction.

5 . Chlorination of total fuel elements

A "quasi non destructive" method for the PIE of total fuel elements
has been introduced recently after successful testing (ref.13).
Chlorine gas leaching at a temperature of about 1100 K removes
all "free" uranium from the fuel element. By subsequent quantitative
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analysis of the uranium leached out, the number of defective
CPs can be evaluated. All CPs which have at least one gas tight
coating layer are classified by this method as "intact".

Final remarks

Although a high degree of quality in post-irradiation-examination
has been achieved already, further development and improvement
of the methods is still going on (eg.: development of "burn-leach"
methods) .
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SPENT FUEL TREATMENT AND STORAGE
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION WORK ON
INTERIM AND FINAL STORAGE OF HTR FUEL ELEMENTS

G. Kaiser^, U. Brinkmannl\ R. Duwe2)

Kemforschungsanlage Jtilich GmbH

Mixed thorium/uranium oxide of 93 % uranium enrichment had been the refe-
rence fuel for the pebble-bed type High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactors
(HTR) in the Federal Republic of Germany until 1979 (1), and the 15 MWg ex-
perimental power plant AVR uses and the 300 MW prototype HTR plant THTR
will use this type of fuel accordingly.

In 1979, however, non-proliferation aspects, difficulties envisaged with
the longterm supply of high enriched uranium plus the aspects of utilizing
the existing PUREX technology for the recovery of uranium and plutonium
from the spent HTR fuel led to change into a Low Enriched Uranium (LEU)
fuel. Follow-on reactors will be fueled with uranium oxide only with initi-
al enrichment of around 10 % (2).

For the limited amount of spent fuel from the THTR- plus that from the AVR
plant, which will come into the range of 3.5 million fueled pebbles total
by the year 2005, reprocessing seems not attractive and uneconomical. Pre-
sent planning therefor calls for terminal storage of this type of fuel
whilst for the future LEU type the spent fuel treatment strategy is kept
open for both the options on reprocessing and terminal storage.

1) Projektieitung Hochtemperaturreaktor-Brennstoffkreislauf
2) Institut flir Reaktorwerkstoffe
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2. Properties of the Spent HTR Fuel Element

The fuel element of the FRG HTR's is of spherical shape with a dia. of 6

cm, weighs about 200 g and contains the fuel as coated particles in the cen-

tre part of 4 - 5 cm dia. The moulded graphite provides the structural and

mechanical properties. The properties relevant for the safe storage of the

spent HTR fuel elements are:

- decay heat generation (2.1)

-JC-dose rates(2.2)(neutron dose rates can be expected to be low with HTR

fuel)

- Nuclide inventories and their distributions (2.3)

- mechanical properties (2.4)

The property figures given below generally refer to a typical (U,Th)O? fuel

element with pyrocarbon only coated fuel as used in the AVR experimental po-

wer plant at Jli l ich since 1971.

2.1 Decay Heat

From the low core power densities of pebble bed type HTR's - 2.5 MW/m3 with

small units like AVR, 6 MW/m3 with larger units like THTR - there follows

an equivalent low decay heat production per volume unit in spent fuel ele-

ment arrays. This is for fuel with a burn-up of about 100 GWd/tHM (A/11 %

FIMA = target burn-up in the THTR plant) 1.6 KW/m3 at one year after dis-

charge and comes down to 0.2 KW/m3 after 100 years of storage. Figure 1

gives the decay curve for spent AVR fuel which is presently stored in cani-

sters with a capacity of 950 pebbles.

2.2 Gamma Dose Rates

Inspite of the intensive ^-radiation originating from the fission products

at high burn-ups - 15 % FIMA or about 140 GWd/t HM is the typical figure

with the AVR plant - the corresponding dose rate levels at the surface of

the packed fuel pebbles are reasonable owing to the fuel densities and self

shielding properties of the elements. Fig. 1 gives readings obtained on an

AVR canister filled with pebbles of one year decay time; values from 10

years onwards are calculated.
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2.3 Nuciide Inventories/Distribution

From the decay curves in figs. 2 & 3 of the more relevant fission products,

heavy metals (HM) and actinides up to 10 years one can conclude on those

nuclides which matter during the period of interim storage (1 - 50 years)

and during terminal storage in the repository. Table 1 points to the fact

that practically all these inventories are contained and remain inside in-

tact fuel particles.

Nuclide

%
Inventory
in coated
Particles

%
Inventory
in Matrix

Ci/FE at
beginning
of storage

Ci/FE after
500 years
of storage

time period

H 3

40

60

5-10"2

Kr85

99

1

3 - 1 0 '

Sr90

98

2

3

CS137

99

1

3

Eu 154

98

2

3 - 1 0 '

< 10"5

- t < 500 years -

HM +
Acti-
nides

99.9

0.1

~io-'

- 3-10-3

• *

Tc99

99.9

0.1

5-10""

5-10-'

Sm 151

99

1

6-10"3

< 10"

-t > 500

Zr93

99.9

0.1

8-10"5

8-10"5

years —

Cs 135

99

1

6-10"5

6-10-5

1 129

99

1

10"6

10 s

• •

Comments

totally
contained
in intact
particles

100%
release
assumed

Table 1: Distribution of Relevant <x-, (J-, y-Radionuclides in HTR Fuel
Elements up to & beyond 500 years after Discharge

Moreover, most of the nuclides i.e. all solid fission products are regarded

as immobile during storage at temperatures normally below 200°C. Particle

failure is the governing factor for release of radionuclides. Failure rates

accepted for the THTR plant are: 3 x 10 manufacture induced (matrix conta-

mi nation), 2 x 10" irradiation induced which relates to 8 resp. 40 broken

particles per pebble. Much progress has been made since and coated particle

failure fractions for THTR follow-up plants are expected to come down by

one magnitude.

2.4 Mechanical properties

For fresh elements the crushing strength was specified as smaller than 18

kN. Figures of around 22 kN were found in manufacture. Figures obtained on

spent fuel elements are greater than those with fresh fuel. Operating expe-
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Hence with the AVR core has rendered an AVR specific failure rate of 5 x
10" broken fuel elementsjjper turn round of 10 pebbles, one core contents.

3. Interim Storage

3.1 Storage Concepts

Spent fuel from the AVR plant is received in small stainless steel canis-
ters with a capacity of 50 pebbles which are racked in a pool facility at
KFA since 1973. Canister seals are replaced at 4 year intervals. Since then
all past or present planning for interim storage of spent fuel elements was
or is on dry facilities. While forced air cooling in canister storage may
be necessary for the initial period of about 100 days after fuel discharge
from the core, natural air convection may be and is applied thereafter.
A first dry storage concept for spent HTR fuel employing natural air convec-
tion was proposed by NUKEM in 1977 (3). The capacity of this vault type sto-
rage facility was 3.3 million pebbles distributed across 4 interconnected
moduli. It related to 15 years operation of THTR at an annular discharge
rate of 170.000 elements filled into canisters of 2.100 pebbles capacity
and would have taken all AVR spent fuel in canisters of 1000 pebbles maxi-
mum capacity besides. This storage concept with concrete shielding is repre-
sented at KFA by utilizing an existing ̂ -shielded cell for a close-pack ar-
ray of 72 canisters of the AVR 1000 pebble type. This facility (AVR-TL) suc-
cessfully operates since the end of 1981 and is now filled to 2/3 capacity.
Connected is some R&D measuring equipment (fig. 5) which renders informati-
on on the temperature field, any canister leakage and - via instrumented ca-
nisters - on fuel element tritium and Kr 85 release into the canister air.
In the recent years major progress had been made in the design and licen-
sing of away-from-reactor interim storage facilities for spent LWR fuel in-
volving the now well known transport-/storage casks made of nodular cast
iron (4,5). Because of invest cost savings in the built-up to capacity
needs and for flexibility reasons this concept has been adopted and made
the reference for interim storage of HTR fuel too. Effort, however, is con-
centrated to rationalize the LWR cask design by taking credit of the typi-
cal HTR fuel element characteristics. Representatives of this HTR specific
concept are the prototype casks (fig. 6 ) , loaded with about 2000 spent AVR
fuel elements contained in the 1000 element AVR canisters and operated at
KFA since the end of 1982 in a demonstration programme (6).
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3.2 R&D&D Work on Interim Storage

Principal goals of the current activities at KFA are to

- experimentally demonstrate the safety of dry storage of spent HTR fuel

elements and to

- provide data for the licensing of corresponding commercial storage facili-

ties.

Besides the mentioned demonstrations of the safe interim storage by opera-

ting the AVR dry storage facility (AVR-TL) and the 2 prototype transport-/

storage casks the R&D programme on interim storage comprises

- completion of the data base of storage-relevant characteristics of spent

HTR fuel

- definition of the release mechanisms of fission products from the fuel un-

der normal and accident conditions and the fine-tuning of the appropriate

release model.

Under interim storage conditions the radioactive gaseous nuclides Kr 85 and

H-3 can be released only, and in consequence these are the two principal nu-

clides measured in this programme.

Examinations comprise measurement of

release from fuel
elements

release from AVR

(1000 pebble)

canisters

a) H-3 & Kr 85 concentrations in

- AVR-( 50 pebble) canisters | under normal

- AVR-(1000 pebble) canisters J temperature

- experimental canisters at accident temperature

- the space volume of the

transport-/storage casks

- the AVR-TL storage cell

b) Gamma- and neutron dose rates at surface of

- AVR canisters

- transport-/storage casks

c) Temperatures and their distribution on

- the outer surface of AVR canisters (and ambient)

- inner & outer surface of transport-/storage casks (and ambient)
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3.3 Present status and conclusions

From the numerous individual experimental results obtained so far the fol-

lowing picture has evolved:

a) the average fractional release of tritium per year from spent AVR fuel

elements is<10° 3 for 40°C, and < 2 x 10"3 for 140T.

The rate controlling process is absorbtion/desorbtion in the fuel ele-

ment matrix, and exchange reactions with HLO/Hp play a major role. Prac-

tically all tritium is present as HTO in the canisters filled in air

b) the fractional release of Kr 85 per year from any spent AVR fuel element

depends on the - unaccessable by non-destructive measurement - failed

particle fraction. Fractional Kr 85 release per year from high burn-up
-4

fuel element with practically no irradiation failed particles is< 10
for 40°C and about 3 x 10"4 at 140°C.

c) measurements in connection with the AVR-TL storage facility have shown
-4release rates of^ 10 Ci/year for both tritium and Krypton which seems

to correspond to the leak tightness of the canisters. These figures are

by magnitudes below the license tolerances. No problems had to be encoun-

tered during loading and operation of this facility.

d) measurements in connection with the 2 loaded prototype casks have shown:

- the leak rates of the loading lids to be < 10" mbar 1/s

- the Y~dose rates 3 months after loading to be^ll mR/h at surface

- a n-dose rate maximum of 0.4 mrem/h between the two cask end faces

about 1 m apart

- the temperature levels at cask surfaces within prediction.

From R&D&D effort spent so far we conclude that safe interim storage of

spent HTGR fuel based on present concepts can be

- technically realized and

- regarded as safe and licensable.

For the interim storage of spent fuel elements from the THTR plant the con-

cept is based on transport-/storage casks with a capacity of one canister
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for 2.100 pebbles. For larger follow-up plants a modified and optimized con-

cept with larger transport/storage casks is envisaged.

4. Final Storage

4.1 Background for R&D programme planning

In the FRG planning and development work is in an advanced state for a go-

vernment controlled repository for radioactive waste in the Gorleben salt

dome in the north of the country. Several techniques have been proposed and

are being developed for the different types of waste which later have to

qualify for acceptance by special quality assurance systems.

Heat generation and dissipation, radiation levels and safe containment i.e.

immobilization of the radioactivity beyond the operating phase of the repo-

sitory are the governing factors. Which particular concept will eventually

be agreed for the final storage of the spent HTR pebbles has not yet been

defined. In the mean time R&D effort is geared to obtaining basis data on

the spent HTR fuel at estimated repository conditions. Experimental data

are being collected on the existing material viz. spent pebbles discharged

from the AVR plant.

Because of the low heat generation and limited amount of fissile + actinide

inventories per volume unit and the expected good behaviour of the spent

fuel pebbles in respect of their mechanical properties, chemical stability

of the graphitic matrix \nd basic containment function of the fuel particle

coatings this material codld\ qualify for the bore hole technique chosen for

certain classes of medium active waste. The typical bore hole geometry is a

diametre of 90 - 100 cm and 300 m depth as drilled from the repository gal-

lery levels, and the preliminary concept infact comprises canister type con-

tainers with the pebbles loose or fixed with a suitable filling material

for minimization of the remaining space volume. Backfilling techniques will

be developed for an early and safe enclosure of the containers. Components

for such a bore hole technique had already been designed in the mid-seven-

ties for a demonstration test with up to 100.000 spent AVR fuel pebbles con-

tained in 100 canisters in the ASSE salt mine (8). Although the complete fa-

cility had been fully commisioned, this test was never realized.
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4.2 R&D Work on Final Storage

R&D work at KFA on final storage of HTR fuel involves labscale experiments

on spent fuel behaviour under relevant conditions and development work on a

suitable concept based on the bore hole technique.

4.2.1 Labscale work

Some preliminary work on fuel characteristics under conditions of the ASSE

salt mine was carried out and reported in connection with the planned demon-

stration test in that salt mine. No significant damage to irradiated intact

fuel elements could be detected.

The present experimental programme comprises:

- examination of the leach resistance of spent AVR fuel in relevant brine

with priority given to THTR fuel elements irradiated in the AVR Core and

- clarification of the leaching mechanisms

Test conditions have been linked up with boundary conditions known from re-

pository planning for the bore hole field for medium active waste:

typical temperature 55°C

maximum temperature 100°C

hydrostatic pressure 130 bar

brine composition: Saturated Solutions of the quinary system NaCl-KCl-

MgCl2-Na2S04-H20 ("Q")

The present programme plan involves leach tests at

55°C, normal pressure on intact fuel elements

90°C, 130 bar & normal pressure on intact fuel elements

90°C, 130 bar, on defect particles

25°C, normal pressure on matrix samples taken from intact fuel

elements (screen test on a variety of brine compositi-

ons)

Concentrations of Cs 137, Sr 90, Eu 154, Actinides and Heavy Metals are me-

asured in the brine and sediments.

Only preliminary results on Cs 137 and Sr 90 release into brine solutions

at 40°C from a 2 year orientation programme are available (Fig. 4). It is

planned to extend the temperature range in the leach test programme to
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200°C to cover the boundary conditions for bore hole disposal of high level

waste too.

4.2.2 Concept Development Work

Work on a broader scale has been resumed at KFA in 1983 to develop the bore

hole technique as a suitable disposal method for fuel element claddings,

other medium active waste from LWR fuel reprocessing and spent HTR fuel ele-

ments. This mid-term programme involves

- concept definition on agreed boundary conditions

- development and testing of necessary components

- safety analysis studies

- in-situ tests of bore hole seals and back filling

- a demonstration test with real waste including canisters filled with

spent AVR fuel pebbles in the ASSE salt mine.

For the latter two programme items a pre-programme is underway since seve-

ral years with the objective to provide fully tested measuring gear for the

in-situ testing. These tests are carried out in the unused "AVR storage

field" in the ASSE salt mine, while for the actual in-situ tests prepara-

tion of a new test field in deeper formations of the ASSE salt dome is envi-

sages.

It is understood that - though this demonstration test should become as re-

pository-relevant as possible - all active waste used in this programme

must be fully recovered and removed from this mine which, at present, is

closed for disposal of any further radioactive waste.

Time planning envisages the in-situ testing to start in 1986. The programme

does not yet involve development work on specific waste containers, but -

in case of spent HTR fuel elements - is presently based on the existing AVR-

1000 pebble-canister.

4.3 Present Status

The present situation is as follows:

- spent fuel from AVR and THTR plants has been included in the waste cata-

logue for the FRG repository. This does not yet imply acceptance of this

material, however
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- planning has not yet reached a stage where specifications for the accep-

tance of spent HTR fuel can be laid down. As with other waste these will

have to be developed stepwise

- the necessary data base on which to judge longterm characteristics and

leach resistance of HTR fuel elements has yet to be extablished

- the proposed bore hole concept needs detailed development and connected

safety analysis work for the HTR fuel case. In-situ testing has been

strongly recommended

-although much work needs to be done, we trust that final disposal of HTR

fuel in the FRG repository will be technically acceptable and the techni-

cal means be available in due time.
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R&D PROGRAMME ITEMS

Temperature Field

H-3 * Kr 85 concentration
in storaqe tubes

H-3 & Kr 85 concentration
inside Canister with
fittings

Concrete Shielded Cell with Tube
Rack for 72 Canisters f i l l e d with
950 spent AVR Fuel Pebbles

Fig. 5: AVR Dry Storage Facility (AVR-TL) and
Items of the connected measurement programme

Protecting Lid

Trunnion-%
.hielding Lid

AVR-FE
Canisters

Cast Body ,--

GNS Transport- and Storage Cask
CASTOR-AVR

Protecting Lid
•»~V

Trunnion
Shielding Lid

AVR-FE
Canisters

Cast Body

Transport- and Storage Cask
TN-AVR2

Fig. 6: Prototype Casks for Transportation/Storage
of Spherical HTR Fuel Elements
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INTERIM DRY FUEL STORAGE FOR MAGNOX REACTORS

N. Bradley National Nuclear Corporation, Risley, Warrington
C. Ealing GEC Energy Systems Ltd, Whetstone, Leicester

1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Out of the 20 U.K. supplied Magnox Gas Cooled Reactors
(MGRs) Power Stations, 18 are located in the United Kingdom.
At the time that the original National Nuclear Policy was
established the overall scene encompassed chemical reprocessing
to recover the plutonium produced in the MGRs as a fuel supply
for future fast reactors. The high level waste from the re-
processing plant was to be temporarily stored as liquid in high
integrity tanks pending the establishment of ultimate disposi-
tion in a repository in some suitable form yet to be determined.

This also was consistent with the uncertainties and unknown
long term availability of world uranium ore supplies. Further-
more, the then predictions of chemical reprocessing costs
appeared to be offset by the future worth ascribed to the value
of recovered plutonium to be used in fast reactors. It was
further considered that the ultimate treatment and disposal of
the high level waste liquors would not significantly affect the
prediction of power generation cost. At that time other
countries assumed a similar position regarding chemical repro-
cessing, eg Italy and Japan where the other two MGR stations
had been supplied.

At the same time Canada, which had committed itself to
natural uranium fuel reactors, had followed the opposite route
of not reprocessing, also coupled with the assumption that the
ultimate disposal route for the irradiated fuel could be re-
solved later. In the meantime they could conveniently provide
medium term buffer storage of the irradiated fuel in water ponds.

In the UK the practice of short term buffer storage in
water ponds prior to chemical reprocessing had already been es-
tablished on the early gas cooled reactors at Calder Hall. Thus
the choice of water pond buffer storage for MGR stations logi-
cally followed the national policy decision to reprocess. The
majority of the buffer storage period would take place at the
reprocessing plant with only a nominal 100 days targeted at the
station. Various inflexibilities in the transportation/repro-
cessing route caused this period to lengthen, and since Magnox
clad fuel is not suitable for long term pond storage, alterna-
tive methods of storage on future stations was considered
desirable.
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The then operating experience of MGRs indicated that fuel
not exposed to the highest temperatures or neutron fluxes was in
a "pristine" condition even if it had been in the reactor for
four years. In addition the experience with failed fuel, dry
stored in CO2 filled bottles which were stored in the ponds,
gave additional confidence that storage in a dry CO2 atmosphere
would be such a suitable alternative.

Modification of the then new Oldbury contract was contem-
plated but following review of the implications it was concluded
the changes were too extensive to contemplate. However, because
of the perceived cost and technical advantages, the ultimate MGR
(Wylfa) was specified as having a dry buffer store, Fig l(b).
The station is supplied with three cells each comprising a cluster
of CO2 filled fuel tubes, each tube containing 12 elements stacked
vertically. The fuel tubes are cooled externally by natural
draught induced atmospheric air flow across the tube bank, thus
providing an entirely passive system. The excellent operating
experience of this dry buffer store, coupled with the desira-
bility of increasing the total MGR system dry storage capacity,
led to the addition at Wylfa of two large vaults, Fig l(c).
These were air cooled by a recirculation system dissipating its
heat to water coolers, ref (1). These latter stores have also
performed excellently over the past 5 years since they were
licensed and commissioned.

2 REAPPRAISAL UNDER 1983 CONDITIONS

Several countries have declared an interest in small to
medium size nuclear power stations that are proven by experience,
relatively unsophisticated, easy to license, and suitable for
compliance with nuclear safeguard requirements. The natural
uranium fuel MGR of Oldbury with its prestressed concrete pressure
vessel containing the reactor and boiler units is a suitable
candidate to meet this combination of requirements, and has been
operating successfully for 15 years with a life load factor of
80%.

A major safeguard advantage of MGR is that the feed fuel
does not need special NPT safeguard provisions. If, in addition,
irradiated fuel is not being shipped from the site on a routine
basis, then safeguards through containment and surveillance
measures is markedly eased, ie indicating fuel storage rather
than reprocessing is preferable.

In addition to safeguard considerations the economic picture
of the fuel cycle is transformed by the following changes which
all point to storage;

(a) The costs of chemical reprocessing have considerably
escalated from the early estimates.

(b) Ample supplies of low cost uranium ore and surplus
enrichment capacity both reduce the incentive to
recover fissile material from the irradiated fuel.
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(c) The development timescale of the fast breeder reactor
is recognised as more protracted.

(d) Proven irradiation of MGR fuel has increased from 3000
to 6000 MWd/Te, thus reducing the quantity of fuel to
be stored.

Today the purchase of an MGR Power Station with dry fuel
storage and without commitment to reprocess would be a rational
decision for a country initiating a nuclear power programme,

3 DRY STORE REQUIREMENTS

The selected interim storage period affects the
store design concept. National policies on 'reprocessing versus
conditioning1 prior to disposal, and the state of the inter-
national economic market for irradiated fuel as an alternative
feedstock to uranium ore, cannot be predicted with any degree of
certainty. The likely uncertainty range has been suggested as
30 to 100 years, ref (2), this time range stretching from the
power station operating life to the return to "greenfield"
decommissioning of the power station site, respectively.

Storage concepts may be developed as derivations of exist-
ing U.K. dry'buffer'store experience, see Fig 1. This latter
definition refers to a holding store prior to chemical repro-
cessing and thus ideally the storage positions are reuseable
for further fuel assemblies. If reprocessing is intended, the
storage and handling of bare uncontainerised fuel assemblies for
transmission to the reprocessing system is desirable to avoid
empyting and catering for the residual containers at the repro-
cessing plant. There is no fundamental reason why such a store
concept cannot be extended to provide interim storage.

An alternative approach to the interim storage requirement
is a concept in which the fuel assembly is sealed into its own
high integrity dedicated container, the store being designed on
the basis of 100 years of maintenance free storage, A detailed
design of such a store for AGR fuel is nearing completion,
ref (2).

The paper separately describes two such design approaches
which could be used depending upon the prevailing conditions
applicable to a specific Purchaser. In both cases fuel is dis-
charged from the reactor refuelling machine into a preparation
cell. Inside this cell, clusters of six elements in four layers
high are assembled on a supporting rack for further handling as
a combined fuel assembly unit. Since no specific provision is
made for an initial decay period prior to interim storage, the
environment for the fuel assemblies is CO2 to ensure that
fuel/clad temperature limitations are conservatively met in the
initial stages of fuel element heat decay.
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4 FUEL PREPARATION FACILITY (FPF)

Irradiated fuel is removed from the on load reactors using
a fully shielded refuelling machine designed to operate at CO2
coolant pressure whilst coupled to the reactor. The refuelling
machine transfers fuel to the Fuel Preparation Facility (FPF)
for preparatory operations before storage. This facility is
typically located centrally between the reactors of a twin
reactor station to allow access with the refuelling machine,
see Fig 6. Prepared fuel is removed from the FPF using a dry
store charge machine and loaded direct into the storage vault.
The refuelling machine and the charge machine are both gantry
mounted, fully shielded and natural convection cooled machines,
evolved from the extensive remote fuel handling experience
derived from the British magnox reactor programme.

The FPF provides the following functions for each of the dry
store designs described in this paper:

(a) Receives fuel from the refuelling machine into a dry CO2
environment.

(b) Loading of the support rack to form the circumferential
•array of six elements stacked four high whilst maintaining
the CO2 environment.

(c) Transfer the loaded support rack to a location accessible
by the dry store charge machine.

(d) Allow loading of empty (new) support racks prior to load-
ing with fuel.

The alternative store design 'B' provides for the con-
tainerisation of the fuel and requires the additional
functions;

(e) Loading the empty (new) storage container with enclosed
support rack.

(f) Closure of the storage container; remote welding of the
container closure after fuel loading; leak testing of the
closure weld.

(g) Cutting of storage containers so that fuel can be re-
moved from a container in the event of a fault in the
closure welding process or for interim fuel inspection
during storage.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate FPF-arrangements for the
two store designs described in this paper both showing a CO2
filled reception cell and an adjoining air filled transfer
corridor. The reception cell and transfer corridor are
connected by a loading port having special features determined
by the store design.
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Whilst coupled to a reception cell access port, the re-
fuelling machine is depressurised to atmospheric pressure, the
cell closure plug removed, fuel loaded into the FPF and the
loading cycle completed by replacing the plug and repressurising
the machine.

The transfer corridor houses a transfer carriage that
allows movements of an empty support rack to the loading port
and after fuel loading, subsequent movement to the dry store
charge machine loading station where the loaded support rack
containing 24 fuel elements is removed to the store.

For the uncontainerised store design 'A' the transfer
carriage provides the confinement boundary around the support
rack that allows the retention of a local CO2 environment during
loading and transfer operations.

For the containerised store design 'B' the storage con-
tainer is used for this purpose, but requires special purpose
equipment at the loading port to allow remote welding and in-
spection of the container closure. The design of the loading/
welding port for the container prevents contamination of the
outer surfaces of the container during the loading, closure
and welding operations. A container cutting machine is located
in the floor of the reception cell and faulted containers are
removed from the loading port position using an in-cell overhead
crane.

The reception cell and transfer corridor equipment will
achieve the design fuel handling rate (around one support rack
per 24 hours) with a high degree of reliability achieved by a
developed design and regular workshop maintenance of important
items of equipment. This equipment will be replaced by identi-
cal "modules" allowing fuel handling to proceed whilst the spare
module is maintained in adjacent workshops.

5 DRY STORE - DESIGN A

The accumulated experience of existing magnox storage
facilities ref (3) is incorporated into the uncontainerised
fuel dry vault design described and illustrated in Figure 3 (a).
The store may be located separately from the reactor building
as a self contained unit using an on-site fuel transport
flask to transfer fuel between the reactor and store. This
alternative is used for the Fig 3(a) illustration showing two
modules. Alternatively the store may be directly linked to
the reactor building via the transfer corridor as illustrated
in Fig 2(a) and Fig 6.

The concrete vault provides the air cooling ducts and the
biological shielding for a vertical array of fuel storage tubes.
Each storage tube is closed at its upper end by a removable
fully shielding closure plug forming an engineered leaktight
primary confinement boundary. The tube material is carbon steel
with an external anti-corrosion protective treatment. The
storage tubes (containers) are supported from the floor of the
vault and penetrate the charge face created by the vault roof.
When loaded, each storage tube contains one support rack of fuel.
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Each storage tube is conne'cted to a common manifold system
composed of small bore pipework.

Decay heat from the spent fuel is indirectly rejected to
the environment entirely by highly reliable passive heat trans-
fer processes. Primary heat rejection from the spent fuel to
the sealed containment envelope is by radiation and convection.
Secondary heat rejection from the outside of the containment
envelope to the environment is produced by a self regulating
natural thermosyphon buoyancy driven cooling flow using ambient
air flowing over the outside of the storage tubes. This cool-
ing air flow is drawn by buoyancy forces from the outside of
the vault, via ducting, and then across the tube bank before
exiting to the atmosphere via the discharge ducts.

Because the fuel is indirectly cooled, there is no contact
between the primary cooling air environment within the contain-
ment envelope and the secondary cooling air discharged to the
atmosphere.

Cross-flow thermosyphon air cooling has been adopted in
preference to axial flow cooling because of the benefits it
bestows to this design, the chief being:

(a) This mode of air cooling has already been shown to be
effective from the theoretical and actual operating
data obtained from the operating vault stores that were
built into the Wylfa nuclear power station, ref (1) and
(4).

(b) There are no internal structures to delineate the air
flow, thereby enabling oost reductions to be achieved,
The"long term corrosion of internal structures is
avoided by their deletion.

(c) The volume of the storage vault is used more efficiently
because a top plenum for the exit cooling air is not
required•

(d) The warm exit air does not flow across the underside of
the charge face, which can ease the thermal and structural
problems in the charge face structure.

(e) The air resistance of the tube array is small for cross
flow, enabling a greater flow and hence lower fuel temper-
atures, for a given heat load in the store.

For magnox fuel, storage in an inert environment is
necessary until fuel temperatures have fallen to 150°C when
storage in air is possible. This temperature is reached
approximately 100 days after removal from the reactor. Thus,
a short term operating mode is necessary for the store using
CO2 gas within the storage tube. In this mode, the tubes
would be held at a slight positive pressure and the retention
of this environment would be ensured by continuous monitoring
via the manifold system. After the initial (100 days) cooling
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period the storage tubes would be opened to a small absolute/ISI
filter and exhauster system via the manifold pipework and the
interior of the storage tubes reduced to a light negative
pressure. In this mode, the storage environment is essentially-
air and this will be maintained for the remainder of the storage
period. Storage of fuel in air avoids the risk of dilution or
loss of the design environment during the storage period.

If leaks develop in the containment envelope formed by the
storage tubes and their closures then air would flow inwards and
then be discharged to the environment via the filter. Any in-
crease in the volume of air flow through the exhaust system
(that will be nominally zero in normal circumstances) can pro-
vide positive continuous monitoring of the leak-tightness of
the containment envelope. There are, therefore, in addition to
the fuel cladding, two engineered barriers against the possible
release of radionuclides to the environment during the long term
storage mode.

(a) The containment envelope formed by the storage tube and
closure plug.

(b) The depression within the storage tube.

The diverse nature of these engineered barriers constitutes
a high integrity confinement system with a high degree of pro-
tection against common mode failure. It should be pointed out
that the radiological hazard contained within the storage tubes
and outside of the fuel cladding is relatively mild comprising
largely of the surface deposits arising from reactor operation.
If temperature limits are reliably maintained, then significant
release of radionuclides from the fuel element, even if cladding
defects exist, can be avoided. The demands upon the containment
system integrity are therefore largely dictated by the storage
temperature of the fuel. The store containment and cooling
system is illustrated schematically in Fig 3(b).

The storage tubes are individually removable from the
vault for inspection or replacement by a simple vertical lift
using the charge machine. The charge machine replaces a storage
tube that has been removed by a temporary shield plug to rein-
state the charge face shielding integrity. With the storage
tubes removed, no permanent steelwork structures or monitoring
pipework exists within the storage vault, that could be subject
to long term degradation by corrosion.

The ability to monitor continuously and replace, if
necessary, the complete primary containment boundary, allows
the design to be applied to very long term storage applications..

The charge machine is capable of incorporating the
necessary inspection and monitoring equipment so that the
fuel assemblies in the tubes can be inspected when desired.
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Remote viewing inspection equipment on the machine can
visually examine any chosen assembly at any time, simply by
visiting the chosen storage tube and hoisting the assembly into
the machine. Gamma-ray spectroscopy can also be installed to
gain some idea of radioactive inventory and hence irradiation
history, burn-up etc. This facility can also provide individual
characterisation for each fuel assembly.

6 DRY STORE - DESIGN B

This interim dry store was initially designed to the re-
quirements of the UK Generating Board as a National Dry Store for
their AGR reactors ref (2). The detailed design work has now
been completed and manufacturing supply specifications drawn up.
A preliminary safety report has already been reviewed by the UK
Licensing Authority and the pre—construction safety report is
planned for submission in Spring 1984. Design work has been
carried out to show that the same store is equally applicable
to storage of Light water reactor fuel and high level waste
storage ref (3).

This section of the paper describes how the same interim
store modules may be used in conjunction with a magnox reactor
power station to hold the total lifetime production of irradiated
fuel. The principal features that have been built into the
storage concept are:

(a) 100 year storage capability.

(b) Passive open cycle natural draught air cooling.

(c) Fuel in unpressurised, high integrity, welded containers.

(d) Uncontaminated store vaults.

(e) Low risk of activity release solid or gaseous.

(f) Containers retrievable on demand.

(g) Corrosion control,

(h) Safeguard provisions.

(i) Simple reinforced concrete structure.

(j) Handles hazards; wind, seismic, and aircraft.

An isometric of the vaults and container handling machine
within the weatherproof secondary building is shown in Fig 5.
Each vault is of a cuboid shape approximately 15 metres internal
dimension. A reinforced concrete storage matrix is supported
round three edges of the vault with one side partially integrated
with the wall to act as a seismic fixture. The matrix is pene-
trated by steel lined cooling channels each holding two fuel
containers, each fuelling channel having corresponding access
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holes in the vault roof. The roof shield plug is removed by the
container handling machine when container transfer takes place.
The natural draught air cooling flow enters the openings in the
weatherproof building and the building acting as a large plenum
chamber to smooth out external wind pressure variations. Air
enters the storage vault through 16 inlet ducts , flows under the
storage matrix, and then upwards over the containers within the
channels. From the outlet plenum it passer? through the shielding
labyrinth up the stack. A portion of the air in the hot outlet
plenum is entrained by the stack driven kinetic energy of the
incoming cold air and recirculated through the venturi/ejectors
to provide preheating to the inlet plenum chamber. This pre-
heating ensures environmental control to eliminate corrosion
and permits all the internal vault components, including the
containers, to be manufactured from time proven carbon steel.

The physical design of the vault is very simple, the design
know-how consisting primarily in having the knowledge to choose
the correct geometry, and secondly the ability to predict the
performance and specify the method of operation.

The design of the vault has many features similar to gas
cooled reactors, but nevertheless the low forces available with
natural draught have required extension of the areas of knowledge
by further development testing ref (3). Development tests speci-
fic to the storage vaults have now been completed in four areas:

(a) Drop tests of the containers to show that the shock
absorbing provisions are adequate.

(b) Tests of the venturi/ejector recirculation device to
determine the geometry for maximum efficiency and
uniform mixture temperature.

(c) Temperature and flow distributions in the upper plenum
chamber.

(d) Stack detection and subsequent vault location of any
leaking containers.

There are many examples of corrosion experience similar to
those shown in Fig 4 which demonstrate both indefinite life
of bare carbon steel under controlled conditions and premature
failure in uncontrolled environments. For the required design
life of 100 years without component replacement, (which would
be protracted and costly), there are no materials or protective
treatments which have proven evidence of durability for a 100
year life.

Using modern techniques, recent development work in support
of gas cooled reactors has more precisely quantified the relative-
ly earlier crude text book experiments to relate corrosion rate,
relative humidity, and surface contamination. In general it can
be said that the most likely locations for power stations would
require the relative humidity at the metal surface temperatures
to be held below 32% if corrosion is to be negligible. The use
of the venturi ejector ensures that sufficient outlet air is
recirculated to meet this lifetime requirement.
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The modular form of construction is shown in Fig 6 where
an initial build of 2 x 300 MW reactor stations could have
four vaults, suitable for the first 12 years operation. One
vault could be added every 3 years throughout the rest of the
plant operating life.

The containers are CO2 filled to provide enhanced margin
against internal corrosion/fuel clad defects in storage. In the
event that one of these high integrity containers should develop
a leak and that container should also contain a defective fuel
clad element, any activity leakage rate is sufficiently slow to
be detected by the stack monitor; the container location system
used to locate the offending container; and for the offending
container to be removed and returned to the containerising
facility, thus terminating the incident.

The feature of maintaining the exterior surface of the
containers free from radioactive contamination means that the
container handling operations and the vault stores only require
shielding and cooling provisions.

The facility takes into consideration the need for physical
containment and surveillance measures that complement the IAEA
NPT safeguards based upon materials accountancy procedures. The
concrete enclosure of the long term fuel store provides a con-
tainment measure of very high integrity. Access penetrations
to the facility have been reduced to the minimum necessary and
arrangements have been made to preclude withdrawal of fuel
containers from the store and their removal from the reactor
site. The range of surveillance measures considered to supple-
ment the inherent 'containment' feature of the spent fuel storage
system are seals, radiation detectors and optical systems.
Proposals for a comprehensive set of such measures are being
actively formulated.
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TABLE A

TECHNICAL DATA FOR 2 x 300 MWe
MGR STATION FUEL STORE

Fuel type

Element length

Dia over spacer fins

Dia fuel bar

Avg number elements/wk

Avg number support racks/wk

Uranium metal bar with
Magnox clad

mm 1100

mm 91

28

192

8

Storage positions/vault module

Quadrants/vault module

Fuel elements/support rack

Support rack/container

Support rack/store position

Years storage/vault

Vault rating

Max fuel temp (CO2)

Design air inlet temp

kW

°C

°C

Design

896

4

24

-

1

2

215

•A1 Design «B'

625

1

24

1

2

3

300

350 (for storage)

30
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Introduction

Two fuel cycles are considered for utilization in high temperature
gas-cooled reactors (HTR's): the high-enriched thorium-uranium
(HEU = 93 % U-235) and the low-enriched uranium (LEU = 8-12 %
U-235) fuel concept [i].

For both fuel compositions suitable reprocessing procedures are
required which are capable to separate the actinides thorium,
uranium and plutonium from fission products and from each other.
In any case, the processes under consideration utilize Tri-n-
butylphosphate (TBP) together with a straight-chain paraffinic
diluent (Cg-C-|4, to day usually dodecane) as extractant in an
aqueous nitrate system; most commonly, the related processes
are known by the acronyms PUREX and THOREX.

The PUREX process has become the reprocessing procedure quite
generally used for all fuel types containing natural, slightly
or highly enriched uranium together with lower or higher contents
of plutonium. The THOREX process on the other hand has been
developed to separate thorium, uranium and fission products from
thorium based irradiated fuel.

Generally, the utilization of the thorium fuel cycle is most
attractive for High Temperature Reactors. On the other hand, the
strong recommendation of INFCE to abandon the use of high-enriched
uranium for nuclear energy applications virtually rules out the
thorium fuel cycle, since economic utilization of thorium as a
fertile material requires the use of high-enriched U-235. Thus,
it was decided in the Federal Republic of Germany to switch over,
at least for the foreseeable future, to the low enrichment
uranium-plutonium fuel cycle, well aware of its economic short-
comings [2] •

In this paper various THOREX flowsheets as well as a PUREX
variant suitable for LEU fuel reprocessing are described. Both
processes have in common that the main stream is always presented
by the fertile material, that means thorium and U-238,
respectively.

Graphite containing fuel elements of HTR's require a more laborious
head-end procedure than does metal clad fuel. Details are described
elsewhere [3,4j and are not dealt with in this paper. In general,
the head-end procedure does not influence the aqueous chemical
process because after dissolution, the history of the fuel has
disappaered almost completely. However, if too much carbon is left
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in the fuel after burning off the graphite (viz. more than 0.1 %
carbon in the ash) problems might encounter in the solvent
extraction. By reaction of the graphite with HNO3 oxalic acid
can be produced. Oxalic acid formes complexes with plutonium,
thus a satisfactory plutonium recovery in the extraction step
may be upset. This fact must be taken into account if low
enriched fuel is to be processed in a PUREX plant after having
burned the graphit fuel elements in a special head-end extension.
It is a very important drawback of the thorium fuel cycle that
ThO2 and (Th,U)02 do not dissolve in pure HNO3, on the contrary
to UO2• The common reagent for the dissolution of thorium bearing
fuel is the so-called THOREX reagent [5]. It consists of

13 M HNO.,; 0.05 M F~; 0.1 M Al 3 +

The fluoride ions do not catalyze only the thorium dissolution
but cause also corrosion of the dissvoler system. No influence
of the fluoride on the extraction has been reported so far. The
aluminium contained in the THOREX solution serves as complexing
agent for F~, thus reducing the corrosion, particularly in the
initial phase. The Al has a minor effect as a salting-out, reagent
in the extraction step, on the other hand it increases the waste
volume because it accompanies the fission products.

HistgrY_of_thorium/uranium_solvent_extraction

The first technical-scale separation of irradiated thorium-uranium
fuel was achieved in 19 52 with the so-called THOREX process No. 2
[6].

Examples of the successful application of variations of THOREX
flowsheets are the reprocessing of more than 850 tons of
irradiated thorium in existing USAEC plants at Savannah River
and Hanford yielding 1.4 tons of purified U-233 [7,8]. Since the
burnup of the fuel was rather low, the concentration of uranium
in the irradiated thorium did scarcely exceed 0.2 %.

Preferentially, the flowsheets first developed at the Knolls
Atomic Power Laboratory [9] and at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
[6] have been applied.

Because these flowsheets made use of high concentrations of
Al(NO3)3 as salting-out reagent ORNL developed in the late 19 50's
the so-called Acid THOREX process, in which nitric acid is
substituted for most of the aluminium nitrate [1O]. The need'for
reprocessing of fuel with a larger uranium content arised for
the first time from the primary fuel loading of Consolidated
Edison Company's Indian Point-1 nuclear power plant. The fresh
fuel was composed of 94 % Th and 6 % U. Although the preliminary
tests with the Acid THOREX process flowsheet have proved its
suitability, the fuel from this reactor was later processed by
Nuclear Fuel Services plant at West Valley applying an Interim-2 3
flowsheet, capable only for recovery of uranium.

In the Federal Republic of Germany the necessity for reprocessing
of thorium fuel came up in the sixties with the advent of HTR
commercialisation. Farbwerke Hoechst in cooperation with KFA has
optimized the dual cycle THOREX process flowsheet, originally
proposed by BRUCE et al-[11].
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The JUPITER experimental facility at KFA-Julich was designed to
reprocess 2 kg/day of heavy metal of spent (Th,U)02 AVR fuel
[12]. This development work was greatly impaired by the decision
to abandon the use of high enriched uranium, as already mentioned.

THOREX FLOWSHEETS

Like the PUREX process, the different variants of the THOREX
process use a 30 % solution of TBP in an organic solvent such
as kerosine. The extraction behaviour of thorium, however,
requires the use of a salting agent. In the first THOREX process
A1(NO3>3 was used, this salt being present in the feed solution
anyway after the dissolution of aluminium-bearing fuel elements.
In contrast, thorium-containing fuel elements from power reactors
do not contain aluminum, and the addition of Al (1̂ 03)3 to feed
solutions would lead to an undesirable increase in the waste
volume during reprocessing. Thus, processes using this salting
agent will not be discussed further.

Thorium may also be salted out by HNO3, which is relatively easy
to recycle and destroy, and virtually all of the processes taken
into consideration today use this acid as a salting agent.

In designing a THOREX flow sheet, it must be recognised that a
second organic phase (third phase) is precipitated if too high
a loading of the organic phase occurs. This phase consists of
TBP and thorium and perturbs the function of the extraction
apparatus due to its physical properties. THOREX flowsheets must
therefore be designed such that the formation of this third phase
can be avoided with certainty. Maximum loadings of thorium in the
organic phase should be limited to about 30 % of the theoretical
capacity.

Fig. 1 shows a generalized flowsheet of the extraction step of
the THOREX processes. Due to the poor extraction of thorium, a
comparatively high flow ratio of the organic to the aqueous
phases is required. At a working temperature of 20°C the feed
concentration must be limited to about 1 mol/1 of thorium if the
third phase formations is to be avoided. However, since the
formation of the third phase is also influenced by the acid
concentration, it is also necessary to limit the overall supply
of HNO3 via the feed solution and scrub. Formulated more
generally: the feed solution either contains 1 mol/1 HNO3 and
the scrub 0.01 to 0.1 mol/1 HNO3, or the feed solution does not
contain any HNO3 and the scrub contains 1 mol/1 HNO3.

However, the relatively low supply of acid via the feed solution
and scrub will lead to high thorium losses via the waste flow
due to the poor extractability of thorium. For this reason,
concentrated HNO3 is added to the aqueous stream shortly before
it leaves the extraction apparatus. With the resulting acid
concentration, the thorium losses are reduced to an acceptable
level. Here, the formation of the third phase is not possible
due to the low concentrations of thorium.

The first THOREX process, which uses only HNO3 a s a salting
agent, was developed by ORNL [13], An Al (1̂ 03)3 content of less
than 0.1 M in the feed solution results from the use of THOREX
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solution for dissolving the fuel. The process uses a feed
solution of 1.1 M Th(NC>3)4, a special feature being the acid
deficiency of about -0.15. The scrub solution is 1 M HNO3. The
acid deficiency is adjusted by steam stripping of the feed
solution. Fission product decontamination (particularly with
respect to zirconium) is improved due to the low acid concen-
tration. On the other hand, undesirable precipitates can be
encountered during feed adjustment of high burnup fuels from
power reactors. For this reason, a dual cycle THOREX process
was developed by Farbwerke Hoechst as part of the German project
of reprocessing thorium-bearing fuel from HTR's [14].

The dual cycle process (Tab. 1) uses a 1 M HNO3 feed solution in
the first cycle and a 0.1 M HNO3 scrub, thus avoiding hydrolytic
precipitates during feed adjustment. After having separated the
main volume of fission products in the first cycle, an acid
deficient feed solution is used in the second cycle to reach the
desired decontamination factors. In this cycle the scrub is
1 M HNO3.

COMPARISON OF THE ACID WITH THE ACID DEFICIENT THOREX PROCESS

As already mentioned above, the acid THOREX process and the acid
deficient THOREX process differ very much in their HNO3 supply
via feed solution and scrub. The low HNO3 concentration of the
incoming scrub solution in the acid THOREX process suggests
that there is a substantially lower HNO3 concentration in the
scrub section. The question arises whether both flow sheets can
be stable in such different process configurations.

An analysis of the HNO3 profile by means of mixer-settlers and
pulsed columns provided the following results (Fig. 2):

Although the acid concentration in the vicinity of the scrub
inlet is lower in the acid THOREX process, it is still considerably
higher than expected and will then quickly rise to higher values
than in the acid deficient process. HNO3 is obviously transported
into the scrub section via the organic phase.

As can be demonstrated by McCabe-Thiele diagrams, the acid and
acid deficient THOREX processes differ only slightly in the
extraction part, the thorium concentration being slightly higher
in the vicinity of the feed point in the acid deficient THOREX
process. However, the influence on the scrub part is minor. The
extraction isotherms in the scrub section are almost equal for
both processes. The concentration of the organic product flows
differ due to the different volume flows.

CONSIDERATION FOR THOREX PROCESS SELECTION

The dual cycle THOREX process was developed for reprocessing
high-burn-up fuel for reasons mentioned above. Decontamination
factors of 104 for thorium and 10^ for uranium can be achieved
only with this process.

However, when looking at the entire thorium fuel cycle, the
question arises whether such high decontamination factors are
required at all. It is known that bred U-2 33 always contains a
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few 100 ppm U-232, which has some very radioactive daughters.
During refabrication, production amounts of U-2 3 3 can only ce
handled in hot cells, so that a solvent extraction decontamination
factor above 102 to 10^ is not necessary.

The same applies to reprocessed thorium which contains considerably
more Th-228 than its equilibrium value. Thorium, if recycled
immediately, must be processed in Hot Cells in the same way as
U-233. On the other hand, reprocessed thorium can also first be
stored for 10 half-lives of Th-228, i.e. for about 20 years, so
as to reach the radioactivity of unirradiated thorium again.
However, high decontamination factors are probably not worthwile
for this concept either. The most disturbing radionuclide, Zr-9 5,
with a half-life of 64 days, will have decayed completely. It is
also doubtfull that a very good purification of thorium by
solvent extraction will provide advantages with respect to other
radionuclides.

These considerations lead to the proposal to use a single-cycle
THOREX process for reprocessing thorium-bearing fuel from power
reactors. An optimized process with acid feed solution (1 M HNO3)
should be capable of providing the required decontamination
factors of up to about 10^ for both uranium and thorium. As
previously discussed,an acid deficient feed solution cannot be
used in a single-cycle operation due to the formation of
precipitates during feed adjustment.

Re-extraction can be accomplished both by a co-stripping and
by a partitioning process. In a single-cycle THOREX process,
joint re-extraction of thorium and uranium is only promising if
the aqueous solution produced is to be used either directly for
refabrication or after adding U-235. However, the fuel cycle can
be designed much more flexibly if uranium and thorium leave the
reprocessing plant separately; in other words, if the extraction
process is followed by partitioning.

A further argument against applying a co-stripping process is
the occurence of process-perturbing crud formations observed
in both mixer-settlers and pulse columns. Initially the crud
is formed in the vicinity of the inlet of the aqueous phase
by interaction with the unloaded organic phase, i.e. in those
places where the acid concentration is lowest.

In-depth investigations have shown that the presence of thorium
and decomposition products of TBP, especially DBP, will cause
emulsification. The disturbances due to emulsion propagates
from the place of origin along the entire extraction apparatus.

In cold experiments, the DBP concentration formed by hydrolysis
during the extraction process was sufficient for the formation
of a Th-DBP crud in the co-stripping stop. The disturbances due
to the crud could be avoided in mixer-settlers by substantially
reducing the flows (while maintaining the flow ratios). This
leads to sufficiently long residence times in the settler chambers
for the emulsion to separate again. Hot tests will have to show
whether this measure will suffice for high-burn-up fuel when
much higher DBP concentrations are to be expected.
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Our experiments have demonstrated that no crud formation takes
place if the acidity of the aqueous phase is higher than
0.4 M HNO3. Since partitioning is possible at this acidity, but
co-stripping only with serious process implications, partitioning
is the preferable procedure.

Recgmmended_Flow_Sheet

As a result of the above investigations and considerations, a
modified flowsheet is recommended for reprocessing high burnup
thorium-containing nuclear fuel, comprising each an extraction-,
partitioning- and an U-stripping cascade. It is based upon the
following principles:

- An extra co-extraction/decontamination cycle proved
to offer no decisive advantages. On the contrary,
crud formation problems1 arising in co-stripping of
thorium and uranium are difficult to overcome.

- Re-extraction should be carried out instead as Th/U
partitioning at high acidity in order to prevent
Th-DBP crud formation.

- For extraction, an acid feed solution should be used
because precipitates might be formed during adjustment
of acid deficiency. The decontamination factors
achieved should be sufficient, and difficulties
during feed adjustment are not expected.

- Lower acidity in the scrub section yields higher
decontamination factors for Zr/Nb, but lower ones
for Ru. If an effective Zr decontamination is
required, the formation of low extractable hydrolyzed
Zr species is advantageous. Therefore, it might be
worthwile to strive for a procedure which generates
the hydrolyzed Zr species in an aqueous feed solution
without producing precipitates.

The recommended flowsheet characteristics are schematically
depicted in table 2.

SELECTION OF THE EXTRACTION APPARATUS

Pulse columns as used for reprocessing LMFBR fuel should also
be used preferentially for reprocessing shortly cooled thorium-
bearing nuclear fuel. In pulse columns the significantly
shortened contact times of the organic phase with fissi.on
products lead to a reduced decomposition of TBP, especially to
DBP, as compared to mixer-settlers. Process disturbances
associated with the presence of DBP can thus be greatly reduced
when using pulse columns. Moreover, precipitates such as the
so-called "crud", formed from zirconium and DBP, present less
disturbance in pulse column operation due to the higher flow
velocity as compared to mixer-settlers where the crud formation
is likely to cause clogging, which will interrupt the whole
extraction process.
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An argument in favor of using pulse columns is also their
behaviour with regard to the third phase. First of all, the third
phase occurs more seldom in pulse columns than in mixer-settlers.
This may be attributed to a more rapid mixing of the phases. The
feed solution, for example, is distributed in the pulse column
in such a short time that formation of the third phase due to
locally elevated concentrations is avoided. For this reason,
pulse columns can, in principle, also be operated, with a higher
a/o ratio than mixer-settlers.

The following guidelines have been established for selecting
the continuous phase for the THOREX process in pulse columns:
At a flow ratio-of a/o s 0.3, a column with a continuous organic
phase has a much higher throughput. At a flow ratio of a/o * 1,
a column with continuous aqueous phase exhibits the higher
throughput. Thus, a continuous organic phase column should be
selected for extraction and a continuous aqueous phase column
for re-extraction [15].

An important result obtained during the examination of parti-
tioning in pulse columns is the fact that the uranium concen-
trations observed in the upper part of the column (thorium strip
section) are one order of magnitude higher than in the feed
solution. This fact must be taken into account for a critically
safe design of the column [16].

More recently, the utilization of low-enriched uranium fuel has
been selected for HTR's instead of the hitherto favored HEU-
thorium fuel cycle. Besides non-proliferation considerations as
the main objective for this change, a second reason is the
possibility to avoid the development and installation of special
reprocessing facilities. Only a specially designed head-end
treatment extension is required. Afterwards usual existing PUREX
plants might be used for chemical separation.

However, to aid in acceptance of this philosophy it is crucial
to assure power plant owners that these fuels also will be
processed at a reasonable cost. The primary difference between
common LWR- and LEU-HTR fuel is its initial U-2 35 enrichment.
Therefore, reliable criticality prevention measures are of prime
importance.

Also expected burnups are twice as high thus giving rise to a
considerable higher overall fission product content in spent
fuel. Once the fuel is in solution and clarified, the prior
history of the fuel has relatively minor influence on the solvent
extraction operations. Nevertheless, the higher U-235 enrichment
makes the application of a specially designed diluted flowsheet
necessary. Also equipment alterations may prove necessary.

Valuable information about the process behaviour may be deduced
from previous experience gained at the U.S. Savannah River
reprocessing plant. In the frame of their so-called Reduced
Enrichment for Research and Test Reactor Program with the goal
of reducing the enrichment in research reactors below £0 % U-2 35,
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geveral reprocessing campains have been successfully carried out
with low-enriched U/Pu fuel in the existing PUREX plant. The
flowsheet adapted is illustrated in figure 3 [17].

Although the applicability of the plant flowsheet has proved
successful several particular problems remain to be resolved.
They relate to salting-out problems, excessive reflux of uranium
in the IB partitioning bank, unsatisfactory mixer-settler stage
efficiency and as yet unexplainabte difficulties in solvent clean-
up. Also proper Ru and Zr decontamination calls for process
improvements.

A nuclear fission chain reaction in a reprocessing plant is an
accident that must be carefully guarded against. Existing PUREX
plants are normally designed for safe handling of U/Pu fuel with an
initial enrichment of up to 4 % U-2 35 at the maximum. Safety
precaution measures allow no credit due to neutron poisoning
by fission products. It is not as yet decided if this rather
conservative attitude will be maintained even at very high burnups
like in the case of LEU-HTR fuel. Still lacking today is the
availability of an absolute reliable reactivity montoring system
which guarantees a precise measurement of an approved upper limit
value for K^et* of the various individual technical configurations.

Processing of LEU fuel with an initial enrichment of 8 to 12 %
U-235 requires at all times enforced technical and administrative
provision for criticality prevention. Due to the fact that one
has to deal with an existing facility design of fixed apparatus
geometry, the remaining choiceable criticality controlling
parameters are restricted to fissile material concentrations and
their absolute mass. As a consequence, the application of a dilute
flowsheet and additionally sophisticated neutron measuring
equipment is the only acceptable solution. Although technical
feasible, there are two inevitable disadvantages connected to it:
Cost penalties on the one side as well as the necessity for strict
observation of administrative regulations on the other. In any
case, a prerequisite is the fulfillment of the double contingency
principle.

A homogeneous poisoning of the process solution has from time to
time been suggested as a suitable measure for criticality
prevention [18]. However, there are several strong arguments
against it, the drawbacks linked to its usage are too serious.
The assumption for existence of homogeneous systems at all times
in all parts of process equipment is not granted because
accumulations of denosites, precipitates and residues in the
process vessels and piping can not be excluded for sure. Finally,
the amount of waste would be increased considerably by this
concept.
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FIRST CYCLE SECOND CYCLE

EXTRACTION

Feed:

Scrub:

Salting Acid:

1.15 M TH
1.0 M HNO2

EXTRACTION

Feed:

0.1 M HNO3 Scrub:

13 M HNO3 Salting Acid:

1.15 M TH

-O.15 M HNO3

1.0 M HNO3

13 M HNO3

CO-STRIPPING of TH + U PARTITIONING of TH from U
Strip: 0.01 M HNO3 Strip: 0.01 M HNO3

Scrub: 30 % TBP

Tab. 1: Simplified Flowsheet of the Two-Cycle Thorex Process
of Farbwerke Hoechst AG

Extraction

Feed: 1.0 M Th; 0.5-1.0 ra HNO3
Scrub: 0.1 M HNO3
Salting Acid: 13.0 M HNO3
Solvent: 30 % TBP/Dodecane

Partitioning

Feed:
Strip:

Scrub:

U-Stripping

Strip:

0.15 M Th; 0.2 M HNO3
0.5 M HNO3
30 % TBP/Dodecane

0.3 M HNO3

Relative Flowrates

1.0
1.0
0.2
9.0

6.0
5.0
1.0

Tab. 2: Recommended THOREX flowsheet for high burnup fuel
(approximate values for concentrations and flowrates)
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SOLVENT
30 % TBP

R.F. = 8

WASTE
R.F. = 2 2

SALTING ACID
13 M HNO3

R.F « 0.2

FEED SCRUB
= 1 MTh
a) 1 M HNO3< a- 0.1 M

R.F. = 1 R.F. = 1

HNOj
HNO3

Fig. 1: Generalized Flowsheet of THOREX Processes
(Extracting-Scrubbing Cascade)

HNO3

: M o l e s / l ]

16

SCRUB SECTION

- « ACID DEFICIENT FEED

- o ACID FEED

1 STAGE

Fig. 2: HNO3 Profile in Mixer Settler
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1 AX
7V,% TBP
Flow 4 5

1AW
FP

1 Af
5M Total Niu

50 g/l U
Pi;, FP

Flow 1.0 IAS
4M HNO3
Flow 0.6

U, Pu

LBS.
7'.6% TBP
Flow 3.2

1BP m

Pu

1

Notes

AM flows relative to 1 AF 1.0,
but are adjusted in proportion
if U in 1 AF changes.

1 AF Composition depends on
fuel cladding and matrix
(aluminum, stainless steel,
molybdenum, etc.!.

I
1BX

1.64M HNO,
0.075M FS

Flow 1.1

1CU
U

I
1CX

0.01 M HNO,
Flow 2.1

Spent Solvent

Fig. 3: Nominal Low-Enriched Uranium Flowsheet
(D.A. Orth et al., DP-MS-83-1)
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Department of Fuels and Materials Research
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Toka-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, Japan

1. Introduction

As a research related to the development program of

VHTR in JAERI, process studies have been carrxed out on

head-end step in the fuel reprocessing. The VHTR is planned

to use TRISO-coated low enriched U02 particles embedded

in graphite matrix in the form of hollow cylinder called

"fuel compact". The compacts are encased in graphite sleeve

to make fuel rod, and then the rods are fabricated into

prismatic fuel block. For this "pin-in-block" type fuel,

the modified Purex process would be essentially adaptable

except for the head-end treatment. Although the development

of the head-end process has extensively been made in USA

and FR of Germany on the process of "(Crush)-Burn-Gxind-

(Reburn)-Leach", various technical problems still remain

there relating to the handling of a large volume of graphite

containing 11+C and highly radioactive powders, and to the

treatment of ths associated off-gas and solid wastes.
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For the purpose of solving such problems, an advanced
(4)

head-end process was proposed for the "pin-in-block" type

fuel and its evaluation studies have been conducted.

This paper summarizes some of important results obtained

and describes the flowsheet comparison with the conventional

one ( "B-urn-Grind-L-each process" ).

2. Advanced head-end process

The fuel rod of the VHTR fuel is designed to be removed

from graphite block.

This proposed process consists of the following steps.

(1) removal of fuel rod from graphite block,

(2) burn of fuel rod involving fuel compact with C0 2 gas,

without crushing of fuel rod,

(3) decomposition of CO gas formed into solid carbon and

C0 2 gas in order to recover l^C-containing carbon

and to recycle C 0 2 gas,

(4) decladding of SiC coating from burned coated fuel

particles by jet grinding,

(5) reburn like "Voloxidation" ' of decladded coated

particles,

(6) off-gas treatment for the above steps.

This process concept was framed with the view to mini-

mize the volume of * "*C-containing graphite waste and to

reduce steps of mechanical operation as far as possible.

The burn of graphite with C0 2 gas is. expressed by the

following equation which is endothermic reaction.

C 4- C0 2 -*• 2C0 (/XG.°2?j .= -12.3 kcal/mol) (X).

To keep high reaction rate under lower temperature than 1000°C,

some catalyst is necessary. The decomposition of CO gas

which is expressed by the reverse direction in the equation

(1), also needs catalyst. By the application of these reactions,
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the volume of uC-waste will be reduced by a factor more

than 10 compared with the conventional process.

The jet grind method of SiC, which- had been studied
( 8 )

in Idaho National Engineering Laboratory of USA, is

expected to mitigate maintenance problem that is significant

in th roll grind method, and to separate fuel kernel from

the decladded SiC in the same fluidized bed.

3. Experimentals

3.1 Graphite-burn with C0 2 gas

(1) Selection of catalyst and gasification characteristic

in boat-scale experiments

In order to find suitable catalyst which is effective

for gasification below 1000°C, screening experiments were

conducted in a boat-scale. A mixed catalyst of Co and Na

was found to be very effective in the gasification as shown
(9 )

in Fig. 2. These catalyst elements were added into the

fuel compact or fuel rod by impregnating with the nitrate

solution, followed by denitration. An example of gasification

profile at 850°C is shown in Fig. 2, which expresses that

carbon of fuel compact and, even of PyC coating, was rapidly

gasified.

Proposed gasification conditions and empirical equation

of the gasification rate are summarized in Table 1. Depend-

ences of the rate on CO concentration and temperature are

found to be small.

(2) Gasification behavior in bench-scale experiments

In order to prove the process feasibility and to find

technical problems, gasification behavior of graphite with

the selected catalyst was studied in bench-scale equipments,

i.e., a fixed bed of 130 mm ID and a fluidized bed of 38 mm ID.

In the fixed bed, cylindrical graphite specimens of

15 mm OD and 25 mm H were gasified around 850 °C by 1 kg-C/batch.
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Gasification yield over 85% was obtained, but its gasification

rate was controlled by heat-supply rate.

In the experiments with the fluidized bed, graphite gra-

nules prepared by crushing graphite sleeve were gasified

at 750 to 800°C by loading 180 g-C/batch. Fig. 3 shows an

example of the gasification profile and the entrainment be-

havior of graphite fines. Gasification rate per reactor

cross-section were found to be similar values to those in

the conventional 02-burn. However, entrainment of graphite

fines was found to be significant in this reactor.

These resutls indicate that development of suitable

reactor with the high ability of heat-supply is a key subject

to show the technical feasibility of the proposed process

concept.

3.2 Catalytic decomposition of CO gas

(1) Catalyst selection and reaction characteristics in boat-

scale experiments

Catalyst screening were conducted with a vertical quarz

tube reactor of 25 mm OD and the resutls are summarized in

Fig. 4. Sintered iron oxide was found to show higher and

more stable catalyst activities than cobalt catalysts under

the presence of small amount of promoter gases as H2 and H 20.

Optimum decomposition conditions and empirical decomposition

rate equation are summarized in Table 2. One feature of

the reaction is existence of a threshold CO concentration

over which the rate is significantly reduced.

(2) Decomposition behavior in a fluidized bed

Catalytic decomposition of carbon monoxide was batchwise

conducted around 500°C in a fluidized bed of 50 mm OD, using

the selected iron oxide catalyst (15 to 25 g ) . Fig. 5 shows

an example of the decomposition behavior. Decomposition

rate close to the estimated value by the equation in Table 2
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and high catalyst capacity larger than 70 g-C/g-Fe were observed.

No sintering or caking in the reactor were experienced, but

the removal of decomposed carbon from the catalyst was'diffi-

cult in all the experiments.

3.3 Other steps

(1) SiC decladding by jet grind

Decladding experiments of SiC coating were conducted

in a jet grinder of fluidized bed type (42 mm OD) with four

jet nozzles, in order to show the applicability of this method

to the coated particles of U02 kernel and to obtain kinetic

data for jet grinder design.

Rapid removal of SiC coatings and their effective in-

situ elutriation from fuel kernel were performed. Fig. 6

represents some examples of grinding profiles, which are

expressed as changes of undecladded weight fraction rela-

tive to initial coated particles weight (1-F) with square

of grinding time t2(min2). The grind rate are summarized

in the following equations.

ln(l - F) = -Kt2 (2)

K = a • mp • (^) 2 djj • E~2 [exp(0.6 Po) ] <j> (l/h) -- (3)

where, K = a kind of rate constant (min~2) calculated from

the gradient in the plot of Fig. 6, m = initial weight of

single coated particle (g), n = number of jet nozzle (-),

Wo = inventory of coated particles (g) , d̂ . = jet nozzle dia-

meter (cm), Po = jet gas pressure (K f/cm
2G) and 4>(£/L) =

an empirical function of nozzle to impact rod distance £

relative to jet length L. If the function 0(£/L) is norma-

lized to unity at an optimum (l/L) value, the constant a

is calculated to be 7 x 1021[inin~2l in the experiment.
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The grind operation was observed to be very simple and

stable. Dimensional change of impact rod (SUS-304) due to

erosion was not observed after the decladding of 4 kg coated

fuel particle in total.

(2) Raburning

Studies related to this step were not conducted with

the spherical U02 kernel, since process studies for LWR fuel

have been conducted in a separate program of environmental

safety research for LWR fuel.

Fig. 7 shows a 3H-release behavior in the oxidation

of slightly irradiated LWR fuel at 480°C with a rotary-kiln

voloxidizer (200 nun ID). Tritium is released with progress

of U02 oxidation, which is found to follow the constant flux

model. Decontamination factors of 3H from the fuel observed

were over 10 3 .

4. Comparison of process characteristics

Although the present studies are in the early phase

of development, a comparison of the process flowsheet with

the conventional head-end process was tried, in order to

make clear the characteristics and to summarize the technical

problems.

In the comparison with the LWR fuel reprocessing, the

resits summarised in Table 3 show that noticeable technical

difficulties lie in both head-end processes of HTR fuel.

This is mainly due to the fuel design of graphite-coated

particle fuel type. As the result, the requirements of plant

maintenance and safety handling of radioactive powder become

much severe in the development of these head-end process.

However, the advanced process which was proposed by JAERI for

the case that the fuel rod can be removed from the graphite

block, is expected to improve such problems as mechnical
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complexity due to crushing and generation of waste, although

chemical complexity due to catalyst use and complex off-gas

treatment is involved. There is not so much difference

predicted in such items as plant and environmental safety,

safeguardability and fuel recovery. Removability of fuel

rod will be subject to the change of fuel design.

The technical problems in the respective steps are as

follows;

for CO2-burn of graphite,

1) development of advanced gasification reactor with

the ability of high heat supply, .. .

2) hot process demonstration with irradiated fuel rod,

for CO decomposition,

1) effect of fission products on catalyst activity,

2) development of effective decomposition reactor suitable

for handling of large volume of decomposed 'carbon,

for SiC jet grinding,

1) hot process demonstration with irradiated particle fuels,

2) development "of continuous jet grinder,

for reburning,

1) hot process demonstration with irradiated fuel,

2) development of treatment process of volatile fission

products.

5. Conclusion

The process principles of major steps in the proposed

head-end flowsheet were experimentally shown. For the graphite-

burn with CO 2 gas, an active catalyst of mixed Co-Na was

found to promote the burning of graphite at 850 °C. Bench

sclae experiments in a fixed bed and fluidized-bed show that

the development of advanced reactor with high heat supply

is the most important problem. For the decomposition of

CO gas, an iron oxide was selected as an effective catalyst
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and the optimum temperature was found to be 500°C under the

addition of 3 vol % H 20 or H 2 to the CO gas. For the SiC jet

grind, this method could be successfully applied to the removal

of SiC coating in a fluidized. Effects of process parameters

were clarified on the jet grind rate and an empirical grinidng

rate equation was proposed. For the reburn step, the Voloxida-.

tion process is considered to be adaptable to the VHTR fuel

reprocessing.

The experimental results show that process principles

of the proposed concept are essentially feasible. However

many technical problems should be solved before the concept

become acceptable in the view-point of engineering.
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Table I Summarized characteristics of catalytic gasification of
graphite with ccrbon dioxide

1I) Gasification conditions proposed :
Catalyst : Mixed catalyst of Co-Na ((Co/Na)ratio>O.O with the

concentration higher than 300 ppm (Co basis) in graphite

Temperature (T) •' above 850 "C
CO concentrotion (Cco2) '• higher concentration is favorable (ta be

determined by recycie system design )

(2) Gasification rote of fuel compact (Rg)

R«=K0 {mHCco / 2 5 exp {-12 /RT)

where, m : inventory of graphite (g)
Ko "• opparent rate constant , 90 (\ / hr)
R '- gas constant (kcal /mole K)

Table 2 Summarized characteristics of catalytic CO decomposition

{ I ) Decomposition conditions proposed :
Catalyst : Sintered iron oxide (-50+80 mesh)
Temperature : 500 8C
Promoter gas : H2 or H2O with the concentration of

3 vol. % in feed CO

t2) Decomposition rote (R<j) at the above conditions :

Rd " 4 5 (Ceo"0.25) / U01 (g-c/g-cat-hr)

where ; Ceo : C O concentration (mole fraction)
U • molar basis space velocity ( 1 / h r )

Table i Comparison of head-end processes for HTR fut»l reprocessing

" • -—..Proposed process
Items ~——-——________

Process complexity, mechanical
chemical

Maintenance

Safety, environmental
tn-plant

Fuel recovery

Volume of waste

Operating cost

Sensitivity to fuel design change
-Safeguardablllty
.. Development status

Advanced flow sheet
(JAERI)

+

0

?
-

—

Conventional flow sheet
(USA, FR of Germany)

—

+

0
—

—

0
•

-

Note: Evaluated through the comparison with the current head-end technologies for
LWR fuel reprocessing as follows,

0 Base case (same as LWR fuel), - Disadvantage (to LWR fuel) or development needed,
• Advantage (ta LWR fuel) 7 unknown.

3 5 3
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Kernforschungsanlage Julich GmbH

1. Introduction

Fuel elements for High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors of the

Federal Republic of Germany consist of coated fuel particles

embedded in a 6 cm diameter graphite sphere. Whereas the 15

MW experimental power plant AVR mainly is and the 300 MW pro-

totype plant THTR will be operated with High Etoriched Uranium/

Thorium (HEU) fuel, a Low lEnriched Uranium (LEU) fuel cycle

was chosen for THTR follow-on plants. The fuel of these reac-

tors will therefore be composed of uranium oxide only with an

enrichment in the order of 10 %. To reduce fission product re-

lease during operation to a very low level, a so-called TRISO

coating consisting of two coating layers of PyC with a SiC

sandwich coating inbetween will be applied to the fuel ker-

nels .

2. HTR Fuel Reprocessing Flowsheet

An unique feature of spent HTR fuel reprocessing is that the

graphite moderator amounting to about 95 % of the fuel element

weight has to be processed together with the fuel. R&D work

started about 15 years ago primarily focussed on the develop-

ment of methods for graphite/fuel separation. Besides burning

techniques different kinds of processes like mechanical, chemi-

cal or electrolytical desintegration, chlorination etc. have

been investigated. However, burning off the graphite proved to

be the technically most feasible process and the reference re-

processing flowsheet evolving was therefore based on this head-

end treatment method (1).

1) Projektleitung Hochtemperaturreaktor-Brennstoffkreislauf
2) Institut fur Chemische Technologie der Nuklearen Entsorgung
3) Projektgruppe JUPITER
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Recovery of valuable materials from HTR-LEU fuel will comprise

the following unit operations

- fuel element size reduction

- burning of the matrix graphite and the PyC coatings with oxy-

gen

- clean-up of the burner off-gas

- dissolution of the burner product in HNO

- separation of uranium and plutonium from the fission pro-

ducts by TBP solvent extraction

As far as solvent extraction is concerned/ credit can be taken

from the well proven PUREX technology. Head-End operations,

however, still require development effort towards the status

which allows construction and operation of a technical scale

processing plant.

3. Status of Head-End Development

3.1 Fuel Element Size Reduction and Graphite Burning

In contrast to (U,Th)O2 fuel kernels which remain intact dur-

ing graphite burning, U,0 powder is formed from any exposed

UO2~kernels. Based on experience with size reduction operati-

ons in hammer-mills and jaw crushers - which resulted in SiC

breakage in the order of 50 % even with unirradiated fuel - an

one-step burning process has been chosen as the reference for

LEU-Head-End Treatment (2). This process consists of a simulta-

neous burn of the matrix graphite and the inner and outer PyC

coating having milled the fuel to a mean grain size of 300 -

400 urn. This grain size corresponds to 100 % SiC-particles

breakage.

To demonstrate both process and equipment on a pilot scale,

the existing JUPITER head-end facility - basically designed

for (UfTh)O fuel - has been modified to the extent that it

can be operated on a single-step burning mode. Besides that
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hot lab-scale experiments will be performed on LEU fuel to

gain basic data on the release of volatile and semivolatile

fission products and on the properties of "real" LEU burner

products (4).

3.1.1 JUPITER Head-End

Fig. 1 shows a simplified process flow diagram of the JUPITER

head-end facility as already installed in hot cells. Main

equipment items of the facility are

- components for receiving and emptying of fuel element cani-

sters and for fuel element handling

- a two-stage fuel element size reduction system consisting of

a hammer-mill and a double-roll crusher

- a 30 cm diameter fluidized-bed burner

- an in-burner cyclone to recycle 95 - 99 % of the elutriated

fines to below the bed, and

- a burner fines bunker equipped with six blow-back filters

and a pneumatically operated conveying system to recycle the

residual amount of elutriated fines into the burner

The fluidized-bed burner can be operated with gas velocities

of 15 - 50 cm/sec, thus allowing maximum graphite burning

rates of 10 kg/h. Ignition temperature is reached by heating

up the burner with preheated coolant (N_) and combustion (CO2/

O2) gas. Removal of the reaction heat is achieved by means of

a water cooled closed N_-circuit. Because both SiC and U_0o

£ Jo

are fluidized during normal operation and cannot be easily dis-

charged, LEU fuel processing to date requires semi-continuous

operation. Effectively the burner is fed continously and all

of the product is discharged after a tailburning operation.

Processing batch size is limited at the moment to about 35 kg

of unburnable bed material, the maximum amount which allows

continued operation without burner shutdown. Efforts are, how-

ever, underway to increase the batch size and/or to find out

suitable conditions for product discharge during burner opera-

tion.
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An interesting design feature of the JUPITER facility is that

the only moving part in the burner/fines system is the stirrer

in the fines bunker. By use of ejector/venturi designs in the

- crushed product feed

- internal fines recycle

- external fines recycle and

- burner ash conveying

systems, all mechanical pressure locks were eliminated.

The JUPITER head-end has successfully processed 1000 unirradia-

ted TRISO-UO fuel elements up to date. Besides, 5000 BISO-

(U,Th)O and 2000 TRISO-(U,Th)O fuel elements have been pro-

cessed in "cold" demonstration runs.

The main operating conditions and results of the test runs

with LEU fuel are listed in Table 1. After carbon burnout the

average burner product was composed of 66 wt% SiC, 29 wt% U O

and 5 wt% C. Fines samples, taken during burner operation, ty-

pically consisted of 6 - 30 wt% SiC, 5 - 2 9 wt% U3Og and 65

wt% C.

Ignition Temperature:

Bed temperature:

Burner wall temperature:

Offgas composition:

Gas velocity:

Burning rate (max./average):

Bed inventory at end of run:

600 -

800 -

500 -

10 -

ca.

40 -

9.6/9.

33 kg

700°C

875°C

600°C

15 % CO

0,5 % O2

45 cm/sec.

1 kg C/h

Table 1: Main operating conditions and results of test runs

with

lity

with TRISO-UO2 fuel in the JUPITER Head-End Faci-
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Further work will concentrate on the completion of component

development, on the demonstration of effective tailburning ope-

rations resulting in burner products with a residual carbon

content of less than 0.5 wt.% and on the preparation of the fa-

cility for operation with irradiated fuel.

3.1.2 Lab-Scale Experiments with irradiated LEU fuel

Fig. 2 shows the mock-up part of the lab-scale twin facility.

Shakedown tests with the mockup are in progress; in-cell in-

stallation is scheduled to be completed by end of 1983.

Burning of irradiated LEU fuel will be performed in a small

fluidized-bed burner of 9,5 cm diameter. The burner which is

equipped with an integral disentrainment section at the top

and a special replacable offgas-cooler for studies on plate-

out effects of condensable fission products has a maximum burn-

rate of 1 kg C/h and is also operated semi-continuously. The

off-gas leaving the burner first goes through a cooler and

than passes a filter-unit for fines removal. The separated

fines are heated and reinjected to the low-bed area of the

fluidized-bed burner; the offgas is further purified before be-

ing released to the atmosphere.

Burner runs in the hot cell equipment will start early in 1984

and will provide basic data on the flow characteristics of ir-

radiated graphite and fuel material, on the release of volati-

le fission products and on the behavior of semivolatile fis-

sion products like plate-out at different places and potential

accumulation. The material to be processed consists of 300 LEU

fuel spheres of a special AVR reload (BISO-UO-) with a maximum

burn-up of 80000 MWd/t.
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3.2 Burner Off-Gas Treatment

A problem closely linked with HTR fuel element burning is the

separation of radioactive contaminants from the burner off-

gas. Besides the main components from the burning process:

C02, CO, 0- and impurities that stem from inleakimj air: N_,

from the graphite: S02, Cl_, H_0 and from the feed-oxygen: Ar,

Kr, N_, the off-gas contains the volatile fission products Kr,

Xe, I2, T (as HTO) and elements such as Cs which are entrained

in the gas in the form of aerosols. Typical concentrations are

shown in the following table 2:

C02 86 Vol%

CO 12 Vol%

N2 1,5 Vol%

0 2 0,5 Vol%

Ar 550 ppm

H O 300 ppm

Xe 42 ppm

Kr 18 ppm

SO2 2 ppm

Cl2 2 ppm

12 . 2 PPm

Cs-Aerosols 50 mg/m3

Table 2: Typical Composition of the Burner Off-Gas

To remove noxious components from the burner off-gas a special

process, called AKUT (Aerosol, Krypton jond Tritium Separati-

on), has been developed and a facility with a nominal through-

put of 10 m3/h (STP) constructed (5). As outlined in Fig. 3

AKUT divides into a low pressure section (p<l,5 bar) for the

removal of impurities other than Kr and a high pressure sec-

tion (pf 100 bar) for the enrichment and separation of Kr.
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The low pressure section comprises electrostatic precipitators

(EF 1+2) and HEPA-filters (FF 1+2) for the removal of aero-

sols, adsorption beds for !„ and Cl (IA 1+2), S0 2 (SA 1+2),

and HJD (WA 1+2) and a recycle system with a catalytic oxidi-

zer (CTK 1) for the conversion of CO and 0 to CO (Fig. 4).

For the enrichment of Kr the gas is compressed (K 4), lique-

fied (TK 1 and WT 4), and fed into the distillation column (RK

1). The Kr-rich fraction is withdrawn from the condenser (WT

5). The Kr-free bottom product is heated (WT 6), expanded, and

released to the stack.

Cold tests have been performed with synthetic off-gas as well

as with off-gas from the JUPITER head-end. The conditions of

the test runs with JUPITER off-gas are listed in Table 3. In

these tests the distillation column was used to distill of N_

and 0 .

Tests

Throuahput

C 0
2

CO

°2H2°

N 2 ...

Input

40-99 %

0-60 %

0-1,5 %

200-15000

0-10 %

16

3,5 - 11 mVh

Concentrations:

Effluent

Low Pressure Section

^100 %

< 5 ppm

0,5 %

ppm 3 ppm

Effluent

Distillation Column

<5 ppm N-j+Op in CO2

10-42% N2+O2 in CO2

(STP)

(Reboiler)

(Distillate)

Table 3: Test Conditions for Runs with JUPITER Off-Gas
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The gas flow was between 3,5 m3/h (STP) at the beginning of

the tests and 11 m3/h (STP) which is maximum flow which AKUT

can handle.

The most important result is, that independent of the variati-

on of the input concentrations the effluent concentrations are

constant. The variations in the distillate N ? + 0 2 concentrati-

ons are due to voluntary changes in temperature and pressure

of the column. The reboiler concentration is reliably under 5

ppm N 2 + 0 2 in C02<

3.3 Dissolution

The LEU burner product composes of 77 wt.% heavy metal and 23

wt.% SiC. As shown by preliminary tests using irradiated mate-

rial, the fuel dissolves easily in nitric acid; the amount of

insoluble heavy metal is in the range of 1 %.

For scale-up in the dissolution step a procedure was developed

which - whilst avoiding any NO - burst - directly leads to a

feed solution, acceptable for solvent extraction (6). Accor-

ding to this dissolution procedure the first half of the neces-

sary nitric acid is fed as 2 N HNO to the dissolver together

with the burner product, the second half of the acid is conti-

nuously added as 11 N HNO,. The resulting solution will be 3 -

3.5 N nitric acid containing 200 - 250 g/1 uranium.

With 1.1 - 1.5 vol.% plutonium the solution of irradiated LEU

HTR fuel will have only slightly more than the typical Pu-con-

tent of LWR fuel solutions. Recovery of uranium and plutonium

by solvent extraction can therefore be achieved by application

of PUREX standard flowsheets.
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Fig. 1: Simplified Process Flow Diagram of the JUPITER Head-End Facility



Fig. 2: Mock-up Part of Lab-Scale Twin Facility
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Fig. 3; Schematic Flow Diagram of the AKUT Facility

AKUT
Component

I2-Adsorber
(IA 1 + 2)

SO2-Adsorber
(SA 1 t 2)

Oxidizer
(CTK 1)

H2O-Adsorber
(WA 1 + 2)

Be

Volume

ID

6 5

6 5

12

6.5

d

Height

(mm)

650

650

2 x 4 0

650

Ma

Name

AC 6120

Zeolon
900 Na

1922 K
(0.15% Pd)

3 A
Molecular

Sieve

terial

Manufacturer

Sud-Chemie,
Miinchen

Norton,
WesseNng

Kali-Chemie,
Hannover

Merck.
Oarmstadt

Pressure

[bar abs|

1.4

1 3

1.2

t .2

Operatlor

Tempe-
rature

[°C)

25

25

250-650

25

I

Nominal
Gas

Velocity
(m/s]

0.21

0.23

Space
Velocity:
12.5 m3

(STP)/lh

0.25

Pressure

(bar abs]

-

1 1

1.1

Regenarati

Tempe-
rature

-

250

250

on

Gas
Velocity

[m/s]

-

0 24

0.28

Fig. 4: Adsorption and Catalyst Beds of AKUT
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THE INVESTIGATION OF HTGR FUEL REGENERATION PROCESS

L.N. Lazarev, L.E. Bertina, V.P. Popik, V.P. Isakov,
N.B. Alkhimov, Yu.A. Pokhitonov

USSR

During fabrication and operation of uranium-graphite fuel

elements of high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGB) waste

and rejects on the one hand and exhausted fuel elements,rege-

neration of which is advisable taking into consideration eco-

nomical and ©ecological reasons on the other hand are formed*

The aim of this report is the investigation of HTGR fuel rege-

neration process.

The determinative operation in the technological scheme

of uranium extraction from such fuel elements is separation

fuel from graphite. Available methods of graphite matrix de-

struction may be divided into three main groups:

- mechanical destruction;

- chemical destruction;

- burning*

Mechanical, destruction is supposed in combination with

processes of leaching or chlorination. Dustformation during

graphite grinding and formation of slowly filtered graphite

masses,sorbing uranium, cause considerable labour consuming

of "grinding - leaching" process*

The use of chloration for regeneration of rejected and

irradiated fuel requires great amount of energy (process

temperature is 1200-1400°K) and causes apparatus corrosion.

Methods of chemical destruction of graphite matrix are not

studied sufficiently. Selective graphite destruction without

fuel solution may be obtained by electrochemical solution
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or using reactions of bromine or sulphuric acid with oxidi-

zing additions on graphite. These methods possess the follo-

wing defects: high specific chemical agent consumptions, dif-

ficulties of constructions materials choice for reactor*

Nowadays most of the investigators prefer to remove

graphite by burning it. The main advantages are: essential

decrease the amounts of materials to be reprocessed, later

on, low quantity of secondary waste to be buried, minimal

consumption of energy and minimal expenditures for reagents

(air, oxigen).

There is much information concerning furnace construc-

tion development for burning. As a rule, furnaces of shaft

type [1] and furnaces with fluidized bed [ 2 ] are considered.

However, general approach to the furnace construction is not

developed because of complexity of calculation and experimen-

tal determination of temperature and concentrations fields

in apparatus of complex geometry and specificity of nuclear

safety requirements. Burning of ground graphite allows to

increase greatly the furnace output, however, grinding is

attended by dustformation and essential apparatus complica-

tion.

We recommend the following succession of technological

operations: burning of spherical fuel element graphite shell

and outer layer of pyrocarbon (FyC), CFF shells unsealing

with subsequent their treatment with nitric acid, uranium

extraction from acidic solution with standard methods.

Burning is the most labourious operation and it limits

all regeneration process as matrix graphite and pyrocarbon

part amounts to about 98% of fuel element mass.
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We studied the possibility to use the furnaces of shaft

type for graphite spheres (without previous grinding) burning*

Advantange of such apparatus is simplicity of fabrication

and operation. The method based on separate study of graphite

and pyrocarbon oxidation kinetics and reactor space conditions

of furnace in dependence upon gasdynamic factors is used to

choose furnace profile and burning regime. Interaction of

artificial soviet graphite of trade marks Miir-6, APB,3 Oflr,

matrix graphite and oxygen in mixture with nitrogen was stu-

died using model cylindrical specimens 10 mm in diameter and

4-5 mm high. PyC specimens were plates 10*10*1 mm. The treat-

ment of experimental data (determination of activation ener-

gy, reaction order,preexponential factor) in experiments with

PyC was carried out graphically by means of plotting depen-

dence of reaction rate upon reciprocal temperature and oxy-

gen concentration,while graphite oxidation kinetics investi-

gation results were treated using special computer program,

according to this program the rate constant of reaction was

found applying the method of subsequent approximations with

putting arbitrarily chosen values of rate constant into two

equations system

^r-=Km'?'\c;'[x.x)Jx-</Y ( 1 )
s

where K(T) - rate constant of reaction;

C,Ca - oxygen concentrations in bulk and near the
a

specimen surface correspondingly;

P> (x,y) - mass transfer rate near specimen surface;

eg - tim£ variation of specimen mass;

Q - specimen density;

n - reaction order.
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As follows from the system (1) two-dimensional problem

is solved , that is, radial symmetry in the cylindrical coor-

dinates is supposed. The specimen geometry is chosen in con-

nection with above-mentioned. The experimental dependences

of materials oxidation rate in air upon temperature (1a) and

upon oxigen concentration at T«11170 K (1b) are presented in

Fig.1, and kinetics parameters of graphite and PyC interac-

tion with oxigen are given in table 1.

Table 1

Kinetics parameters of graphite and PyC interaction
•a

with oxygen (specimens density is 1.80-1.82 g/cnr)

Trade
marks

of
graphite

APB

Mnr-6

3 onr

Matrix
graphite

PyC

Oxygen
concent-
tration
vol. %

12-40
40-60
60-100

12-40
40-60
60-100

12-40
40-60
60-100

12-50
50-100

12-60
60-100

160
162
162

160
164
164

162
166
166

160
160

170
174

Temperature, range *

1070-12T0

0 .9
1.0
1.0

0.9
1.0
1.0

0 .9
1.0

1.0

0.9
1.0

0.9
1.0

4.0
5.0
5.0

3.8
5.7
5.7

4.5
6.6
6.6

6.0
5.7

1.0
1.6

10*
10 6

1 0 b

10 6

10 b

10 b

10 6

10 6

10 6

10 6

1 0 6

10?

107,#

164
168
176

162
164
168

166
170

174

164
164

174 *
» 178

K

1270-1470

0.5
0.6
0.6

0.5
0.6
0.6

0.5
0.6
0.6

0.5
0.6

0.5
0.6

4.6
7.5
2 . 2

2.6
3.8
6.2

4.1
7.4
1.3

5.5
6.0

1.1

1.4

10 6

10 6

10?

10*

10 6

10 6

10 6

10 6

10''

10 6

10 6

10?

1©7
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As follows from the data presented in Fig.1 when tem-

perature rises the difference of oxidation rates between the

most resistable (PyC) and the least resistable (matrix gra-

phite) decreases. The results given in Table 1 show that in

temperature ranges 1070-1270 K and 1270-1470 K dependence

of oxidation rate upon oxygen concentration may be described

by various decree functions. It follows from stoichiometric

relations that preferable carbon dioxide formation corres-

ponds to reaction order 0.9-1.0 and carbon oxyde formation

corresponds to reaction order 0.5-0.6.

Thus we consider to be advisable to carry out gasifi-

cation of matrix graphite and PyC at 1100-1300 K that pro-

vides accetable rafces of reaction (0.1-0.5 g/m a) and allows
to prevent oxide carbon formation.

i wiCh are.

Mass transfer constants necessary to calculate kinetics

parameters were determined with modelling oxygen maas trans-

fer to reacting surface by means of indicator mass transfer

to the surface sorbing the indicator. Sodium carbonate dis-

solved in water was used as an indicator, ion-exchang

resins were used as sorbent. Sodium content in sorbent grains

was determined by flame photometry method. Such an approach

permitted to determine local mass transfer parameters not

only for single graphite specimens but for graphite balls

filling as well. Dependence of Husselt (Nu) number upon flow

Reynolds (Re) number at various number (N) of layers in cy-

lindrical filling of resin grains 1 mm in diameter is shown

in Pig.2. Height ot filling is 12 mm, its diameter is 10 mm,

porosity is 0.48. Similarity of oxygen flow to graphite and

sodium ion flow to resin grains was provided by accomplishing

the condition:

( 2 )
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where ->c'~n~m Schmidt number;

P - kinematic viscosity;

j> - diffusion coefficient.

Prom the data presented in Pig.2 it follows that when

N<13 an unstabilized oxidizer flow at an inlet and outlet

sections of cylindrical filling of spheres plays an essen-

tial role in mass transfer. When N>13 mass transfer in such

a filling may be calculated according to known dependences [ 3]•

The described approach permitted to show that optimal regime

of mass transfer corresponding to minimal temperature gra-

dient in furnace volume and maximum oxygen use was realized

in furnace for burning fabricated as turned over cone with

oxidizer Inlet on a perforated foundation,

and outlet at the top of a cone. Maximum mass transfer corres-

ponding to Re_ (Pig.2) was ensured at the outlet furnace

section with minimum oxygen concentration in a gas phase in the

furnace for burning of the mentioned geometry. When gas velocity

at the inlet was 1-2 m/s kinetic regime of reaction was rea-

lized in 12-20 cm high fuel elements layer and oxidation rate

obeyed to regularities of Pig.1 and Tablei; in the next 20-30 cm

high layer oxidation rate was limited by oxygen mass transfer

to graphite surface.

The constant of mass transfer was determined from depen-

dencey3 «= , where d - characteristic fuel element size
d

in a layer and corresponding value of Nusselt number was chosen

according to the data presented in Pig.2. Kinetic regime of

reacting was again set up at the outlet furnace section be-

cause of considerable oxidizer flow turbulization. Operation

regime (T«1200-1300 K) in a furnace was provided by setting

on fire finely disperred cellulose seeding and soot placed
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in an upper zone of a furnace in a flow of pure oxygen, after

this air with flow rate 10-20 arvh was supplied to a reaction

volume.

Experiments on graphite fuel elements gasification in

different regimes were carried out in the described furnace

for burning with operative volume 10 1* 20 kg of fuel elements

were loaded in one of the experiments on burning. Output was

1 kg/h. Matrix graphite was gasified completely, outer FyC

on CFP was 96% gasified.

After burning of graphite matrix and outer FyC - coating

of CPP, they were subjected to shock destruction in gas flow,

accelerated to 100-200 m/s. The advantage of such a method of

CPP unsealing in compariaion with drinding in a mill is mini-

mum dusting with highly effective unsealing and low energetic

consumption. CFP velocity providing SiC-coatings destruction

was calculated according to formula:

where g maT, E, Y - tensile strength, elastic modulus and

Poisson coefficient of silicon carbide

respectively;

RQ , R - CFP and SiC layer radii respectively;

m - CFP mass;

J - density.

Hecessary CFP velocity in a pipeline was provided by

0.5-0.7 MPa pressure drop. Such a pressure drop provides comp-

lete CFP u&sealiag, preserving most of fuel kernels (Fig.3)

integrity. During CFP shock destruction dust quantity was not

more than 0.1% CFP mass. Further fuel regeneration incl«4ed
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pyrolitic carbon burning in air in muffle furnaces at 1100 K,

treatment -with, nitric acid and ammonia or peroxide purifica-

tion. As a regeneration result we obtained uranium dioxide

of purity providing possibility to use it for mlcrospherical

HTGR fuel fabrication.

We investigated above mentioned methods of fuel element

fabrication, waste regeneration concerning irradiated fuel.

Technological scheme of fuel element regeneration is added

by several operations. Cooling of releasing gases, filtra-

tion and trapping of radioactive noble gases (RUG) are

carried out during graphite balls burning, ffitric acid solu-

tions are subjected to radiochemical tretment* Extraction

schemes of uranium, plutonium and fission products re'toyet,

axe investigated in detail when regenerating fuel of thermal

reactors [4-1 asd their use concerning HTGR fuel doesn't

cause difficulties*

Nitric acid solutions were used to solute uranium

dioxide post silicon carbide shells unsealing. Ratio S:L

and acid concentration are chosen taking Into consideration

requirements to uranium and acid concentratins in a final

solution to be extracted.

When fuel burnup is 100 MW days/kg slime is forming;

slime contains molybdenum, palladium, ruthenium, plutonium

and uranium [ 5,6]. Slime is treated with concentrated acid,

which may be used to solute the following fuel lot* To increase

slime dissolution rate fluorine ion is introduced. Obtained

uranylnitrate solutions are directed to extraction retreat-

ment. Investigations on choice of nuclear fuel regeneration

regimes were carried out in "hot" cellS of Radium Insti-
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tute named after V.G.Khlopifl on experimental device CU-2

permitting to carry out varioua investigations [ 4 ].

Extraction stand consists of the following parts:

- assembly of extraction purification of uranium,

Plutonium, neptunium and separation of plutonium

and neptunium from uranium;

- assvib'ulj of extraction additional purification

of uranium;

- assembly of extraction additional purification and

separation plutonium and neptunium.

Thus each of final components (uranium, plutonium and

neptunium) passes two extraction purification cycles ( 30%

tributylphosphate in hydrocarbon diluent is used as extragent).

When the scheme of fuel element reprocessing is chosen

itrs necessary to take into consideration the following:

- initial enrichment and strict maintenance of nuclear

safety conditions;

- burnup value, cooling time and necessary degree of ura-

nium and plutonium purification;

- requirements on chemical composition of final products;

~ ratio of fission fragments, corrosion products and trans-

uranium elements present in macroquantities in liquid

and solid waste.

When fuel elements with low exposure are delivered for

reprocessing it is necessary to carry out three cycles of ura-

nium and plutonium purification. In this case plutonium may be

extracted jointly with uranium during the first and the second

cycles, and during the second cycle plutonium is separated

using reducing reextraction and is delivered to the third

cycle of purification f5»6}#
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For successful process realization taking into conside-

ration features of HTGR fuel careful development and checking

of the following operations is carried out:

- effectiveness of cooling system and gas filtration at

the outlet of furnace for burning;

- initial solutions clarification for removal of any origin

suspensions (some influence may have presence of water-

soluble organic compounds in the case of incomplete re-

moval of graphite and pyrolitic carbon of protective

coatings);

- extraction of final products when high concentrations of

fission products being present, use of agentless (for

example, electrochemical) methods of macroquantities se-

paration of plutonium and uranium;

- reprocessing of highly active refinates, determination

of their resistance point at the stage of concentration

by evaporation and during the subsequent storage.

The described technological scheme of fuel regeneration

and its apparatus realization meet main requirements of nu-

clear fuel regeneration technology: *

- ensuring minimum uranium and plutonium losses (0.1% and

less);

- obtaining of chemical composition of nitrteacid solutions

meeting requirements of subsequent extraction reprocessing

of these solutions using tributylphosphate;

- minimum quantity of radioactive waste;

- ensuring of equipment nuclear aafity, its high output

and possibility of remote maintenance.

Our investigations show the principal possibility to

realize regeneration of HTGR rejected and irradiated fuel.
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XA0055808
ON APPLICABILITY OF GAS-FLUORIDE TECHNOLOGY TO

REGENERATION OF SPENT HTGR FUEL ELEMENTS

V.N. Prusakou, N.M. Trotsenko

USSR

Alongside with the well-known water-extraction method of

reprocessing the irradiated uranium-graphite fuel elements

quite as interesting is an alternative method based on fluori-

nation of irradiated nuclear fuel by elemental fluorine.

Fluorine reacts readily with considerable heat liberation

with a number of the graphite fuel element components, such as

coating materials - carbon and silicon, fissile elements -

uranium and plutonium, and with some fission products to form

volatile compounds according to the following reactions:

uo 2 -i

PuO2 -i

C H

Si H

i- 3F 2

h 3F 2

h 2F 2

h 2F 2

+ 02 - 252 kcal/mole,

g + 02 - 165 kcal/mole,

CF, - 162.5 kcal/mole,

~ 360.1 kcal/mole, est.

The properties of the resulting compounds that have light

vapor pressure make it possible both to separate volatile

fluorides from nonvolatile ones and to perform fractionation,

for example, by methods of rectifications and/or sorption to

produce fissile products of high purity.

The HTGR fuel elements can be fluorinated without preliminary

removal of the graphite shells. However, in order to .reduce the

fluorine consumption the graphite can be removed prior to fluori-

nation (by oxidizing the great bulk of it with oxygen to form

C02)• The residual silicon does not prevent the consequent

process from proceeding.
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A wide experience in combustion of pulverized carbon fuel in

torch furnaces is gained in technology of furnace processes /1/•

Dispersive crushing of the HTGR graphite fuel elements can be

performed mechanically in impact-centrifugal mills used in nuclear

industry for dry fine milling of graphite /2/.

The carbon oxidized to COp is directed into the gas purifi-

cation system that makes it possible to catch COp in order to

avoid environmental pollution by carbon-14. The oxidised irradiated

nuclear fuel with impurities of carbon and silicon is fed into

the buner of a flame furnace for fluorination process /3/»

The gas - fluoride technology of the HTGR fuel element

reprocessing looks schematically as follows (see the schematic

flow sheet):

1. Crushing - dispersing of the fuel without preliminary

oxidation or after oxidation,

2. Pluorination of the dispersed fuel at 1300°K. It should

be noted that at a certain excess of fluorine during fluorination

(by about 65% above stoichiometry) uranium and plutonium (at an

initial plutonium content of about 0.6 wt.%) are jointly converted

into hexafluorides.

3. Condensation of the uranium and plutonium hexafluorides

(-40°C) as well as some volatile fission products (RuF,-» HbF,-,

MoIV, etc) to separate them from fluorine and High-volatile

SiP4, CP4, N2, 02, etc.

4. Rectification or sorption cleaning of the uranium and

plutonium hexafluorides from volatile fission-product fluorides.

5. Separation of the plutonium hexsfluoride from uranium

hexafluoride in the course of thermal decomposition of PuF/- and

pyrohydrolysis of
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6. Pyrohydrolysis of the uranium hexafluoride for the

purpose of producing a powered monofraction of U02.

The flow sheet includes also gas purification, preparation

of radioactive wastes to disposal (storage) and some other

operations.

With using fluorination of the BOR-6O reactor oxide fuel

with a high burnup (as high as 12%) / 4 / as an example it was

shown that uranium in the form of UF^ was separated efficiently

from radioactive fragments of fission products by sorption on

KaP as a sorbent. The coefficients of purification equal to

7 910-10 were attained in practice for individual elements. The

same results were obtained for rectification-distillation cleaning

of uranium hexafluoride.

What advantages does the gas-fluoride technology of the

HTGR fuel element regeneration offer.

First, in virtue of a high speed of the technological

processes provided with a proper kinetics the overall dimensions

of the technological units become less than those in case of the

water-extraction technology. Carbon and silicon react readily

with fluorine.

Second, high radiation resistance of the reagents allows

one to work with practically "not" fuel.

Third, compactness of undiluted radioactive wastes and

possibility of their storage in hermetically-welded containers

/ 5/ are indisputable advantages.
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Schematic flow sheet of gas-fluoride regeneration

of uranium-graphite fuel elements

(NVFPF - non volatile fission-product fluorides;

VFPF - volative fission-product fluorides)
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SUMMARY OF SESSION I : "SELECTION OF CONSTRUCTIONS
AND MATERIALS, FUEL ELEMENT DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS"

A.S. Chernikov

USSR

Six reports, including three reports on HTGR spherical fuel

elements, two reports on pin fuel elements for fast reactors with,

helium and dissociating coolants and one report on fuel elements

for the reactors with COg - coolant were listened to and discussed

at the section. Practically all the reports were listened to with

interest and followed by the discussion.

The main requirements on spherical fuel elements in various

operation conditions are discussed in the reports "Analysis and

choice of characteristics of the HTGR spherical fuel elements"

(USSR) and "Operational requirements of spherical HTR fuel ele-

ments and their performances" (FRG). In the first report, pre-

sented by Mr.V.N.Grebennik, a great attention has been given to

the selection and justification of the geometrical parameters of

coated fuel particles and fuel elements on their basis and of de-

pendences of fission products leakage from the fuel elements on

these parameters* In the second report, presented by Mr.K.Rollig,

the emphasis has been made on the justification of the permissible

leakages of various radionuclides (I, Ag, Cs) proceeding from the

mfliiimnn temperature conditions in accident situations and effect

of activity release impact on the environment and also emphasis

has been made on the requirements to the fuel element strength

characteristics*

It should be noted that, in my opinion, not all the require-
ments stated in these reports and the approach to the justifi-
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cation of these requirements have been unanimously agreed, par-

ticularly, it apparently refers to the advisability of increa-

sing the diameter of the kernel of the coated particle fuel up

to 700-800fj.n, stated in the first report, Thereforeit would

seem useful to discuss criteria of kernel size selection and

also necessity of oxide fuel alloying, proceeding from the va-

rious conditions of HTGR operation.

Proposed in the second report the selection of fuel ele-

ments parameters, proceeding from accident situation in the

reactor with a coolant ejection into the environment is also

worth being considered in detail.

In future it seems useful to continue discussions on this

and a number of other important problems relating to the requi-

rements on spherical fuel elements (e.g. air penetration into

the primary circuit) and further contacts of specialists from

different countries. Speaking about the future, it seems useful

to provide a specialists' meeting headed by IWGGCR for exchange

of experiences of development of methods and control means in

the fabrication of kernels, coated particles fuel and uranium-

graphite fuel elements on their basis.

Though general problems associated with the development

of the pin type fuel element for the fast helium BGR -300 reac-

tor have already been discussed earlier, for example, at the

IWGGCR meeting in Minsk (USSR) read by Mr.T.D.Kolganov at this

meeting, special requirements on this fuel element are emphasized.

These requirements result from the necessity of obtaining a short

doubling time. ThereforeI should like to emphasize the fact that

in developing such a fuel element a considerable attention

was given to the creation of the promising types of fuel
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(nitride, carbide, metal ones) for the fast reactors inclu-

ding helium-cooled reactors and as well as of refractory

materials (e.g. vanadium) for claddings of the pin fuel ele-

ments and the spherical fuel element coatings.

In the report on fuel elements for the gas-cooled fast

reactors with a dissociating coolant, presented by Mr.B.E.Tver-

kovkin (USSR), the data on their development and behaviour in

claddings* gas-tightness Ios3 is given* The data obtained, in

the authors1 opinion, permit to make a conclusion about the

possibility of creating such fuel elements, reliable in the

presence of a chemically active coolant.

It was useful for the participants of the meeting to get

acquainted with the experience of the fuel element develop-

ment for the French gas-cooled (C02) reactors and the trends

for their improvement reported by Mr»D.Bastien (Prance),

As has been shown by Mr.V.S.Kolesov et al. in the report

"Calculation experimental investigations of HTGR fuel element"

in the USSR the calculation investigations using the methods

of optimization theory are being carried out for justification

of selection of the coated particle fuel design. In the future

it seems reasonable to carry out optimization calculations

taking into account modern Ideas on the mathematical models of

fuel element workability.

It may be concluded that hearing of the presented reports

and the subsequent discussion at the first section was useful

both from the point of view of the actual material exchange

and of criteria understanding used when elaborating the re-

quirements to the fuel elements taking into account HTGR

application in electricity generation and technological pro-

cesses*.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION II: "FABRICATION OF SPHERICAL COATED

FUEL PARTICLES AND FUEL ELEMENT ON THEIR BASE".

Chairman: K. Ikawa, JAERI

The first paper, HTR fuel manufacturing experience,

presented by Dr.Mehner, is on the experience of manufacturing

one million spherical fuel elements. The manufacturing technology

has been well demonstrated by low fission product release

during AVR operation. FRG recenly started his LEU-TRISO program.

This new fuel can be used under more severe conditions.

The second paper, spherical coated fuel particle

for fuel elements of HTGR, presented by Dr.Permyakov, is on

the fabrication of TRISO-coated U0- particles. There are three

interesting points in this paper. The first point is the fact

that the high density PyC is not LTI but HTI. Although coating

cost of LTI is lower and uranium contamination may be lower

in LTI, diffusion coefficient of cesium in HTI is smaller and

higher capability of cesium retention is expected in case of

degradation of silicon carbide. The second point is the use of

silicontetrachloride and methane instead of methyltrichlorosilane

as the source material for silicon carbide coating. If delicate

difference in microstructure of silicon carbide due to different

source material results in a significant reduction in diffusion

coefficient of some fission product, it is a discovery. The third

point is the removal of broken coated particles by boiling in

nitric acid. Particles will be broken additionally in the

consolidation process, removal after consolidation, by chlolination

for example, will also be meaningful.
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The third paper, HTGR spherical fuel elements and their

experimental development, presented by Dr.Chernikov, is dealing

with not only the present AVR type two zoned element but also

the the three zoned element as FRG desiged in the past. The

reduction of the maximum particle temperature is surely an

attractive advantage even though the fabrication cost may be

somewhat higher. Another interesting point in this paper is the

weak irradiation for defective particle detection. In Japan we

are trying to use this method at room temperature.

The fourth paper, HTGR spherical fuel elements with pyrocabon

binding, presented by Dr.Gurin, shows it is possible to consoli-

date fuel particles by chemical vapor deposition of carbon.

Natural gas is used. Thermal decomposition of the gas occurs

deep in the open pores and pyrocarbon deposited in the grain

boundary serves as a binder. A few years ago in Japan we tried

to coat in-pore surface of graphite sleeve with pyrocarbon to

improve fission product retention, but deposited carbon blocked

the entrance of open pores. It is surprising for me that Dr.Gurin

is successful to deposit very deep in such a big ball.

The fifth paper, features of sphericl uranium-graphite HTGR

fuel element control, presented by Dr.Oleynikov, is full of

interesting ideas. Examples are sedimentation technique, for

particle density measurement, a sophisticated device for particle

sampling, automatic image analysis of X-ray radiography for

coating thickness measurement and automatic measurement of uranium

content in fuel elements using gamma ray attenuation.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION III:
"TEST AND INVESTIGATION OF PROPERTIES"

FIRST PART

Chairman: K. Rollig, FRG

"Operational experience with HTR fuel in the AVR experi-

mental power station"

presented by G. Ivens, FRG

This paper describes the unique features of the AVR as a

test facility for large numbers of spherical fuel ele-

ments. Since 1966 various fuel element designs including

carbide and oxide fuel, BISO and TRISO coatings, machi-

ned graphite spheres and isostatically pressed matrix

spheres have been tested successfully under realistic HTR

conditions. As a major result, the superior strontium re-

tention capability of oxide fuel compared with carbide

fuel has been demonstrated by post irradiation measure-

ments. Further results on the integrity of the coated

particles and on the corrosion resistance, the crushing

strength and the dimensional shrinkage of the fuel ele-

ments provide evidence for the sound design of the fuel

elements for the THTR-300 and the follow-up HTR plants.

In future, testing will concentrate on fuel elements with

low enriched UO -TRISO particles which have been loaded

to the AVR since 198 2.

"HTR coated particle fuel irradiation behaviour and per-

formance prediction"

presented by A.-W. Mehner, FRG.

The authors presented a general survey on the philosophy

of irradiation testing of HTR coated particle fuel, the

German test program and the models for predicting par-

ticle failure mechanisms and the fission product release.

From in-pile gas release measurements and post irradia-

tion examinations a comprehensive knowledge of the fuel

performance has been accumulated. The present status of

the technology for irradiation capsules was reported in
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detail. In particular, the achievements of the detection

systems for the release of nobel gases were quite im-

pressive. The measurements covered release fractions for
-9

Kr-85m down to 10 , which is sever;

tude below operational requirements,

Kr-85m down to 10 , which is several orders of magni-

"AGR fuel pin pellet-clad interaction failure limits and

activity release fractions"

presented by N. Bradley on behalf of H. Hughes, UK

In the AGR's, the cladding temperatures can exceed 750 °C

so that the pellet-clad gap is eliminated by creep in a

short time. Therefore, the clad has to follow all the

pellets1 dimensional changes caused by operational power

variations which can eventually produce failure.

The paper surveys the experimental and theoretical work

on establishing endurance limits of the fuel for power

cycling and up-rating. In particular, valuable data have

been derived from operation of the Windscale AGR whose

whole core was up-rated to 130 % of full power with peak

clad temperature up to 8 00 - 900 °C without any failures.

The most important result in respect to the fission pro-

duct release was probably the observation that the 1-131

release rate from failed fuel pins was about two orders

of magnitude lower than that of Xe-133.

The failure mechanisms of the fuel pins are well under-

stood. It was stated, that the improved design with

hollow pellets and more ductile clad material enables

an increase of the design burn-up from 12 000 to 24 000

MWd/t and possibly to 30 000 MWd/t.

"Research on irradiation behaviour of VHTR fuel"

presented by K. Ikawa (Japan)

The status of irradiation testing of the pin-in-block

type fuel elements for the multipurpose VHTR was reviewed.

The experiments (target values: 1350 °C, 2 % fima,

7.10 cm , E>0.18 MeV) have been performed in the gas
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loop facility OGL-1, sweep-gas capsules and closed cap-

sules. Results from in-pile gas release monitoring and

post-irradiation examinations were reported. Furthermore,

some results from basic investigations of irradiation ef-

fects on the lattice parameters of ThO^-particles were

given.

For test elements from the OGL-1 loop the bowing of the

sleeves caused by differential shrinkage was measured. In

the VHTR this problem will be prevented by an appropriate

arrangement of spacers.

During the subsequent discussion the specific merits of

loop experiments were compared with those of capsule tests.

It was concluded, that both types are complementary to

each other. The rather expensive loop tests, in general,

are more suitable for fission product transport studies.

Capsule tests are favorable in cases where the integrity

of the coated particles is of main interest.

"Microfuel elements and fuel elements studies with the use

of pre-irradiation"

presented by A.A. Khrulev (USSR)

The "weak" irradiation method was developed as a research

tool accompanying irradiation tests. It can be used to

control the manufacture induced contamination and failure

fraction of test samples before their irradiation. Further-

more it serves for basic investigations of material proper-

ties. The method consists of irradiation at room tempera-
13 14 -2

ture to fluences up to 10 - 10 cm followed by short-

time out-of-pile annealing near HTR operating temperatures

whereby the release of Xe-135 is measured.

The gas release measurements for various types of simu-

lated contaminations and particle failures provided dis-

tinct differences, thus enabling an improved unterstand-

ing of the release mechanisms. A further important result

was the relation between gas release and graphite densi-

ty showing a factor 5 increase of the release by reducing

the densitiy from 1,86 to 1,67 g/cm . The measured tem-

perature dependence indicated an increase of the acti-

vation energy above 1000 °C.
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SECOND PART

Chairman: G. Ivens, FRG

The contribution of Mr. Degaltsev (USSR) described the large field

of the reactor tests with fuel elements and coated particles as

well as the pre- and post-irradiation investigations.

The very good results confirm both: the quality of the fuel ele-

ments and suitability of the applied test methods.

Mr. Naomidis (FRG) described the results of investigations on the

behaviour of HTR-fuel under accident conditions. A large number of

spherical fuel elements with burnups between 6 and 16 % fima were

heated at temperatures between 1400 and 2500 C. The measured

releaseof solid and gaseous fission products gives information on

the fuel behaviour during hypothetical core heat-up accidents.

Mr. Reitsamer (Austria) gave an impressive lecture on the post-

irradiation examination methods developed and applied in the Austrian

Research Centre Seibersdorf.

All these contributions from USSR,Austria and Germany gave a good

impression, of the very high standard of fuel irradiation facilities

and post-irradiation investigation methods in these countries.

Mr. Mitake (Japan) described in his paper the results of the

analytical investigation of the fission product behaviour in the

VHTR, the Japanese HTR-project with block type fuel elements and

to be operated at 950 °C gas outlet temperature.

The results show that the exspected offsite public radiation dose

is sufficiently low, however, the anticipated operator doses due to

maintenance requirements need a reduction of the Cesium release.

The Report of Mr. RagoO (FRG) informed on the development of a

module type HTR and its fuel elements. The relatively small reactor
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is designed that, even under extreme and hypothetical accident

conditions the fuel temperatures will stay below 1600 °C.

As a consequence, no provisions to evacuate the people in case

of such a very unlikely accident are necessary, even if the reactor

is operated in a densely populated area.

In conclusion it can be confirmed that all the participating coun-

tries have developed very high standards for their analytical and

experimental methods to test, to investigate, and to evaluate the

behaviour of HTR-fuel.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION IV: "SPENT FUEL
TREATMENT AND STORAGE"

FIRST PART

Chairman: V.P. Popick, USSR

At the Section seven reports were presented (three from

PEG, two from the USSR, one from United Kingdom, one from

Japan), five of them were devoted to the problems of HTGR spent

fuel treatment.

The analysis of these reports permits to make a conclusion

that the investigations on the HTGR spent fuel treatment are be-

ing carried out in most participating countries.

During the discussion two approaches to the solution of this

problem were revealed: - interim storage and final storage of

the HTGR spent fuel without treatment, - HTGR spent fuel treatment

for reprocessing the fissile material and ensuring safe and eco-

nomic conditions of radioactive waste final storage.

Storage of the HIGH spent fuel without treatment is an acce-

ptable solution at limited applications of the reactors of this

type. In a wide use of HTGR for nuclear energy generation the

spent fuel treatment is likely to become demanding.

For nuclear fuel regeneration from the HTGE spent fuel, the

methods (various variants of "Purex" and "Thorex" processes) de-

veloped for the fuel of the power reactors of other types may

be used. However the HTGR fuel requires essentially different me-

thods for hand-end-process, than the metal clad fuel elements.

The German, Japanese and Soviet specialists reported the re-

sults obtained from studying various methods of the HTGR fuel

head-end-processj
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-crashiiig-burning-leaching (ERG);

-gasification in COo - crashing of coated particles fuel -

volocsidation-leaching (Japan);

- fuel elements burning vdthoitt their preliminary crushing-

crushing of coated particles fuel-leaching (USSS).

All the methods were checked with unirradiated fuel. It has

been found that all of them have both advantages and disadvantages.

The justified choice of the optimal head-end-process va-

riant may only be made after checking some variants on the HUGE

irradiated fuel.

Though feasibility of the HTGE fuel treatment is, in princip-

le, beyond any doubt, its commercial realization requires "hot"

testing and checks of:

- optimal head-end-process variant;

- fuel solutions treatment technology and equipment ensuring

required indices and nuclear safety of treatment process because

even for the low-enriched variant of the HTGR fuel cycle initial

uranium enrichment («v1C$) considerably exceeds this value for

thermal water—cooled reactors;

- handling of gaseous, liquid and solid wastes from HTGH

fuel treatment, ensuring environmental safety.

In the future it seems useful to provide a specialists'

meeting headed by IWSGCR and to discuss thoroughly the safety

problems of fuel storage and treatment, because these problems

are not less important for the HTGR commercial application than

fuel element design and reliability.
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Chairman: D.J, Wheeler

SECOND PART

HEAD-END PROCESSING OF HTR FUEL ELEMENTS

Kaiser, Barnert-Wiemer, Hoogen, Wold, FRG

Various methods for graphite/fuel separation have been investigated,
but 'burning' was selected as the most technically feasible.

The fuel is first crushed and milled to a mean grain size of
300-400pm, at which size 100% breakage of the silicon and carbide
particles can be expected. The fuel is then burnt in a fluidised bed
with oxygen; the burner off-gas is cleaned up, and the burner products
are dissolved in nitric acid. The separation of uranium and plutonium
would employ the well proven PUREX technology.

Head-end operations still require development, and to demonstrate both
process and equipment on a pilot scale, the existing JUPITER head-end
facility has been modified to operate in a single step burning mode,
and laboratory experiments ''will be performed using LEU fuel to gain
data on the release of volatile fission products and the properties of
LEU burner products.

The JUPITER head-end fluldised-bed burner can be operated with gas
velocities between 15-50 cm/sec giving maximum burning rates of
lOKg/hr. Removal of reactor heat is achieved by a water-cooled closed
nitrogen circuit. The batch size is currently limited to about 35Kg
of unburnable bed material, but the batch size is expected to increase
in the future. The plant has successfully processed 8000 unirradiated
fuel elements of both TRISO. and BISO types with either U02 or (U,
Th)02. Future work will concentrate on further component development
and tail-burning operations to produce a residual carbon content of
less than 0.5% in the burner products; and also preparation to use the
facility with irradiated fuel.

The laboratory scale facility scheduled to be completed by the end of
1983 will provide basic data on the flow characteristics of irradiated
graphite and fuel material, and on the release behaviour of the
volatile and semi-volatile fission products, particlarly plate-out and
accumulation. To remove noxious components from the burner off-gas a
special process called AKUT _(Aerosol, jtrypton und Tritium separation)
has been developed, with a maximum flow of llm^/hr (STP). The most
important result is that the effluent concentrations are constant and
independent of the variation of the input concentrations.

The LEU burner product comprises 77 wt% heavy metal and 23 wtZ silicon
carbide. For dissolution on a technical scale a procedure has been
developed which, whilst avoiding any NO - burst directly, is leading
to a feed solution acceptable for PUREA processing.
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THE INVESTIGATION OF HTGR FUEL REGENERATION PROCESS

Lazarev, Bertina, Popik, Isakov, Alkhimov, Pokhitonov, USSR

Reprocessing of HTR fuel is seen as desirable for economic and
ecological reasons, and the paper investigates the basic steps in the
process.

The removal of the graphite matrix can be divided into three main
processes, mechanical, chemical or incineration. The first two pose
various difficulties, and burning is the preferred because it produces
low quantities of secondary waste and minimwnal consumption of
reagents and energy. The burning process has been investigated for
spheres because prior grinding will produce dust. The oxidation
kinetics, space conditions and gas dynamic factors are examined to
enable furnace profiles and burning regimes to be selected. It is
considered advisable to gasify the matrix graphite and pyrocarbon at
1100 - 1300°K to produce acceptable rates of reaction
(0.1 - 0.5g/m2s). The mass transfer constants that are necessary to
calculate the kinetic parameters were determined by modelling oxygen
transfer to reacting surfaces by means of an indicator to an absorbing
surface. Sodium carbonate dissolved in water formed the indicator,
and ion-exchange resins formed the sorbent. Similarity conditions are
derived to explore the optimum parameters for the reaction. Actual
experiments on fuel element gasification have been undertaken.

After burning the graphite matrix and outer pyrocarbon coating, the
silicon carbide layer is disrupted by velocity shock which still
preserves most of the fuel kernals, but produces no more dust than
0.1% of the particle mass. The parameters involved in the process are
quantified. The shock process is followed by a further incineration
stage. During the burning phases, the gases that are released are
cooled, filtered and the radioactive gases are trapped.

Nitric acid is used to dissolve the kernals and when the burn-up is in
excess of lOOMWD/Kg, a slime is formed containing molybdenum
palladium, ruthenium, uranium and plutonium. The slime is treated
with concentrated acid, which may be used as a solute for the
following fuel batch. To increase dissolution fluorine ions are
introduced. The solute passes two extraction purification cycles.
When fuel elements with low burn-up are delivered, three cycles of
uranium and plutonium purification are used.

The investigations show the possibility of reprocessing spent HTR
fuel.
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THE APPLICABILITY OF GAS-FLUORIDE TECHOLOGY TO REGENERATION
OF SPENT HTGR FUEL ELEMENTS

W.N. Prusakov, N.M. Trotsenko, USSR

An interesting alternative to the well-known water-extraction method
for reprocessing spent HTR fuel would be to use a fluorination
technique.

Fluorine reacts readily with all the component materials of HTR fuel,
and the high vapour pressure of the resulting compounds makes it
possible to separate the volatile from the non-volatile fluorides -
eg, by disillation and/or absorption to produce products of high
purity.

Fluorination of HTR fuel can take place without prior graphite
removal, but to reduce fluorine consumption it is better to crush and
burn the elements to remove as much carbon as possible. The remaining
oxidised spent fuel with impurities of carbon and silicon can then be
fed into the following process.

The dispersed fuel is first converted into fluorides at 1300°K. This
is followed by condensation at -40°C to separate the uranium and
plutonium hexafluorides (including some volatile fission products
RuF , NbF_, MoFfi, etc) from residual fluorine and highly volatile
-iF,, CF,, N2, 82, etc. The uranium and plutonium hexafluorides are
separated from the other volatile products by distillation or
absorption. The uranium and plutonium hexafluorides are themselves
separated in the course of thermal decomposition and pyrohydrolysis.
Pyrohydrolysis of the uranium hexafluorida will produce uranium
dioxide.

Using BOR-60 oxide fuel with high (12%) burn-up it was shown that the
fluorination technique is capable of producing high purity end
products.

The gas-fluoride technology offers three main advantages. Firstly,
the reaction kinetics are such that the overall dimensions of the
plant are less than those for the standard water-extraction
technology. Secondly, the reagents process high radiation resistance;
and thirdly, the resulting wastes are compact.
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S U M M A R Y

ON THE FINAL SESSION OF THE IAEA MEETING ON HTR FUEL
DEVELOPMENT AND SPENT FUEL TREATMENT

Chairman: N.N. Ponomarev-Stepnoy, USSR

An interest for gas-cooled reactors shown in different countries

results from demand for expanding nuclear energy applications into va-

rious areas of power industry, from striving for improvement of tech-

nical and operating characteristics of nuclear reactors, from search

of the safest solutions.

As this perspective direction of nuclear power engineering is in

a state of development, a wide range of problems named "Gas-cooled

reactor fuel elements'* and discussed at the meeting is characterized

by a variety of development stages as well as scientific and techni-

cal approaches to solving these problems* The problems under conside-

ration involve reactors of various types differing

- in coolant: helium, carbon dioxide, dissociating gas,

- in neutron spectrum: fast (breeders) and thermal reactors,

- in temperature level of coolant: from 500 to 1000°C,

- in arrangement: integral and modular versions,

requirements to fuel elements, design modifications, materials;

fuel of different kinds:

- fuel rods with metal claddings•

- prismatic and spherical fuel elements with graphite matrices

and shells,

- fuel particles with multilayer coating;

production and quality control of fuel elements and coated particles;

tests and investigation of fuel properties:

- mass in-pile tests,

- loop tests and low-level exposures,

- tests for leak-tightness under operating and emergency condi-
tions,

- investigation of corrosion, stressed-deformed state, diffusion

processes, storage and reprocessing of fuel elements.

The most of information submitted concerns graphite fuel ele-

ments with coated particles* Its consideration shows that this con-
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cept is promising from the point of view of increasing the temperatu-

re level in nuclear power engineering for the purpose of industrial

heat supply and energy supply of processes, the use of such fuel

elements makes it possible to develop reactor systems of high safety

even in the case of reactor circuit depres surizat ion, there are pos-

sibilities of achieving higher burn-ups and improving the fuel cycle

characteristics, realization of both low-enriched uranium fuel cyc-

le and thorium fuel oycle becomes possible*

A number of problems which need further understanding have ap-

peared at the same time. They involve behaviour of graphite fuel

elements in a reactor in accident air penetration, more complete com-

parison between modular and integral arrangements of reactor plants,

further advance in fuel treatment, refinement of limiting temperatu-

re regimes including their dependence upon attainable burn-ups,

further comparison between prismatic and spherical concepts of fuel

elements •

The status of research on gas-cooled reactor fuel and perspec-

tives of their development favour the development of contacts in

this area.
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